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Since the turn of the century, Iran has
experienced three major political
upheavals in the struggle to democratize
her political systems. The last revolution
inaugurated an era of unprecedented
turmoil and instead of fulfilling its
democratic aim, paved the way for an
even more despotic theocracy.
To put the revolution in a proper
perspective, some attempt is made to
explain the reasons for Khomeini’s
success in acquiring first, the symbolic
leadership of the anti-Shah revolution,
and then, the monopolistic control of
power in Iran. How and why the other
claimants to power were shunted aside
and later brutally repressed is a further
theme for discussion. The domestic and
external ramifications of the revolution
are examined in detail; in particular,
the rise of the anti-American feeling
which culminated in the hostage crisis.
In conclusion, an analysis is offered
of the instrumentalities of power available
to the Islamic Republic, and several scenarios
are explored in which Iran’s competing
forces may converge to determine whether
this third revolution will finally succeed in
subordinating political authority to popular
democratic consent.

Jacket photograph is by courtesy of
the Middle East Photographic Archive.
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Since the turn of the century Iran has experienced three major political
upheavals in her relentless, but so far unsuccessful, struggle to demo
cratize her political system. The 1906-11 constitutional revolution
attempted to introduce a Western-style liberal parliamentary monarchy
to Iran, but instead led to the rise of the first Pahlavi dictatorship by
1925. The nationalist movement of the Mossadegh era in the early
1950s sought to secure Iran’s economic independence as a precondition
for a popularly based constitutional democracy, but resulted in the
emergence of the second Pahlavi dictatorship. The authentic revolution
of 1978-9 tried to terminate all forms of dictatorship once and for all,
and instead paved the way for an even more despotic theocracy. The
last revolution inaugurated an era o f such unprecedented turmoil that
in some ways it may be regarded as not one, but three consecutive and
on-going revolutions. The first overthrew the Shah, the second utilized
anti-American radicalism to institutionalize an Islamic Republic, and
the last transformed the republic into a one-party fundamentalist
theocracy.
While a consensus on the need to overthrow the Pahlavi dynasty
emerged by the autumn of 1978 among the overwhelming majority of
politicized Iranians, revolution meant different things to the different
groups which had coalesced around that goal. Consequently, the antiShah coalition broke up as soon as the Shia fundamentalists started
establishing a theocracy rather than a pluralistic democracy or a Marxist
People’s Republic, as at least two other claimants to power had con
templated. In a real sense of each of the last two revolutions was waged
not only to deny them a share of power, but also to divest them of the
right of challenging the authority of the Shia fundamentalists.
In the process the secular forces, some of which had spearheaded the
insurrectionary seizure of power in 1979, began to be devoured by the
revolution itself. The progressive elimination of the opposition forces
culminated in the ousting of the first President of the Islamic Republic
in June 1981, and the subsequent armed struggle against the regime
by the more militant of these forces. This struggle continues to date.
The prospects of its success depend as much on the ability of these
forces to attract massive public support as on the Islamic Republic’s
determination to retain power.
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To develop the above themes, this study will begin by raising the
question of why and how Khomeini succeeded. Chapter 1 will try to
provide at least a partial answer to this question. The American connec
tion with the revolution and the disintegration of the armed forces
will be considered in the answer. The process of the institutionalization
of the revolutionary regime, despite the lack of consensus on its ideo
logical and constitutional foundation preceding the enactment of the
Islamic Constitution, will be the focus of Chapter 2. The hostage crisis
which interrupted that process, the leadership of the militant students
and the phases of evolution of the crisis, with an emphasis on its in
ternal ramifications, will be examined in Chapter 3. A closer look at the
presidency and the Majlis will be attempted in Chapter 4, along
with the first manifestations of political disputes between these top
institutions of the new regime. Chapter 5 will focus on the resurgence
of the opposition, which though dating back to the dispute concerning
the constitution, had been temporarily submerged during the hostage
crisis. Under separate headings the Shia opposition, the Kurdish insur
rection and the intellectual alienation will be probed. Since the left
emerged as a dominant political force in the year-long revolutionary
upheaval and began to disagree on the legitimacy and viability of the
Islamic Republic, Chapter 6 will be devoted to the parties of the left —
both those which are presently in the forefront of opposition to
Khomeini as well as those persisting in their support for him.
The political rift between secular and fundamentalist forces which
culminated in the demise of the Islamic Republic’s first President is
considered in Chapter 7, while Chapter 8 focuses on the outbreak of
armed struggle against the regime. The acts of political terrorism and
the brutal response that they evoke, as well as a realignment of opposi
tion forces both inside and outside the country, will be emphasized.
Chapter 9 will discuss changes in Iran’s relations with the world at large
beginning by a discussion o f US-Iran relations since Khomeini’s acces
sion to power, and ending with the Islamic Republic’s international
outlook. Iran’s changing threat perception both before and after the
Iraqi invasion, along with the ramifications of that war, will constitute
the main inquiries of this chapter. A prognosis of the prospects of the
opposition forces and the chances of the viability of the Islamic Repub
lic will be offered in the concluding chapter.
Research for this study was begun immediately after the revolution.
A deliberate effort has been made to rely, as much as possible, on
original Iranian sources. Over the last few years I have travelled exten
sively in the USA, Western Europe and the Middle East to collect data
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and to conduct interviews with scores of Iranian writers, diplomats,
civilian and military officials and politicians representing all shades of
political opinion. Of particular value to me has been the vast collection
of Farsi newspapers and other publications originating from Iran,
Europe or the USA. Together with those put out by various exile
groups, these constitute the bulk o f the original sources used in this
study. Equally indispensable to me has been the availability of power
ful short-wave radios to monitor Iranian state-controlled broadcasts
directly, rather than relying on the summary of their English transcripts
available in several Western countries and often used exclusively by
non-Farsi-speaking authors.
Many sources and individuals from all walks of life have contributed
to my research. Those who could be identified are cited in the text.
Others must remain anonymous for compelling personal or family
safety reasons. The valuable co-operation of still others who gave me
numerous useful and extended off-the-record interviews must also be
acknowledged.
To Robert Hershman, formerly of the MacNeil-Lehrer Report of the
Public Broadcasting Service, Washington, DC, I owe special thanks for
putting at my disposal much-needed communication facilities at the
height of the uprising in Tabriz in December 1979. Equally significant
were the contributions of Dr Mehdi Rouhani, the leader of the Iranian
Shiite community in France, and Mahmoud Khayami and Hossein Khodadad for their understanding of the intricacies of intra-clerical relations
among the Shias in Iran and Iraq. To Charles Naas, John Stempel,
formerly of the US embassy in Tehran; Ralph Lindstrom, presently the
US State Department’s Country Director for Iran; and Professor
Geoffrey Kemp of the National Security Council staff go special thanks
for their generous time and frank co-operation regarding US-Iranian
relations during both the Carter and Reagan Administrations.
Some o f my former and present colleagues should be mentioned also
for extended and often beneficial exchanges over the past few years.
Amongst them: Amos Perimutter of the American University, Washing
ton DC; Paul Seabury, Chalmers Johnson and George Lenczowski of the
University of California, Berkeley; Adeed Dawishaof the Royal Institute
of International Affairs, London; Ahmad Ghoreishi and Ghassam Motamedi, formerly of the National and Tehran Universities; Nasser Amini and
Ahmad Mirfendereski, formerly of Iran’s foreign ministry; Yusof
Mazandi, a foreign journalist of long standing; and last but not least,
Parviz Raeen of the Associated Press and Time-Life magazine. Robert
Moss and Brian Crosier of The Economist and Journal o f Conflict
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Resolution respectively, were most helpful in sharing information with
me. Needless to say, responsibility for the contents of this book re
mains exclusively mine.
To my family I owe the usual gratitude for putting up with my
frequent absences and unavoidable interruptions of our family life to
which, they assure me, they have by now become accustomed. Judi
Weisgraber o f Saint Mary’s College, California has been most gracious
and competent in typing both drafts of this manuscript and performing
other tedious tasks commonly involved in such an enterprise. Saint
Mary’s College and the Institute of International Studies, University of
California, Berkeley were also most forthcoming with much-needed
support.
S.Z.
Moraga, California, April 1982
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Although the focus of this book is on Iran since the 1979 revolution,
an understanding of how and why that revolution succeeded in bringing
Khomeini to power is indispensable for putting events since 1979 into
their proper perspective.
Much has been written on the causes of the 1979 revolution by
scholars, journalists and diplomats alike. Some who played a critical
role from its inception until the deviation from its original course
some time in December 1979, when a controversial Islamic constitution
was adopted, have also publicized their accounts. To evaluate the
academic worth or the objectivity of all these accounts is beyond the
scope of this study. What is evident is that the whole true story of the
revolution remains to be told. More time needs to elapse before a
definitive account of the revolution can be offered. Thus, for example,
former President Carter and his National Security Adviser, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, are still to be heard from. On the Iranian side, Mehdi
Bazargan, Generals Gharabaghi and Fardoust, Banisadr and the late
Beheshti, men who have or had intimate knowledge of the critical events
between 16 January and 11 February 1979, have, by and large, been sil
ent or their knowledge has been inaccessible to researchers and specialists.
To contend that the full story of this momentous event cannot yet
be told does not mean that aspects of the revolution cannot be studied.
This writer and many others have attempted to do so over the last few
years.1 Some of the American diplomats serving in the field or in
various intelligence and State Department agencies have also disclosed
their personal knowledge of these events.
For the purpose of this study, instead of reviewing the totality of
circumstances and causes which gave birth to the revolution, the author
intends to ask a different set of questions under the general heading
o f ‘How Khomeini Dominated the Revolution’. This is done because
one of the author’s chief assumptions is that Khomeini’s total leader
ship was unplanned and avoidable. It is further contended that barely
three months after his seizure of power, the majority of the anti-Shah
political groups and personalities began to realize their errors in pledg
ing loyalty to him, and one after another deserted him.
By the revolution’s first anniversary Khomeini had already lost
the support of secular-liberal forces. By the end of another year
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non-fundamentalist Islamic groups and anti-Soviet leftist organizations
had joined the opposition. More significantly, towards the end of 1979
four of the grand Ayattolahs began to oppose him with varying degrees
of vehemence. Put differently, what began as an authentic and antidictatorial popular revolution based on a broad coalition of all antiShah forces was soon transformed into an Islamic fundamentalist
power-grab, in the process of which that coalition disintegrated ir
reversibly.
This was not merely a peaceful and democratic transfer of power
from one group to another. It entailed a particular form of radicalization of the revolution. It had to do with the form and substance
of the new Iranian political system. Who could rule the country,
in the interest of whom and with what degree of accountability, were
the critical issues at stake. The absence of a consensus of response to
these and similar issues, and more significantly the failure to develop a
legitimate mechanism to resolve the existing differences of perception
of Iran’s new social and political system, have heavily affected the
course of events since 1979.
With regard to Khomeini’s seizure of control of the revolutionary
coalition and his subsequent transformation of the course of the revolu
tion, attention should be paid both to external and to internal causes.
Since the deposed Pahlavi regime relied heavily on the USA, the
American connection with events in Iran in 1978-9 must be probed.
By the same token, since the disintegration of the armed forces enabled
the revolutionary forces to change the power transition from a fairly
peaceful one into a violent insurrectionary one, the collapse of the
Imperial Army requires careful scrutiny.

The American Connection
Most accounts of American behaviour, particularly in the latter phase
of the year-long revolutionary turmoil, seem to agree on several cogent
factors:2 first, the incoherence and confusion o f the Carter Administra
tion; secondly, a State Department seemingly hypnotized by an ab
stract model of human rights; thirdly, a weakened and undermined
intelligence community which was incapable of predicting the crisis or,
when it began to unfold, o f making a correct assessment of what it
portended. These three factors combined to produce a de'bacle for the
United States in Iran, with far-reaching ramifications, many o f which
have not yet been fully comprehended.
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The American authors Michael Ledeen and William Lewis offer one
of the best analyses of the American dilemma in the Iranian revolu
tion.3 According to them, not only had high government functionaries
such as Brzezinski made their opposition to the Shah known before
they joined the Carter Administration, but important Democratic
senators like Kennedy, Mondale, Cranston, Church and Fraser had gone
on record criticizing various aspects of US-Iranian relations. Within the
staffs of these senators, influential advisers in international affairs had
long before joined anti-Shah groups: among them was Robert Hunter,
the former foreign-policy adviser to Senator Kennedy. When accom
panying Kennedy as a guest of the Shah, he was denied an audience
with the Iranian ruler in order to present his misgivings about human
rights violations in Iran.
Within the National Security Council (NSC) Brzezinski and Hunter
were not the only ones with reservations about the Shah. David Aaron,
deputy assistant to the President for national security affairs and a
close collaborator of Vice-President Mondale, had declared that ‘This
administration is different. If the Shah thinks that he will get all the
arms that he wants, he shall have surprizes.’ This view was shared by
other members of the Council and it accurately reflected that of
Mondale.
Kennedy, Mondale, Cranston. Church and Fraser, known as the
‘Vietnam era’ senators, supported these critics of the Shah in the NSC.
They felt it was immoral for the USA to provide an uninterrupted flow
of arms to a ruler who was guilty of grave violations of human rights.
But among the close associates of Carter’s foreign-policy establishment
there was neither unanimity nor consistency concerning the Iranian
crisis.
At the outset reports from the embassy in Iran were by and large
optimistic. William Sullivan, who replaced Richard Helm as US ambas
sador, reflected the views of his predecessor by portraying basically a
monarch who exercised total control and a military sufficiently strong
to resist attack from any radical neighbours. Did it, therefore, follow
that the Shah could continue his liberalization policies? If there was a
link between the Shah’s strength and his ability to liberalize Iranian
society, would it not follow that the US should simultaneously enhance
the position of the Shah?
Few in the USA realized the inherent contradictions between these
two factors. Liberalization for the educated Iranians meant the loosen
ing of the Shah’s grip on power. It meant genuinely free elections, a
constitutional democracy, a free press, and in short the transformation
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of the Iranian political system from a dynastic autocracy to a respon
sible democratic state. For these Iranians, those who thought this
transformation might be achieved without an erosion of the Shah’s
power were simply uneducated or myopic.
Why the US embassy could not comprehend the contradictions
between the two propositions is the subject of much speculation.
Ledeen and Lewis feel that the two ambassadors, each for personal and
career reasons, were reluctant to unsettle their superiors in Washington
with facts which they were not ready to accept.4 Other sources indicate
that the two were as much victims of the perplexity of Iranian politics
and the complexity of the Shah’s personality as were many perceptive
Iranian insiders in close contact with the American officials.
The beginning of 1978 was thus marked by a formal US policy which
relied on the premise that the Shah’s strength would not be sapped by
progressive liberalization. President Carter had set the tone by his
infamous New Year toast in Tehran in which he observed that Iran,
‘under the Shah’s enlightened leadership’, had become ‘an island of
stability’. The best estimate of the expectations of US officials about
the Iranian situation was that once the President had set the main tone
o f the policy it should be permitted to proceed, and if it generated
undesirable results then it could be re-evaluated and revised if neces
sary.
Within the foreign-policy establishment there were those who
wished that the policy would not succeed, for its failure would simply
prove them right. There were others who thought it was essential to
persuade the Shah to implement such liberalization policies as would
eventually democratize the Iranian political system and make the Shah
dispensable.
The period between January and August was a period of ‘wait and
see’ for the United States. Major upheavals in Qom in January, and in
Tabriz in February when for two days it was in the hands of insurgents,
had been successfully contained. Daily the Shah would announce the
release of more political prisoners, and the controlled media was given
a little more freedom in news coverage. At the end of June a confident
Shah was quoted as saying that he would simply not permit a second
Tabriz as long as he was alive.5 US embassy reports were by and large
positive. Ambassador Sullivan decided to leave on his summer vacation
and was physically absent until late September. Every indication dis
proved the alleged contradiction in a dual policy towards Iran which
sought simultaneously to strengthen the Shah and to liberalize Iran’s
political system.
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This optimistic view was verified in testimony before various con
gressional committees. Thus, in late August the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) could estimate that the country was neither in a pre
revolutionary nor a revolutionary situation. The Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA) in its 28 September estimates could foresee another
ten years of rule by the Shah.6
Bearing in mind that the events of August and September were the
turning point in Iranian political developments, these optimistic esti
mates would seem, to say the least, outdated by about sixty days.
Blaming over-reliance on the SAVAK (A Farsi acronym for State
Security and Information Organization) or restrictions on CIA and DIA
activities due to President Carter’s objection to secret operations for
this massive intelligence failure, would not suffice either. By the time
the US ambassador returned to his post in Tehran in late September, he
had sufficient time and reliable sources to ascertain the gravity of
the Iranian developments. As will be seen later, at the end of October
the ambassador still believed that his Iranian contacts, both inside
and outside the government, were unnecessarily panicky and that the
dual policy of backing the Shah and his liberalization policies would
succeed.
Were the American officials the only foreign observers guilty of mis
information and misconception about Iran in the summer of 1978?
Ledeen and Lewis have credited the French and Israeli diplomatic and
intelligence services with a more accurate and perceptive analysis of
the Iranian situation. This author had the opportunity of talking to a
number of Israeli officials including Uri Lubrani, head of Israel’s mission
to Tehran, during a flight out of Tehran on 17 July 1978. The Israeli
officials were most knowledgeable about two interrelated aspects of the
Iranian scene. One was the activities of the religious opposition, and the
other was the political mood of the Bazaar. Relying on a community
of fairly well-integrated Iranian Jewish merchants, they predicted
rightly that the Bazaar would play the critical role in the outcome of
the ongoing struggle. Liberalization policies were immaterial for them.
These policies might influence the students and the Western-educated
secular upper middle classes, but the lower classes, the small Bazaar
traders who were subjected to Islamization by the Shia clergy, would
not be impressed by the effects of the political Westernization of
Iran.7
When pressed for a prognosis, the Israeli diplomats appeared not to
be o f the same mind. Some gave the Shah another two or three years;
others thought his departure would be voluntary, in favour of his son
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and by a peaceful transition of power. None underestimated the Shah’s
ability to use the military to safeguard his reign. By the same token
none even conceived the slightest notion that the Shah’s determination
would become progressively paralysed to the point that he would be
come a victim of political and personal fatalism. As a precautionary
measure, however, in August the chief Israeli diplomat, Dr Kami,
informed the Iranian Jewish community that they should be aware of
the progressive Islamization of the lower-class Bazaari population and
maintain a low profile in their commercial activities. In point of fact
that advice was not well heeded. The Jewish community proved no
more prescient as to the exact course o f the Iranian turmoil than other
segments of the population.
At any rate, as the tempo o f public agitation increased and the
regime failed to show any determination in coping with the crisis in
a measured and well-thought-out manner, the United States too began
to show signs of reassessing the Iranian situation. As far as the Shah was
concerned, however, this process had begun not in mid autumn but in
mid summer of 1978. His testimony on America’s withdrawal of support
is unambiguous. ‘I did not know it then - but it is clear to me that the
Americans wanted me out’, he wrote shortly before his death.8 By the
time the leaders of the Western democracies met on 4 January 1979 in
Guadeloupe, the Shah believed that France, West Germany and Britain
had come to accept the American position. Nor was this totally unpre
cedented. The Shah felt that the withdrawal of US support evolved
gradually. Thus, the student demonstrations in Washington in Novem
ber 1977 were part of an organized effort to discredit him and his
government to which the oil companies and the CIA contributed finan
cially and otherwise. It was inconceivable to the Shah that the US
government could not have prevented a student rally within the ear
shot of the president if it had really wished to do so. The suspicion
that the USA might have been in collusion with the Soviets also worried
the Shah: he related a conversation with Nelson Rockefeller in which
he wondered whether it was conceivable that the Americans and the
Russians had divided the world between them.
President Carter’s concern for human rights is blamed for playing
a considerable role in the Shah’s downfall. Puzzled at US insistence
that there was no contradiction between supporting him and pushing
for liberalizing his regime, he tried hard to secure America’s unequivo
cal support for his regime. Nearly all accounts agree that instead of
unconditional support he received mixed signals. His dilemma was
aggravated further, on the one hand, because he felt US support was
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conditional on continuous liberalization policies in Iran and, on the
other, because he feared pursuing such policies in the midst of an
economic crisis was bound to undermine his regime.
Numerous attempts were made by the Shah to ascertain the real
intentions of the USA during the crisis in the autumn of 1978. One parti
cular attempt early in October involved former Prime Minister Amir
Abbas Hoveyda (later executed), US Ambassador William Sullivan and
a special envoy with close ties to the latter. Frustrated at the failure of
diplomatic and official channels to secure an ironclad guarantee of US
support for the Shah, Hoveyda, who had been just recently dismissed
as Minister of the Imperial Court, summoned a former chancellor of the
National University whom he believed to have close ties with the
United States, to find out what Washington was really up to.9 When the
former chancellor assured him that he did not believe the USA was
fomenting public protest against the Shah, Hoveyda expressed agree
ment with his analysis but thought that the Shah should accept US
non-involvement in the worsening turmoil. Hoveyda asked the former
chancellor to get in touch with Ambassador Sullivan and report back to
him so that he could try once more to assure the Shah that the Ameri
cans were not behind the opposition campaign. In a lengthy discussion
with Sullivan, the former chancellor was told that he had full authority
to express total US support for the Shah.

In
st

itu

Here is a copy of a top-secret (for your eyes only) report that I just
sent to Washington to say that the Shah was irreplaceable and that
the US should go all the way with him. The trouble with you guys is
that you panic easily. Our people report that the opposition meet
ings are poorly attended and organized haphazardly; and therefore
they should be regarded as a nuisance and not a threat.
Reassured by the ambassador, the former chancellor reported back to
Hoveyda, who arranged an immediate audience with the Shah to assure
him that the USA, based on all available evidence, was not supporting
the opposition. Hoveyda’s emissary found it most difficult to convince
a suspicious Shah who would either listen in dazed silence or cite
some recent examples of American setbacks elsewhere in the world as
proof of US susceptibility to vacillation in supporting traditional allies.
Thus, for example, he cited the assassination of South Vietnamese
President Diem, which he was certain was the work of CIA agents.
The Shah was convinced also that the rise to power of Fidel Castro
was greatly facilitated by American agents working against the former
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Cuban dictator Batista.
But that was not all. He knew that some US embassy officials
were in touch with the opposition leaders, especially those of the
National Front and those of Bazargan’s Iran Liberation Movement.
When Hoveyda’s emissary pointed out that low-echelon embassy
officials traditionally contacted these personalities so that they could
write objective and detailed analyses for their superiors, and that what
was significant was what the ambassador would do with these reports,
the Shah was not convinced. He was aware of that routine practice,
but these were not normal times. Contacts with opposition groups were
bound to be construed as signs of the erosion of America’s support,
particularly when the new administration pressed him to pursue libera
lization policies.
During his meeting with Sullivan, Hoveyda’s envoy was urged to
assure the Shah of his, Sullivan’s, and the US government’s sincerity.
If the Shah did not trust him, he was willing to resign. All the Shah had
to do was to indicate his displeasure to the US government which,
because it was so desperate to reassure the Shah, would immediately
order Sullivan’s reassignment. But the Shah did not believe that his
troubles would be solved by changing the US ambassador. He seemed
resigned to the fact that the decision to withdraw American support
was a matter of high policy unlikely to be affected by changes in
diplomatic personnel.
Although the Shah’s mind could not be radically changed, the in
defatigable Hoveyda, upon hearing the account of that audience,
tried once more to secure another direct assurance from the highest
US authorities. His envoy went to Washington, DC and, through
Ambassador Zahedi, arranged a meeting with Brzezinski. After he was
briefed about the Shah’s continuing doubts, he proposed to contact
the sovereign directly and without intermediaries. At the end of Octo
ber President Carter’s National Security Adviser telephoned the Shah
to convey to him, in the strongest possible terms, America’s unshakeable support. A dubious Shah listened passively. Neither citing any
special grievance nor expressing unhappiness with American diplo
matic personnel, he expressed his gratitude. Barely a week later
Hoveyda was arrested during the Shah’s ‘anti-corruption’ campaign.
When in January he was offered freedom and exile from Iran, the
deeply hurt, long-time Prime Minister refused them. In a real sense
Hoveyda had become another victim of the Shah’s dilemma in compre
hending the real intentions of the USA towards him and Iran in the
autumn of 1978. Having completed his historic mission, the former
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university chancellor left the country before the revolution amidst the
deep sense of helplessness and despair which pervaded all officials
around the Shah.
In retrospect there is little doubt that the US diplomatic mission was
not of one mind in evaluating the country’s internal developments. The
embassy was staffed by a number of well-qualified Farsi-speaking person
alities. In annual visits to Iran dating from the early 1960s, the author
found the quality of the political secretaries of the embassy vastly
improved. Thus a major fault that some analysts have found with the US
embassy staff, namely their overall ignorance of the forces of opposition
in the autumn of 1978, is not fully borne out by reliable evidence.
However, Ledeen and Lewis contend that nobody in the CIA, the State
Department and the academic community understood Khomeini.10
Some who had met him in Nejaf, or later in France, felt he was a
moderate and for the most part mainly a symbol of the unity of the
anti-Shah coalition. Others believed that the forces of opposition were
led by the leaders of the secular National Front, men like Karim Sanjabi, Mehdi Bazargan, Shahpour Bakhtiar and Dr Gholamhossein
Sadighi. A further general criticism related to the unfamiliarity of US
officials with Khomeini’s writings and sermons since his exile from
Iran in 1963.
Several points should be made about the above. In the first place,
nearly all of these critical evaluations are retrospective. The truth is
that no one except those who had a blind faith in the quality of
Khomeini’s leadership anticipated his total domination of the Iranian
revolution by the spring of 1979. Khomeini in exile was underestimated
by some of his closest associates, ranging from the veteran nationalist
leaders to such senior Shia Ayattolahs as Shariatmadari and Shirazi.
It was only after his return to Iran and the establishment of the Islamic
Republic that Iranians and foreigners alike began to study his writings
and observe his political style.
Nor is it quite accurate to say that US officials were universally
ignorant of the religious dimension of Iran’s incipient revolutionary
movement. John Stempel, a Berkeley PhD fluent in Farsi and a political
secretary at the US embassy, as early as in the summer of 1977 had
advised his academic colleagues of the rising influence of the clergy
within the country.11 A year later he and some of his colleagues, very
much like some of their Israeli counterparts, were fully immersed in the
literature of the radical clergy. Indeed Khomeini’s latest sermons,
widely circulated in Iran through inexpensive cassettes, were regularly
transcribed by the embassy and reported to the top officials.
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Had they foreseen the emergence of Khomeini as more than a
symbolic leader of the anti-Shah revolution, at least by early Decem
ber, they could have interpreted his role more accurately. In fact,
for nearly fifteen years Khomeini had been issuing appeals and circulat
ing sermons for a general uprising against the Shah, but with little
influence on Iran’s political development. The Shah’s regime gave a
higher priority to the urban guerrilla operations within Iran than to a
clerical leader in exile in Iraq. At no time did the government con
template banning the annual pilgrimage of tens o f thousands of Iranians
to Nejaf and Karbala, where many of them would meet with Khomeini
and pass on to him the religious donations collected in the Bazaars of
Iran. Nor did the Shah press the Iraqi government to restrict Khomeini’s
activity, at least after the Iraq-Iran rapprochement of June 1975.
If his writings and pronouncements were generally ignored, it is
primarily because until late in 1978 his political significance was
negligible. The Iranian revolution was born within the country and
the contribution of exiled personalities, whether religious or secular,
assumed significance only when its momentum had picked up by the
mid-autumn of 1978.
A more plausible criticism of the USA concerns the misconcep
tions and at times the ludicrously benign view of Khomeini after the
triumph of the revolution. Clearly, both Ambassador Andrew Young,
who thought of Khomeini as a kind of saint, and the State Depart
ment’s Iran Country Director Henry Precht, who believed some Ameri
can newspapers were misreading and exaggerating Khomeini’s early
writings, proved to be wrong.12 But here again it is important to
note that in his first few months in power a majority of Iranian and
foreign observers of the revolution were so enthusiastic about its
authentic and popular basis that their judgements about Khomeini
were coloured by wishful idealism. About a year into his tenure the
true nature of Khomeini’s rule, the determination to monopolize power,
and his absolute conviction that a Shia theocracy was both desirable
and practical, awakened even the most persistent of his former ad
mirers.
How the United States fared with Khomeini in power will be
examined later. Suffice it to say that an American connection with the
Iranian revolution did exist. Whether or not this connection could
have evolved differently and the exact nature of its influence on the
course of the revolution are not matters of unanimous consent. As will
be seen, the Iranian military leaders were acutely aware of this connec
tion and endeavoured assiduously to utilize it, first for preserving the
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army and later for effecting a peaceful transition of allegiance to
Khomeini.

The Huyser Mission and the Iranian Army
The dispatch in mid-January of General Robert Huyser, DeputyCommander of US forces in Europe, has been the subject of much
controversy since the overthrow of the Shah. At the time of his arrival
the different forces engaged in political turmoil associated several
tasks with his mission:
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(1 ) The High Command of the Imperial Army came to believe that his
mission was initially that of facilitating the departure of American
military advisers from Iran and securing the safety of sophisticated
American weapons, especially F I 4 aircraft.
(2) That initial mission assumed a political character once the Carter
Administration decided, in early January, that the Shah could not
retain power. Huyser and the entire American mission in Iran then
became instrumental in facilitating the Shah’s departure.
(3) As far as the revolutionary forces were concerned, Huyser was also
capable of convincing the Iranian Generals either fully to support the
Bakhtiar government once the Shah had left, or to stage a coup when
Khomeini returned. However, the revolutionary forces determined
that the Imperial Army should be disbanded with the minimum of
dislocation and violence instead of being allowed to transfer allegiance
to the new regime.
The revolutionary forces, led by such personalities as Mohammad
Beheshti, Mehdi Bazargan, Dr Yaddolah Sahabi and Hashem Sabaghian, were so convinced of the total domination of the Imperial Army
by the American military mission that they believed the Huyser mission
could play a critical role in determining the attitude of the army in
the final stage of the political upheaval. In negotiating with the General
and other American officials they pursued an extremely pragmatic
strategy. First, they expressed complete agreement with the USA that
post-revolutionary Iran needed a well-organized army to protect Iranian
territorial integrity and to ensure that no external power would take
advantage of the turmoil to intervene. Secondly, they pledged that the
safety of US military advisers and sophisticated US-made weapons
would not be jeopardized. Thirdly, once the Shah had left the country,
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they concentrated all their efforts towards convincing the military of
the futility of supporting the Bakhtiar government, and used Huyser as
a lever to convince the armed forces that even the US government had
come to recognize that Bakhtiar’s government was doomed to failure.
Fourthly, in the period between 1 and 12 February these representa
tives of the revolutionary forces pursued one fundamental objective:
to ensure that Huyser would not instigate a coup, and that if the
Iranian military leaders tried to do so, he would dissuade them.
In pursuance of this final goal the revolutionary leaders were aided
by several factors. The safety of US military personnel, the security of
the sophisticated F14 aircraft, and the welfare of American citizens in
Iran as a whole were all used to convince Huyser to go along with their
position. Putting it bluntly, if the United States did not wish its per
sonnel to be harmed or to allow uncontrolled, armed guerrillas, some
with pro-Soviet sympathies, to gain access to its sophisticated weapons,
General Huyser had better see to it that the military surrendered to the
popular revolutionary forces.
In a fascinating account during his trial before the revolutionary
military court, General Amirhossein Rabii disclosed some critical
aspects of General Huyser’s mission.13 On 10 January Huyser attended
a meeting of Iranian commanders and told them bluntly that the Shah
should go. Rabii quoted the US General as stating that the Iranian
people, like many others across the world, were no longer willing to
accept a political system based on individual authority. His government
was in agreement with this sentiment, which was also shared by the
West European allies of the United States.
Once the Shah was gone, in a third session with the military com
manders, the American General was quoted as having urged the Iranian
Army leaders to come to terms with the revolutionary forces. Indeed,
General Huyser gave them a list of the telephone numbers of Khomeini’s
representatives, and implied that they were awaiting their calls and were
willing to negotiate an agreement designed to prevent further chaos
and bloodshed. But it is important to recall that at that stage the
government of Bakhtiar was still legally in power. The US attitude
towards that government changed with the progress of events in Iran.
Huyser told the Iranian commanders that the military should encourage
Bakhtiar to approach Khomeini’s representatives.
In return the Iranian High Command requested that Huyser should
demand three concessions from Khomeini’s forces: one, that Khomeini
should postpone his return to Tehran pending the conclusion of nego
tiations with his representatives; two, that Khomeini should stop issuing
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inflammatory communiques addressed to the Iranians; and three, that
the BBC should be persuaded not to act as a channel of communication
between Khomeini and the Iranian masses.
According to General Rabii at no point, at least in his presence,
did Huyser instigate any move by the Army to stage a coup. Instead,
the Army generals were urged to meet at Beheshti’s residence, and later
at Bazargan’s, to discuss a peaceful settlement of the crisis. From his
testimony and the account that Dr Bakhtiar has given the author, it
appears that not until the Sunday morning triumph of the revolution
did the Army leaders recognize that the USA was resigned to the
collapse of Bakhtiar’s government. Indeed, a day before the total
collapse of that government, Saturday 10 Feburary 1979, martial-law
administrator General Rahimi issued a declaration imposing a 4.30 p.m.
curfew on Tehran. Khomeini’s representative contacted the American
embassy to find out whether General Rahimi’s action had the support
o f General Huyser and the US government. When they were assured
that the United States had no role in Rahimi’s actions, Beheshti and
Bazargan urged Khomeini to issue a blunt appeal to the people urging
them to disobey the curfew and warning the military leaders not to
move against the people.
It is apparent that at that stage at least some among the leadership
of the Army wanted to use the proclaimed curfew in order to crush the
rebellion of the Air Force technicians and cadets, which had begun the
previous day. General Rabii has testified that a plan for the use of
curfew hours to put down the rebellion of the Air Force cadets and
technicians was discussed between Joint Chiefs of Staff and Premier
Bakhtiar that Saturday morning. Genera! Badrei, Commander of the
Army, and General Nashat, Commander of the Imperial Guard, agreed
to put their forces under the command of General Rahimi, the Tehran
martial-law administrator. Dr Bakhtiar advocated the use of the Air
Force for precision bombing of the Air Force Cadet Academy. Resist
ance to this plan came from Gharabaghi, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, who thought the military should not take pre-emptive
action while negotiations with Khomeini’s representatives were under
way.
According to some of the former Iranian Generals now in exile,
the American diplomatic and military missions in Tehran were con
tacted by Gharabaghi, to inquire about potential American reaction
to measures by the military. Be that as it may, the curfew could not be
imposed. About a million Tehranis filled the main thoroughfare of the
capital city in defiance of the curfew. Sabaghian and Beheshti told the
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US embassy that if General Huyser did not dissuade the military com
manders from implementing their plan, neither the safety of the Ameri
can military advisers nor the custody of sophisticated US-made weapons
could be assured. Gharabaghi informed the beleaguered Dr Bakhtiar
of division within the Army High Command and the impossibility of
imposing the new curfew. When asked if General Huyser had been
informed of the development, the Iranian General allegedly responded
that the USA had received all the guarantees for the protection of its
personnel dispersed in two military installations in the capital, from as
high an authority as Beheshti. Two weeks later when the revolutionary
forces were in complete control of all army garrisons and bases in the
country, they saw to it that US personnel were flown safely out of the
country. Once that was accomplished the revolutionaries demanded
Huyser’s prompt departure from Iran. Moreover, the new leaders of the
country, notably Beheshti, took steps to silence some of the partici
pants in the recent negotiations involving General Huyser and army
leaders. Two who were executed, despite pledges that their lives would
be spared, were General Rabii himself and General Moghaddam, a
political adviser to Gharabaghi and the last head o f the SAVAK.
In retrospect it is apparent that the victors in this drama were those
shrewd negotiators for Khomeini, who succeeded in achieving the
disintegration of the army, managed to insure against American inter
vention through the presence of General Huyser, and did so by recipro
cating American acquiescence to the army’s surrender by guaranteeing
the safety of US citizens. When Beheshti emerged as the second
strongest personality of the Islamic Republic, many of his opponents
with first-hand knowledge of his role in the negotiations tried to dis
credit him. But Khomeini has always been convinced that these critical
days were saved for the revolution by the negotiating skill and shrewd
ness of men like Beheshti, Sabaghian, and at a later stage Dr Ibrahim
Yazdi. At the minimum they had succeeded in averting a delay in the
victory of the revolution and prevented countless losses in life and
property. As for General Huyser, there was no doubt that he accurately
reflected the vacillation and indecisiveness of his government.
In June 1981, in testimony before a sub-committee of the US
Congress, General Huyser expressed the view that the Iranian military
had possessed the capability of restoring order and security to the
country and he was puzzled as to why they did not attempt to do
so.14 He refused, however, to answer in open hearing questions about
encouraging the Iranian military commanders to stage a coup or else to
occupy the oil installations. He also revealed that when the Shah had
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decided to leave the country, many of his generals were eager to follow
suit. One of Huyser’s duties had been to convince them not to do so
because he was fearful that leftist guerrillas might step into the vacuum
and give the revolution a leftist orientation.
There are many other accounts of his mission, many of which reflect
the particular bias of their authors. What is indisputable is that his
mission to Iran was accompanied by the disintegration of the Imperial
Army in the final days of the revolution. Whether or not the two facts
are causally related is not as important as the belief of many Iranians
that the neutralization and disintegration of the armed forces played an
extremely significant role in facilitating the triumph of the revolu
tionary forces.
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Not all aspects of the collapse of the armed forces have been fully
understood. Some details will never become public because the parti
cipants in the drama were either silenced by the firing squads of the
revolutionary regime or died in June 1981, when the opponents of that
regime blasted the headquarters of the Islamic Republican Party.
Others, like the provisional Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan, are either
unwilling or unable to give their accounts of what actually transpired
when the Army declared its neutrality on Sunday 11 February 1979.
In what follows, original Farsi-language material, such as the testi
mony of high-ranking officers before revolutionary tribunals, a series
of articles which appeared between 22 and 28 February in the authori
tative newspaper, Ayandegan, as well as interviews with Bakhtiar,
the last pre-revolution Prime Minister, and some of the Iranian
Generals now in exile, will be utilized to uncover the true story of
the army’s disintegration.15
Towards the end o f the autumn of 1978 most senior army officers
believed that three main forces were dominant in the country: the
popular forces, then led by Khomeini, dedicated to overthrowing the
Shah; the Army under the command of the Shah; and the United
States, represented by its diplomatic and military missions in Tehran.
Many of them were convinced that the Shah had left the country on
16 January, hoping that the last-named of these forces would succeed
in reaching an agreement with Khomeini’s people which would keep
the monarchy intact.
Two days after the departure of the Shah, units of the armed forces
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in Ahwaz and Dezful in Khuzistan province, to demonstrate their loyalty
to the Shah and his government, opened fire on unarmed demon
strators. However, signals from the United States began to confuse the
Shah’s generals. Particularly disturbing was President Carter’s press
statement on 17 January in which he spoke of Iran’s future government
and expressed the hope that once the dust had settled, Iran would
remain a friend of the United States. The Iranian Generals took it to
mean that America, as the third dominant force, was hesitant in joining
with the army in reaching an agreement with Khomeini.
A second signal which aggravated the Army’s uneasiness was Carter’s
request to Khomeini on 20 January, ‘to give Bakhtiar’s government a
chance’. For the American President to appeal to the still-exiled leader
of the opposition to give the Prime Minister a chance simply meant
that Carter was acknowledging Khomeini’s power to crush Bakhtiar’s
government. Even though the intention appeared to be to foil the
radical elements who might take advantage of the continuing strife,
the senior army officers joined Bakhtiar in interpreting that statement
with suspicion. Had it been followed by a consistent and well-defined
policy, the Army would have had few grievances. But a few days later,
on the question of Khomeini’s return to Iran the United States once
again sounded the alarm, now hinting that the imminent return of
Khomeini would aggravate the situation and might even lead to the
seizure of power by the military. What puzzled the Iranians was that if
Khomeini was regarded as the main anti-communist bulwark, why
should he not return to Iran to ensure the failure of the radical forces?
If he was not so regarded, why should the president of a super-power
give an incredible boost to Khomeini’s prestige by appealing to him
to give a chance to Bakhtiar’s government? Compounding the confusion
were the activities of non-governmental American personalities such as
Ramsey Clark, who met Khomeini in Paris on 21 January and openly
declared that he would strongly recommend that the USA should
promptly abandon Bakhtiar.
Once Khomeini returned to Iran on 1 February, the most authorita
tive account of the position of the armed forces seems to indicate
*hat:
( 1 ) The Army’s generals did not have the capacity to stage a military
coup.
(2) By the same token, without the consent of the military an Islamic
regime was unlikely to be established.
(3) Regular Army officers as yet were, by and large, fiercely loyal to
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the Shah.
(4) The Shah’s opponents within the military consisted mainly of some
of the better educated members o f the lower middle classes.
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On Friday afternoon 9 February there occurred the first incidents
involving Air Force technicians and the members of the Imperial Guard
over the showing of the film of Khomeini’s arrival in Tehran on the
state television. This was followed the next morning by a more serious
clash at the Air Force Training School between cadets and members of
the Imperial Guard. However, neither of these two clashes was large
scale or conclusive. All accounts indicate that the critical battle for the
control of Tehran’s military headquarters and police stations took place
from 9 p.m. on Saturday to 7 a.m. on Sunday, over the occupation of
the machine-gun factory. The battle for the factory was now joined by
the armed guerrillas, who chose the factory deliberately for they knew
its arsenals contained nearly 50,000 light machine guns. The guerrillas
needed the weapons to arm the civilians and to strike the final blow
against the armed forces.
In retrospect it was clear that, had the Army wanted, it could have
prevented the capture o f the machine-gun factory and the nearby
arsenal, for the Imperial Guard, numbering about 30,000 well-armed
and still loyal men, was at nearby Lavizan Camp.16 General Rahimi,
the martial law administrator, and General Rabii, the Air Force Com
mander, both testified during their trial that they had refused to do so
because they did not wish to cause countless civilian casualties. The
attack and the early-morning occupation of the factory and the arsenal
swelled the ranks of armed guerrillas at least ten-fold. On Sunday
morning the better-organized guerrillas surrounded the main Tehran
garrisons of Eshratabad and Bagheshah, and by 10.30 that morning the
Council of Army Commanders signed its now famous declaration of
neutrality between the government and Khomeini supporters, calling
on the soldiers and officers to return to their barracks.
The timing of the announcement on the state radio was also signifi
cant. Even though the state radio was under the control of the military,
this important declaration was broadcast at 2 p.m., the regular newscast
time. In the 3-4-hour interval the armed guerrillas who had surrounded
these army bases finally broke in and gained access to many more
thousands of light weapons. Since the announcement of neutrality
had not yet been made, the Imperial Guard and other units con
tinued resistance, causing more casualties. The Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Gharabaghi, was later blamed for the
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failure to broadcast the announcement promptly, but no action was
taken against him because of his critical part in paving the way for the
disintegration of the armed forces.17 Indeed, he had a firm pledge from
Khomeini, given through Beheshti, that his life would be spared if he
succeeded in convincing the Army of the futility of remaining loyal
to the Bakhtiar government.
At any rate, the capture of the machine-gun factory proved to be of
tremendous value to the armed guerrillas. To date there is no reliable
method of ascertaining which of the two main guerrilla forces, the
Mojahedin or the Fedayeen, was responsible for that critical decision.
What is obvious is that within 36 hours the armed guerrillas had suc
ceeded in capturing seven of the army garrisons in the capital. As a
result of the delay in the announcement of the Army’s neutrality by
the state radio, the capture of these bases resulted in considerable
demoralization among the officers and a fair number of casualties on
both sides. Some analysts have attributed the delay in the announce
ment to a plan worked out between Beheshti and General Gharabaghi.18 This analysis holds that Khomeini did not wish the armed
forces to remain intact because he knew that as long as they did so
they would continue to pose an inherent threat to his regime. So rather
than announcing the decision of their neutrality, which would permit
the armed forces to retain their arms and simply return to barracks,
it was essential to cause the disintegration of the armed forces by
inciting clashes between them and the armed guerrillas. Only when
a counter-force had been created and the army completely purged,
could the Islamic Republic reinstate the military as the cohesive official
armed forces of the country. In sum this analysis holds that Khomeini
wanted the disintegration of the armed forces and not merely their
neutrality, for if their allegiance to the Shah, nourished over four
decades, could be so easily transferred to Khomeini, what assurance
would there be that their allegiance would not be given to anti-govern
ment forces in the future? Once the precedent of the Army’s prompt
change of allegiance was established, it would be difficult to prevent its
recurrence. Thus, it would be preferable to reduce its power and
counter it by other armed organizations so that shifting allegiances
would not play a critical role in determining the outcome of the
struggle for power. For this reason the Revolutionary Guards were
organized, and had it not been for the war with Iraq which began on
22 September 1980, the present Islamic Republic’s armed forces would
have been much smaller.
Needless to say, other techniques were also used to ensure that the
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Array would remain loyal to the regime. In every major garrison Mul
lahs were appointed as prosecutors in the Islamic revolutionary courts,
issuing harsh sentences against army officers found guilty of anti
revolutionary acts. In Tehran itself Hojatolislam Reyshahri has pre
sided over the prosecutor’s office with an iron hand.
An ironic by-product of the disintegration of the armed forces had
to do with the later defection of the Mojahedin and their opposition
to Khomeini. The Mojahedin advocated the complete abolition of the
armed forces and their replacement by a so-called People’s Revolu
tionary Army. Though Khomeini of course had no love for the armed
forces, he resisted, knowing that the abolition of the army would create
a vacuum into which the Mojahedin themselves could move. When,
after the ousting of Banisadr in June 1981 the Mojahedin joined Banisadr and they together appealed to the armed forces to join them,
Khomeini was quick to remind the Army that the Mojahedin had
advocated the total abolition of Iran’s armed forces and were there
fore not to be trusted by the Army.
To conclude, Khomeini’s success was evidently due to many factors,
two of which were the American connection and the disintegration
of the Army as the main pillar of the Shah’s regime. Intentionally
or otherwise, the first factor contributed to the Shah’s decisional
paralysis, while the second allowed an insurrectionary power-seizure
rather than a non-violent transfer of the army’s allegiance to the revolu
tionary leaders. These two combined to shape much of Iran’s post
revolutionary political developments. Although an analysis of the other
causes of Khomeini’s success is outside the scope of this study, an
examination of the unprecedented turmoil which Iran has been experi
encing since 1979 will, hopefully, elucidate the main reasons for his
ability to seize and retain power.
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With the success of the revolution major political and practical prob
lems emerged. The first basic issue had to do with the disintegration
of the military and the active participation of numerous armed groups
in the final days of revolution. Khomeini’s assessment of the relative
strengths of the various political forces led him to believe that the
military, despite its disintegration, had to be considered as the most
significant potential threat to the revolutionary regime. His strategy
in dealing with this issue was based on a massive purge of the officers
corps on the one hand, and the creation of a militia from amongst the
guerrillas who had fought relentlessly in the violent seizure of power.
Neither of the two goals could be achieved with ease. Excessive
pressure on the officers corps could have prompted military action
against the infant regime. Forcible disarming of guerrilla groups with
diverse ideologies would have required sufficiently large security
forces whose loyalty had not yet been tested. Moreover, the guerrilla
groups, especially those of the Mojahedin and the Fedayeen, were all
claimants to power and could not easily be persuaded to surrender their
arms as a symbol of their new political power.
On the morrow of revolution there were at least three more claim
ants to power. There were the militant Moslem clergy, some of whose
members had participated in the armed struggle at the height of the
turmoil. They showed neither modesty nor reservation in the scope of
their claim or the justice of their cause. For them the revolution was
waged in the name of, and for the sake of, Islam. If this required a
complete purge or even the abolition of the Army and the disarming
of the better-known guerrilla groups, so be it. The militant clergy
recommended two significant measures to Khomeini immediately after
11 February. One was to punish the officer corps o f the military on
a massive scale, the other was an urgent plea to the public to turn in
their arms at collection points set up deliberately in mosques and
Islamic seminaries under the control of the clergy. They volunteered
to preside over revolutionary courts and mete out swift and vengeful
punishment against high-ranking officers. More will be said about the
revolutionary courts later. But with regard to the disarming of the
guerrillas, the best estimate is that not more than 5 to 10 per cent, of
close to 300,000 weapons, in Tehran alone, were turned in.
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The second claimants to power were the secular political groups who
had joined Khomeini at the urging of Bazargan, and with the expecta
tion that the secular-clerical coalition which had made the revolution
a success would survive the overthrow of the Pahlavi dynasty. This
group succeeded in sharing power within the Provisional Government
until 5 November 1979.
A third claimant to power was the National Front and its various
affiliates, which had expelled Bakhtiar from the organization when
he agreed to become what was to be the Shah’s last Prime Minister.
It is, of course, essential to remember that all these four claimants
to power had joined a broad coalition against the old regime and
that the coalition had begun to crumble almost as soon as victory was
achieved.
Except for the militant clergy, the other claimants to power came
to believe that a primarily secular liberation movement was being trans
formed into an Islamic fundamentalist revolution, seeking to substitute
the autocratic Pahlavi system with a theocratic Shia one, that Ayattolah
Khomeini was in a real sense the creation of the revolution rather than
its primary creator, and that internal conflict was unlikely to be re
solved by the denial of the legitimate claims of all groups who had
participated in the revolution.
Another point made by the non-clerical groups was that the revolu
tionary movement had begun as a protest against political oppression,
economic disparity, moral and material corruption, and the close
identification in international politics with the West, led by the United
States. This protest movement had become progressively radicalized
until it had destroyed the Pahlavi dynasty in a violent insurrection.1
In the process opposition forces had coalesced into a broad and
popularly based movement encompassing parties and groups from the
entire spectrum of ideology, class, ethnic and religious affiliation. At the
end it had acquired those characteristics that theorists of revolutionary
change commonly associate with a genuine political revolution. That is
to say, once the use of violence had been sanctioned, the momentum
of the Iranian movement as a struggle to alter the political order had
become irreversible.
Members of the revolutionary coalition had contributed to this
struggle in accordance with their ideological dedication and organiza
tional expertise. The non-clerical groups would not deny that the Shia
clergy had rendered a vital service in broadening the popular basis of
support for the revolution. Its grass-roots activity, its skilful exploita
tion of such Shiite concepts as Shahadat, martyrdom, and the just
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struggle against Sultane Zalem, an oppressive and morally corrupt
secular ruler, were acknowledged.
The single most effective contribution of the Shia clergy, despite
a mixed record of co-existence with the secular Shah, was recognized
to be its unity on the question of the legitimacy and righteousness of
passive resistance at the first, and ultimately of armed struggle against
the regime. However, the secular, and in particular the guerrilla organi
zations, denied that the Shia clergy had either pioneered armed struggle
or carried its heaviest burden. While Khomeini’s advocacy o f militancy
was acknowledged, the positions enunciated by other Shia leaders such
as Mohammad Kazem Shariatmadari and his less militant followers
residing in Iran were also noted. For instance, until as late as August
1978 most of them had confined their political demands to a rein
statement of the 1906 constitution, providing for the election of
a five-man Shia council to supervise the compatibility of secular laws
with Islamic principles.2
Nor had they advocated an Islamic republic to replace the Pahlavi
monarchy. It was only after the momentum of the revolutionary
mobilization and the prospect of military-civilian conflict so intensely
radicalizing the revolutionary coalition that they, too, had been com
pelled to full participation. The secular claimants of power, moreover,
suspected that the espousal of the radical objectives may have been for
tactical reasons, so that the unity of purpose and the coherence of
action might generate maximum impact. In other words, some of the
clerical leaders had been swept away by the outpouring of a massive,
popular anti-monarchy sentiment, and few were able to contemplate
either the short-range or long-range consequences of their actions. For
all these reasons militant clerics were expected to distinguish between
the committed and radical groups in proportion to their role in the
successful insurrection.
As to the National Front, its claim to a share of power was above
all a historical claim. The Front rightly considered itself as the most
consistent opponent of the Pahlavi regime, since from as far back as
the early 1950s. Yet it seemed impotent to acquire the leadership
of the revolutionary movement, which Khomeini acquired almost
by default.
Why was he able to impose his demands on the less militant Shia
and the more secular leaders such as Dr Karim Sanjabi and Mehdi
Bazargan of the National Front, who flocked to Neauphle-le-Chateau
in France throughout November and December, in search of his sanc
tion for courses of action they were contemplating? It is now known
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that Khomeini’s perseverance swayed the first echelon of the National
Front leadership from accepting the Shah’s overtures for the formation
of a coalition government.3 It was he who refused to accept the legiti
macy of any accommodating gesture toward the Shah, even for tactical
purposes. And once he had returned to Iran he succeeded in instigating
the insurrection which overthrew the lesser-known National Front
personality Shahpour Bakhtiar for having dared to do so.
It appears that his success was largely due to the absence in Iran of
any nationally recognized secular leader of the stature of the late Dr
Mohammad Mossadegh. It was, secondly, due to his rapid rise as the
sole fully politicized Ayattolah with an impeccable record of hostility
toward the Shah. The revolutionary coalition was also in need of a
dramatic leader able to interpret correctly the Shah’s successive and
belated concessions as signs of inherent weakness. His obstinate refusal
to return to Iran unless the Shah left the country, raised the level of
tense anticipation for the return of the Imam, which in turn served to
complete the cycle of revolutionary change. Herein lies the explanation
for the vast reserve of gratitude and support on which Khomeini has
so far been able to capitalize, despite enormous adversities.
In coping with these adversities he has been prone to utilize tactics
and strategies commonly practised by Iranian leaders in recent history
such as Reza Khan in the late 1920s, Dr Mossadegh in the 1950s,
or indeed the deposed Shah in the 1960s and 1970s. One such tactic
was to consolidate one’s power-base by dividing one’s enemies. Once
the sources of threat, imaginary or real, were perceived, the revolu
tionary regime would set out to destroy those which it identified as
irreconcilable, and to isolate and neutralize those which it saw as less
imminent or formidable.
Another traditional tactic has been the utilization of ‘foreign links’
for the purpose of either breaking the resistance of adversaries or main
taining a high degree of visibility for ‘foreign enemies’ of the revolution.
Similarly, the phenomenon of ‘counter-revolution’ as a catch-all
concept linking domestic and foreign foes was used increasingly as the
revolutionary regime struggled through its infancy.
The net result of the successful utilization of a combination of
these tactics by Khomeini was that one by one the last three claimants
to power were removed from the scene. The revolutionary regime
legitimized the exclusive claim of militant Islam through a series of
institutional measures.
At the outset it tolerated a provisional government representing
the third claimants to power, namely the secular political groups. This
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Mehdi Bazargan, who was nominated by Khomeini on 5 February,
as the first Prime Minister of the revolutionary regime even before the
Bakhtiar government was overthrown, organized a provisional govern
ment which on the formal level represented the new regime.
Except for one major difference which proved quite troublesome
for the provisional government, nothing in its composition or institu
tional foundation represented a radical departure from precedent.
That major exception concerned the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Justice over the existing court system.
In two ways this exception was significant. First, the revolutionary
regime had to deal with the purge of prominent figures of the former
regime. Could this be done through the normal judicial procedures,
notoriously cumbersome and dilatory in Iran? Did the revolutionary
emergency allow for setting up revolutionary courts to mete out
swift, harsh justice? Secondly, and related to the above, was a pledge
by both the more devout religious personalities in the provisional
government, and Khomeini himself, to revamp Iran’s legal system and
infuse into it as many of the traditional Islamic Sharia concepts as
feasible. Thus, the issue of purging the country in order to entrench
the revolutionary regime in power was a critical question both in its
short-range and long-range repercussions.
In the first post-revolutionary phase the secular and centrist groups,
while favouring the swift punishment of royalist Army leaders and
some of the more corrupt civilian associates of the Shah, did not
welcome a drastic Islamization of the judicial system. On the other
hand, the leftist groups and the clerical elements, for quite divergent
reasons, favoured a broader concept of retribution against the largest
cross-section of the officials of the former regime. The left supported
and indeed violently clamoured for such a purge as an ideological
and tactical goal. The leftist groups appeared to believe that the more
radical the transformation of the bureaucracy and other institutions,
the better their opportunity to gain power, or at least to acquire
a share in its exercise.
„
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For the extremist religious groups the reason was their dedication
to the Islamization of the revolution and the construction of a theo
cratic Islamic state. They believed that once the precedents of revolu
tionary Islamic courts invoking broad Qoranic injunctions, such as
‘corruption on earth’ and ‘fighting God’ to punish former enemies
were established, it would be only a matter of time before the judicial
system would become fully Islamicized. This issue soon became one
o f the incipient causes of dissension for the new regime.
Equally dissentient was the emergence of competing centres of
power. Apart from the Provisional Government, Khomeini had already
established a secret revolutionary council, first with five and later with
twelve to fifteen members. At the outset this clergy-dominated council
exercised both legislative and judicial authority, the former by enacting
laws and regulations either in co-operation with the provisional govern
ment or independently from it. The latter was exercised through its
overall supervision of the Islamic revolutionary courts. A further
function of the council was its supervision of the process of drafting
a new constitution.
In all three areas the relationship between the council and the
government proved extremely uncomfortable and ultimately irrecon
cilable. Khomeini himself, possessing neither administrative nor respon
sible political experience, or intimate knowledge of contemporary Iran,
failed to smooth out that relationship. Compounding the matter was
the insistence of thousands of local revolutionary committees, them
selves an outgrowth of the strike committees of the pre-revolutionary
period, upon sharing in governmental authority.4
The Bazargan government was clearly doomed from the very outset.
Three reshuffles and frequent threats of resignation did not improve
its fortunes.
About a month before his resignation on 5 November, Bazargan
made some revealing statements concerning the proliferation of power
centres in Iran since the revolution.5 Having earlier compared his
government with the handle of a pocket knife whose blade was in
others’ hands, Bazargan declared that his government was certainly not
governing Iran. Nor did Khomeini do so alone.
Formally it is my government which rules Iran, ideologically it is
Khomeini, his close associates and the Pasdaran who exercise autho
rity over the country. Additionally there are revolutionary courts
and countless clerics who in the name of the continuation of the
revolution have taken over the control of towns and cities and have
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Though he was reluctant to blame Khomeini for the Provisional
Government’s inability to govern effectively, he acknowledged that
Khomeini’s lack of managerial experience had been a major flaw.
After being used only to acting as an opposition leader, Khomeini was
suddenly entrusted with governing the entire country.
Bazargan’s political relations with Khomeini were extremely diffi
cult. ‘Our difficulties date back to the time that he was still in Paris
where I urged upon him a gradual strategy in our struggle against the
Shah.’ Bazargan had wanted to overthrow the Shah by the gradual
mobilization of the masses, beginning with the schools and universities
and extending to the bureaucracy and the Army. If they were not
sufficiently educated in the value of freedom and democracy and a
revolution was thrust upon them, a new dictator would emerge in
the ensuing chaos and disorder.
According to Bazargan, Khomeini had opposed gradualism, believing
that the time was then ripe for a popular revolution and that to miss
the opportunity would be a serious blunder. But even he came around
to Khomeini’s viewpoint on many occasions. The provisional Prime
Minister confessed that had they shown more patience, they would
not have encountered the existing chaos in Iran. That the situation
during his tenure was chaotic has been readily admitted by Bazargan.
In a memorable interview with the Italian journalist 'Oriana Fallaci,
Bazargan singled out the promptness and decisiveness of the revolution
as the major cause of the ensuing difficulties. Once the authority of the
central government had been completely destroyed, it became ex
tremely difficult to construct a new hierarchy of legitimate power.
The revolutionary committees prevented the Provisional Government
from consolidating its authority. On the one hand the reinstatement
of the old security apparatus was frowned upon because it was remini
scent of the old regime. On the other, the new Pasdaran (Farsi for
guards — Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps) and the armed civilians
who comprised the revolutionary committees were not able to maintain
even a modicum of law and order.
The survival of the regime appeared to be dependent on how
accurately it could identify the sources of threat to its existence and
how effectively it could neutralize them. The role o f the Provisional
Government soon became almost irrelevant to that basic issue.
As to the most imminent sources of threat to the young revolu
tionary regime, foremost amongst these were the remnants of the
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disintegrated armed forces. Harbouring a fear bordering on paranoia
of a military move reminiscent of the CIA-sponsored 1953 coup, the
new regime set out to purge the Army’s leadership decisively. However,
the execution of several hundred Army and Security officers and the
forced retirement of thousands more, left the regime with two other
pressing problems.6 First was the need to maintain some semblance of
order in circumstances of extreme volatility due to the distribution of
several hundreds of thousands of weapons during the final days of the
insurrection. After some half-hearted attempts to recall these weapons,
the regime decided on forming a militia which was later named Pasdarane Enghelab (Revolutionary Guards). Recruited from amongst
insurgents with a variety of ideological orientations, this rag-tag army,
at first numbering about 30,000, became the sole trusted arm of the
government. What was left of the conventional armed forces, reduced
to about one-fourth of their pre-revolutionary strength, became the
object of systematic indoctrination, with the Shia Mullahs function
ing like political commissars. As yet, neither the revolutionary authori
ties nor the officer corps of the new army of the Islamic Republic
place much credence on its efficacy or loyalty.
The second issue which placed the armed forces in the forefront of
Iranian politics shortly after the revolution was the outbreak of
separatist ethnic minority insurrections throughout the country.
The most serious of these occurred amongst the Turkomans in Gorgan,
the Arab-Iranians in Khuzistan, and most significantly in Kurdistan.
Five months into its rule, the regime discovered that the rag-tag militia
and the dispirited and emasculated conventional armed forces could
only quell the sporadic outbreaks of insurrectionary attempts in the
first two instances. Their efforts in Kurdistan, on the other hand, have
so far proven non-effective. Threats of severe disciplinary action, and
even the execution of some officers for desertion and insubordination
following Khomeini’s assumption of the powers of Commander-inChief at the height of the Kurdish uprising in July, have had little
effect. The Kurdish opposition, as will be noted elsewhere, soon ac
quired a broader scope, surpassing the goal of ethnic autonomy.
The other concern of the new regime was the institutionalization
o f its power. In April a referendum gave overwhelming support to an
Islamic republic in place of the deposed monarchy.7 Even then, the
language and the options of the referendum caused considerable dis
sension in the ranks of the non-clerical claimants to power. The secular
leftist groups were dubious about the term ‘Islamic Republic,’ prefer
ring instead such alternatives as ‘Democratic Islamic Republic’ or
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‘People’s Democratic Republic.’ Khomeini’s adamant refusal to settle
for anything less than an Islamic republic forced these groups either
to boycott the referendum or to accept an overwhelming defeat at
the polls.
On the other hand, such centrist secular groups as the National
Front and its offshoot the National Democratic Front, and some of
the former guerrilla groups supported the replacement of the old
monarchy by an Islamic republic. Two reasons were responsible for
their support. One was Khomeini’s pledge for the election o f a con
stituent assembly to draft a new constitution, and the other was the
language of the referendum, which promised another plebiscite for
the final approval of this draft. Shortly thereafter these and other
secular forces were confronted with another crisis when the revolu
tionary council publicized the secretly drafted constitution.
These forces were even more alienated when Khomeini decided
against a general election for a 300-odd-member constituent assembly
to review and adopt the draft. Instead, he insisted upon the election
of a 75-member assembly of experts to give final approval to the
draft.
By this time it had become obvious to the opposition forces that
Khomeini was determined to deny them either the opportunity of
demonstrating their relative political strengths through representation
in a constituent assembly, or any concessions regarding the substance
of the new constitution. Indeed, the fundamental reason for refusing
to do so was Khomeini’s awareness of the inherent misgivings of the
secular forces about the theocratic essence of the proposed republic.
Furthermore, he knew that the mobilization of the masses for a
plebiscite was far easier than controlling a direct, multi-district elec
tion for a much larger constituent assembly.
Since the April referendum Iran’s main political polarization had
been centred on Khomeini and his policies. Such conventional designa
tions like Left and Right would be relevant only in the context of
the degree o f support for, or opposition to him. On the issue of the
first referendum, what opposition emerged stemmed from either the
ambiguity of the term ‘Islamic Republic’ or the misgivings of the
traditional leftist groups about Khomeini’s unwillingness to include
such words as ‘democratic’ or ‘people’s republic’. In retrospect, the
nucleus of the opposition proved right in its assessment and projec
tion of what Khomeini envisaged for the country’s political future.
The new opposition had several grievances against Khomeini. Not
only was he breaking his promise for an elected constituent assembly
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as an integral part of the process of structuring the new Islamic Repub
lic, but he was also accusing his critics of obstructionism and nonIslamic behaviour. They were further disconcerted by the secrecy
surrounding the preparation of the draft.
Once it was published, Dr Yaddolah Sahabi, a close colleague of
Bazargan and Minister of State in charge of constitutional transition,
emphasized its liberal-humanitarian attributes as well as its moderately
interpreted Shia Islamic features. The draft was the subject of a fairly
free and heated debate in the press which had not as yet become a
victim of state control and Islamization. However, this situation
changed in early July when the revolutionary council adopted a new
press law with many restrictive features. Once this was done, the issue
of freedom of the press and assembly became the second cause celebre
of the emerging polarization. Furthermore, with the announcement
o f the final draft all political groups were drawn out from their sanc
tuaries of neutrality and ambivalence, for this momentous event in
post-revolutionary developments could no longer be ignored. The
constitutional crisis, more significantly, brought into the open the
rift brewing within the top Shia leadership - a rift which may yet
prove to be a landmark in the realignment of the political forces in
revolutionary Iran.

itu

The Rift in the Shia Leadership
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Indispensable to understanding the nature and intensity of the rift
within the Shia leadership is an analysis of the divergent views of the
concept o f Imamate.8 This concept, which has never been institu
tionalized since the death of the Prophet in 612 AD, relates to the
scope and limitations of the authority of the Mujtaheds or Shia theo
logians, sometimes known by the generic term Ulama (learned men).
One interpretation, based on hadith, the body of Moslem conventions
and precedents, maintains that pending the reappearance of the Twelfth
Imam, who went to occultation in 940 AD, the Mujtaheds can perform
all functions reserved to an Imam, both in the spiritual and temporal
realms. Thus a Mujtahed, particularly if recognized as the sole Marjae
Taghlid (source of emulation) is a fully accredited agent o f the Imam.
Because the spread and consolidation o f Shia power has been rather un
even, there are no adequate historical data to measure the degree o f ac
ceptance of this particular interpretation of the doctrine of Imamate. Al
though Shia Islam was declared ban’s state religion in 15 01 by the Safavid
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Shah, Iran had never been ruled independently from the Shah by the
Shia clergy subscribing to this concept of Imamate. Yemen, until 1962,
was the only Arab Shia state in recent history which had been ruled
by Imam Yahya, proudly subscribing to such a dostrine. The term
Imam was bestowed on Khomeini on his return to Iran in February
1979. In a less meaningful fashion this title is used by certain Shia
minority groups, of which a recent example is Imam Mussa Sadr of
Lebanon, whose mysterious disappearance in Libya four years ago
has prevented Khomeini’s rapprochement with Colonel Khaddafy.
A less broad interpretation of the doctrine, somewhat akin to
the American doctrine of strict interpretation of the Constitution,
rejects the transfer of full authority of the Hidden Imam to any of the
Mujtaheds. It also questions the ex ante deputization of Shia ulamas.
Instead, it believes that the Shia clergy must be fundamentally pre
occupied with the protection and the maintenance of the faith in
the spiritual realm. It could concern itself with temporal issues only
selectively or when and if a clear and present danger threatened the
foundation of Shia institutions. Amongst the subscribers to the latter
view there are numerous interpretations, for the recognition o f such a
danger is extremely subjective.
As for the recent doctrinal developments within the Iranian Shia
leadership, it is worth recalling that Ayattolah Borujerdi, who had
been the sole Maijae Taghlid until his death in 1962 had been, generally
speaking, a strict interpreter of the concept o f Imamate. During his
time, for instance, he did not actively participate in the political events
of the Mossadegh era nor those following the reinstatement of the
deposed Shah in 1953. Such political activism had been left to the
lesser Ayattolahs, notably the late Abolghasem Kashani and to a lesser
extent Khomeini, who frequently tried to politicize his reluctant
colleagues.
With the death of Borujerdi and the absence of a consensus on
a sole, qualified successor, four prominent Ayattolahs had performed
the function of modarres or Islamic teacher and interpreter of the Shia
laws. This had coincided with the inauguration of the Shah’s land
reform and his attempts to preside over the socio-economic trans
formation of the country. Precisely because of the absence of a sole
Ayattolah Ozma (Grand Ayattolah), Shia leaders such as Khomeini
had used the opportunity to put forward a more political interpreta
tion o f the concept of Imamate. This in turn had led to the major
religious uprising of June 1963 in the wake o f which Khomeini was
sent into exile, first to Turkey and then to Nejaf, Iraq, where there
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were some 3.5 million Shias. With the emergence of the Shah as a more
authoritarian ruler in the early 1960s, and the influx of Western,
predominantly American, technology, education and culture into
Iran, it was only a matter of time until those inherent tensions between
the temporal and the spiritual authorities would resurface.
Thus, for example, Islamic guerrilla groups of the Mojahedin began
to operate in the mid-sixties. Repeated efforts to mollify the Shia
leaders, some of whom were not impervious to material and other
rewards, failed. Within Iran, Shariatmadari acquired almost the same
pious and enlightened reputation associated with the late Borujerdi.
Indeed, the cycle of revolutionary upheaval started in January 1978
when the inner sanctum of Shariatmadari’s residence in Qom was
invaded by security forces, who shot to death two theological students
and arrested others for refusal to end their fasts in protest against a
state-sponsored news article insulting to Khomeini. It was on the 40th
day after the anniversary of the death of those ‘martyrs’ that with the
consent of Shariatmadari, the city of Tabriz, capital of Azarbayjan,
in late February staged the first full-scale uprising against the Shah.
In the final days of the revolution other Shia leaders, some recently
released from prison, joined the campaign against the Shah.
Once the Shah was overthrown, quite a number of clerical leaders
expressed views differing from those of Khomeini concerning the
constitutional foundation of the Islamic Republic.9 Even before the
issue of the procedures for drafting a new constitution was raised, some
of the less politicized Ayattolahs, sensing Khomeini’s determination
to monopolize all power in his own hands, questioned the necessity of
adopting a new constitution. Notable among these was Shariatmadari,
who suggested that instead of a brand new constitution the 1906 docu
ment should be revised by deletion of the clauses relating to the Pahlavi
dynasty, and other amendments which had enhanced the former Shah’s
power. As far as he was concerned, the faithful application of the
revised constitution would have been sufficient for the protection of
the faith. Among other things the 1906 Constitution recognized a fiveman Council of Mujtaheds to assure the compatability of Majlis-enacted
laws with Shia tenets.
Khomeini was totally opposed to that formula. Just as he had
insisted that the new regime should be an Islamic Republic pure and
simple, he pressed for a completely new constitution to institutionalize
his own concept of a Shia theocracy. Failure to do so, he warned,
would endanger, ‘our Islamic Republic and will be tantamount to a
defeat for the Qoran and Islam.’10
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Once the referendum sanctioning the establishment of an Islamic
Republic was approved, the revolutionary regime set out to complete
the various stages of the institutionalization of its power.
The first task was to introduce a mechanism for drafting the new
constitution. This could be done by one of the following methods:
(a) a nationally elected constituent assembly; (b) a committee of
legal experts representing all political groups which had voted for
the Islamic Republic; (c) a smaller ‘assembly of experts’ to be elected
nationally.
Khomeini opted for the third method for he was convinced a
national election for a large constituent assembly of approximately
300 members in the then prevailing conditions would not give him
an automatic pro-clergy majority.
Opting for the second method, on the other hand, would compel
him to appoint representatives of secular groups many of which had
supported the idea of an Islamic republic as a symbolic notion and
not as a mandate to set up a Shia theocracy. Additionally, a smaller
elected assembly of experts could claim to be representative and even
democratic without the risk of deviating from Khomeini’s percep
tion of a Shia theocracy.
Once the assembly had drafted the new constitution it would then
be put to a second referendum. It was already decided that the presi
dential election would be the third step preceding the election o f the
Majlis, after which the fifth and final step of forming the government
would be taken.

The Drafting of the Constitution
The Revolutionary Council, whose membership had not been fully
revealed, appointed a sub-committee under Beheshti to draft a law
for the formation of an assembly o f experts. On 30 June the electoral
law governing the proposed Assembly of Experts was released. The
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preamble of the law read ‘For the purpose of passing final judgment
on the Constitution of the Islamic Republic which has been drafted
in stages, the Assembly for the final consideration of the Constitution
will be convened.’11 Its total membership was set at 75, with 3 repre
sentatives for the official minorities. The voting age was reduced to
16, and among the qualifications of nominees was loyalty to and
acceptance of the Islamic Republican system. During 3 and 4 August
elections were held throughout the country. Except in two constitu
encies in Kurdistan where an insurgency was under way, most districts
succeeded in certifying the election of 73 members. The Assembly
began its deliberations in the chamber of the former Senate on 19
August and completed its work on 15 November, just in time for
the referendum held on 2 and 3 December, the second since the revolu
tion.
It was in the course of the Assembly’s elections that the Islamic
Republican Party (IRP) recognized the value of organizational and
grass-roots work. Through two networks, one consisting of Islamic
societies in schools, factories, government offices and military bases,
and the other composed of young students in seminaries in Qom and
Mashad, the IRP could mobilize voters in support of its candidates.
It also saw to it that the young theology students from Qom were
appointed as ‘Friday-prayer’ Imams in remote towns and hamlets.
The party was particularly eager to counteract the influence of such
prominent Grand Ayattolahs as Shariatmadari of Azarbayjan and Qomi
of Khorassan, both of whom had begun to show strong reservations
about the proposed Assembly of Experts as opposed to a nationally
elected constituent assembly. These young Friday Imams were destined
to play an extremely critical role in retaining the IRP in power as it
began to lose the support of the various groups that had joined
Khomeini’s anti-Shah coalition. An analysis of the composition of the
Assembly indicates their success, from which they profited greatly in
the next round of elections for the Majlis and the presidency.
The Ministry of the Interior published data on the election indicat
ing that roughly 11 million, or slightly more than one half of the
voters for the referendum, had participated in the election. About
50 per cent of the assembly’s members were clerics supporting Beheshti, while 10 per cent were better-known clerics such as the late
Ayattolah Mahmud Taleghani, whose position was much closer to
the secular groups affiliated with Banisadr and Bazargan’s followers.
Of the remaining non-clerics 40 per cent, or nearly half, owed their
election to Beheshti, and were considered even more extreme in their
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acceptance of a genuinely theocratic state. The other 20 per cent
elected to the Assembly were either independent popular personali
ties, or followers of Banisadr, or of Bazargan, who as head of the
Provisional Government was not a member of the assembly.
On controversial issues like that of Velayate Faghih (supreme theo
logian-jurist), the Beheshti group could usually muster a majority
of around 65 per cent. This majority worked in close co-ordination
with the Beheshti faction of the Revolutionary Council. Its sub
committee for constitutional affairs, consisting of Beheshti, Rafsanjani and Montazari, literally dictated the draft to the assembly. To
facilitate the drafting of a theocratic constitution, such a renowned
Ayattolah as Taleghani was bypassed in favour of Montazari as Presi
dent of the Assembly.
Numerous well-known political groups such as the National Front,
the Mojahedin and Fedayeen guerrilla organizations were either totally
absent, or represented by their lesser-known supporters, who were
expected to show no reservations about the Islamic substance of the
new constitution. A number of secular personalities like Banisadr
and Dr Yaddolah Sahabi, a close associate of Bazargan, joined Tale
ghani to insist on the inclusion in the document of liberal provisions
related to democratic freedoms and rights. They were also instru
mental in incorporating in the constitution some features of the French
Fifth Republic’s fundamental law, some of which generated many
difficulties, as will be noted later.
Even a casual examination o f the new constitution makes it evident
that Khomeini’s perception of a Shia theocracy for Iran is fully re
flected in it.12

A Textual Analysis
The most crucial of its fourteen general principles is the first, which
after defining the Iranian political system as an Islamic Republic,
recognizes Khomeini’s leadership of the revolution and identifies him
as the glorious Maijae Taghlid. By so doing, the constitution seems to
grant him what could not be achieved through consensus among the
five Grand Ayattolahs.13
Principle 5 defines the Velayate Faghih, theologian-jurist regency,
in a manner dovetailed to Khomeini’s qualifications. More significantly,
this principle states that in the absence of the Hidden Imam, all rights
and authority of the Imamate will be exercised by the Faghih. If such
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a person is not recognized by the majority of the people, then a single
leader or a leadership council composed of three to five theologians
chosen by an assembly of popularly elected experts will assume his
functions.
Another general principle which has alarmed some of the neigh
bouring Islamic states is number 11, which makes the new Islamic
Republic duty-bound to pursue a pan-Islamic objective for the political,
economic and cultural integration of Islamic nations. This principle,
along with the first, is the main bone of contention between revolu
tionary Iran and Iraq and the other smaller Persian Gulf states, some
with large Shiite minorities.
As to the concept of popular sovereignty, Chapter Five of the
constitution grants absolute sovereignty to God, but recognizes that
God has made man self-sovereign and that this divine right cannot
be wrested from him or be put at the service of any particular group
or individual. Functionally separate, legislative-executive-judicial
powers are derived from the state’s sovereignty and ‘will be exercised
under the aegis of the Regent of Faith and the People’s Imamate.’
To bolster Khomeini’s power and fidelity to Islamic concepts,
the constitution imposes a further check on a popularly elected uni
cameral parliament. This is done under Article 91, which requires
the formation of a 12-man Council of Custodians in order to ‘safe
guard Islamic injunctions and the constitution vis-a-vis parliamentary
enactments.’ Half of the council will be elected by the leader or leader
ship council from amongst ‘just and well-informed’ theologians. The
other half is to be nominated by the supreme judicial council and
approved by the parliament, from amongst Islamic jurists.
A fascinating device which assures this council’s superiority over
parliament is that the latter will not be legal unless it has elected the
second half of the former’s membership. The absence of either half
of the membership of this council would virtually paralyse the National
Consultative Assembly, or Majlis, as the embodiment o f the legislative
authority stemming from popular sovereignty. Further, the council has
ten days in which to ascertain the compatibility of legislation with Is
lamic principles and the constitution. If they are found unacceptable,
they will be returned to the Majlis for revision. Judicial review is given
to the majority of theologians of the council concerning parliamentary
legislation, and to the majority of the entire council concerning its consti
tutionality. Thus, in two ways popular sovereignty is denied the Majlis.
One, through the refusal of the council to constitute itself and the other
by vetoing its legislation as either anti-Islamic or anti-constitutional.
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The constitutional provision concerning the supreme leadership of
the country is contained in Chapter Eight of the constitution and
expands on the concept of Velayate Faghih enumerated in Chapter
Five. It also lists the prerogatives and duties of the leadership, which
include the appointment of theologians of the Council of Custodians,
appointment o f the highest judicial authority, assumption o f the
supreme command of the armed forces, presiding over the supreme
council of national defence, declarations of war and peace, approval
of the presidential candidates and the President’s official appointment
once elected, and dismissal of the President with the approval of the
supreme court and the Majlis.
Articles on the executive power place the President below the
supreme leadership as responsible for the implementation of the con
stitution and the co-ordination of the tripartite powers and presiding
over the executive power, except when it is assigned to the supreme
leader. A cause of contention among non-Shiite Iranians is that the
President should be o f the Twelfth Imam Jaafari sect of Shiadom.
In the wake of serious clashes between Sunni Baluchies and Shia Sistanies at the end of December, Khomeini promised a modification
of the constitutional provision regarding Iran’s state religion so as to
legalize Sunni judicial and religious practices in areas with dominant
Sunni populations.
A further innovation relates to the armed forces. The revolutionary
guards replace the old gendarmerie as a counterweight to the army,
whose loyalty continues to be suspect. In foreign policy, non-alignment
is recognized as the main characteristic, but it also provides for the
defence of the rights of all Moslem people.
Chapter Three relates to the rights of citizens and contains many
liberal-sounding principles. Equality of rights for men and women
irrespective of race and colour is recognized. Principle 20 provides
for guarantees of all human, political, economic, and social and cultural
rights for men and women, ‘in accordance with Islamic standards.’
Principle 24 provides that the Press will be free to express opinions,
unless they are contrary to Islamic tenets or public rights. Parties,
political groups, professional and trade associations, and Islamic and
recognized minority religious associations are allowed on the condition
that ‘they will not violate independence, freedom, national unity,
Islamic standards and Islamic Republic’s foundation.’
It is evident that the above rights are seriously restricted by the
provision that they should not contravene Islamic principles or public
rights. Thus, not only are such religious minorities as the Bahais not
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so recognized, but literally interpreted, these provisions do not allow
for parties and groups opposed to or different from the prevailing
single Islamic ideology.
Concerning the organization of the state institution, Principle
57 recognizes the separation of the three powers, legislative, execu
tive and judicial, but puts them under the auspices of Velayate Faghih and
charges the President with the task of regulating their relationships. The
legislature is a uni-cameral, consultative assembly of 270 members elected
for four-year terms. Additional representatives will be elected for each
150,000 of the population after a census to be conducted every ten years.
Principle 73 prohibits the Majlis from enacting legislation contrary
to the tenets and injunctions of the official religion in the constitution.
The Council of Custodians would enforce this provision. The Cabinet
is made accountable to the Majlis under the provisions of Principles 87,
88 and 89. Thus, the Cabinet will become official when it receives a vote
of confidence from the Majlis. Members of the Majlis can impeach the
Cabinet as a whole or its individual members, who will be dismissed upon
a vote of no-confidence. No Cabinet, or members thereof, can be re
appointed immediately after dismissal by such a vote.
As mentioned earlier, the Council of Custodians is in effect an
appointed upper house with a great deal of power in the affairs of
state. Principles 91-99 elaborate its authority and its composition,
but its most important power remains the power o f original judicial
review, as noted earlier in this chapter. Finally, the leader or members
o f the Council of Custodians could be dismissed by the Assembly of
Experts when they are found to have violated their duty or lost their
qualifications for that office. The details of the election and composi
tion of the Assembly of Experts, which is to function as a kind of
continuous constitutional convention, will be decided by the majority
of theologians of the first Council of Custodians with the approval of
the leaders of the revolution. Thereafter the Assembly itself will deter
mine any changes in these provisions.
A comparison of this constitution with that of the first constitution
o f 1906 shows that while the latter was patterned after the Belgian or
British democratic monarchical system, the former represents a peculiar
mixture of the French Fifth Republic and fundamental Islamic
concepts, many of which are contained in Khomeini’s writing, notably
his Islamic Governance.
In terms o f the scope of power given the Faghih and Rahbar, which
maybe one and the same as it is now, there is no doubt that his power
exceeds those of the Shah, if the 1906 Constitution and its supplements
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are literally interpreted. The difference is that the Faghih does not
hold a hereditary office, but is elected by an assembly whose composi
tion is determined by Khomeini as the first leader of the Islamic Repub
lic.
As to the relations amongst the judicial, executive and legislative
powers; while separation of power is recognized, the ability of the
legislature to overthrow the Cabinet is acknowledged, while no such
power of dissolving the Majlis is granted the Cabinet. None the less,
the emergence of political parties within the Majlis is not prohibited.
In reality it is known that the IRP, which controls the Majlis, also
controls the Cabinet, an issue on which the crisis of Banisadr’s presi
dency hinged.
Next to Khomeini himself the constitution entrusts tremendous
powers to the Council o f Custodians which could effectively paralyze
the Majlis, veto its legislations, approve and disapprove presidential
candidates and their election. So Khomeini literally rules the country
as an elected monarch, with the help of an appointed Council of
Custodians, and with a great deal of control over every branch of
government.
Of course every constitution must be tested in practice so that the
adequacy of its original provisions or need for revisions and amend
ments can be determined. In future sections o f this study some of the
critical tests to which the new republic was subjected barely a few
months after its inauguration will be considered.
As indicated above, the constitution in its present form has been
opposed by secular, religious, ethnic and national minority groups
for a variety of reasons. Without a doubt, its provisions concerning the
Rahbar (supreme leader) and/or Velayate Faghih are its most contro
versial features. As far as the secular democratic opposition groups
are concerned, the grant of these specific powers to Khomeini, or a
collective group which might succeed him, contravenes the cherished
principle o f popular sovereignty. They believe it entrusts to the leader
ship constitutional powers far beyond those embodied in the original
1906 Constitution and its four supplements enacted since.
The Shia opposition leaders who share this misgiving find another
basic flaw in the document. They firmly believe that to put the highest
Shia leader at the apex o f this hierarchy of power, and to do so in the
name of Divine Qoranic law, would expose him and Islam to political
errors for which no secular or divine remedies are provided. That is
to say, every other authority under the constitution is made somehow
accountable to the supreme leader or to several collective bodies. It is
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the supreme leader whose scope of authority recognizes no institu
tionalized limitations. This, they believe, may prove in the long run
much more detrimental to the status and prestige of Islam than any
formal denial of substantive political power to the Shia clergy.14
A third main criticism relates to the imposition of various limita
tions on the rights of ethnic religious national minorities. To confuse
the issue further, such non-Shia groups as the Kurds feel a sort of
double jeopardy by being excluded from certain positions by virtue
of their Sunni religion, and by being denied the right of self-govern
ment or limited autonomy.
Towards the end of October the completed draft of the Constitution
aggravated relations between the provisional government and Khomeini,
with the Revolutionary Council split between a majority siding with
Beheshti and a minority identified with Prime Minister Bazargan. As
political parties and groups were jockeying for position in the conflict
of principles and personalities, a major crisis in US-Iran relations
diverted all attention from the process of institutionalizing the new
regime. The crisis soon proved to be of decisive significance, not only
for the resumption of that process, but also for the consolidation of
the theocratic groups which had become progressively identified with
Khomeini.
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1. Inter aim see the author’s, Iran’s Revolutionary Upheaval (Alchemy Books,
San Francisco, 1979), pp. 39-45.
2. Interview with Parviz Raeen, Tehran correspondent for the Associated
Press, 15 January 1981.
3. Interview with Dr Shahpour Bakhtiar and Dr AH Amini in Paris, 14 April
1981. The latter was at one point recommended to the Shah by Shariatmadari as
an interim premier, but the Shah refused to accept him because of the experience
of 1961 when President Kennedy’s pressure for internal reform led to the
appointment of Dr Amini. Some of the close associates of the Shah were opposed
to Amini’s reappointment because of his conclusion of the 1954 oil agreement
with the Western Oil Consortium, which had evoked fierce opposition from
nationalist and leftist groups.
4. Data collected from Keyhan, Ayandegan and Ettelaat between 25 February
and 31 May 1979 indicate that at the end of February there were 237 such
committees in Tehran and over 1600 in provincial towns with a total member
ship of 22,000. By the end of the spring these committees were consolidated by
separating their membership from the Pasdaran and from the armed agents of
committees. In the process supporters of the secular groups and the main
guerrilla organizations were purged and at present these committees, which
number 20 in Tehran, are for all practical purposes neighbourhood branches of
the Islamic Republican Party,
5. Bazargan also testified to the accidental and unplanned nature of the
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clergy’s ascendancy as a result of the disorganization and incoherence of the
secular forces in the anti-royalist coalition. Interview with Oriana Fallaci reported
in Iran Post, Los Angeles, 5 November 1979, p. 12.
6. Data collected from pro-government newspapers such as Keyhan and
Bamdad and later Jomhuriye Islami, the organ of the IRP, as well as from
publications representing exiled army officers like ARA (Iran Liberation Army),
indicate that between 485 and 600 army officers were executed between 13
February 1979 and 5 June 1980. In July the discovery of an attempted coup
resulted in the execution of 140 air force and army officers, some of whom
expressed allegiance to Dr Bakhtiar in the course of the trials. (Interview with
Dr Bakhtiar, 14 April 1981, Paris.)
7. Principle 1 of the new Constitution states that 98.2% of all eligible voters,
estimated to number some 20 million people, voted affirmatively. The Full Text
o f Iran’s Constitution, published in Farsi by the Embassy of the Islamic Republic
of Iran, 20 November 1979. Direct quotations hereafter are the author’s trans
lation.
8. For a perceptive analysis of some aspects of this issue see Joseph Eliash,
‘Misconceptions Regarding the Judicial Status of the Iranian “Ulama”,’
International Journal o f Middle East Studies, Vol. 10, No. 1, February 1979,
pp. 9-25.
9. A prominent example with views akin to those of Shariatmadari was the
late Ayattolah Mahmud Taleghani, whose relations with Khomeini from the
outset were extremely tenuous. As an impeccable foe of the Shah he represented
the philosophy of the late Ayattolah Naini, the author of a famous treatise on
Shia Islam in which he warned the faithful against two types of despotism, the
monarchical and the theocratic. Omide Iran, Tehran weekly, 21 April 1979.
10. Quoted from an open letter to Khomeini written by Dr Hossein Miriyan,
professor of Shia theology and a recognized authority on Qoranic interpretation.
Bamdad, Iranian daily, Tehran, 15 October 1979.
11. The summary of the law appeared in Shahed, a weekly publication of the
Embassy of the Islamic Republic in Washington, DC, 23 July 1979.
12. Apart from the concept of Velayate Faghih, the provisions of the con
stitution giving the Council of Custodians the right to veto Majlis legislation, most
accurately reflect Khomeini’s views on the Shia theocracy as expounded in his
book, Islamic Governance.
13. These in order of prominence are Shariatmadari of Azarbayjan, Khoi of
Nejaf, Golpaygani and Marashi of Qom and Hassan Qomi o f Khorassan. It should
be noted that the prominence of the senior ayattolahs is reputational. The only
measurable criterion is the amount of contribution to them known as Sahme
Imam, or the Imam’s share, which pays for religious schools and mosque-related
charity organizations.
14. Shariatmadari, before the Tabriz uprising at the end of November 1979,
was quite outspoken in his criticism of the Constitution, but shortly after the
referendum, under pressure from pro-Khomeini groups, he chose to remain 1
silent on this and other political questions. Excerpts from his statements in
Enghelabe Islami, Tehran, 14 November 1979.

3

THE HOSTAGE CRISIS

Because the state of the revolution prior to 4 November 1979 is as
significant to the understanding of the reasons for the assault on the
US embassy as are the composition and the leadership of the assailants,
its chief characteristics should be reviewed. This should be done in
reference to events since June, when the draft of the controversial
constitution was completed.
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(1) The proposed constitution at once became a divisive factor which
finally broke up the broad coalition of the revolutionary forces respon
sible for the Shah’s overthrow. It did so because it sought to institu
tionalize the monopolization of power by that faction of the Shia
clergy which enjoyed Khomeini’s unconditional support and was
represented by the Islamic Republican Party.
(2) In the process of the gradual disintegration of that coalition, the
following groups either completely defected from the regime or
assumed an attitude of ‘wait-and-see’, pending further evidence of
Khomeini’s determination to realize his vision of a purely Shia theo
cracy:
(a) The People’s Fedayeen, which had an impeccable record of
struggle against the Shah. It had waged urban guerrilla warfare, at least
since the early 1970s and most significantly, had played a critical role
in the transformation of a non-violent power seizure into a bloody
insurrection between 20 January and 11 February 1979;
(b) The People’s Mojahedin, whose revolutionary credentials were
equally impressive and who represent, even to date, a political orienta
tion best described as non-communist Marxist-Islamic. The chief reason
for the defection of these guerrilla groups, apart from forcible exclusion
from power, was their different perceptions of the new political system;
(c) secular groups such as the National Front, the National Demo
cratic Front, the Pan-Iranist Party, and the Radical Party representing
the Western-educated middle and lower middle classes. Their desertion
from the pro-Khomeini forces during the summer stemmed from similar
reasons to the above;
(d) perhaps the most critical defection from Khomeini occurred
when several prominent Shia leaders, to some of whom Khomeini
owed his life, turned against him. Notable among these was Mohammad
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Kazem Shariatmadari, who almost single-handedly elevated Khomeini
to the highest of Shia ranks so that the Shah would spare his life after
the unsuccessful religious uprising of June 1963. Shariatmadari’s part
in mobilizing public opinion, particularly in his native Azarbayjan,
against the Shah, beginning in January 1978 was paramount. To many
Iranians he, rather than Khomeini, was the revolution’s initial driving
force.
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Apart from Shariatmadari, Hassan Qomi of Mashad, Khoi, now
residing in Nejaf, Iraq and Marashi of Qom also expressed varying
degrees of opposition and reservation about the new constitution. It
was thus evident that the Islamic Republic, on the eve of its constitu
tional consolidation — which was to be ascertained by yet another
plebiscite - faced an extremely uncertain future.
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Adding confusion to the internal crisis over the new constitution was
a series of events between September and 4 November 1979.
On the occasion of the anniversary of Algerian independence,
Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan and his Foreign Minister, Dr Ibrahim
Yazdi, visited Algiers, where confidential talks took place between
them and President Carter’s National Security Adviser, Zbigniew
Brzezinski. Even before their return to Tehran, press reports reflecting
the views of leftists and fanatic members of the government and the Revo
lutionary Council expressed concern and even severe criticism of the
reported meeting with the American officials. As a matter of fact, the
Prime Minister’s position, which had been already weakened as a result
of his general moderation and largely secular viewpoints about the
constitution, was further jeopardized.1
Throughout the summer he had become progressively identified
with the secular and moderate Shia leaders as described earlier in this
chapter. His relations with Khomeini from the outset had been plagued
by fundamental differences in perception, policy and direction of the
revolution. Having faded to secure Khomeini’s consent to his numerous
offers of resignation, he left an open-dated letter to that effect with the
Imam shortly before visiting Algiers.
The arena in which these fundamental differences clashed was the
Revolutionary Council, which ever since February had acted as the real
centre of power of the new regime. With this background of events,
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it became obvious that the Prime Minister’s visit to Algiers would be
utilized by his many opponents to dislodge him from power. Clearly
the event which culminated in the assault on the embassy was the US
decision to admit the former Shah into the USA for medical reasons.
It has been documented now that the State Department did indeed
consult the Iranian Government about the risks of admitting the Shah.
The Prime Minister, through his Foreign Minister, informed the Ameri
cans of serious potential reactions, but simultaneously assured Washing
ton of his capability and determination to protect the safety of the
embassy’s personnel.2
On 24 October, the former Shah’s birthday, events were set into
motion which appeared at the time to be totally unplanned and hap
hazard. It is known now that, far from being so, the occupation of the
embassy had been carefully planned at least since the first assault on
the embassy in mid-February.
To understand the logic of the radical groups which either plotted
the embassy takeover or insisted on the prolongation of the crisis, it
is imperative to note the excessive fear of Iran’s new regime about its
own viability vis-a-vis the USA. This fear, bordering on paranoia,
stemmed from memories of the 1953 coup. It was in turn aggravated
by the reports of the involvement of Henry Kissinger and David Rocke
feller in the Shah’s admittance to the USA. Put differently, the radical
forces sensed that the USA, the repeated assurances of President Carter
notwithstanding, was co-ordinating events in and outside Iran for the
purpose of destroying the revolutionary regime.
The significant differences between 1953 and 1978-9 were either
deliberately ignored or failed to persuade even the moderate forces of
their relevance. Thus, the assault on the embassy at once became a
unifying factor similar to the early opposition to the former Shah. In
both cases President Carter became the symbol of alleged US oppres
sion and/or its design to reinstate the pre-revolutionary regime. Because
of the unifying role of anti-American radicalism, it is possible to assume
that even had the Shah not been admitted to the USA the radical
supporters of the regime would have most likely taken this or similar
measures.
But why did eleven days elapse between the admission of the Shah
and the assault on the embassy? Why had the Mexican embassy not
been attacked months earlier? All indications point to the fact that the
planners needed the time to refine and finalize their design. It is now
known that one issue which had to be resolved before the assault
related to the Provisional Government and its tenure. The leadership
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of the assault on the embassy tried to ascertain the reaction of the
Prime Minister and his relatively moderate Foreign Minister to the
likely occupation of the embassy. Cognizant of fundamental ideological
and policy differences between Khomeini and the Prime Minister, the
leadership of the assailants took its time in considering its response to
the government’s reaction. Since some of the Cabinet members and,
more significantly, close to half of the members of the Revolutionary
Council were in open opposition to the Provisional Government, it was
logical that the assailants of the embassy had to make sure that the
Imam would this time accept the Prime Minister’s resignation. Regard
ing an assault on the Mexican embassy because its government had let
the Shah into Mexico, the obvious response was that Mexico was
nowhere as important as the USA and such a move would not have
had the desirable results sought by the radical groups.
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Sunday 4 November 1979 was a bleak and cold day. On the previous
Friday and Saturday the state-controlled media had announced the
holding of a major meeting in the campus of Tehran University, about
a mile and a half from the US embassy compound. Eleven rallying
points were announced for political groups of all shades. One of these
was at Pole Chubi, a quarter of a mile from the embassy on the corner
of Roosevelt Avenue (since the revolution renamed the Avenue of the
Combatants) and Takhte Jamshid (renamed Taleghani, after a promi
nent nationalist Ayattolah).
This particular place was reserved for a small political group known
by its Farsi acronym JAMA (the Movement of Moslem Combatants).
Around 11 o’clock in the morning approximately 400 members of
JAMA assembled at that place. The group included roughly 120 wellarmed young men and women. As they moved down Roosevelt Avenue
toward Tehran University, they decided to pass by the embassy.
At this time the embassy was ‘protected’ by a small contingent of
Revolutionary Guards and regular police. When the group assaulted the
embassy, the guards, led by ‘Mashallah Khan the Butcher’ put up a
token resistance, because they had not been informed by their immedi
ate commanding officers, or for that matter anyone else in the govern
ment or the Revolutionary Council, of the intention to occupy the
embassy. The American marines guarding the embassy similarly resisted
the assailants. Simultaneously, a small group of the assailants reached
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the embassy’s compound from Kuchehe Ardalan, by breaking into
several houses adjacent to the embassy. Together they succeeded in
gaining full control of the embassy within two hours.

Flashback to 1976 and 1978
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The plot for the occupation o f the embassy was in the making at least
three months prior to 4 November. Indeed, it is possible to reveal that
such a plot had had its genesis in the last few years of the reign of the
Shah, within the Evin prison, involving several personalities who were
destined to rise to power with the triumph of the revolution.
The principal actors in this drama, at least in its planning phase,
were Dr Habibollah Peyman and a radical cleric, Mussavi Khoeini.
Dr Peyman, who actually master-minded the successful assault on the
embassy, had been in and out of the Shah’s prisons three times, to be
finally released in the early autumn of 1978. He had joined the proMossadegh Nehzate Moghavemate Melli (National Resistance Move
ment) after the 1953 coup. In 1960 he was elected to the leadership
committee of the Second National Front. His first arrest was in 1957
when several leaders of National Resistance Movement were arrested
by the recently organized SAVAK. It is then that he became a cell
mate of Dr Ali Shariati and began to accept his views about the political
potentials of Shia religion. After the unsuccessful religious uprising of
June 1963 he helped to organize Jonbesh Azadi Mellat Iran (Movement
of Iranian National Liberation) which had an Islamic ideology and a
belief in the indispensability of armed struggle.3 Among his celebrated
prison mates, apart from Dr Ali Shariati the renowned ideologue and
theorist of Shia political philosophy, were Mohammadali Rajai, the
first Premier and the second President of the IRI, and Dr Kazem
Sami of the radical wing of the National Front. While in prison Dr
Peyman had organized a secret committee to penalize and intimidate
those political prisoners who tended to co-operate with SAVAK in
order to gain freedom. The committee, known as Tufan (Hurricane),
was quite successful in radicalizing some of the political prisoners
whose ideological reliability was suspect. From this common and at
times dramatic experience had emerged bonds of friendship and ideo
logical conformity which had well served Dr Peyman’s purpose since
the triumph of the revolution.4
All the evidence indicates that his armed followers had accurate
knowledge about the embassy’s floor plan. This was so because during
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the short-lived occupation of the embassy on 14 February several of
his followers had made the necessary reconnaissance of sensitive areas
such as code rooms, communications centre, guard houses, etc.
As a result, Dr Peyman’s followers gained quick access to these areas
and indeed were able to prevent the complete destruction of critical
documents and records. It should be noted that very few knew either
the identity of the master mind of this operation or the exact number
and composition of the original armed assailants. A contributing
reason to the confusion was that as soon as other political groups
learned about it, they either left the rally at Tehran University or
diverted their routes to reach the embassy in a hurry.
The two next immediate problems were: (a) access to the statecontrolled media, and (b) determination of a proper name for the
embassy occupiers. The first problem was resolved by selecting as the
spokesman and the spiritual leader of the group Mussavi Khoeini.
He established himself on the 9th floor of the state TV and radio head
quarters next to Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, the then Director-General of the
Agency. The second problem was resolved by choosing the term ‘Stu
dents Following the Imam’s Line’ (DAPKHA, its Farsi acronym). The
captors of the American hostages were thereafter known as the Militant
Students.
Through their access to the state-controlled media, as well as to
the foreign and in particular American media, they were able to stage
a frenzy of anti-American radicalism surpassing in intensity and organi
zation any similar efforts in the region since World War II. Their skill
in staging ‘events’ and mobilizing huge rallies outside the occupied
embassy, and their highly sophicated methods of interrogation of
hostages have led some observers to conclude that non-Iranians were
involved in these events from the very first day to the very end.
The most commonly mentioned group is the leftist affiliate of
the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) led by George Habash.
Others mentioned in this connection are Iranians trained in such
communist countries as Cuba and East Germany, or in radical Arab
states including PLO-controlled camps in Syria and Lebanon. Evidence
available to foreign and Iranian newsmen and observers is rather incon
clusive about the identity of these groups. What is known, however,
is:
(1) several hundreds of well-trained guerrillas and young militants
returned to Iran in the last phase of the 1979 revolution;
(2) the ability of those who received their training in the PLO camps or
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other radical Arab states to speak fluent Arabic;
(3) the early participation of Yasser Arafat, the PLO Chairman, in
celebrating the triumph of the Iranian Revolution and in later disputes
with the Provisional Government on such issues as the rebellion in
Khuzistan province or the question of the three Persian Gulf islands.
Pro-government newspapers disclosed that the more radical elements
within the PLO had actively agitated amongst Arab-Iranians in that
oil-rich province in favour of autonomy and even self-determination
for that province, which they deliberately called ‘Arabistan’.5
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Once the uprising was crushed in April of that year, these Palestinian
groups joined communist-leftist forces in the Arab world to denounce
‘the new militarism’ of the Islamic Republic. In point of fact the
Nationalist and anti-royalist Governor o f the province, Admiral Ahmad
Madani, was singled out for systematic criticism by the pro-Soviet
groups in Iran. These groups, while paying lip service to Iran’s terri
torial integrity, attempted to frighten Khomeini about the inherent
dangers of the re-emergence of the military. This latter point was well
taken when several months later the Admiral was forced into exile
along with other Nationalist-secular politicians, even though he had
been elected as a Majlis deputy from his native Kirman with a landslide
victory at the poll.

st

Organizational Set-up

In

Within a week the captors had set up a tightly disciplined organization
for managing the different aspects of their activities. Five committees
were named to take care of security, public relations, maintenance,
interrogation and liaison. These committees, ranging from three to five
members, were represented in a council {Shorn) which was the highest
authority in overall control of the occupied embassy and the hostages.
It was through the council that Dr Peyman exercised de facto leader
ship of the Militant Students, at least in the initial phase of the hostage
crisis.
All accounts, including those relayed by some of the more harshly
treated former hostages, indicate that the security and interrogation
committees consisted of the most radical and well-trained captors.
Next in significance were the public relations and liaison commit
tees. Their functions as the official spokesmen of the captors were
the publishing of countless daily communiques as well as ‘revealing’
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allegedly captured and compromising documents. One purpose was to
destroy the credibility of the moderate secular personalities; another
was to utilize the media to mobilize public support for their cause.
An example of their success with regard to the first purpose was
the disclosure of documents implicating Dr Abbas Amir Entezam, the
faithful deputy to former Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan, and later
ambassador to Sweden. Despite his impeccable revolutionary creden
tials, the man was imprisoned for what appeared to be a routine diplo
matic contact with the American envoy in Stockholm. It should be
noted that the most sensitive documents had already been removed
from the occupied embassy. The best guess is that Dr Peyman and a
selected few of his foreign-trained militants were in possession of these
documents. Some radical Arab newspapers closely affiliated with the
PLO used them throughout the crisis, proving the reported liaison be
tween Dr Peyman and Arab radical forces.
Be that as it may, soon after setting up the organizational network
the Militants began using the term ‘Nest of Spies’ in reference to the
occupied embassy as a further means of justifying a blatant act of
international terrorism. Once Khomeini had finally accepted Bazargan’s
resignation, the Revolutionary Council became the unchallenged ruling
body and functioned as such until 25 January 1980 and the election of
Abolhassan Banisadr as President. It was in this period that the Imam
cautiously, but assuredly, espoused the Militants’ actions and policies.
On several occasions such as Ashura, the anniversary of Imam Hossein’s
death and 11 February, the anniversary of the revolution, the Imam
quoted, almost verbatim, from the Militants’ statements and thereby
legitimized their illegal action.
Consequently, the hostage crisis assumed an important distinction
from the other ‘2700 precedents since World War II’. (US State Depart
ment data.) That is to say, the Islamic Republic, recognized as Iran’s
legitimate government by the international community, identified itself
with the captors o f diplomatic, military and civilian personnel of a
foreign embassy. This critical distinction complicated the difficulties
of negotiating a settlement of the crisis. Additionally, in the interim
between 5 November and 25 January it was virtually impossible to
regard the Iranian ruling authorities as a government in the conven
tional sense. While Khomeini’s espousal of the cause of DAPKHA came
after the fact, Dr Peyman’s role was critical from the outset of the
crisis. What were his politics and what motivated his actions? As noted
earlier, he had started in politics like many other young Iranians as a
supporter of the National Front. By the early 1960s he had become
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convinced that the Shia religion had a paramount political role. Shortly
after the takeover of the US embassy Dr Peyman discussed his political
views in a number of articles and interviews in leading Iranian publica
tions.6
He believed that the Iranian revolution should pursue a Pan-Islamic
or even an international course, because any revolution which was
forcibly confined to its territorial context would be defeated. ‘Our
Constitution requires us to export our revolution, or else like Russian
and Chinese revolutions ours will be obliged to compromise with
American imperialism.’
He felt Iran’s foreign policy should be determined by relations be
tween the masses of the people and not by those of governments. The
masses should establish direct relations with oppressed masses every
where, the Palestinians, the Black Americans and the Africans. The
Islamic political system should be one of total decentralization, with
the affairs of each community in the hands of a people’s council. This
regime of people’s councils would be the best guarantee against the
emergence of bureaucracy and fascism. Similarly, the army must be an
Islamic people’s army consisting of volunteers and managed by people’s
councils.
As to relations with the United States, he expressed doubts that
America would ever accommodate the Islamic revolution, and therefore
advocated a policy of total enmity toward the United States. ‘Imperial
ism will compromise with us only if we lose the revolutionary contents
of our movement.’
As for his ties with the Militant Student captors of the American
hostages, Peyman denied that the group was under his leadership. He
attacked liberal groups for trying to attribute the action of the Mili
tant Students to any one individual or ideology. ‘It was a mass action
which liberal elements, as well as the reactionary clergy and oppor
tunists, cannot comprehend.’
His organization, the Movement of Moslem Combatants, would
see to it that the momentum of the revolution was maintained and that
the masses of the people were mobilized against any deviation by the
less committed individuals who supported Khomeini, not out of con
viction but because of political opportunism. Many of his views to the
end of the hostage crisis were echoed by his followers, but once the
hostages were released Dr Peyman did not insist on accusing the Rajai
government of accommodating the United States. Indeed, the harsh
ness of his criticism of the liberal clergy and secular personalities like
Banisadr put him in a dilemma over the final settlement o f the crisis.
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If he joined in criticizing the settlement, he would be echoing the
line of Banisadr and those very liberals whom he had so harshly
attacked. If he supported the Rajai government, he would have to
support the settlement which resulted from a compromise with the
United States.
For several months his organization remained silent until the crisis
of the Presidency pitted Rajai, Beheshti and Rafsanjani against Bani
sadr. Ever since that crisis Dr Peyman had shown no hesitation in
supporting the fundamentalist hardliners, for the primary reason that
they continued to be anti-imperialistic, i.e. anti-American as well as
anti-liberal. A survey of Peyman’s writing would certainly indicate that
while he was not a pro-Soviet communist, his views on Iran’s economic
political structure were akin to Marxism. His anti-Americanism was
his main bond of affinity with Khomeini even though he had long used
Islamic concepts and terms of reference to propagate his radical views.7
His behaviour during the various phases of the crisis revealed a
degree of flexibility which distinguished him from other prominent
Islamic Marxists.
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With the espousal of the cause of the Militant Students by Khomeini,
the hostage crisis proceeded through several stages. During each of these
phases numerous internal factions exercised a different degree of
control over the crisis.
Most Western accounts of the resolution of the crisis identify the
nature of the complex negotiations leading to the Algiers agreement of
19 January 1981.8 What is lacking in them is the internal Iranian
dimension of these negotiations, in particular as far as the Militant
Students themselves were concerned. In what follows an attempt will
be made to fill the gap. To do this the prolonged crisis will be examined
in a chronological order determined primarily by the internal political
developments, and only secondarily by the secret diplomatic negotia
tions between the two governments and their intermediaries.
The Initial Phase
The ease with which the embassy was taken over and the speed by
which the government-controlled media became a mouthpiece for the
Militant Students surprised many people, among them the students them
selves.
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A number of them who were quite close to Dr Peyman later ac
knowledged that their initial intention was a brief sit-in and that the
enthusiastic support given them by the government and the intense
attention paid them by the foreign media, notably the American, were
all totally unexpected.9 The initial aims of the leadership of the Mili
tant Sudents, now joined by Dr Hassan Ayat, a leading supporter of
Beheshti and his Islamic Republican Party, may be summarized in the
following way:
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( 1 ) The Provisional Government should be overthrown and Khomeini
be persuaded not to reappoint a new Prime Minister. This was achieved
on 5 November. The Revolutionary Council, which included some
members of the Bazargan Cabinet, became the exclusive authority.
Banisadr was named acting Foreign Minister for a brief time. His many
enemies in and outside the Revolutionary Council prevailed upon
Khomeini to prevent his trip to the United Nations despite an earlier
announcement that he would do so ‘in order to use the UN forum to
publicize Iran’s grievances against the US’. Shortly afterwards Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh replaced him. Despite serious misgivings about keeping the
US hostages, Banisladr chose not to antagonize his radical rivals publicly
pending the presidential elections, on which he had fixed all his atten
tion.
(2) The other aim of the leadership was to assure the prompt departure
of the Shah from the United States. Though officially they clamoured
for 'the Shah’s extradition, they knew full well that this was most
unlikely. So instead, they sought to persist in their maximum demand,
hoping that their minimum request of the early removal of the Shah
from the United States would be granted.
(3) A third objective o f the leadership was to maximize public mobiliza
tion in favour of the adoption of the controversial constitution. The
controlled media equated support for the Militant Students with
support for the new constitution. Those who opposed the ‘Great
Satan’ could demonstrate their good faith by supporting the constitu
tion, which was to be put to referendum on 2 and 3 December, a day
after Ashura, the most sacred Shia religious holiday. This goal was also
achieved. Opponents of the new constitution were intimidated, and
the overwhelming vote in the referendum was interpreted as a double
confidence in both Khomeini’s proposed political system and his
intense anti-American radicalism demonstrated by the continuing
detention of the US hostages.
Indeed, once the value of massive mobilization in favour of the
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constitution became evident, Khomeini was determined that as long as
various institutions of the Islamic Republic were not yet constituted,
the hostage crisis should not be resolved. Some time at the end of the
week 10-17 December, Khomeini made the critical decision of putting
off the resolution of that crisis until the presidential and parliamentary
elections were completed and the first government of the Islamic
Republic was installed. This decision, which was announced much
later, had the additional advantage of giving the United States a vested
interest in a peaceful and smooth completion of these institutional
procedures.10
(4) The safeguarding and selective revelation of embassy documents
was the other goal of the Militant Students and their supporters within
the Revolutionary Council. Some of these documents related to the
negotiations with the Shah’s Army leaders in which such notable
Khomeini associates as Beheshti and Taleghani had participated. Others
related to the contacts that the US embassy had established with the
leaders of secular opposition such as the National Front in the autumn
o f 1978. Reliable reports indicated that Peyman and Khoeini had the
first pick of these documents and used the incriminating ones to
pressure Beheshti and other Revolutionary Council members into an
uncompromising posture vis-a-vis the United States. In June 1981
several Mojahedin members who either had seen or made copies of
these documents threatened to publicize them if the IRP persisted in
opposing the Mojahedin.11
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It should be noted that Beheshti on several occasions had acknow
ledged these contacts, including those with Ambassador Sullivan and
US General Robert Huyser. Even though Beheshti could be credited
with wanting to avoid additional bloodshed and to safeguard the
transfer of several hundred US advisers to the relative safety of the
capital, the mere fact o f his having dealt with US officials could have
had devastating effects on his image.
With the appointment o f Ghotbzadeh as Foreign Minister, he
became the central figure in finding a solution to the crisis. In co
operation with a leftist French lawyer, Christian Bourquet, the Iranian
Foreign Minister began secret contacts with the USA once he had
become persuaded that the Revolutionary Council had no authority
over the Militant Students, and that the Ayattolah himself was the
only one who could order them to release the hostages or at least set
the conditions for their release.
Since internal sources could not influence Khomeini, the idea of
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using outside sources with reputations of both opposition to the Shah
and anti-Americanism became attractive. The Iranian government could
request a UN investigation of the Shah’s and the United States’s crimes.
This would be granted over American objection and hailed in Iran as a
victory. However, Kurt Waldheim announced this prematurely, denying
the Iranians the opportunity to claim a victory.
It should be noted that neither Khoeini nor Dr Peyman were in
agreement with Ghotbzadeh’s plan, but once the presidential election
was completed they concentrated their efforts on using the hostage
crisis to influence the Majlis elections. They achieved a major victory
when on 23 February Khomeini finally accepted their viewpoint and
ruled that the fate of the hostages should be determined by the as yet
unelected Majlis. With that decision the first phase o f the crisis came
to an end. What had appeared initially as a student protest against the
admission o f the Shah to the USA, later became a critical factor in
Iran’s internal politics. The impotence of the USA during the affair
simply convinced Khomeini that as long as the holding of the hostages
served the purpose of his regime, he should not be in a hurry to resolve
the matter.12
The net gains o f the first phase were quite impressive. A secular
moderate premier had been forced out of office. Renewed mobilization
efforts had brought some of the defecting political groups, particularly
on the left, back to the fold. Any US plan for reinstating the Shah
had been nipped in the bud. A controversial constitution had been
ratified. Above all, the impotence of the United States, which by the
way had still maintained its diplomatic relations with Iran, had been
publicly revealed. Radicalism at home and abroad had received such a
powerful momentum that the assault on the US embassy was now
marked as the second Iranian revolution in one year.
The Second Phase
With Khomeini entrusting the resolution of the crisis to the forth
coming Majlis, the issue of the custody of the hostages continued to
be debated in the Revolutionary Council.13 The Council was the
x ene of bitter in-fighting, with Beheshti supporting the Militant Stu
dents and Banisadr and Ghotbzadeh representing a more moderate
posture.
On many occasions the Council would be split 7 to 6 in favour of
Beheshti, but the secular group once in a while could also prevail, but
only on peripheral matters. One such occasion was when in June an
international conference on ‘the crimes of the US and the Shah’ was
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held in Tehran. Scores of liberation movements from Third World
countries attended. Ramsey Clark, a former US Attorney General,
addressed the conference and appealed for the release of the hostages
although, he thought, ‘God knows the Iranians were justified in seek
ing vengeance against the Shah’s American backers.’
Since February a number of other developments had also occurred.
In April the United States finally broke off diplomatic relations with
Iran and tightened the sanctions imposed earlier. On 25 April an
unsuccessful military mission to rescue the hostages was launched.14
Even though the mission failed dismally, it brought home to the mili
tants and the Islamic government several significant facts:
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(1) It showed that even an indecisive and demonstrably weak US
President could launch a military operation against Iran, and that the
Iranian military was incapable of guarding the country’s airspace or
detecting the dispatch of helicopters and transport planes into its
territory.
(2) The mission also proved the emptiness of the threat of the Militant
Students that the slightest military action by the US would result in
the blowing up of the embassy compound and the killing of all the
hostages and their captors.
(3) The unsuccessful rescue mission necessitated the dispersal of the
hostages throughout Iran, which could have made the task of the
government of taking over their custody easier — if such were its
intentions.
(4) It showed that the hostages would not be physically harmed, des
pite the repeated threats which seemed to be taken seriously only by
the intimidated American President.
Together these developments also affected the leadership of the
Militant Students. For the reasons explored earlier, the possibility
that incriminating US documents might have fallen into the hands of
Dr Peyman and his radical leftist colleagues, had made his relations
with Beheshti quite uneasy. To ensure that Peyman and his followers
would not defy his order, Beheshti put Khoeini in charge of liaison
with the Revolutionary Council and the state radio-television. Addi
tionally, in the election for Majlis Beheshti saw to it that Khoeini would
be assured o f a seat in the Majlis and that he would be elected to the
Deputy Speakership of the Majlis.
These measures gradually eroded the authority of the secular leader
ship of the Militant Students. Peyman and others had long advocated
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the trial of at least some of the hostages. Beheshti, who behind the
scenes had several times supported such an action, argued that the
hostage crisis could be used as a leverage to secure additional con
cessions from the United States. Having worked closely with American
officials in the last phase of the revolutionary upheaval, Beheshti
argued that with the departure of the Shah from the Western hemi
sphere the tactical nature of the crisis had changed. As a realistic
politician he had also underlined Iran’s military weakness to with
stand a renewed and determined US military operation.
The death of the Shah in Cairo on 27 July 1980 and the appoint
ment of Mohammadali Rajai as Prime Minister on 9 August reinforced
Beheshti’s position in the crisis and pushed to the background the more
radical groups within the militant leadership. Scores of Mojahedin, who
had witnessed the gradual exclusion of their organization from power,
left the embassy. Dr Peyman’s access to the compound and the students
was restricted because his followers were either assigned to hostages
outside the capital or had left for their home towns.
With the election of the Majlis and the inauguration of Rajai’s
Cabinet, the Revolutionary Council was disbanded. Banisadr and Ghotbzadeh were for all practical purposes removed from any direct involve
ment in the hostage crisis. The former had in effect become a figure
head President because of the imposition of Rajai by the IRP-dominated
Majlis. The latter had lost his Cabinet post without gaining a Majlis
seat because of the opposition of the IRP.
All in all, in mid-September it had become obvious that the critical
domestic role of the hostage crisis had been satisfactorily performed.
As Khomeini had wanted, the institutions of the new Republic had
now been almost fully established and the secular-liberal wings of the
revolutionary front had been effectively reduced to insignificance.
In early September the hostage crisis became the chief responsibility
of the Rajai government and the Majlis.15 It is now known that paral
lel with the initial steps of the Majlis to set up a committee to in
vestigate the matter and formulate conditions for the release of the
hostages, secret negotiations had also begun.
Sadegh Tabatabi, a brother-in-law of Khomeini’s younger surviving
son Ahmad, through the good offices of Gerhardt Ritzel, the West
German Ambassador to Iran, let the United States learn about the four
conditions that Khomeini would soon announce for releasing the
hostages. Obviously, with the Shah’s death the demand for his extra
diction had become moot. Instead Khomeini wanted: (1) the return
of the people’s wealth plundered by the Shah; (2) the lifting of the
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sanctions imposed by the USA; (3) a pledge of non-intervention in
Iran’s internal affairs; (4) the approval of the Majlis of the above
conditions.
Simultaneously Beheshti’s man Khoeini was elected chairman of the
parliamentary committee, composed of Moslem hardliners put in charge
of the hostage crisis. When Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September the urgency
of the resolution of the crisis was enhanced. The US-armed Iranian
military was in dire need of spare parts, especially for its Air Force.
Banisadr, who as Commander-in-Chief was in charge of Iran’s military
efforts, insisted that the lifting of sanctions should openly include the
resumption of shipments of military hardware to the tune of some
$500 million, already paid for by the previous regime.
Radical elements in the Majlis commission vehemently opposed it.
It was inconceivable to acknowledge any indebtedness to the United
States in fighting a war which they believed the United States had urged
Iraq to unleash against Iran. As noted elsewhere, this issue became
a new bone of contention between Banisadr and the Beheshti-dominated Majlis and government when the crisis was finally resolved on 20
January 1981.
Another interesting by-product of Iraq’s attack on Iran was a further
thinning down o f the ranks of the Militant Students. Close to fifty of
them, including those initial followers of Dr Peyman, left for the front
and joined the guerrilla resistance force led by Mostafa Chamran, the
Palestinian-trained former Minister of Defence and Khomeini’s repre
sentative in the High Defence Council.16
This phase ended with the hostage crisis having fulfilled its internal
political function, now beginning to show signs of becoming a liability.
In a sense one could surmize that with the war against Iraq, the clergydominated government and Majlis became the hostage of their own antiAmerican rhetoric. Herein lies the reason for the lengthy and tor
tuous negotiations that during the final phase of the crisis succeeded
in resolving it.
The Third Phase
In the final phase of the crisis a new revolutionary leader assumed the
ultimate role of negotiating an agreement through, the Algerian govern
ment. This was Behzad Nabavi, an ardent opponent of the Shah who
had spent eight years in prison. He was appointed Minister in Charge
of Executive Affairs. Fully supported by Beheshti, he was an arch
enemy of Banisadr and in league with the emerging triumvirate of
Beheshti, Rafsanjani and Rajai.
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His aim from the outset was to assure that whatever form the final
settlement took, it would not be sabotaged by the secular leftist ele
ments among the Militant Sudents. In this he found support among
influential IRP members in the Majlis. Not only did the Speaker,
Rafsanjani, pledge support for a complete takeover of the negotiations
about the hostages by the Rajai government, but he also made sure that
secular leftists like Dr Peyman would virtually lose all contact with the
Militant Students. The party’s ideologue Dr Hassan Ayat was given the
task of neutralizing any possible opposition to a settlement over the
hostages inside the Majlis and among secular radical groups. Since the
dispersal of the hostages in late April, the Pasdaran acquired a role
in the protection of the embassy compound as well as the hotels and
military bases in provincial towns to which some of the hostages had
been moved. Evidently the government was now ready, if need be, to
use the Pasdaran to take over custody of the hostages. Such a measure
could not have been taken under Banisadr’s leadership when on 31
March the Revolutionary Council had voted for their transfer to the
Council and the Militant Students had successfully defied that order.
In the meantime, secret negotiations to find a common ground
between Khomeini’s four conditions and the USA continued. On
9 September the German embassy in Washington DC arranged a meet
ing in Bonn between Sadegh Tabatabai and Warren Christopher,
Assistant Secretary of State for the Middle East. In mid-September
a meeting took place, with Tabatabai assuring Christopher that the
US position appeared reasonable to him and that he would convey
his own constructive recommendations when he returned to Tehran
shortly.
Although the war with Iraq interrupted the sequence of events
temporarily, Tabatabai gave a favourable report to Khomeini, who
shortly thereafter authorized Rajai to visit United Nations Head
quarters in New York, something that he had denied Banisadr early
in the first phase. The reason given was that Rajai was to plead Iran’s
case against Iraq before the Security Council. However, Nabavi who
accompanied Rajai, entered into substantive talks with representatives
of Algeria, Pakistan, Syria and Indonesia. The Algerian government
offered to mediate, and all four countries urged the Iranian officials
to end the crisis while there was time lest the forthcoming presidential
election brought to power a tougher, Republican President in the
USA.
On his way back to Tehran Rajai listened to similar warnings in
Algiers, where he stopped briefly. In a top-level meeting between
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Beheshti, Rajai, Nabavi and Rafsanjani held on 31 October, a decision
was made to hasten the parliamentary debate prior to 4 November,
the date of the US elections, Beheshti and Rafsanjani made sure that
the Majlis would substantially approve Khomeini’s four conditions.
Nabavi took charge of neutralizing leftist opposition within the Mili
tant Students as well as among secular political parties, and of course
from Banisadr.
On 2 November the Majlis finally adopted the resolution on the
hostages. Two days later the landslide victory of Reagan showed that
the impact of the announcement was negligible in terms of President
Carter’s fortune. The huge anti-American mass rally in front of the US
embassy on the anniversary of the hostage-taking, was watched by
millions of US voters just as they left home for work and the polling
stations, and if anything reawakened a sense of bitterness against the
US government’s impotence to resolve the crisis.
At this stage the Iranians involved in the crisis were divided into
several groups. On the one hand Nabavi and Beheshti pressed for
a quick solution, for they were convinced that the longer hostages
were held the more difficult it would be to secure more favourable
terms. Several pronouncements by President-elect Reagan convinced
them that if they waited until his inauguration they might be forced,
at the least, to re-negotiate from scratch.
Opposed to them were Banisadr and such secular leftist groups as the
Mojahedin, who believed the final terms which had begun to leak into
the still relatively free Iranian press were much worse than those
Banisadr could have secured a year earlier.17 This was particularly
so because the United States had not agreed even in principle to resume
shipment of the military spare parts so direly needed in the war against
Iraq. However, Banisadr was hard put to it to maintain his long-held
opposition to the release of the hostages. The Beheshti-RafsanjaniRajai triumvirate was quite sanguine about trouble from that quarter.
What worried them was that some o f the Militant Students had re
portedly demanded special conditions for releasing their captives. While
there was no indication that Dr Peyman had re-established contact with
his followers, amongst them the truth was that these very students had
expressed reservations about the settlement and insisted on a particular
timetable for the release of the hostages.
As to Khomeini himself, by then he was convinced that an impres
sive victory over the ‘Great Satan’ had been achieved. But at the end
it was he who conceded to the Militant Students the condition that
under no circumstances should the release come before the official
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departure of Carter from office. Either out of naivete or because of
his personal animosity toward Carter, Khomeini accepted the Militant
Students’ argument, conveyed to him by Nabavi, that to expedite the
release would mean that the people of Iran were afraid of the Republi
can President. As an act of defiance, they insisted Carter should not be
given the satisfaction of having the hostages released while he was still
in power.
At any rate, the interval between Election Day and Inauguration
Day was spent in laborious negotiations at every step of which the
Iranians were forced to tone down their demands. Thus, they first
requested $24 billion18 to cover their frozen assets and the property
taken by the late Shah and his family. In early January this was cut to
$9.5 billion, enabling Warren Christopher to fly into Algiers where
after thirteen days of day and night negotiations, the ultimate agree
ment was reached in the form of a declaration by the Algerian govern
ment signed by the USA and Iran.
On 16 January Iran paid off the entire $3.67 billion in outstanding
loans with Western Banks. Under the agreement the USA released about
$8 billion worth of frozen Iranian assets, but about $5.1 billion of
these were set aside to pay off Iran’s debts to American and European
banks.
The prolonged hostage crisis temporarily interrupted the process of
the institutionalization of the Islamic Republic. But by the end of
January not only was the process resumed, but the legislative branch
of the government and its appointed Prime Minister, as has been noted,
became intimately involved in that crisis. To understand the institu
tional evolution of the Republic, the presidential and parliamentary
elections and the formation of the first Cabinet must be considered
next.
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The occupation of the Nest of Espionage was one of the manifestations of
popular demand for the return of the Shah and the plundered property of the
people. Since in the near future the people’s representatives will assemble at the
Islamic Consultative Assembly, it will be up to the people’s representatives
to decide about the release of the hostages and the concessions and conditions
that they want in return.
Tehran, 24 February 1980.
14. On the rescue operation see Drew Middleton, ‘Going the Military Route’,
N e w Y o r k T im e s M a g a z in e , 14 May 1981.
15. On 2 July 1980,185 Congressmen wrote to the Speaker of the Majlis
requesting the release of the hostages. In response the Speaker wrote a lengthy
indictment of US errors and abuses in Iran and elsewhere in the Middle East,
demanding that the Congress should urgently investigate these so that the road
toward a solution be paved. I s l a m i c R e v o l u t i o n , Falls Church, Virginia,
September, 1980.
16. In early June Chamran was killed in Kurdistan under mysterious circum
stance. Exiled groups in France in close touch with the Kurdish Democratic
Party claimed that he had been liaising between Banisadr and the Army, and that
his death was planned by the operatives of IRP in preparation for the final show
down with Banisadr, I r a n P o s t , Los Angeles, 28 June 1981.
17. Mehdi Bazargan’s newspaper, M i z a n , published a series of lengthy analyses
of the agreement which angered the ruling party and caused the paper’s closure
some weeks later, 21 February-12 March 1981. Bazargan had earlier reflected
the views of the National Front which not only opposed the Assembly of Experts
but also demanded the postponement of the constitutional referendum at the
height of the hostage crisis. E t t e l a a t , Tehran, 21 November 1980.
18. US billions are used throughout.
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Once the Constitution had been ratified the next step in laying the
foundation of the Islamic Republic was to conduct an election for the
Presidency.
At the end of December Khomeini had not yet decided whether
the parliamentary or presidential election should be the first order
of business. What is clear is that the Revolutionary Council was hope
lessly divided on the issue. Not knowing whether Khomeini would
approve of a cleric as President, Beheshti, Bahonar and Rafsanjani all
clamoured for the holding of the presidential election, which each
thought he could win. On the other hand if Khomeini preferred a
non-cleric as President, these clerics believed the Majlis election should
precede the presidential one. They were fearful that a non-clerical,
popularly elected President might influence the upcoming Majlis
election by organizing his supporters in the various electoral dis
tricts.
An analysis of the Revolutionary Council deliberation and the
composition of its membership indicate that several positions were
taken by members concerning this matter. First, the supporters of
former Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan were of the opinion that Iran
needed a secular head of the executive just as soon as it was possible.
The hostage crisis and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, they believed,
had necessitated the prompt establishment of the new executive. They
had even suggested that if elections could not be held immediately
the Revolutionary Council should itself appoint the Cabinet and its
Secretary Beheshti be accepted as Prime Minister.1
It should be noted that since the resignation of the Provisional
Government on 5 November, Iran had had a Cabinet but no Prime
Minister. About 40 per cent of its members were simultaneously
members of the Revolutionary Council including, oddly enough, the
recently resigned provisional Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan.
This group, which had the support of 3 or 4 other members of the
15-member Revolutionary Council, did not mind which election took
place first.
A second position was that of Beheshti and his 5 or 6 supporters
in the Revolutionary Council. While nothing would perhaps have
pleased him more than becoming Chief Executive, he shrewdly rejected
62
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the idea and instead favoured the early election of the Majlis. Addi
tionally, he did not as yet know whether Khomeini would agree to a
clerical President. At any rate, as the Secretary of the Revolutionary
Council, and soon after the approval of the constitution the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court, he was already exercising considerable
power. Rather than expressing clearly his preference for the precedence
of one election over the other, Beheshti refused to give any advice on
that matter to Khomeini.
A third position was attributed to Banisadr and three more members
o f the Council, including Dr Hassan Habibi, who in the post-hostage
era had acted as the spokesman for the Council. As was the case in a
number of critical decisions concering the hostage crisis, these three
vacillated in supporting either the Beheshti or Bazargan faction, but
more often than not they would end up supporting the Beheshti
faction. As for which election should be conducted first, this group
agreed with Banisadr that the presidential election should come first.
Not only would it be easier to elect from one national constituency
one single President, but it would be also more conducive to the
national mood of unity so conclusively demonstrated in the course
o f the constitutional referendum.
All accounts indicate that Banisadr played his cards extremely
carefully. At the end of December Ahmad, Khomeini’s son, assured
Banisadr that his father did not want all institutional powers to be
monopolized by the clerical leaders, but that he was reluctant to order
anyone not to run for office. Khomeini, who preferred at that point to
be ‘above politics’, routinely insisted that the Revolutionary Council
should decide the matter and then seek his consent. Once it learned
that Khomeini preferred a non-cleric for the job, the Beheshti faction
urged that the presidential election should precede that of the Majlis.
If no cleric could be nominated for President, Beheshti was confident
that enough secular personalities, affiliated with and completely trusted
by the fundamentalist clerics, could be found to run. The moment
the announcement that the presidential election was to be held on
25 January was made the IRP ruled out its support for anyone who did
not belong to the party. The various political factions at the outset of
the electoral campaign adopted the following attitudes.
The IRP first nominated one of the leading members of its leader
ship council, Jalaleddin Farsi, but withdrew his nomination when it
became known that his father was of Afghan origin. In his place the
party nominated Dr Hassan Habibi, who had served as a member
and later as spokesman of the Revolutionary Council. Secondly, the
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supporters of Bazargan, including the National Front and a considerable
segment of the Bazaar leadership, nominated the former Admiral
Ahmad Madani, who had served in a number of important positions
in Bazargan’s government.
Thirdly, the clerical leaders who did not support Beheshti and the
IRP, the secular forces who were critical of Bazargan, and a number of
close associates of Khomeini such as his son, Ahmad, and his son-in-law
Ayattolah Eshraghi, joined forces to nominate Banisadr. The Mojahedin
nominated their leader Massud Rajavi, but were forced to withdraw his
name when the IRP and the fundamentalist clerics successfully argued
that since the organization had boycotted the referendum for the
constitution, its leader could not possibly serve in the highest executive
office created by that constitution.2 Scores of other candidates were
also nominated, creating the impression that the presidential election
would require a run-off, for no candidate seemed likely to secure the
required 50 per cent of the votes in the first round.
The Ministry of the Interior indicated that 65 per cent of all eligible
voters had participated in the election and that, except for Kurdistan
where a partial boycott was in force, participation across the country
had been fairly even. The total votes cast were put at over 14 million,
of which 10.7 million went to Banisadr and over 2 million to Admiral
Madani. IRP candidate Dr Hassan Habibi was said to have received close
to 700,000 votes.3
With Banisadr elected, the IRP concentrated all its efforts on the
elections for the Majlis. In the interim between the elections IRP
clerical leaders like Beheshti, Ardabili and Mahdavi Kani gained im
portant positions within the Judiciary and the de facto government.
Beheshti was appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Ardabili
became the Prosecutor-General. Others were appointed to the all
powerful Council of Custodians. These appointments more than com
pensated for the victory o f a non-IRP presidential candidate, because
for all practical purposes they put the judicial and constitutional
control of the country in the hands of the IRP. Mahdavi Kani and
Rafsanjani literally took control of the elections for the Majlis, through
which the IRP planned to control the government, thus rendering the
new President merely the symbolic Head of State, as in such European
political systems as Italy and West Germany.
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The Majlis Election
The Revolutionary Council in March approved the double-ballot
majority system for the Majlis. The law provides that:
Members of the National Consultative Assembly will be elected by
an absolute majority (50% +) of votes. If in the first round in single
or multiple districts such a majority is not obtained, there will be a
second round. Thus from among those candidates who do not
receive an absolute majority twice as many as the number of repre
sentatives in each district will run in the second round, in which a
relative majority will suffice.4
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The law encountered vehement opposition from political groups which
had been excluded from the Assembly of Experts and/or had boycotted
the constitutional referendum. These groups preferred the proportional
representation system under which they could aspire at least to some
representation. They rightly feared that under the double-ballot
majority system none of their candidates, assuming they could be
nominated, was likely to win an absolute majority in the first round.
In the second round the IRP would make electoral coalitions with
smaller parties and against their candidates. The Mojahedin, the Pro
gressive Radical Party, and National Front personalities such as Dr
Aliasghar Hajseydjavadi and Abdolkarim Lahiji, all joined in criticizing
the action of the Revolutionary Council.5
Noted Shia leaders like Shariatmadari and Qomi did not bother
to protest against the electoral law for they had strongly objected in
the first place to some of the provisions of the Islamic constitution
which provided for the election of the Majlis.
In addition to an electoral system which was designed to help
the pro-regime groups, an elaborate process of screening candidates
was also announced. During the four weeks that candidates throughout
the country were screened, the IRP waged a decisive campaign to dis
credit nominees whose local support was sufficiently strong to threaten
the success of IRP candidates.
Full advantage was also taken o f the so-called revelations of the
Students following the Imam’s Line, that is to say the captors of the
American hostages. These students exposed a number of pro-National
Front personalities as having been in touch with the United States
embassy, even if the contact had been confined to securing information
about student visas or American academic institutions.
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If these efforts did not succeed in forcing the withdrawal of a
candidate, the Majlis majority would use its power of approving, or
otherwise, the credentials of elected members so as to reject ‘un
desirable individuals’. As will be seen later, this power was used in a
number of vital elections.
A third method of achieving IRP hegemony was simply to suspend
elections in districts where the opposition was likely to win, on the
grounds of ‘lack of security’. Acting Interior Minister and a powerful
member of the Revolutionary Council Hashemi Rafsanjani, who was
in charge of these elections and was rewarded by being elected as the
first Speaker of the Majlis, saw to it that these methods brought the
desired results.
In March the first stage of the elections was held for 228 deputies
out of the constitutionally sanctioned 270. Not more than 40 per cent
of these deputies received the required 50 per cent or more of the
votes. The Interior Ministry declared that a total of 6.1 million people
had voted in these elections. Instead of holding the second round two
weeks later, the Ministry appealed to the Revolutionary Council for a
delay of a couple of months. It was not until July that the second
rounds were completed, and the other 60 per cent of the 228 deputies
were elected.6
Needless to say, this opportunity was used to form electoral coali
tions with the smaller pro-IRP parties so that IRP candidates would be
assured of victory in the second round.
Thus the Majlis which met in early August represented the following
line-up:
(1) About 131 seats belonged to the IRP, consisting of about 60 per
cent of clerics ranging in rank from Hojatolislam to Ayattolah, and 40
per cent of non-clerics drawn from the lower middle class and the Bazaar.
This group was instrumental in electing Rafsanjani to the Speakership
of the Majlis, despite the protest of other deputies who charged that as
Minister of Interior he had had a major role in assuring an IRP majority
in the Majlis.
(2) A second group was the so-called Monfaredin or independents, some
of whom represented the more progressive clergy who had supported
the National Front in the past and had expressed at least moderate
opposition to some aspects of the new constitution. At the outset
they numbered between 68 and 74 members, but their solidarity was
severely tested in a number of the critical issues that the Majlis faced
almost as soon as it was inaugurated.
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(3) A third group was affiliated with Bazargan’s Iran Liberation Move
ment and had between 15 and 23 members, half of whom had served
in Bazargan’s provisional government as ministers and deputy ministers.
The group represented the secular and moderate forces in the Majlis
and proudly asserted its affiliation with Dr Mossadegh’s National Front
of the early 1950s. Even though Bazargan had many grievances against
Banisadr, his group in the Majlis became increasingly identified with the
President as he became entangled in battle after battle with Beheshti’s
IRP. It is important to note two other facts about the Majlis. One is
that the last two groups did not form even a tactical coalition on
important issues before the legislature, and the second is that for a
variety of reasons their numerical strength changed quite dramatically
almost immediately after the Majlis had begun to function. Some of
these reasons had to do with the practice of deputies joining the govern
ment as ministers without their successors being elected in by-elections,
as provided for by the constitution.
The other factor was the rejection of the credentials of deputies,
often on dubious grounds, by the IRP majority. Three important
deputies had their credentials rejected in this way, one of them being
Khosrow Qashqai, a leader of the Qashqai tribe and a long-time foe
of the Shah. He was accused of being a feudal landlord and of having
co-operated with the United States government. The Militant Students
and pro-Soviet leftist groups joined in a bitter campaign to discredit
him and urged the Majlis to reject him. The second important deputy
to be rejected was the former Admiral Ahmad Madani, a foe o f the
deposed Shah who had served as Commander of the Navy and Governor
of Khuzistan, crushing the rebellion of the Arab Iranians of that
province in the early months of Khomeini’s regime. He had run second
to Banisadr in the presidential election and had a reputation of honesty,
integrity and having had administrative experience. His home town
of Kirman had given him a landslide victory, but the IRP managed to
reject his credentials on the grounds of his involvement in vote-peddling
and vote-buying in his district. Shortly thereafter he turned against
Khomeini and is presently in West Germany working with other exiles
to overthrow the Islamic Government.
Abolfazl Ghassemi, representing the Executive Council of the National
Front, was the third prominent deputy to have his credentials rejected.
The IRP seemed to single out those members who had either a large
following in their districts or had the reputation of supporting secular
ism and being non-committal about Islamic fundamentalism. Ghassemi
was later given a life sentence for alleged pro-American activities.
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The war with Iraq made the pretext of not holding by-elections
a more plausible one. But even if these had all been held at the pre
scribed times, the bombing of the IRP headquarters in June which
killed 20 of its deputies, plus the individual assassinations of another
four IRP members, reduced the Majlis membership to under 200.
But defection from the Monfaredin group as well as from Bazargan’s
has resulted in the IRP’s continuing domination of the Majlis.
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Although it is a majority faction in the Majlis, the party is not well
known in Iran. It was organized by nine clerical and non-clerical
supporters o f Khomeini in the wake of the approval of the referendum
to establish an Islamic Republic on 1 April 1979. Apart from Beheshti,
its other leaders were Ayattolah Mohammadreza Mahdavi Kani, serving
as interim Prime Minister after the assassination of Bahonar in August,
Aliakbar Hashemi Rafsanjani the Majlis Speaker, the late Hojatolislam
Ali Ghoddusi, Prosecutor-General of Revolutionary Courts and the
late Hojatolislam Mohammadjavad Bahonar, second Prime Minister
of the Islamic Republic.
The IRP had won its first major victory with the election of the
Assembly of Experts, which was to draft the constitution. It had
suffered a slight setback when Banisadr was elected President. That
setback had been more than compensated for when the party imposed
Mohammadali Rajai as Prime Minister on a reluctant Banisadr.
As far as it can be ascertained, the party is not a hierarchically
centralized political organization. Instead, it is a coalition of Islamic
societies organized throughout Iran and led by a Central Council which,
as of last spring, had 30 members. The campaign of bombing and
assassination waged by anti-government guerrillas killed ten of those
in June and July alone. None the less, under Beheshti the party had
managed to spread into all institutions including the civil service,
the Army, the universities, factories and schools by engaging in massive
purges of its opponents.
At the beginning of the tenure of the present Majlis three factions
could be recognized within the IRP parliamentary party. First, the
supporters of Beheshti; secondly, the supporters of Hassan Ayat, the
ideologue of the party; and lastly the followers of Ayattolah Mussavi
Ardabili, the former Prosecutor-General who later replaced Beheshti
as Head of the Supreme Court after his death in the bomb blast at IRP
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headquarters at the end o f June.7
These factions have displayed varying degrees of disagreement on
several issues. First, on the question of co-operation with secular
nationalist personalities such as Bazargan, Beheshti’s position has
been consistently anti-co-operation, whereas Ayattolah Ardabili’s
group has sought to co-operate with all Islamic groups — even those
who wish to emphasize nationalistic tendencies. Dr Ayat’s faction,
on the other hand, was dedicated to working covertly for the ousting
of Banisadr, and was not concerned about the Bazargan faction as
long as it remained a minority in the Majlis.
Secondly, on the issue of the Islamic Republic’s economic policy
the Ayat faction is in favour of the total nationalization of all industries
and services, and opposes even small-scale free enterprise and limited
private investment. Not so the other two factions, which are concerned
that total state ownership and control of all the means of production
would destroy Iran’s middle-level, skilled and independent national
bourgeoisie. The issue of a correct economic policy, however, is not
given the highest priority at the present time, when the issues of the
consolidation o f power, relations with the USA and the war with Iraq
are more pressing.
A third issue which divides the different factions of the ruling
IRP concerns foreign policy. Beheshti and his allies adhered strictly
to the slogan of ‘neither East nor West.’ Others were concerned that
blind militancy and indiscriminate hostility toward the West would
sink Iran deeper into international isolation. To convince everyone
of Iran’s sincere non-alignment posture, the pro-Ardabili faction now
feel that opposition to the Soviet action in Afghanistan and Moscow’s
dubious posture in the Iraq-Iran war must be more pronounced and
consistent.
Some of the divisive issues having been outlined, it is worth noting
that the party is united around the three goals of common opposition
to US imperialism, struggle against Shah-introduced Westernization and
loyalty to the person and principles of Ayattolah Khomeini.
Although with the Majlis election the IRP acquired institutional
legitimacy, the party could by no means be regarded as merely a
parliamentary party. It has striven to sustain its mass basis of support
by several methods. First, it relies on the Revolutionary Guards, whose
leadership remains loyal to the party as long as the party represents
Khomeini. Secondly, it relies on the mobs o f Hizbollahi or Followers
of the Party of God, which consist of the urban poor, the home
less and the unemployed. Repeatedly, the two have combined to
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suppress brutally any demonstration of opposition to the IRP. The usual
pattern has always been that the club-wielders of Hizbollah will
disrupt a rally or a march o f the opposition and then the Pasdaran will
be called in to restore order. In so doing, they actively support the
Hizbollahis and forcibly disperse the opposition groups. The third
instrument of IRP control are the village Mullahs who work as grassroot agitators for the party and co-ordinate their activities with those of
local revolutionary committees, a remnant o f the early revolutionary
period which has survived the efforts of institutionalization by the
new government.
So far the IRP has won all its battles in and outside parliament. Its
basic strength is that it appeals,to the lower classes by virtue of its close
identification with Khomeini. Its chief weakness is that it suffers from
several inherent liabilities: (1) its authority is so exclusively dependent
on Khomeini that it is inconceivable it could survive the disappearance
of the Imam; (2) as the ruling party it suffers from accusations of
corruption and artificiality just as in other attempts to impose political
parties from above in recent Iranian history; (3) the party tries to
ignore other nationalist and secular political groups whose contribution
to the success o f revolution cannot simply be wiped out. In doing so
the party has become susceptible to the charge of monopolistic and
exclusive tendencies.
Whether these liabilities are likely to render the party ineffective
outside the Majlis remains to be seen. What is beyond any doubt is
that its control of the Majlis, and through it the government, has been
so far firmly established.
At any rate, on Sunday 19 July the Majlis opened its session with
206 deputies, while about 40 deputies from Kurdistan, Fars and Khuzistan did not show up, either in protest against the central government
or because of the refusal of the Interior Ministry to certify their
election.8
The first victory of the IRP was demonstrated by the election of
Rafsanjani as Speaker with 146 votes of a total of 196. The second
victory was gained when the same majority a few days later voted to
change its name from National Consultative Assembly to Islamic
Assembly. This change o f name, which was vehemently opposed by the
Bazargan faction and some of the independent deputies, was supported
on the grounds that it represented a complete break with the past.
Even though the new constitution had retained the traditional name for
the parliament, the IRP succeeded in striking out the term ‘National’
as it was ‘rather secular and, after all, had originated from the West.’
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The completion of the Majlis elections and the victory of the IRP
further alienated the opposition groups. The most outspoken opposi
tion came from the Mojahedin, which, in a detailed analysis, declared
its non-recognition of the results, in particular those in Tehran.
An analysis of the results showed that the IRP had won a total of
25 seats in the less-populated districts with a total vote of 506,000,
whereas the Mojahedin had won no representation even though their
leader, Massud Rajavi, had gained 530,000 votes in the first round of
the election in Tehran and had therefore qualified for the second round.
Other data cited by the Mojahedin showed that in the first round,
which more accurately reflected the relative strengths of the candidates,
the IRP had won 41 seats with a total of 1,617,000 votes. The Mojahe
din with a total of 906,000 votes could win no seats, even though two
independent candidates supported by the Mojahedin managed to be
elected. According to Rajavi himself his party, which despite all the
alleged riggings, received 13 per cent of the total ballot and should have
received a total o f 25 seats, or the same percentage of the total deputies
elected in the two rounds.9
The argument of the Mojahedin and other groups, including the
Fedayeen and the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party, was a familiar one. Nearly
all the parties who had opposed the system of double-ballot majority
knew that their ability to translate their votes into parliamentary seats
would be radically undermined. They, therefore, as noted earlier, had
opted for a proportional representation system. Once the elections were
over they calculated their share of the seats in proportion to their share
of the votes and accused the IRP of electoral fraud.
This complaint was not uncommon in countries such as France
during the Fifth Republic. The IRP had formed a ‘grand coalition’ with
the so-called ‘Activist Clergy’ and the ‘Hamnam Group’ consisting of
the supporters of Bazargan’s Liberation Movement. This coalition
had succeeded in dominating the second rounds of the ballot just as
in the Fifth Republic the French centrist and non-communist leftist
parties had done.
This is not to cast doubts on the complaints of the opposition
parties about electoral malpractices in the Islamic Republic. The
point is that the double-ballot majority system gives some inherent
advantages to the pro-government and anti-leftist parties by enabling
them to reduce radically or deny totally the opposition representation
in proportion to their relative public support.10
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The Mojahedin had used the same argument in the presidential
election in January 1980. Although their leader Massud Rajavi had been
forced out as a candidate, the movement did not actively agitate to
disturb the elections. Instead, it tried to show that the decline in the
voting turn-out marked a clear alienation of secular and leftist groups
from the Islamic Republic.
The organization put out a statement claiming that the difference
between the 20.4 million votes cast in the referendum for the Islamic
Republic and the 14 million votes for the election of the President
indicated the growing apathy towards the regime.
Other opposition groups used similar arguments against the elec
tions. However, the Mojahedin protest was much more significant
because not only had they proved to be numerically the strongest
organized opposition, but unlike other groups such as the Tudeh they
had refused to accept the legitimacy of the Majlis.11
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Even the most optimistic supporters o f the IRP knew that the first
battle with the President had to be waged on the question of the
formation of the first Cabinet.
In Chapter 7, in dealing with the demise of Banisadr some of the rele
vant constitutional and ideological issues underlying the conflict be
tween the Majlis and the Presidency are discussed.
What must be noted here is that the struggle at the outset did not
seem too serious. Even when the hint of Admiral Madani’s candidacy
had aroused a chorus of clerical opposition in and outside the Majlis,
Banisadr learned that he should find a M aktabi or fundamentalist non
cleric for the job. After some soul-searching he nominated Aliakbar
Mirsalim, the head of the civil service organization. His nomination
was rejected both by a coalition of the Beheshti group who thought he
was not sufficiently Maktabi, and by secular and progressive deputies
who thought he was inexperienced and incompetent.
It was after that failure that Mohammadali Rajai was recommended
to the President by the IRP, which assured him that as a popular
member of the Majlis from the capital he would have no difficulty in
gaining a vote of confidence.
Before his nomination by the Majlis Rajai was Minister of Education
in Bazargan’s Provisional Government. His appointment was seriously
opposed by Banisadr, who as President had the constitutional right to
refuse his support, Banisadr described Rajai as headstrong, ill-informed
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and incompetent for the job.12 But Rajai was a protege of Beheshti,
and since the IRP controlled the Majlis and had earlier rejected two of
his nominees, the President had accepted Rajai hoping that at least a
competent Cabinet could be put together.
Rajai’s record as an opponent of the Shah was not very impressive.
He was twice arrested, once in the 1960s and imprisoned for several
months, and again in 1974. During his second imprisonment he had
become acquainted with a number of clerical opponents of the Shah
such as Ayattolah Mahmud Taleghani.
A self-taught high school maths teacher, he embraced a funda
mentalist line after the revolution. Even though he had served in the
Bazargan Cabinet, he had criticized the Provisional Government when
he finally became Prime Minister in August 1980. Ideologically he was
both anti-American and anti-capitalist. In presenting his Cabinet to the
Majlis he set the redistribution of wealth as the principal goal of his
government. In the intensive struggle for power between Banisadr and
Beheshti, Rajai had acted subserviently to the latter.
A major issue of conflict between the President and Prime Minister
concerned the rejection of 7 out of the original 21 nominees for the
Cabinet. Until he was forced out of office on 24 June several of these
positions had been left vacant including that of Foreign Minister. The
Majlis, unable to force the President constitutionally to accept its
nominees, voted to authorize Rajai to take over those posts as a further
rebuttal to Banisadr.
Those who served in his Cabinet until he was nominated for Presi
dent after Banisadr’s ousting in June represented a mixed bag. Some,
like Ayattolah Mahdavi Kani, Minister o f the Interior, were experienced
administrators. Others like Tondguyan, the Minister for Oil, who was cap
tured by Iraqi forces near Abadan in October 1980, was inexperienced
and unqualified. Sixty per cent were members of the IRP and the rest
were former associates of Beheshti and Rafsanjani. They had all had some
experience in active opposition to the Shah. Indeed, the longer that
opposition had been, particularly if it had entailed imprisonment,
the more prominent was their position as Cabinet members.
None the less, two o f its members, Kani, and Minister of State
Behzad Nabavi, succeeded in distinguishing themselves as shrewd
administrators and capable politicians. Kani took charge of security
and the election of various offices of the Republic. Nabavi, who almost
single-handedly concluded the hostage negotiations, has served Rajai’s
successors as a kind of troubleshooter since June 1981 in charge of co
ordinating security operations against armed resistance to the regime.
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Needless to say, on repeated occasions Banisadr tried to convince
Khomeini to change the government by offering concrete cases of mis
management and even of some financial corruption. With the outbreak
of the war with Iraq the President felt it was even more imperative to
install an experienced and qualified government. Khomeini turned this
argument around to argue that precisely because o f the war it was not
prudent to change the government lest the ‘heathen Baathist enemy
construe it as sign of weakness.’13
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1. Shortly after his ouster Bazargan vehemently attacked this suggestion,
arguing that the Council did not accurately represent all the forces in the
revolutionary coalition. Beheshti’s people believed this was a plot to undermine
him by making sure that he would become a sort of second provisional Prime
Minister unable to devote his full energy to the forthcoming Majlis election.
M i z a n , Tehran, 28 November 1980 and J o m h u r i y e I s l a m i , 11 December 1980.
2. The Mojahedin pointed to the fallacy of this argument by referring to
the French Constitution of the Fifth Republic, which though opposed by the
powerful Communist Party did not prevent communist candidates running
for either parliamentary or presidential elections, M o j a h e d , Tehran, 3 January
1980.
3. K e y h a n , 26 January 1980. It is noteworthy that the US media vastly
exaggerated Banisadr’s electoral victory, believing that as a moderate politician
he would expedite the resolution of the hostage crisis. This author cautioned
the American public against such an illusion, pointing out that the election was
a contest amongst several close associates of Khomeini, rather than a free party
election which could measure the relative strengths of the various political groups
and personalities. T r a n s c r i p t o f M a c N e i l - L e h r e r R e p o r t (Public Broadcasting
System), Washington, DC, 25 January 1980.
4. The text in J o m h u r i y e I s l a m i , Tehran, 5 February 1980.
5. M o j a h e d , J e b h e M e l l i , R a n j b a r published lengthy communiques of their
respective organizations and argued forcefully in favour of proportional repre
sentations 21-28 March 1980.
6. At the end of June the Ministry of Interior announced the election of
242 deputies of the constitutionally authorized 270. Of these 97 were elected
in the First round and 145 in the second round. Due to internal difficulties
elections in 24 districts, which together choose 28 deputies, had been postponed.
In some the result of the first round had been invalidated because of massive
protest against violation of electoral codes. Most of these districts were located
in Kurdistan or Western Azarbayjan, where government authority had not been
fully established in the wake of the Kurdish rebellion in progress since the
summer of 1979. Most of these districts had given the required 50% majority in
the first round to the KDP or the Kumeleh, the major and minor political parties
respectively of the Kurdish people.
7. Younes Parsa Benab, ‘Iran in Transition: The Present Struggle for Power’,
R e v ie w o f I r a n ' s P o l i t i c s , E c o n o m y a n d H i s t o r y , Washington, DC, No. 1, Spring
1981, pp. 122-31.
8. The session began by a recitation from the Qoran and a message from
Khomeini exhorting the Majlis to enact only laws which were fully compatible
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with Islam. Ettelaat, 19 July 1981.
9. People’s Mojahedin Organization o f Iran. (The English-language monthly
published until June 1981 in Europe). See No. 5, May 1980.
10. An analysis of nearly every parliamentary election since the birth of the
Fifth Republic in France in 1958 shows how parties of the radical left and right
suffer under this type of electoral system.
11. ‘The Content of the Islamic Republic,’ PMOI’s Organization, Mojahed,
Vol. 1, Nos. 4-5, April-May 1980 is a detailed analysis indicating the gradual
widening of the gap between the Mojahedin’s expectations in the new Iran and
what has actually been achieved in the Islamic Republic.
12. Mizan, 5 August 1980.
13. On 31 October Banisadr went to Khomeini and asked for the dismissal
of Rajai’s Cabinet for ‘his incompetence was a serious threat to Iran at the time
of Iraqi invasion’. As was his habit, Khomeini offered no response. A few weeks
later, without acknowledging Banisadr’s request, he decreed that as long as the
war continued there would be no Cabinet changes. Iran Post, No. 6, 13 December
1980.
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The resolution of the hostage problem did not signal the return of
normalcy to the country. If anything, the removal of an international
crisis allowed domestic issues to shift to the centre of politics. The
constraint of refraining from opposing the government when it was
entangled in a major external crisis no longer inhibited the political
groups. Nor did the protracted war with Iraq restrain domestic political
forces from continuing their struggle for power and influence, and at
times, for mere survival.
By the time that the revolution was about to celebrate its second
anniversary, the Islamic Republic faced countless difficulties in its
efforts to consolidate its legitimacy. On the occasion of the Iranian
New Year, 20 March 1981, Khomeini declared the New Year as one
of ‘order and normalcy’. Halfway into the year the Islamic Republic
was as far from these objectives as the former regime had been in the
second half of 1978. The intensity and the scope of the activities of the
various opposition groups are both the causes and effects of Iran’s
continuing turmoil.
In previous chapters the grievances of the various opposition groups
against policies and programmes of the Islamic Republic were noted.
It is now incumbent to discuss the progressively more volatile opposi
tion to the regime, beginning with a review of the religious groups
and personalities, and continuing with the secular, ethnic and intel
lectual dissidents.

Shariatmadari’s Dissent
It should be noted that the policies and activities of the various sub
groups frequently overlap. Thus the ethnic Kurds have both political
and religious grievances against the regime. Similarly, the Azarbayjanis who generally follow Ayattolah Shariatmadari may simultaneously
oppose the regime for political and ethnic reasons.
Without a doubt the opposition of Shariatmadari to Khomeini’s
Islamic Republic has been both the most consistent and, precisely
because of his religious prominence, the most troublesome for
Iran’s supreme theocrat. Above all, despite an extremely active role
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in mobilizing the opposition to the Shah, he held the firm belief that
the clergy should not be involved in politics once the supreme danger
to the faith had been removed with the ousting of the Shah.
Bluntly and boldly he had often admonished the clerics, ‘return to
your mosques and seminaries and leave politics to professional states
men.’1 He was one o f the Grand Ayattolahs who had criticized the
regime for the hostage crisis, saying that the matter should not have
been permitted to become a major international crisis.
In mid-December, when his followers in and outside Moslem
People’s Republican Party staged a mass protest movement and twice
occupied the local television station in Tabriz, Shariatmadari came close
to openly breaking with Khomeini. What had appeared as a spon
taneous protest against the Pasdaran’s shooting of one of Shariatmadari’s personal guards in Qom soon got out of hand. Close to half a
million of his followers rose up against the Tehran government, ex
pelled the Governor-General and other city officials. More ominously,
the Air Force declared its solidarity with the civilian population.2 The
Tabriz uprising so alarmed Khomeini that he sent a delegation to Qom
led by acting Interior Minister Hashemi Rafsanjani with three other
members of the Revolutionary Council, to plead with Shariatmadari.
The Azarbayjanis’ senior Ayattolah was given a pledge that in future
only Azarbayjanis approved by their religious leader would be appointed
to government positions in that province. The government in return
secured a pledge from Shariatmadari that he would ask his followers
to desist from further demonstrations.
A delegation of government and Khomeini representatives led by
Banisadr flew to Tabriz and managed to stage a counter-rally in which
all leftist groups such as the Tudeh, the Fedayeen and the Mojahedin
participated. The Pasdaran re-occupied the television station and
government buildings, and since Shariatmadari had ordered them to
disperse, his followers allowed the pro-Khomeini forces to regain
control of Tabriz.
In a characteristic about-face, as soon as the immediate danger had
dissipated, Khomeini ordered strong retaliatory measures against
Shariatmadari’s supporters. Ayattolah Assadollah Madani, a close
associate of Khomeini and himself an Azarbayjani, was given overall
control of the province. The leaders of the MPRP were forced to
dissolve the party. Its offices in Tabriz and other towns were occupied
by the Pasdaran and leftist armed groups on the grounds that they had
served as headquarters of an insurrection against the Islamic Republic.
In two months 54 members of the leadership cadre of the MPRP were
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executed and several hundred banished to either Tehran or to remote
provincial towns. In desperation and in order to spare the lives o f his
followers. Shariatmadari requested the dissolution of the party. By
January a large political party supported by the Bazaaris and the middle
classes in the province, as well as the Azarbayjani communities else
where and representing close to 9 million people, almost totally
vanished.
Having lost the legitimate means of exercising his political influence,
Shariatmadari confined himself to issuing occasional communiques
which his supporters would circulate both in Qom and his native
Azarbayjan. In one of his statements after the referendum on the con
stitution, he echoed the views of such secular groups as the National
Front when he said it was necessary to revise those articles of the
constitution which abrogate the sovereign rights of the people.3 Specifi
cally, he thought granting the Council of Custodians the right to veto
Majlis legislation was against popular sovereignty because it was the
Majlis representatives who were elected precisely to exercise such
sovereign authority.
It is significant to note that some of the leftist groups which in
December and January 1979-80 had joined Khomeini to crush the
protest of Shariatmadari’s followers, shortly thereafter became them
selves victims o f Khomeini’s vengeance. Both the Mojahedin and the
Minority Fedayeen have since tried to enlist Shariatmadari’s public
support. However, the aged Ayattolah has so far refused to give it.
Quite apart from earlier political opposition, these groups had once
joined in a vicious campaign to depict him as a collaborator of the
Shah, by the selective publication of some SAVAK documents many of
which had indicated Shariatmadari’s untiring efforts to intercede with
the authorities on behalf of his fellow Azarbayjanis.4
In the spring and summer when the secular forces one by one joined
the opposition, Shariatmadari refused to make public statements.
Exile sources close to him believe that he does not wish to contradict
himself by active political participation on the side of the opposition,
believing that the Islamic regime will sooner or later succumb to its own
grave errors. It is further believed that the Pasdaran maintain the
tightest control on him and that the check on religious contributions
to his seminary by Qom’s custodian, Ayattolah Montazari, has caused
students loyal to him to dwindle in number. Since traditionally these
students have functioned as couriers for the Ayattolahs who have fallen
out with the governing authorities, communication with his native
Azarbayjan has become difficult.
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Be that as it may, other voices from Shia clergy opposed to Khomeini
have been raised against his regime with considerable regularity and
bluntless.
It seems that as the Islamic regime has become more repressive in
its effort to retain power, the gap between the ruling Mullahs and their
adversaries within the clergy has widened. Frequent manifestos, public
sermons and other statements by his clerical opponents so alarmed
Khomeini that in April 1981 he broke the unwritten law of not attack
ing fellow Ayattolahs and issued a serious warning against their continu
ing opposition. Singling out the Qom and the Mashad theological
centres, he warned that these centres were engaged in subversive activi
ties and that he would urge the people to identify those responsible so
that they could be turned over to the revolutionary Islamic courts for
prosecution. Though mentioning no names, his targets were the two
Grand Ayattolahs: Shariatmadari residing in Qom and Qomi residing
in Mashad.5
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Unlike Shariatmadari, who was forced into silence, the irrepressible
Qomi joined, in March 1981, the second highest ranking cleric of
Mashad, Ayattolah Shirazi, to deliver a blistering attack on their fellow
fundamentalist clerics.
A month later, when charges of torture were aired against the
Islamic Republic, the two venerable clerical leaders of Mashad issued
another proclamation, this time directly attacking Khomeini. They
accused government leaders of deviating from the path of Islam. ‘Tor
ture, arbitrary trials, confiscation of private property are all against
Islam’s precepts. Islamic courts are staffed by corrupt and cruel indivi
duals,’ read their joint statement.5
Qomi, who had spent fourteen years in banishment under the Shah,
urged the clergy not to concentrate political power in their hands, for
with power came responsibility and accountability. To him the funda
mental role o f Shia clergy was the moral and spiritual leadership of the
Islamic community. Shirazi told the representative of the French News
Agency that a huge explosion was awaiting the country as a result of
the continuing trend of the ruling circles to monopolize power and
reject all dissension as treason.
It should be noted that prior to the revolution Mashad, as the burial
place of the Eighth Shia Imam Reza, had more religious significance
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than Qom. Between 3 and 4 million pilgrims visited the holy shrine
annually. With the revolution Khomeini did everything to make Qom
superior to Mashad by, among other things, ignoring the advice of its
two senior Ayattolahs and appointing a junior cleric as the Friday
Imam of the city.
Khomeini was evidently aware of the great role that the clergy
in that city had played in mobilizing anti-Shah resistance. The issue
of the clearance of the area around Imam Reza’s shrine by the mayor
in 1978 had irreversibly alienated the Mashad clergy, which for a long
time had been the target of co-optation efforts by the Shah. Khomeini’s
tactic towards religious opposition from Mashad, as elsewhere, was
guided by his total unwillingness to allow the emergence of competing
centres of power.
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Those considered previously are merely the better-known clerics resid
ing in the two holiest Shia centres in Iran. Scores of other leaders have
taken the regime to task for many of its actions, which they view as
non-Islamic if not totally contrary to the true principles of the faith.
One notable example is Ayattolah Zanjani, the elderly nationalistic
cleric who had supported Dr Mossadegh’s National Front to the very end.
In January 1981 he issued a detailed condemnation of the regime,
accusing it of pursuing policies patently contradictory to Islam’s teach
ings.7 Much of his criticism is shared by the anti-regime clerics and
generally reflects the viewpoints of the religious opposition.
Reviewing political events since 1979, Zanjani accused the regime of
excluding from political participation many long-time crusaders against
the dictatorship of the Shah. Instead, he remarked, deviationists and
monopolists had tried to put the concept o f Fatva and Marjaiyat in
a limited context and determine exclusively the ranks of the religious
hierarchy in the name of the leader.
Unlike the Catholic hierarchy, he warned, in true Islam there was
no place for a Shia leader to play the role o f a pope or for the present
Council of Custodians to function as a Council of Cardinals.
Accusing the fundamentalists of emulating Russia’s October Revolu
tion, he urged that the Islamic Revolution should take inspiration from
such genuine historical precedents as the Mohammadan revolution.
Bluntly attacking the regime’s retribution against former government
officials, the aged Ayattolah demanded that the example of the Prophet
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Mohammad and the Shia Imam Ali, both of whom had shown mercy,
compassion and humane treatment toward the misguided and van
quished, be followed.
Reviewing the more than two-year record o f the new regime, Zanjani
cited the following as gross misdeeds discrediting Shia Islam and en
dangering the Moslem nation:
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(1) the general condemnation of all employees of the former govern
ment — even though many of them had served the true interests of the
country;
(2) the appointment of scores of young students of various divinity
schools as religious judges, and the designation of an ignorant and
incompetent individual as the revolutionary prosecutor. Together they
had denied the accused the right to a defence attorney and to appeal
against the verdict, in disregard for the two most basic principles of
justice. Many sentences for prostitution, homosexuality and theft
had been carried out arbitrarily and without the due process of the
law;
(3) the violation of property rights. Zanjani asked where in Islam
confiscation of all the property of the accused as well as of his relatives
was sanctioned? Islamic law authorized the return of misused or stolen
property to its rightful owner and not to the public treasury as had
been done by the regime.
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Ayattolah Zanjani listed further social and political misdeeds, but his
sharpest criticism was reserved for the process o f drafting the constitu
tion and for the document itself. Acknowledging that he had not
voted for the assembly and that he had serious doubts about Velayate
Faghih, he raised two fundamental objections. One was the atmosphere
of fear and intimidation created by the clubwielders of the Tarty of
God’ and the other was the claim that Velayate Faghih should be given
the ultimate authority to interpret constitutional and legislative laws.
Furthermore, this right, according to Islamic teaching and tradition,
could be exercised by any qualified theologian-jurist rather than exclu
sively by one individual as Khomeini’s fundamentalist supporters
believed. In a broad sense the concept meant the ability and the right
of competent jurists of the Shia clergy to issue Fatva, or judgment
and guidance, on matters of the faith which are brought to them by
believers. Zanjani and his followers believed this in no way meant
the exercise of full political authority as incorporated in the new
constitution.
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A further criticism was directed at the suppression of opposition
to this interpretation, by the supporters of Khomeini. Supposing we
could accept the claim of Velayate Faghih as just as legitimate as the
Kaliphate of Imam Ali, was it right to denounce the opposition? Had
Ali excluded his opponents from their rightful share in the Islamic
community? Zanjani and other Ayattolahs like him saw no difference
between the emerging dictatorship of fundamentalist Mullahs and that
of the deposed Shah. Under the old regime, he wrote, people had been
forced to give allegiance to the White Revolution, the monarchical
system and the Rastakhiz Party, whereas now allegiance to the Islamic
Revolution, to the Assembly of Experts and the so-called Imam’s Line
was required. The slogan of ‘God, Shah and the Motherland’ was being
replaced by that o f ‘God, Qoran and Khomeini’.
A distinctive feature of the grievances of Shia leaders like Zanjani
was concern for the general well-being of the people rather than for
theological issues.
The deteriorating economic conditions and the chaos prevailing
in the educational system of the country alarmed them equally gravely.
The economic crisis was attributed to such excessive anti-Islamic
measures as taxes on inheritance and the expropriation of lands, and to
the flight of the managerial class. The promise of free housing and
utilities to the rural poor had encouraged hundreds of thousands of
farmers to move to the cities and become consumers rather than
producers.
Similarly, instead of reforming worker-employer relations, industries
had been nationalized and Marxist concepts of exploitation used as the
excuse to drive out even the second-level managers running the nation’s
industries, with a resulting decline of 50 to 60 per cent in industrial
output.
The emergence of multiple-power centres, which perhaps had been
unavoidable in the early days of revolution, had been allowed to
continue. Even with a constitution in place, the intense power-struggle
with the Militants Following the Imam’s Line as a new claimant to
power, had created several states within the Islamic Republic.
Had the new regime performed any better in foreign policy? Two of
its fundamental mistakes had been the decision to export the revolution
and the active pursuance of an isolationist policy. The net result was
that Iran’s disgruntled neighbours had reacted by agitating amongst the
ethnic minorities in the outlying regions of the country, thus seriously
threatening Iran’s territorial integrity.
Another senior Ayattolah who, by the second anniversary of the
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revolution, had openly attacked the fledgling Islamic Republic was
Bahaeddin Mahallati, who felt that by then the regime had completely
deviated from the revolution’s original goal.8 The grave danger, he
wrote, was that while the oppressive Pahlavi regime had not carried the
label of Islam, today in the name of Islam they were witnessing the
emergence of oppression and a repetition of the misdeeds of the former
regime. He too voiced the strongest protest against the dubious revolu
tionary Islamic justice meted out to the enemies of the regime, and the
confiscation of their property in the name of Sharia-sanctioned laws.
These mistakes had portrayed an ugly picture o f an Islam traditionally
known for its humanistic precepts and its love, justice, logic and mercy.
In a thinly veiled appeal he asked his compatriots to regain control of
their destiny through unity of action and purpose so that genuine
Islamic teachings might again be observed and the homeland saved
from the brinks of deviation and collapse.
The above clerics are examples of those who refused to become
politically active, but deemed it a religious duty to warn their followers
of what they perceived to be the anti-Islamic actions of Khomeini’s
regime. A number of less senior clerics chose instead to participate fully
in the political process, but soon found themselves outnumbered and
outmanoeuvred by the IRP. Ayattolah Lahouti of the Caspian province
of Gilan and Sheikh Ali Tehrani, who is from Khorassan, are amongst
this second group, whose alienation from Khomeini became finalized
in the conflict between Banisadr and the IRP.
In a revealing interview with the French journal Liberation, Tehrani
blasted the IRP as another SAVAK, the Shah’s secret police, and
claimed that the majority of senior Ayattolahs, who were conservative
and extremely popular, considered the present regime corrupt and
totalitarian.9 He thought that the Shia clergy as a whole were not
satisfied with the present situation. For them the regime was not
Islamic, and those who led it had sullied the face o f Islam throughout
the world. As to why the regime nevertheless appeared to enjoy the
support of some of the clerics, Tehrani indicated that the IRP leader
represented a small minority of Shia clergy under Beheshti. They were
not learned men in the true sense of the word. They had joined the
revolution in the name of Islam in order to seize power. Most senior
ulama, or Shia learned men, were now critical of the, but except for
a few they had kept quiet out o f respect for Khomeini.
As to his personal relationship with Khomeini, Tehrani stated,
‘I have told the Imam that IRP is like another SAVAK. Its budget
is larger than the SAVAK. The crimes it commits are more numerous
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than those perpetrated by SAVAK. The IRP has its private prisons
where torture is practised and has resulted in the death of several per
sons. Party leaders monopolize all power and are placed at the head
of all organizations o f the country. They use repression to impose their
control on schools and universities and the Bazaars just as the deposed
Shah did.’
Concerning the clergy and the IRP, Tehrani asserted that neither in
Qom nor in Mashad did the clergy support the party. Only a group of
about 14 theology students in Qom did so. But most of them were
neither real students nor real Islamic experts. The real students of
Qom, nearly 300, were against the party and when he had asked some
of them why they did not protest they said the party would use its
clubwielders against them. Even some among the 14 student supporters
of the party in Qom have shown signs of disaffection recently when a
group of them rejoined Grand Ayattolah Golpaygani, known for his
conservatism and opposition to the IRP.
Before his death Beheshti exercised complete control over the
pro-regime Mullahs organized in the so-called Combatant Circles, the
Majlis and the Qom theology students. Now that role seems to have
been acquired by Khamenei, who survived an attem pt on his life to
become the third Secretary-General o f the IRP after Beheshti and
Bahonar had been assassinated in June and August 1981 respectively.
In early October he was elected as the third President of the Islamic
Republic and as such is as powerful as Rafsanjani, the Speaker o f the
Majlis.
Not all opposition has been confined to verbal attacks. The Kurds,
beginning in the summer of 1979 and some of the guerrilla organiza
tions by the early summer of 1981, rose up in armed struggle against
the Islamic Republic.

The Kurdish Opposition
As noted earlier, with the collapse of the former regime and the demon
strable inability of the central government to extend its control across
the country, ethnic minorities began to challenge the new regime. When
the Assembly of Experts began to draft the constitution it became clear
that neither the Sunni religious affinity nor the demands of ethnic
minorities for a substantial degree of autonomy would be considered.
The Islamic Republic would be as centralized as the Pahlavi system
had been.
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Of all the ethnic Iranians, the Kurds have displayed the most tena
cious resistance to the central government and perseverance in pursuing
their goal of autonomy. Shortly after the revolution the city of Sanandaj in Central Kurdistan became the scene of minor clashes with
security forces. Dr Abdolrahman Ghassemlou, leader of the largest
and best-organized party, the Kurdish Democratic Party, rushed to
Qom to convey the demands of the Kurds to Khomeini. The Ayattolah
sought to invoke the unity of Islam, and while acknowledging the
sufferings of the Kurds under the Shah refused to commit himself on
the question of autonomy. Dr Ghassemlou, who had met Khomeini
in France before the revolution, pinned his hopes on the secular asso
ciates of Khomeini such as Banisadr and Bazargan.10
In August 1979 the government felt strong enough to order Army
units and the recently organized Revolutionary Guards to restore
government control to Kurdish towns and hamlets. The combined
forces, one of which had no stomach for new fighting, while the other
was poorly trained, suffered at the hands of the Kurds. When they with
drew, negotiations for a peaceful settlement started. The setback caused
Khomeini considerable embarrassment, particularly as he had boldly
declared a holy war, Jehad, against the Kurds. Once he realized that no
military solution was possible, Khomeini sounded a conciliatory note
towards a peaceful settlement.
Many secular and clerical leaders tried to mediate in the dispute.
Chief amongst them were the late Ayattolah Taleghani, Sheikh Ali
Tehrani and Banisadr — both before and after his election to the
Presidency. In every instance when a reasonable settlement appeared
imminent, Khomeini would procrastinate in the hope that the armed
forces would regain their strength and impose a military solution.
Sheikh Tehrani has accused the IRP of sabotaging his own mediation
efforts begun shortly before the August 1979 offensive. According to
him the IRP had urged the Imam to reject the six-point plan for auto
nomy and instead use the pretext o f an impending Iraqi offensive to
send the Army through Kurdistan to the Iraq-Iran frontiers.
The Kurds, who were in virtual control of nearly 80 per cent of
their region, believed this to be a ruse. This led to serious fighting as
a result of which the KDP decided to evacuate the major towns and
pull back to the mountain hamlets and fortifications. Banisadr thought
the issue of autonomy should be put to a referendum, while Taleghani
and Sheikh Tehrani thought the central government should offer to
end the war and then put either self-rule or autonomy to a referendum.
The views of the latter were communicated to Khomeini via his son
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Ahmad, who reported back that the Imam did not believe the Kurds
themselves would accept such a solution. Khomeini seemed convinced
that if the Kurds were granted autonomy the United States would
create a second Israel in the region to strike at Iran and other Moslem
countries. To allay such fears the Kurdish leaders made several gestures.
The KDP Congress o f April 1980
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At the end of April 1980 the KDP held its 4th Congress in Mahabad.
In a conciliatory resolution it confirmed its support for the Islamic
Revolution under Khomeini’s leadership and asked all its members to
protect Iran’s territorial integrity. It also appealed to the President to
prevent anti-Kurdish elements in the Army and the Pasdaran from in
citing bloodshed and fratricide.
It went on record in endorsing Banisadr’s views on ‘the autonomy of
the masses in their internal affairs, the freedom of expression and the
right to utilize the mass media, the need for restricting centralization
o f administrative and economic institutions.’
The six demands which had been accepted in principle by a number
of mediators, and even Banisadr as President included:
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(1) the inclusion of the right of autonomy o f all ethnic groups in the
constitution;
(2) Kurdistan must include all Kurdish inhabitants of the region;
(3) apart from foreign relations, defence, long-range planning, the
Kurds should be able to resolve their own problems;
(4) an elected Kurdish Executive Committee should administer the
region as an autonomous unit;
(5) the Kurds would be entrusted with maintenance of internal security;
(6) the Kurdish language would be recognized on a par with Farsi in
all official correspondence.11
The resolutions of the Congress did not satisfy Khomeini’s close
associates. Sheikh Tehrani, who had tried to mediate in the dispute,
became convinced that ‘as long as IRP remains in power the Islamic
’■egime will not reconcile its differences with the Kurds. The Army
could pursue the war, the Kurdish guerrillas will pull back to the
mountains in accordance to the classical doctrine of this type of war
fare. The massacre of innocents and the non-combatants will continue
as long as the government fails to see that in the existing condition no
military solution is possible.’12
In April 1981 Ghassemlou gave a candid account of the more recent
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events in Kurdistan. According to him the military had resumed the war
against his people in March 1980. The Army had concentrated four of
its nine divisions against the Kurds and only three to counter Iraqi forces
since September 1980. Additionally, the 40,000 Pasdaran assigned to
the Kurdish region had committed unspeakable atrocities against the
Kurds. Just before the Iraqi invasion the Air Force had begun a month
long bombing and strafing of Mahabad, which the Kurds had refused to
evacuate even though they had pulled out of every other major town.
The KDP estimated its own casualties since March 1980 at over 10,000,
but asserted that most of these were civilians and that its guerrilla
forces had not yet suffered a military defeat.
According to the party’s Secretary-General, the four Kurdish towns
of Oshnuyeh and Bukan in the north, and Nowsud and Nowdousheh in
the south plus 100,000 square kilometres of Kurdistan, an area over
ten times the area of the territory of Lebanon, were under its control.
Government forces controlled major cities like Sanandaj, Kirmanshah,
Saghez and Mahabad, but in the latter their control was tenuous. All
strategic roads leading to these cities were additionally either threatened
or controlled by the Kurds. The winter campaign had not changed the
military situation drastically, but the KDP had acknowledged suffering
from fuel shortages and scarcity of medical supplies and services.
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Autonom y, N o t Independence
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With the protracted war between Iran and Iraq, the KDP once again
in April 1981 sought to clarify its position. Dr Ghassemlou denied
that his party and people were secessionist.13 Refuting that charge,
he said he and his people considered themselves Iranian and wished
to remain so.
We are not seeking independence from Iran. Our own party is
called the Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran. The most fundamental
principle of our party is democracy for Iran and autonomy for the
Kurds. By democracy, we mean full political participation of masses
o f Iranians and freedom of political parties and press and culture so
that the people within the framework of the democratic constitution
be guaranteed equal opportunities and feel a sense of belonging to
the country. Democracy, the way we understand, relies on two
fundamental principles of public freedoms and social justice.
As to the autonomy which they were seeking for Kurdistan, added
Ghassemlou, in no way did it mean independence from Iran. Its purpose
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was that Kurdistan should have its own administrative system; the
school system should enable Kurdish children to learn their own lan
guage and culture; and internal security should be in the hands of the
Kurds. This autonomy would allow them to develop their deprived
land. These areas had been victims of the central government’s racial
discrimination policy —one which had fully ignored 6 million Kurds.
The Army, national currency and foreign policy would all be under
the control of central government and its representatives. ‘It is thus
clear that we are not seeking independence. Thirty-six years ago our
party enumerated these principles in its programme and has remained
faithful to them ever since.’
On another issue, namely alienation from the Islamic regime, the
KDP leader said, ‘Having struggled against the Shah, who neither
granted Iran democracy nor Kurdistan autonomy, we find Khomeini
doing the same. We are therefore as opposed to his regime as we were
to the Shah’s.’
When the revolution triumphed the KDP believed Iran had entered
a new epoch of public freedom and social justice. But religious leaders,
the Kurds felt, had monopolized political power and the poorer classes
were becoming more impoverished. T he wealthy class which was
becoming richer is replaced by a new authority exploiting the resources
of the country.’
Just as the secular political parties, which were left out with the
victory of the revolution, the ethnic minorities too had played a critical
role in overthrowing the Shah’s regime. These Kurds, Arabs, Azarbayjanis. Baluchies and others form 60 per cent of Iran’s population.
Khomeini himself had acknowledged their role in the revolution.
At the critical stage o f revolutionary struggle, from his French exile,
he praised the Kurds for their struggle against the Shah. None the
less, as soon as the revolution was over the fundamentalist clerics
began to monopolize the credit for what the masses of people had
accomplished in deposing the Shah. These religious men joined the
struggle against the Shah rather late whereas we the Kurds had been
doing so for many long years,
declared Ghassemlou. A further grievance of the KDP concerned the
preferential treatment of the Shia Moslems, which according to the
party was unfair and unjust toward Iran’s non-Shia Moslems.
Only Shias can become President and Prime Minister and several
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other high officials of government. Sunnis are second class citizens.
We opposed the Shah because of his despotism and dictatorship.
Khomeini is the same. His Council of Custodians is superior to the
constitution and he himself is superior to the Council. What hap
pened to the government of popularly based Islamic units?
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The KDP also insists that it has been quite flexible in negotiating
with the regime. When in late March 1980 Ayattolah Nouri, one of the
more progressive clerics, had urged the Kurds to cease using ‘Khodmokhtari,’ Farsi for autonomy, they had agreed to do so. They had also
agreed to the term ‘Islamic Autonomy’ so long as the government
recognized the concepts of decentralization for itself and home rule for
the Kurds and other ethnic minorities.
Mindful of the accusation of being leftist or in league with the Soviet
Union, the KDP has frequently insisted that it is opposed to both the
super-powers and wishes to work for a truly non-aligned Iran. Dr
Ghassemlou insists that allegations about an understanding with the
Soviet Union are absolutely inaccurate.
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We have 50 kilometres of common border with Soviet Union where
200,000 Kurds live, mostly in Armanistan. We have natural mutual
concern and sympathy with all Kurds anywhere but we are an
Iranian Party. The Soviets are our friends and we need their politi
cal support, but only political. No foreign government gives us
any aid.

In

With the outbreak of the Iraq-Iran war the Kurds faced another
dilemma, i.e. how not to become a pawn for either side.
We are opposed to it. It should stop because it is in neither side’s
interest. As Iranian Kurds, we cannot support Iraq’s invasion and
occupation of Iranian soil. But we also believe Iran shares some
of the responsibility for the war. We all know how Khomeini has
threatened to export his revolution abroad especially to Iraq.
From the start of the war the KDP declared its readiness to defend
Iran’s territorial integrity provided the government would stop bomb
ing their towns and villages.
As I said, four army divisions are fighting us whereas only three are
fighting Iraq. Khomeini himself has said that the war against Iraq is
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a new one, whereas the war against the Kurds has gone on for many
years.

In the circumstances, the KDP had not asked for the Iraqis for support.
Our basic condition for accepting any foreign aid is that it should
not commit us to the donor as happened in the case of Mostafa
Barzani several times. Foreign aid is a positive factor, but helping
our own people is even more important, and that is why we will not
accept foreign support from countries which subjugate their own
Kurdish minority.
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Relations with other Anti-Khomeini Forces
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Almost immediately after the outbreak of hostilities in August the
KDP found support amongst secular leftist and centrist groups. Above
all the Mojahedin and later the minority faction of Fedayeen declared
their solidarity with KDP. They were already in a de facto alignment
over the course that the Islamic Republic was taking. Like the Moja
hedin they had boycotted the referendum on the Islamic Republic.
The KDP was particularly keen to accept the support of the Mojahedin
for it was a Shia Islamic progressive group with impressive credentials
in fighting the Shah. The KDP joined the Mojahedin in issuing a
common declaration embodying many of their common viewpoints
against theocracy and for a decentralized and popularly based republic.
After the demise of Banisadr and his flight to France accompanied by
the Mojahedin leader, Massud Rajavi, the KDP was one of the first to
accept their call for the forming o f a National Resistance Council.
It also subscribed to the political covenant that Banisadr and Rajavi
had signed as the embodiment o f their aspiration for post-Khomeini
Iran.
Among other secular groups which rushed to the support of KDP,
the National Democratic Front as well as the Trotskyite Peykar group
should be mentioned. Not all the left, however, could be counted on
for support. The Tudeh Party, which supports the Islamic Republic
either out of conviction or cowardice, is totally opposed to KDP. The
majority faction of the Fedayeen also opposes KDP, and in the more
recent past has even contributed to anti-guerrilla warfare against the
insurgent Kurds.
The KDP does not take the opposition o f pro-government leftist
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groups too seriously. On numerous occasions since the revolution it
has been able to show that it has a broad popular base of support in
Kurdistan. Thus, in the elections for the Majlis in the spring of 1980,
the KDP received 100 per cent support in Mahabad, 95 per cent in
Piranshahr. In Bukan, which was penetrated by the Maoist Ranjbaran
(Toilers) Party activists, the KDP received 57 per cent of the votes.14
Clearly the Kurds are Kurds first, and only secondarily identified with
any given ideology. Their survival depends above all on their correct
assessment o f the relative strengths of prevailing political forces in the
country. In Khomeini’s Iran they face both opportunities stemming
from the weakness of the central government and dilemmas stemming
from such factors as the Iraqi invasion and dormant, but none the less
powerful, Iranian nationalism.
Directly related to the viability of the central government is the
attitude of other parties and political groups. Aspects of their words
and deeds regarding the institutionalization of the Republic have been
touched upon earlier. One group which has broken with Khomeini
consists of secular intellectuals who are particularly dismayed at
Khomeini’s so-called cultural revolution.

The Intellectuals and Khomeini’s Cultural Revolution
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With the consolidation of the power of the fundamentalists by the
time the Majlis election was completed in June 1980, secular political
parties and personalities were one after another denounced by the
regime. However, as long as Banisadr remained President secular forces
hoped that while in office he would protect Iranian secular and basic
ally Western-educated groups. The closure of the universities and the
launching of a so-called Islamic cultural revolution in the autumn of
1979 marked the opening of Khomeini’s concerted campaign against
‘Western intellectualism’. Characteristically, he attacked the universities
as nothing but centres of Western moral decadence. ‘If all they do is
to train either communist or Western-oriented youth, let them remain
closed. We do not need them.’15 Like the Shah before him, he shows a
strong bias against intellectualism for he knows that the universities
everywhere are hotbeds of radicalism and political activism. But unlike
the Shah he does not appreciate the technological services that the uni
versities have rendered to Iran’s modernization and industrialization.
Furthermore, the universities were basically secular and not amen
able to accepting Shia Islam as a panacea the way that Khomeini viewed
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it. Thus, as soon as he felt sufficiently secure, he turned against them.
Ignoring his own early glorification of the students’ role in overthrow
ing the Shah, he publicly minimized that role and ridiculed their ideal
of a free and democratic Iran. ‘We waged the revolution for Islam not
for nationalism or democracy. Our martyrs died for Islam and nothing
else.’
It took the anti-Shah intellectuals about two years to lose all hope
of a possible co-existence with Khomeini. On the occasion of the
second anniversary of the revolution thirty-eight writers, poets, play
wrights, teachers and jurists, representing the very best of their own
profession and having fought courageously against the Shah, issued a
statement of principles.16 Since it may be considered as the basic
position of all the secular forces in Iran, it deserves closer scrutiny.
It begins by lamenting the loss of the two years which could have
witnessed the fulfilment of the anti-despotic and anti-imperialist goals
of the revolution and the mobilization of the masses in support of a
free and independent society. Instead, violations of human and social
rights of the people are so rampant that a casual glance at contem
porary Iran would convince everyone of the failure of the fundamental
goals of the revolution. Power is monopolized by those authorities
which deny that the masses are capable of exercising popular sovereignty.
The popular demand for a constituent assembly was rejected in favour
of an Assembly of Experts which represented the clique already in
power. Likewise, the National Assembly has become a private associa
tion by forcing out nominees whose only fault lies in not completely
accepting the domination of the new ruling classes. Worse yet, all
individual and public freedom and that of speech and assembly
have been totally and brutally suppressed and the offices of opposi
tion groups and newspapers occupied by armed supporters of the
regime.
To achieve this all editorial staffs have been purged and total cen
sorship imposed, first in the name of Islam and then of the war with
Iraq. Simultaneously, workers and employees have been assaulted on
the slightest provocation, and Islamic associations have become the arms
o f the government security organizations. More importantly, tens of
thousands of teachers, professors, civil servants and workers have been
sacked in the name of an ideological purge. Women’s social and human
rights have been revoked, and thus one half of the people have become
the subject of accelerated exploitation. ‘The Shah’s old prisons are now
filled with the brave crusaders o f liberty and justice, some of whom
have been tortured.’
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In foreign policy the regime has not been any more successful. Un
able to resolve Iran’s foreign problems, it has allowed the country
to be dragged into an imposed war, resulting in the destruction of
vital oil refineries, the occupation of parts of the land, the creation of
over two million homeless, and the deaths of thousands of innocent
compatriots.
The intellectuals end their gloomy analysis o f the first two years of
the revolutionary regime by alerting their fellow countrymen ‘to the
grave danger threatening our country’ and by asking ‘all progressive
forces to unite their actions so that the democratic and anti-imperialist
goals of our revolutionary movement may be achieved.’
The signatories of the declaration represented the centre and the
left-of-centre of Iran’s political spectrum. They made sure to criti
cize the USA and the Soviet Union equally harshly. However, their
earnest appeal for unified action did not seem to make a notice
able impact. Several months later, during the crisis of Banisadr’s
Presidency, some of them joined the beleaguered President. When
Khomeini showed an iron fist in dealing with Banisadr, these intellec
tuals became convinced that the traditional methods of issuing declara
tions and pamphleteering against the new dictatorship were in conse
quential. Many fled from Iran fearing for their lives, while others
appealed to the Mojahedin for protection when the first wave of the
new reign of terror overwhelmed the dissidents who had taken to the
streets in protest against Banisadr’s dismissal. The celebrated poet
Saeed Sultanpoor executed at the end of June, has so far been the only
one of the signatories of the declaration of the thirty-eight to suffer
this fate. When the records of this phase o f the Iranian turmoil are
fully disclosed, undoubtedly others will be found to have become
victims of Khomeini’s anti-intellectualism.17
It should be noted that Khomeini’s anti-Westernism had more
practical reasons. In the spring of 1980 his regime was witnessing the
gradual emergence of the universities as bastions of resistance to his
Islamic fundamentalism. Since he had already decided that no indepen
dent centre of power should be allowed to compete for the allegiance
of the people, it was obvious that the universities would soon join the
secular groups on the list of anti-Islamic and therefore anti-revolution
ary organizations.
In April there were serious clashes between the fundamentalist
groups and secular student organizations including the Mojahedin,
the Peykar and the National Democratic Front. Instead of carrying
pro-Khomeini or anti-American slogans, tens of thousands of students
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carried the banners, ‘Death or Freedom’, ‘Revolution Back on its
Course.’
In the meantime new text books are being published. Those dealing
with history and literature are particularly under revision and being
rewritten to present recent Iranian history in a manner that glorifies
everything Islamic, and ignoring or discrediting everything non-Islamic.
An example of the new Islamic text is a 6th-grade Iranian literature
textbook. It begins with revolutionary songs and poems which raise
Khomeini to the level of deity. One poem is entitled ‘O Khomeini,
you are the light o f God’, another addresses him as the ‘Saviour o f all
Oppressed People’ and a third is entitled ‘The American Shah should
be Executed’. The text totally ignores the recent contributions of
secular personalities to Iran’s literature and poetry. Indeed, such
epic poets as Ferdowsi and Farrokhi are blasted as adulators of kings.
The name Ferdowsi was removed from the title of the university in
Mashad, which now bears merely the city’s name, just as the Pahlavi
University in Shiraz had been instructed to drop ‘Pahlavi’ from its
title.
The so-called Cultural Revolution, however, has not been a glorious
success. In the spring of 1981 many thousands of idle students joined
the protest movement against the fundamentalists. Purged university
teachers and staff either left Iran or became active in a variety of
opposition groups. What was particularly disturbing for the idle stu
dents in the country was that Iranian students studying abroad con
tinued to receive government support for their education. Since most of
these belonged to better-off families, students at universities at home
began to protest against this apparent discrimination as a denial of the
equal rights of the oppressed, whose cause the Khomeini regime had
claimed to champion. By the late summer of 1981 there was no sign of
any intention of reopening the universities. Except for medical schools
which were allowed to complete the designated six-year curriculum,
no university planned to reopen.
If anything, the start of the armed struggle against the regime late
in June made the fundamentalist authorities even more suspicious of
the wisdom of reopening the universities. The activities of pro-Mojahedin student groups abroad, together with those affiliated to the
veteran anti-Shah Confederation of Iranian Students in Europe and
American further antagonized the regime. In July and August, when
pro-Mojahedin students occupied at least fifteen consulates and em
bassies across the world including the special Iranian department of the
Algerian Embassy in Washington, the Tehran government ordered the
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identification of those students and reprisals were taken against their
families. They all risked losing their remittances in local currency,
which eyen at the height of the hostage crisis had continued to be
sent.
Khomeini’s attitude toward the universities and the dissident stu
dents was marked by the same dogged determination which he had dis
played towards other dissidents. On the occasion of the start of the new
school year in Iran, on 22 September, he issued a new order to Iranian
schoolchildren openly instructing them to purge their schools from
non-Islamic political elements.
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Your sacred duty is to protect the sanctity of schools against the
inroads which anti-Islamic and anti-revolutionary forces may make
into your hearts and your minds. Leftist and dissident teachers and
pupils alike should be forcibly ejected from amongst you.
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So far, however, the Islamic cultural revolution has been more destruc
tive than constructive. The seven-man committee, which was appointed
in the summer of 1980 to revise and revamp university curricula, has
not been able to attract sufficient support among the non-purged
faculties for genuine co-operation on this matter. The fundamental
reason is that not even the IRP can make up its own mind concerning
the substance of the curricula, apart from such subjects as history,
literature, theology and the Arabic language, which under the constitu
tion must be taught throughout primary and secondary schools.
Undoubtedly the main beneficiaries of Khomeini’s anti-intellectualism have been the parties of the left. Denied the continuation of their
education, and suffering from an extremely high rate of unemploy
ment, many of the idle students have become susceptible to the recruit
ing campaigns o f these parties. Those intellectuals who did not support
any of the leftist parties could only ally themselves with such per
sonalities as Bazargan, who used his newspaper Mizan to sound the
alarm at the rapidly disappearing democratic freedoms.18 Which parties
represent the left, and why are some opposed to and others supportive
of Khomeini? These questions will be considered in the next chapter.
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Both in the course of the year-long revolutionary turmoil and immedi
ately after the downfall of the Shah, the parties of the left played a
significant part in Iran’s political development. Some, like the Tudeh
Party, resumed political activity after a hiatus of about twenty-five
years. Others, like the two guerrilla movements, surfacing from an
underground existence since the mid-sixties, openly vied for a share of
political power in revolutionary Iran. But the disintegration of the
revolutionary coalition several months after the triumph of the revolu
tion soon caused a considerable disarray amongst the parties of the
left. Some were quick to adjust to the emergence of Khomeini’s theo
cracy, while others were forced to oppose it, at first moderately and
later vehemently. In terms of political clout and organizational experi
ence the two guerrilla movements stand out.
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This organization has been the subject of considerable controversy since
it initiated the armed struggle against Khomeini’s regime in June 1981.
The critical controversy, whether during the Shah’s regime or under
Khomeini, has centred on its exact ideological orientation and the
contents of its political programme. During the Shah’s time the SAVAK
characterized it as ‘Islamic-Marxist’. At the present time Khomeini
brands it as ‘Monfeghin’ — literally hypocrites —but denoting the Shia
term for those who betrayed the prophet in early Islam. One way of
understanding the Mojahedin is to examine their literature of both
before and after the revolution. Another is to examine the records of
the trials of some of its leading members during the Shah’s reign.
On 4 January 1979, during the final days of the Shah’s regime,
the organization issued an 18-point declaration entitled the Minimum
Expectation Programme.1 The declaration was an all-inclusive state
ment about economic, social and political issues. Though since its
publication many modifications and revisions have been made, it is
evident that at the outset of the revolutionary regime the Mojahedin
did their best to integrate fundamental Marxist concepts with Shia
doctrines and tenets. This declaration o f the Minimum Programme
97
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reveals much of their ideological orientation. A comparison of the
Mojahedin’s later statements with this programme is also instructive
because it shows a gradual de-Islamization of the organization, stem
ming from the enmity of Khomeini and his fundamentalist associates
toward the Mojahedin. That comparison also shows that, once war
was declared on Khomeini in June 1981, the Mojahedin have steadily
de-emphasized the Marxist components o f their action programme. This
is so because they wish to appeal to the better-educated Moslem
Iranians as well as to the non-leftist and nationalist groups whose
support they need for staging a massive popular uprising against the
Islamic Republic.
The Minimum Expectation Programme first addresses itself to
economic policies, demanding three specific measures:
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(1) All comprador investments must be appropriated. This capital has
been the cause of the greatest misery and oppression for our workers,
not to speak of the untold strife it has created for our national enter
prise.
(a) Foreign-owned, colonialist banks, which have plundered this
nation, must be closed down.
(b) Foreign-owned and comprador businesses, plants and affiliated
agricultural enterprises must be expropriated and handed over
to the people, and the management of these operations handled
by a staff council (comprising workers, clerical personnel and
a representative of the government). The aim is to reconstruct, to
build anew, on the shards of colonialist enterprise, an equitable
system based on Islam and moving towards Towhid (Divine Inte
gration).
(2) National control must be established over all of the nation’s natural
resources, not the least of which being petroleum. All shameful coloni
alist agreements in this field must be irrevocably terminated.
As the Qoran expresses it: natural resources and public wealth are
included in the concept of anfaal ‘the spoils of war’ or, by extension,
the commonweal. The utilization of resources in the way of God and
His Prophet means employing these benefits for the commonweal,
whereby no single individual has an interest and all are freed from the
bonds that inhibit virtue.
(3) Massive, large-scale investment enterprises must be avoided, where
by costly, luxury industrial conglomerates are allowed to expand at the
expense of moderately scaled and small industries. Preference should
naturally be given to agriculture over industry, or a healthy economic
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development and the ideological channelling of the technocrats and
bureaucrats will be impossible.2
It is evident that disregard of this latter point will result in an un
balanced capitalist growth, where certain disposition is made on a
class, rather than a need, basis. Besides the unhealthy effect this would
have on the economy itself, this kind of situation militates necessarily
towards a renewed dependence on the capitalist bloc.
Ali’s Sermon No. 15 in the Nahjol-balagheh provides a cogent state
ment of the situation of balanced economic growth, which must be
based on a mobilization of the people, not the cultivation of the
economy as a parasitic growth of the capitalist world. A balanced and
just economic growth situation obtains when society moves towards the
total negation of all class distinctions, such as the isolation of workers
and peasants through exploitive conditions. As the Qoranic surah AlQesas, verse 3, puts it, there will eventually remain no way to ‘stratify
society.’
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Next the Mojahedin programme makes a significant pronouncement
about the military.
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A popular army must be established. A just and popular economic
development, where the welfare of the downtrodden is given priority,
has no place for the fostering of a paper-tiger army, top-heavy with
the latest in fancy and costly weaponry. The devotion of resources
to the building up of an unwieldy fa9ade o f an army shares the same
unbalanced character as the haphazard growth situation in other
economic and social areas.
A political system which lacks popular support, by its very
nature, is forced to develop and maintain an army which must be
equipped with complex weapons and cultivates a phoney ‘profes
sionalism’ which divorces it from the masses in its preoccupation
with standing up to foreign threats and putting down domestic
‘insurrection’.
Such an army has no alternative but to build up the external
appurtenance of its weaponry and to play down the human factor
of its personnel. Its destiny leads it into becoming absorbed into the
imperialist military complex, whereby it is made dependent on
imperialist logistics (for the supply of complex weaponry) and
imperialist advisory personnel.
Such an army is in direct contact only with the ruling bureau
cracy and is dependent on a base which is beyond the frontiers of
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the land which it purportedly serves. To expect popular reactions
and a popular performance from such an army would be the height
o f absurdity.
Our bitter experience with the Imperial Army over the last 50
years is a clear indication of the truth of this assertion. It is for this
reason that we call for the establishment of an army of the people,
an army which fights for the things in which the people believe and
for the interests of the people as a whole. It is not a hireling army
of mercenaries fighting only for money, whose sole motive is the
receiving of their wages.
At this point, it should be made clear that the establishment of
a popular army in no way implies the deprivation of individual
rights or the application of pressure, material or moral, on our
brave brothers who make up the Iranian armed forces at the mo
ment. What we are calling for is a foundational transformation of the
structure and content of relations in the army, in such a manner
that our army brothers may never again be forced into a system
which shunts and restricts the expression of their will to participate
and develop their talents in the popular way.
This is the place, then, to review the characteristics of what con
stitutes a popular army:
(a) In the popular army, there is no blind obedience. Ideology
and a correct line of policy, blended with political awareness,
provide the guiding force for such an army.
(b) The popular army is a national army in the service of the
defence of the country and the defender of the interests o f the
people against foreign aggression.
(c) The popular army is completely integrated in society and
completely harmonious, in particular, with the strata of the most
oppressed amongst the people.
(d) The popular army is an integrated unity in its own right when
it possesses the foregoing characteristics. It permits no undue distinc
tions of privilege within its ranks, between enlisted man, NCO or
officer. All eat the same food and no remarkable differences exist
in pay and facilities. Promotions are made through consultations with
personnel, and unity is maintained throughout by a common appeal
to iron discipline, understood by all.
An army which develops a standard of structural relationships
like this will have the closest popular relationship with the masses.
Actually the prototype for this kind o f army is the model army of
the early days o f Islam, which was composed of soldiers and officers
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whose sole motivation was service to God and the people. The
internal and external relations of armies under the command of the
Prophet and of Imam Ali, amongst the personnel and with the
civilians, can provide an instructive case for those who seek to form
an army designed to carry out its functions in the name o f Islam. In
the words of Ali to Malek Ashtar, ‘Be kind to your subordinates and
hard on arrogant oppressors.’
Other specific points concerning the proposed people’s army are:
(e) Service in the popular army is never compulsory.
(f) The popular army can never be dominated by foreign advisors
and would never engage the services of imperialist advisors.
(g) The popular army not only does not participate in unjust
imperialist wars or in counter-revolutionary conflicts, such as the
crushing of the freedom-fighters of Dhofar in Oman, but is at the
disposal o f all revolutionary movements such as the Palestinian.
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On the question of political freedoms and rights of women and
ethnic minorities, the Mojahedin sound progressive and secular when
they state that complete freedom of the press, the activity of political
parties and the holding of political rallies, irrespective o f belief
or ideological principles, would be guaranteed. In the words o f the
Qoran, ‘Give the good tidings to My devotees who listen to different
views then choose the best’ (A1 Zomar, 17-18).
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It is our firm Islamic belief that as long as different ideologies
and viewpoints are founded on truth and in direct proportion to
their sincerity in seeking justice and equity, they have no fear of
their ideologies being the object o f debate.
Of course, it should be made crystal clear that there are distinct
demarcations between revolutionary freedom and democracy and
the approach of liberalism and irresponsible capitalism, distinctions
which cannot be ignored in any revolutionary system. As the Qoran
expresses it, ‘Do not follow that of which you have no knowledge
nor penetrating understanding.’ (Asraa1, 36).
An examination of the lives of the Prophet and of Imam Ali, accord
ing to the Mojahedin’s statement, reveals no instance of either of them
ever suppressing the viewpoints of any of their opponents.
Imam Ali always stressed that he would never be the first to draw his
sword or launch a conflict to counter the views of someone else, no
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matter how hostilely his opponents might present their views. Imam
Jaafar Sadeq, the Sixth Imam of the Shiite sect, sat for hours while
his ideological and philosophical opponents ranted and harangued
him, never losing his patience or dignity or behaving in any way dis
respectfully towards them. And, indeed, if we believe that Islam is
the highest path, why should we feel threatened by other ideas and
opinions?
On women’s rights the statement interprets Islam progressively when
it vows absolute equality and the total prohibition of exploitation
or discrimination.
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This position is part and parcel of the uncompromising Towhidi
(divinely integrated) world-view of Islam. It is obvious that equal
wages for equal work —in addition to special concessions for worker
sisters in consideration of their particular needs — is the prime and
most fundamental of any underlying principle in the Islamic defence
of the rights of our toiling sisters.
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Correctly anticipating turmoil among ethnic minorities, the Mojahedin state that the removal of the double injustice imposed on the
ethnic and regional peoples is another cardinal principle.
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Peoples of different regions must be provided with full political
rights to enjoy their own cultural expressions, all within the frame
work of the overall unity, solidarity and sovereignty o f the country.
We believe fundamentally that the way the ‘nationalities’ question
is confronted, determines the manner in which we evaluate the
extent of genuineness and revolutionary legitimacy o f a truly popu
lar Towhidi governmental system.
Looking again at the time of Imam Ali, the Mojahedin observe that
there was then ‘no aim or action of exploitation or domination or
ethnic suppression’. By the same token, when the Towhidi point of
view is put into practice, any conflict between regional or ethnic groups
(the Arabs, the Persians, the Kurds, and so forth) will resolve itself by
the momentum gravitating towards unity.
Opposed to this integrative trend is the class-oriented attitude which
militates towards a state of antagonism and spiteful conflict. The
Mojahedin emphasize the fundamental tie between
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the revolutionary and progressive national spirit of the Kurds and of
the national spirit of the heroic people of Iran as a whole.
If, however, Kurdish ethnic and regional interest is allowed to
come in conflict with the national, anti-imperialist struggle of the
country as a whole, the imperialists and the enemies of the Revolu
tion will benefit. Therefore, the genuine Kurdish participants in the
struggle should be conscious of accompanying their aspirations to
assert Kurdish identity with an emphatic condemnation of any
tendency towards separatism or secessionism.
Policies towards workers and peasants are also elaborated:
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All anti-labour regulations and legislation must be abolished, and
new labour laws must be enacted, based on the views of the workers.
—Housing must be provided for all workers.
—The management of the Workers Welfare Bank and other labour
banks and funds must be turned over to the workers themselves.
—All governmental wage deductions must be eliminated from
workers’ salaries. Workers’ benefits (health, retirement, casualty,
etc.) must be provided from petroleum revenues.
—The administration of factories should be carried out by a council
composed of representatives of the councils of the workers and of
the clerical personnel and representatives of the employer.
— Contractual labour must be changed to formal employment (with
all its attendant wage guarantees and benefit provisions).
—The worker must have a share in the factory profits.
Like the workers, the oppressed peasants of this land must not be
forced to bear the debts incurred with governmental agencies of
the previous regime.
—The very lands which were usurped from the peasants by the in
stitutions of the previous regime should be returned to the peasant
owners.
—Basic technology and interest-free agricultural loans must be
provided.
—The working and productive farmer should not be subjected to
land or produce tax.
— A concerted effort must be made to encourage and provide the
necessary conditions for the establishment of people’s co-operatives.
—All foreign interference of any kind, as well as the importation
of foreign agricultural products, must be avoided.
—Housing must be provided for farmers through the construction of
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suitable complexes, as a deterrent to the motivation of farmers to
migrate to the cities.
The Minimum Expectation Programme outlines the following goals
in foreign affairs:
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( 1 ) A complete political and economic boycott of the racist govern
ments of Israel, the former Rhodesia and the Union of South Africa,
should be instituted. By the same token, assistance should be provided
to liberation movements around the world, with the adoption of a
resolute and decisive political position-taking in support of all freedom
causes.
(2) Iran should withdraw from all humiliating imperialist agreements,
open or secret, political or military, and join the United Nations bloc of
non-aligned nations.
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The organization did not succeed in ascertaining the degree of popu
lar support for such a programme because it was denied the oppor
tunity of free participation in election or grassroot activity between
April 1979 and April 1981. In previous chapters some o f its grievances
against the Islamic Republic were reviewed, which as late as March
had not yet led to a frontal assault on Khomeini. Instead, the brunt
of its attack was on the IRP, whose overthrow the organ of the move
ment editorialized as the only road to salvation.3
However, between April and June the Mojahedin rapidly moved
towards open struggle with Khomeini. The high point in that process,
as will be noted in a later analysis of the demise of Banisadr, were the
bloody street riots of 20 June 1981, in protest against Banisadr’s
impeachment.

The Mojahedin in Exile
A month later Massud Rajavi, a prominent member of the organization’s
leadership cadre, masterminded the spectacular flight to Paris of Bani
sadr, himself, and several Air Force officers. Rajavi, who had survived
the SAVAK repression, explained that this had been decided upon
when the regime began its reign of terror against their organization
with the bloody events of 20 June. It was in the course o f this incident
that about twenty young girls protecting their fellow Mojahedin
marchers were arrested and promptly executed. The Mojahedin had
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considered that just as during the anti-Shah rallies and demonstrations,
the security forces would be reluctant to fire on or otherwise maltreat
a protective line of young female fellow Mojaheds. However, the
brutal treatment of the Mojahed girls after arrest convinced the Mojahedin that the Pasdaran would show no mercy to Khomeini’s oppo
nents. Furthermore, before leaving Iran, Banisadr, who continues to be
accepted by the Mojahedin as the popularly elected President, asked
Rajavi to organize the National Resistance Council and to form a
Cabinet to run the government as soon as the regime was overthrown.
What finally convinced Rajavi that he should leave the country was
the execution of Mohammadreza Saadati, a leader of the Mojahedin,
already serving a ten-year sentence. His retrial and execution on 27 July
convinced the Mojahedin that Rajavi should not risk arrest in Iran. He
himself told the foreign press, ‘We decided to leave Iran temporarily
so that we could expand the activity of the NRC and echo the voice
of our innocent people and their just cause in the world at large’.4
But would not his absence undermine his personal leadership and
reduce the Mojahedin’s political effectiveness? Rajavi did not believe
this would happen. Their organization was not based on individual
leadership. Members of the leadership cadre knew what to do and
would accept the necessity of the present move, which was designed to
serve the country and safeguard their revolutionary movement. Evi
dence to support this claim abounds. During the absence of Rajavi
the Mojahedin has intensified its war of attrition against the regime,
and this was highlighted by the bombing on 30 August of the head
quarters of the Prime Minister, killing both Rajai and Bahonar.
In the course of over sixteen years of urban guerrilla warfare against
the Shah’s regime and now against the Islamic Republic, the Mojahedin
have been organized into two distinct networks of cells. The larger
organization, now numbering perhaps several hundred thousand fol
lowers and sympathizers, is led by publicly known personalities. Apart
from that network there is a shadow-structure of secret leaders each
allegedly in charge of fifteen-member action committees, whose
membership is a highly guarded secret and whose leadership rotates
regularly.
It was this shadow organization which made two significant deci
sions at the beginning of the revolutionary regime. One was to refuse
to give up their arms, the quantity of which had increased substantially
during the two-day street battle in Tehran, 9-11 February 1979. The
other was to keep their shadow structure secret and to acknowledge
only their larger organization. The released leaders of this second
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group such as Rajavi, Saadati, Moghaddam and Khiyabani surfaced as
legitimate politicians, and for a while even tried to secure some repre
sentation in the new regime’s institutions. When in June 1981 war was
declared on the Islamic Republic after the Mojahedin had turned down
Khomeini’s demand that they disarm themselves, the organization
returned to the practice it had followed under the Shah —except that
this time they had a larger following and certainly more experience in
urban guerrilla warfare. Their following, according to Rajavi, extends to
every walk of Iranian life, as is demonstrated by the involvement of
a number of Air Force officers in preparing the flight of Banisadr and
Rajavi from Iran.
How directly and exclusively they were responsible for the two
devastating bomb blasts in June and August cannot as yet be ascer
tained. In the wake of the June bombing of IRP headquarters, Rajavi
refused to claim the credit, but asserted that the resistance movement
was quite widespread and enjoyed popular support.
After the August blast, the Mojahedin leaders showed the same
reticence in claiming responsibility, even though many knowledgeable
observers were convinced that Mojahedin infiltrators were responsible.
What must be noted is their self-confidence in the justice of their cause
and the inevitability of their ultimate success. In early September
Banisadr claimed that he had ordered the Mojahedin not to assassinate
Khomeini for they did not wish to make a martyr out of him. Indeed,
why attempts to eliminate Khomeini have not been undertaken has
been a puzzle, even to those who have been duly impressed by the
Mojahedin’s ability to plant dedicated agents, even into the innermost
sanctum of the fundamentalist regime. Some reports have suggested
that several such attempts were made during the summer of 1981. The
fact that Khomeini, unlike Beheshti, Rajai and Bahonar, never leaves
his residence in Jamaran, in north Tehran, makes access to him more
difficult.
The Mojahedin have been careful to demonstrate their reluctance to
resort to the violence, which according to Rajavi had been imposed on
them when Khomeini had denied them every legitimate means of
political activity, such as a free press, political meetings and representa
tion in elected institutions. ‘Violence, bombing and terror could not
resolve Iran’s problem, but it is Khomeini’s terrorism that has pushed
our people to armed resistance.’
What political philosophy do the Mojahedin espouse now that they
have joined the armed struggle to overthrow the Islamic Republic?
Since the ousting of Banisadr, the Mojahedin have been more forth
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coming about their political ideology. In early August Rajavi told the
foreign press that the Covenant of Freedom and Independence signed
with Banisadr incorporated the fundamental objectives of his organiza
tion.5
Firstly we want freedom for all political parties. We reject both
political prisoners and political executions. In the true spirit of
Islam, we advocate freedom, fraternity and an end to all repression,
censorship and injustices.
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As to the claim o f Khomeini of representing the totality or even a
majority of the Shia clergy, the Mojahedin, who had withdrawn their
recognition of Khomeini as the deputy of the hidden Imam, seriously
questioned that claim.
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The bloodsucking clique following Khomeini is a small minority.
The Iranian clergy throughout our history have sided with the
masses of deprived people and never turned against them with clubs
and bayonets. We have close contact with the genuine clergy many
o f whose members are in prison or under house arrest.
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The Mojahedin have now been concentrating on recruiting army
officers. Rajavi seems to be convinced that as.long as Khomeini is alive
the Pasdaran will remain loyal to him because they owe their very
existence to him. The Army, on the other hand, has very few reasons
to display irreversible loyalty to the Ayattolah even though after every
major act of violence against the government it now issues the familiar
declaration of allegiance ‘to the Imam of Shia Ummat.’ Because the
Army reflects the Iranian community as a whole, it is not unlikely that
the Mojahedin have gained similar support amongst the military as they
have within the community as a whole. It is evident that in the ultimate
battle between the Mojahedin and the Pasdaran, the attitude of even
some members of the armed forces could tip the balance in favour of
the Mojahedin.
Even though the Mojahedin, together with the followers of Banisadr
and the secular forces may now constitute a majority of politically
articular Iranians, as long as Khomeini remains in power and is backed
by the Pasdaran, a peaceful transfer of power to the above coalition
seems unlikely. It may be that the Mojahedin are the first to acknow
ledge this fact, for a concerted effort has been under way to discredit
Khomeini as a leader. The Mojahedin are bent on depicting themselves
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as true martyrs of the new revolution for freedom and independence,
and Khomeini’s harsh punishments play right into the hands of the
Mojahedin’s propagandists.
They now picture Khomeini as ‘worse than Hitler’, with Rajavi
claiming that compared with Khomeini the Shah was ‘a noble and
innocent man’.
Khomeini has killed so far as many people as the Shah did throughout
his reign. Nearly 10,000 Mojahedin are in jail. In the worst days of
the Shah the number of political prisoners was never more than four
to five thousand,
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said Rajavi in mid-August.6
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The other guerrilla organization, which has a more avowed Marxist
tendency, is the Organization of the People’s Devoted Guerrillas, com
monly known as the Fedayeen. Like their Islamic-oriented counter
parts, they had waged a prolonged guerrilla warfare against the Shah’s
regime and had actively participated in the final insurrectionary assault
on the Army and state apparatus in February 1979.
Whereas the Mojahedin systematically and steadily turned against
the Islamic Republic, the Fedayeen found the adoption of a correct
attitude toward the Shia theocracy difficult and even impossible.
Immediately after the revolution the Fedayeen faced the dilemma of
what to do about the Bazargan government. They had labelled that
government as a bourgeois-nationalist regime, not sufficiently revolu
tionary and containing a number of conservative personalities. After
some soul-searching they decided to remain neutral towards the govern
ment, fearing that their opposition might help the religious groups to
monopolize power. However, the Fedayeen, unlike the Tudeh Party,
did not support the Islamic Republic in the April referendum. Instead,
they concentrated on pressing the Bazargan government for new con
cessions in favour of the working class. Resistance to their demands,
which at one point included the inclusion of a working-class repre
sentative in the Revolutionary Council, had turned them against the
government by July 1979.
However, important doctrinal issues also plagued the leadership
cadre o f the movement. In April 1979 the Fedayeen announced the
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expulsion of Ashraf Dehghani from the organization and its leadership
cadre. A week later Dehghani gave an interview in which he detailed
the causes of his removal, the most important of which was disagree
ment over armed struggle. The Fedayeen, since the guerrilla attack on
Siyahkal in 1966, had subscribed to the teachings o f Massud Ahmadzadeh contained in his well-known book, Armed Struggle: as Tactic and
as Strategy.1
The basic thesis of the book was that under the Shah the imperialistdependent bourgeois ruling class had established a most despotic
political system. This system had made armed struggle, as the highest
and ultimate form of political effort, indispensable. Accordingly, the
organization had taken a lead in the efforts to make the transfer of
power to Khomeini an insurrectional one.
Once the revolution had succeeded, other leftist groups, in parti
cular the Tudeh Party, began to criticize Ahmadzadeh’s thesis and
brand it as deviationist and anti-Marxist-Leninist. According to Deh
ghani, in the wake of the severe oppression of the organization in
1976 the original leadership was replaced by new cadres who did not
fully appreciate the decisiveness of the ‘armed-struggle thesis.’
The truth was that the success of the revolution made the continuing
application of that thesis problematic. On the one hand, traditional
communist groups like the Tudeh asserted that the thesis was outdated
in the post-revolution era. Those who wished to continue armed
struggle were accused of what Lenin had described as ‘leftist oppor
tunism’ after the Bolsheviks had seized power.
Dehghani, on the other hand, accused the new leadership cadre of
discriminating against those recently freed prisoners who had not
pledged themselves to reject the ‘armed-struggle thesis.’ According to
Dehghani, the Khomeini regime had the same class base as the Shah’s,
with the difference that under the Shah the bureaucratic bourgeoisie
was controlling power whereas now the whole bourgeoisie was in
power. The militant protection of land ownership by the new regime
suggested that it did not represent the interest of the petty bourgeoisie.
The armed struggle was valid for two reasons. One was to prepare
the masses for the protection of the revolution and the other was to
prevent the imperialists from military intervention in Iran. As yet
Dehghani did not believe that armed struggle should be waged against
Khomeini’s regime. His sharpest attack was on the leadership o f the
organization and on the Tudeh Party. His rhetoric convinced a small
group to follow suit. Ever since Dehghani’s ousting from the Fedayeen
this group has claimed to be the sole genuine communist organization.
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When the Mojahedin began the armed struggle against the regime in
June 1981, as will be shown later, the Dehghani faction became their
comrades-in-arms.8
Returning to the reaction of the provisional government, even
though it could distinguish between the Dehghani faction and the main
Fedayeen group, it decided to condemn the whole organization. The
Prime Minister accused them of opposing the government. Pro-Khomeini
armed groups raided the offices of the Fedayeen in Tehran and provin
cial university campuses. Shortly thereafter ethnic-minority rebellions
broke out in Kurdistan as well as among the Turkomans in Gonbad
Ghabus. As shown later, the issue of support for the ethnic minorities
caused serious dissension within the Fedayeen. In September and October
the Fedayeen were in almost complete disarray as to the correct policy
towards the Provisional Government as well as towards Khomeini him
self.9
However, the occupation of the American embassy in November and
the outburst of anti-American radicalism put a temporary halt to in
ternal bickering amongst the competing groups. The Fedayeen, which
had no prior knowledge of or actual participation in the taking of the
American hostages, resorted to the extreme demand of a trial o f the
hostages and the rejection of any idea of a peaceful resolution of the
crisis. As the crisis lengthened into the spring and summer, the Fedayeen
found themselves as the first target of the so-called cultural revolution.
It was at this point that doctrinal disagreement on major internal and
foreign-policy issues split the organization into several factions.

In

The Factional Splits

The first split centred on the ‘armed-struggle thesis’ which had to be
addressed as soon as the ethnic uprisings broke out. Should they be
broadened into a national uprising? What about the class foundations
of ethnic uprisings? Could a genuine Marxist group back a non-Marxist
organization like the Kurdish Democratic Party? Compounding the situa
tion facing the self-professed Marxists was the reality that in parts of
Kurdistan landowners, whose properties had been distributed amongst
the peasants under the Shah, were now forcibly taking back the land.
The exact role of Dehghani himself is rather obscure. What can be
ascertained is that at the height of the Kurdish rebellion in the summer
of 1980, some 30 per cent of the organization’s active and armed cadres
affiliated themselves with Ashraf Dehghani and declared their support
for the KDP. Reportedly, several hundreds of them joined the party
in fighting the Pasdaran and the regular Iranian Army around such
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Kurdish outposts as Mahabad, Bukan and Mehran. This minority used
the name of ‘Sazeman’, or organization, to identify itself, and con
tinued to oppose the majority group on the issue of Kurdistan as well as
on the general question of the correct attitude towards the regime, and
in particular toward the Soviet-supported Tudeh Party.
The majority, on the other hand, opposed the Kurdish and other
ethnic revolts against the Islamic regime which ‘despite many deficien
cies continues to be a bastion of anti-imperialism.’ After the assault on
the US embassy they were bolstered in their claim that the capture of
‘America’s den of espionage and its refusal to compromise against the
Great Satan’ made the regime even more deserving of their support.
In January 1981 the majority group organized a joint plenum with
the Tudeh Party in which the conditions for unity of action with that
party were laid down. The plenum vehemently rejected the notion that
the Soviet Union was imperialistic, and dedicated itself to preserving its
separate identity, but being prepared to adopt a joint-action pro
gramme, ‘the moment it senses the revolution was in danger of accom
modation with US imperialism.’
For several reasons the plenum did not sit well with some o f the
majority faction. Some believed if there were identical goals and
policies with the Tudeh, why not join them? Others were opposed to
continuing support for the Islamic regime merely because it was antiAmerican. Still others believed the Soviet Union was at fault on several
important international issues and that the majority faction should not
blindly support it even though it was by far superior to Western
imperialism.
In March this faction issued a statement calling itself the Left Wing
of the Majority of Fedayeen and reflecting some of the above reserva
tions. Though no reliable data on the numerical strength of the three
factions o f the original Fedayeen are available, an analysis of govern
ment figures on raids, arrests and executions since the beginning o f the
armed struggle in June indicates that the majority faction has become a
minority. That is to say the second split has given a numerical majority
to the Ashraf Dehghani group, plus the left wing of the majority faction.
These two are now almost indistinguishable because they both insist
on using the full original name of the organization. Because of harsh
retribution against the Mojahedin and the Dehghani faction of the
Fedayeen, the majority faction decided in July to drop the term
‘guerrillas’ from its title so that it would not be mistaken by the
security authorities. It has been since known as simply the People’s
Fedayeen Organization.
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How broad the basis of public support is for the various Fedayeen
groups is very difficult to ascertain. There is no doubt that at the
beginning of the revolutionary era they could muster about 100,000
disciplined marchers. At the height of the hostage crisis they were still
capable of rallying that number of active supporters to join the massive
demonstrations in front of the occupied US embassy.
Some commentators have speculated that an organization which
could muster that many marchers must have at least five times that
number o f supporters. Further, it has been suggested that the numerical
support of each group in the capital city constitutes about 30 per cent
of its nationwide backing, and thus the Fedayeen may have over 3 million
followers throughout Iran. While these estimates may be exaggerated,
all the evidence suggests that up to the first of the successive splits in
its leadership cadre, the Fedayeen was second in size to the Mojahedin.
Not only has it suffered measurably from the internal splits, but its
alliance with the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party and the support of its majority
faction for the Khomeini regime have cost it dearly in political support
throughout the country.
When other guerrilla organizations joined in the armed struggle at
the end of June 1981, the Minority Fedayeen came out in total opposi
tion to the regime, which it denounced as reactionary and oppressive.
K A R , the official organ of the group, published a series o f editorials
explaining its ideological position concerning the Islamic Republic.10
One editorial entitled ‘Where is the Islamic Republic heading for?’
condemned the regime and accused it of having planned the destruc
tion of the revolutionary forces as early as a few months after the revolu
tion, by its assault on Kurdistan. The editorial put the blame for the
savage brutality against the opposition squarely on Khomeini, whom
it described as
a criminal traitor who diverted the people’s revolution from its
course, leading it to the present impasse. A demagogue who issues
religious Fatva for the massacre of revolutionary combatants and
urges the masses to spy on their fellow citizens.
The more terror was used, the editorial contended, the more convinced
the people became of the desperation of the regime. By destroying all
the bridges behind itself the regime has denied itself the opportunity of
reversing its murderous course. It was engaged in a struggle for life and
death of which the outcome will be no different from other brutal and
repressive political systems.
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In a detailed analysis of the transformation of Khomeini from ‘the
leader to the butcher of the masses’, another article listed the following
deviations by the Ayattolah.
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(1) Reneguing on the pledge to organize a constituent assembly, which
was even included in the decree appointing Mehdi Bazargan as Prime
Minister. Instead, he had opted for the made-to-order Assembly of
Experts.
(2) At the height of the revolutionary turmoil instead o f encouraging
the masses to fight the army, he had put out the slogan of ‘The Army
is our Brother’ and prevented the destruction of that pillar of the
autocracy.
(3) The moment he took over the reins of power Khomeini had turned
away from the masses by ordering the end o f strikes even though the
social and political demands o f the strikers had not been fulfilled. By
declaring the Army ‘Islamicized’ and installing the provisional govern
ment, he had saved the bourgeoisie from ultimate collapse.
(4) The Kurdish uprising had revealed the true colour of his regime
when it issued the infamous ‘Fatva’ ordering Jehad against the Kurdish
masses. He had reorganized the SAVAK by including in it the leaders
of the Pasdaran and the club-wielders of HizboOah.
(5) As Commander-in-Chief he had led the bloody suppression of the
revolutionary forces, including high school youth, women, workers and
ethnic minorities, thereby becoming the butcher rather than the leader
of the masses.

In

The group did not confine itself to general condemnation of Khomeini’s
regime. Not only did it support armed struggle against it, but issued an
action programme with specific instructions to its followers.
K A R , after reviewing the three months of armed struggle, issued the
following programme in mid-September 1981:
(1) Establish the closest link with the toilers and workers and organize
them for political and economic struggle and convince them that to
achieve revolutionary victory in the forthcoming struggle, they must
resort to arms.
(2) Organize resistance cells or combat squads with friends whose
revolutionary sincerity and combative spirit may be trusted. Collect
accurate intelligence data about the identity and residences of the
regime’s security, prison and top party officials, who must be elimi
nated for their crimes against the masses.
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(3) Make accurate reconnaisances of the enemy’s supply, arsenals,
transportation and cash centres so they may be confiscated at the
proper moment.
(4) Maximize your efforts to give the widest circulation to the organiza
tion’s publications amongst workers and toilers.
(5) Because the regime has declared civil war against the opposition,
self-defence has become a vital task requiring training and the posses
sion of modern weapons.
(6) Collect and store weapons in safe places.
(7) Study the writings o f such famous leaders of guerrilla warfare as
Vietnam’s General Giap.
(8) Avoid wasting energy and manpower by waging only systematic and
well co-ordinated strikes against the enemy.11
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The majority faction, however, displayed a completely different
attitude. Not only did it not join the armed struggle to overthrow the
regime, but did its best to discredit both the minority and the Mojahedin. In a statement published at the end of June the organization
blamed the United States for conspiring against the Islamic Republic,
but also found fault with some of the policies of the ruling regime. The
absence of a coherent and consistent socio-economic programme to
fight economic dependency and imperialism, and the lack of a correct
understanding of the friends and foes o f the revolution on national and
international scales, according to the majority faction, have left the
doors open for renewed attempts by imperialism and the world
counter-revolution to conspire against the revolution.
Specifically, the Majority Fedayeen blamed the monopolistic
and sectarian actions of the IRP, which had created disunity among
the progressive and anti-imperialist forces. These errors also have
strengthened the ultra-left elements of the popular forces to the extent
that they now regard the Islamic Republic as the main enemy to be
overthrown.
The Majority Fedayeen viewed the demise of Banisadr with satis
faction because he had represented the middle-class groups wishing to
establish a ‘moderate’ government. It accused the Mojahedin and the
minority faction of Fedayeen of wrongly supporting Banisadr and un
leashing the bloody events of 20 June in protest against his impeach
ment. This in turn had strengthened the hands of the sectarian elements
in the Islamic Republic with a campaign o f summary executions ‘with
out regard to the Constitution.’
To summarize, the majority depicts its ideological rivals on the left
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as childishly ultra-left, while it also accuses the 1RP leadership of
monopolistic and sectarian tendencies. Its solutions are no surprise to
students of the pro-Soviet left in Iran. Unity of the progressive forces,
struggle against the bourgeoisie class and economic dependency, alli
ance with the world revolutionary front - meaning the Soviet bloc
countries —are all dutifully emphasized.
At the end of August, on the occasion of the assassination of Rajai
and Bahonar, the Majority Fedayeen issued another statement express
ing regret at the murder of the leaders of the Islamic Republic and
issued three specific demands:
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(1) The summary executions without regard to the Constitution should
be stopped and a policy of guidance towards the supporters of the
deviant groups be adopted so that treacherous leaders would be
separated from their sincere but misguided followers.
(2) The Islamic Republic should struggle relentlessly against the social
base of the counter-revolution, namely the big landlords and the capi
talists.
(3) The regime should lay aside its sectarian approach and move
promptly towards the formation of a united anti-imperialist front and
strengthen the alliance with the world revolutionary front, especially
with the socialist countries.12
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It is noteworthy that these demands were completely ignored by
the Islamic Republic and were dismissed by the political groups en
gaged in armed struggle against the regime. If anything, the Majority
Fedayeen found itself increasingly marginal to the main currents of
Iranian politics, for neither the government nor the opposition took
it seriously. As a matter of fact in June 1980, before the split, two
leaders of the Fedayeen, Farrokh Negahdar and Mostafa Madani, had
almost succeeded in convincing Beheshti to accept the formation of
an anti-imperialist front. But shortly thereafter the IRP gave them the
cold shoulder, maintaining that their support was neither desirable
nor necessary.

The Tudeh Party
Among the pro-Khomeini political groups the Soviet-sponsored Tudeh
Party deserves considerable attention. Not only is it a tightly organized
and well-disciplined political party used to underground as well as
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legitimate existence, but in a critical unforeseeable juncture it might
play a role disproportionate to its numerical strength.
As was noted in previous chapters, the party has remained stead
fastly in Khomeini’s corner. It has supported the regime even though
in return it has only been tolerated as a sort of quasi-legal political
organization. None of its candidates have won any election, though in
all second-round ballots it has joined with the IRP to assure the victory
of IRP candidates. Its publications have been outlawed, its headquarters
occupied and its members harassed.
The party has been at some pains to justify its persistent backing of
the regime. There are two fundamental reasons for doing so:
Khomeini’s anti-Americanism and the party’s identification with the
Mostazafin (the destitute or the proletariat). To the faithful these
reasons appear convincing, but to sophisticated Iranians the chief
reason is the party’s preference for Soviet interests.
At no time since 1979 has this become more obvious than in the
wake of the Soviet invasion o f Afghanistan in December 1979. Though
the pro-Khomeini media and political organizations joined in a chorus
of anti-Soviet propaganda, the Tudeh Party, along with the Majority
Fedayeen, echoed Moscow’s line and condemned the Afghan Mojahedin
as agents of American imperialism, working from the sanctuary of Paki
stan to undermine the progressive, popular Khalgh Party government in
Kabul.13 This event, coming as it did at the height o f the American
hostage crisis, enabled the Tudeh Party, without much difficulty, to
convince its supporters that any general criticism of the Soviet Union
might indirectly play into the hands o f the Great Satan, the United
States.
Once the shock of the Soviet occupation of neighbouring Afghani
stan had been absorbed, the Tudeh Party with the help of Marxist
elements in the leadership of the Militant Students at the US embassy,
began a systematic campaign of discrediting those associates of
Khomeini who had advocated a more pronounced anti-Soviet course
of action. Men like Ghotbzadeh, Bazargan and later Banisadr were
singled out as vehemently anti-Soviet and leaning towards the USA. The
Militant Students disclosed captured US documents purporting to
show the anti-Sovietism of some of the secular associates of Bazargan
and Banisadr.
The fact that all these three had, from the outset, pleaded for a
prompt and peaceful solution of the hostage crisis evidently made
the Tudeh accusations against them more plausible.
There is no doubt that the party cannot be dismissed as simply
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a nuisance. Nor should its strength be imagined as being at the level
it enjoyed in the immediate post-World War II era. A careful analysis
of its performance since late 1978 leads to two significant conclusions.
In the first place the party suffers from the continuing liability of being
Soviet-created and Moscow-directed. It is true that in the 1941-53 era
the party had quite successfully turned that liability into an asset, but
clearly the Soviet Union is not in the same position as it was in that
era, nor are recent Iranian political developments quite akin to that
period.14 For one thing, the Soviet Union is now challenged by com
peting communist systems from Yugoslavia to China; for another, the
Soviet Union had not only coexisted with pre-revolutionary Iran, but
had fully supported the Shah, sometimes at the price of sacrificing the
lives of some of the hapless Tudeh Party officials who had sought
sanctuary in Soviet territory. The indisputable fact is that the Soviet
Union joined the anti-Shah opposition only after it had become
absolutely convinced that the Shah was doomed. As for the Tudeh
Party, it is also evident that it had not played any significant role
in unleashing the revolutionary turmoil which overthrew the Pahlavi
monarchy.
A second liability which plagues the party is that it no longer enjoys
the monopoly of representing the ideological left in Iran as it did in
that early period. A variety of political groups which have embraced
Marxist ideology have been noted; sometimes Marxism has been com
bined with Islamic teachings, and at other times in association with
Trotskyism and Maoism. The loss of that monopoly has been quite
costly for the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party, for it has been accompanied
by a considerable suffering of the non-Tudeh leftist groups both at
the hands of the Shah and of Khomeini’s regime. In reality, while
the Tudeh Party was almost completely incapable of maintaining
an underground organization inside the country between 1963 and
1978, other leftist groups were remarkably successful in forming and
maintaining clandestine guerrilla networks. To quote a leader of Mojahedin, ‘while Tudeh leaders enjoyed safety as exiles in the Soviet
Union or East European-countries, the Mojahedin and Fedayeen faced
the firing squads and torture chambers of the SAVAK.’
These two liabilities add up to a sense of betrayal that has worked
against a successful reformation of the party’s organization since
1979. Above all. the young intellectuals who were traditionally sus
ceptible to the appeal of the party find the competing Mojahedin,
Peykar and Ranjbaran more attractive as genuine revolutionary organi
zations. The advanced age of the Tudeh leaders and their long absence
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from Iran have also made the party less attractive than the competi
tion.
More recently the party has tried to compensate for its lack of
broad popular appeal by efforts at tightening its organization and
training its cadres in guerrilla warfare. As noted earlier, the party has
consistently supported the Soviet-supported Barbak Karmal regime in
Afghanistan. When the more radical faction of the Afghan Khalgh, or
People’s Party, was out of power the Tudeh Party helped it organiza
tionally and financially. When that faction, called Parcham (Farsi for
flag), was installed in power by the invading Russian Army, the Tudeh
Party found its fellow pro-Soviet communists in power in neighbouring
Farsi-speaking Afghanistan. The Tudeh Party has ever since acted as an
intelligence service for the Barbak Karmal regime. News o f the antiSoviet plans of political groups as well as the activities of several
thousands of Afghan citizens in Iran are systematically passed to the
government authorities in Kabul. A common ethnic and linguistic
background has facilitated the flow of Tudeh agents across ill-guarded
borders to the government-controlled areas of Afghanistan. The party
has been also involved in organizing a network of pro-government
organizations amongst Afghan refugees in such provinces as Khorassan
and Sistan. More ominously, in June the party decided to take up an
outstanding invitation from President Karmal to send several hundred
Tudeh Party members to Kabul for military training.15 These cadres
will bolster the embattled regime in Kabul, and when the opportune
time comes will be sent back to Iran. The outbreak of guerrilla war
fare against the Khomeini regime seems to have convinced the party’s
leaders that at a critical juncture the availability of even a small con
tingent of guerrillas to the party may radically improve its bargaining
power. This will be particularly so if the balance o f forces fighting
and defending the regime becomes so precarious that the support
of the Tudeh Party and its armed cadres is actively enlisted by both
sides.
For the time being the Tudeh finds its position quite indefensible
among Iranian dissident groups. It insists that Khomeini’s government
is anti-imperialist, anti-feudal and anti-capitalist, but is at a loss to
explain the Pasdaran’s forcible expulsion of farmers in Gorgan and
Kurdistan from land confiscated from prominent feudal landlords.
It believes there are two Islams: one for the poor and disinherited
and the other for the bourgeoisie; but it cannot deny that the Islamic
Republic believes in the unity of Islam and that the IRP contains many
bourgeois elements among its leadership. The Tudeh is compelled to
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acknowledge that it has some problems with the Shia fundamentalists,
but tries to paper them over by distinguishing between primary contra
dictions and so-called secondary contradictions. Religious laws impos
ing restrictions on women are considered a secondary contradiction
and not sufficiently grave to cause defection from the regime.
The Mojahedin on the other hand, so believes the Tudeh Party,
confuse secondary and primary contradictions. They forget the most
important thing, which is the revolutionary content of the regime. The
party is also ambivalent about such important demands of the Moja
hedin and Fedayeen as the dissolution of the Army. A party spokes
man recently indicated that while they still believed in the necessity
of creating a new army, other factors should be considered. For
instance, not everyone in the armed forces is outside the revolution.
Soldiers and middle-level officers have changed. In addition, the Pasdaran has been created and with over 300,000 light arms in the hands
o f the people the Army’s capability of staging a coup has been drama
tically reduced.16
The party makes no apologies for its sympathies for the Soviet
Union. While applauding every anti-American measure, it states that
it does not agree with the government that the Soviet Union and the
United States should be put on the same plane, and hopes that the
government leaders will correct their position on that score.
All the groups described in this chapter took up different positions
when the crisis of the Presidency intensified at the end of the spring,
and the subsequent armed struggle against the regime was unleashed
in the wake of Banisadr’s dismissal on 24 June 1981.

Notes
1.
Mojahed (organ of the People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran) London,
May 1980, Vol. l,N o . 5, pp. 25-9. Also, Last Defense o f Martyred Mojahed Ali
Mihandust, (PMOI) publication distributed in the USA by the Moslem Student
Society, Long Beach, Ca., March 1981. An important statement in Mihandust’s
defence is that, ‘we and the revolutionary Marxists have a common objective, and
that is the elimination of exploitation. So for this reason we have undertaken
the struggle with a common strategy to deal with a common foe.’ pp. 16-17.
2. The fundamentalist Shia publications blame the pro-Marxist orientation
of the Mojahedin on the more secular forces who, in 1974, dominated the move
ment. Government records indicate that in a struggle for the leadership the secular
forces succeeded in assassinating two of the more religious members of the
leadership cadre in 1974, namely Majid Sharif and Morteza Labaff. In early 1975
two Mojahedin publications, Recognition and Evolution, used a fundamentally
Marxist dialectical materialist approach to its discussion of social and political
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issues. Some of the Marxist members who thought they could not convert and
recruit the religious elements left the movement to organize a Trotskyite group
known as Rahe Kargar (Workers’ Path). In the autumn of 1978 they formed a
larger organization Peykar Baraye Rahaiye Tabaghehe Kargar (Struggle for the
Liberation of the Working Class) with a weekly called Peykar as their organ. It is
this group that after the revolution opposed the return of confiscated weapons,
and urged the street fighters to hide them until safe storage places could be
located. See Chapter 8 for the relative parts being played by this and other
guerrilla groups in the ongoing armed struggle.
3.
Mojahed Tehran, 5 March 1981. The same issue published the statement of
the Society of Moslem Jurists, a pro-Mojahedin group and attacked Beheshti’s
TV interview in which he had divided the parties into four groups. The Society
said that analysis showed Beheshti’s intention to establish the IRP as the single
dominant party. Evidence of this is the bill which prohibits political parties from
any propaganda activity in favour of anti-Islamic and deviant schools of thought.
Their non-belief in Velayate Faghih is prohibited under severe penalty.
4. Le Monde Paris, 28 July 1981.
5. Text circulated by the Moslem Student Society, a pro-Mojahed group with
branches all over Europe and the USA 12 August 1981.
6. Mojahed (clandestine), 17 August 1981.
7. This book combines some of the doctrines of Mao with those of Che
Guevara with regards to guerrilla warfare.
8. Mosahebe be Rafigh Ashraf Dehghani, (interview with Comrade Ashraf
Dehghani) clandestine publication of the Minority Fedayeen.
9. Keyhan, 18 May 1979.
10. KAR, No. 126, 9 September 1981.
11. KAR, No. 127, 17 September 1981.
12. Iranian Student Association in the US (pro-Majority Fedayeen) Berkeley,
California, 1 September 1981.
X'i.Mardom, Tehran, 7 January 1981.
14. For background see the author’s The Communist Movement in Iran,
(University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1966).
15. Interview with officials of ARA, (Iran Liberation Army) Paris, 22 April
1981.
16. Interview with Koshroui, a member of Tudeh’s central committee,
Newsfront International, 28 October 1981.
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As noted earlier, the election of Banisadr as the first President of the
IRP was, from the outset, accompanied by tensions and uncertainties.
Above all, the peculiarities of the new constitution, which integrated
features of the separation of power with those of the fusion of the
executive and legislative branches of government, must be mentioned.
Leaving aside the institution o f Velayate Faghih and the unlimited
power granted it by the new constitution, the Islamic Republic’s funda
mental law indicates heavy borrowing from the French Fifth Republic
Constitution in terms of organizing the relationship of executive and
legislative power. To a large measure this is attributed to the French
educational backgrounds of several influential non-clerical members of
the Assembly of Experts, notably Abolhassan Banisadr himself.
Thus, for example, executive power in France is vested in a Presi
dent who has since 1965 been elected separately and by popular vote
in a nationwide election, according to the amendment to the original
constitution approved in a referendum three years earlier. Moreover,
the election of the President is undertaken by a double-ballot majority
system to assure that the occupant of the office represents at least
50 per cent o f the voters.
The Presidents in both systems could justly claim a larger con
stituency than that of parliamentary districts, even more so in Iran
where well-organized political parties were not responsible for parlia
mentary elections. Needless to say, there are significant differences
between the time-tested and well-established traditions o f democratic
freedoms in France and the absence of those in Iran. The purpose of
this discussion is merely to underline the major source of ambiguity
and uncertainty in so far as the Presidency of the Islamic Republic
is concerned.
An analysis of the functions of the office reveals a similar borrowing
from the French system. A major area of concern is the sharing of
executive power with the Prime Minister, who unlike the President is
directly accountable to parliament. From the time that Banisadr was
elected he became aware that despite his vast popular majority and his
additional designation as Commander-in-Chief, the future of his office
depended on the Majlis and its choice of Prime Minister. Though the
constitution empowered him to name the Prime Minister and approve
121
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the members of his Cabinet, since they required a parliamentary vote of
confidence, the power to name was less than definitive and had to be
exercised with the consent of the Majlis.
Before the start of the Majlis elections Banisadr had tried to name a
caretaker Prime Minister to be submitted to the Majlis for its approval
when it had acquired the necessary quorum. Despite Khomeini’s initial
acceptance of this proposal, opposition from within the Revolutionary
Council prevented this from happening. Since Banisadr had not
succeeded in organizing his supporters in the course of the two stages
of the parliamentary elections, it soon became evident that on the
question of the formation of the first government under the constitu
tion, Banisadr would face his first trial of strength with the funda
mentalist personalities organized in the Islamic Republican Party.
In the course of these elections some secular personalities affiliated
with Bazargan did receive Banisadr’s support, and indeed in the crisis
eighteen months later these deputies opposed the removal of the Presi
dent. However, not all the non-clerical Majlis members supported the
President from the outset o f the struggle. Some, like Rajai and Ayat,
were not only closely allied with the IRP, but had never accepted the
constitutional powers of the President in good faith. Others, like
Moinfar and Bazargan himself, while gradually becoming alarmed at
the monopolistic tendencies of the IRP, none the less had a vested
interest in enhancing and strengthening the power of the Majlis visa-vis that of the President. In doing so they evoked the democratic
concept of representation and accountability, which meant that the
head of government should be primarily the choice of the Majlis and
accountable to it.
Banisadr himself has maintained that these institutional issues
were mere pretexts, for as early as June 1980 influential members
of the IRP leadership council were actively conspiring against the
President. His newspaper Islamic Revolution had published the text
of a taped conversation between Dr Hassan Ayat, the prominent non
clerical ideologue of the party, and a leader of the Militant Students.
Dr Ayat had revealed the party’s involvement in the impending cultural
revolution and closure of universities. He had accused Banisadr of being
pro-American or else he would not have tried so hard to secure the
release of the hostages. The conversation also revealed the IRP’s efforts
in the Assembly of Experts to reduce the President’s powers to a mini
mum, making the office that of a symbolic chief executive. Dr Ayat
had revealed a step-by-step strategy to force Banisadr out. That stra
tegy had been followed literally with the appointment of Rajai as
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Prime Minister and the subsequent quarrels between the Majlis and
Prime Minister on the one hand and the President on the other.1
On the question of the division of the executive power between
the head of state and the head of government, the position of Banisadr
was in inherent conflict with that of the Majlis, though not all its
members pursued a uniform policy to assure the ascendency of the
legislature in this critical area. What is undeniable is the critical role
that this constitutional ambiguity played in the tension between the
President and the IRP and in the ultimate demise of the former.
In retrospect, many of Banisadr’s supporters, who increased drama
tically in direct proportion with the IRP’s success in the monopoliza
tion of power, have attributed his demise to a failure to transform his
impressive electoral victory into an organized political party. For
several reasons, however, Banisadr could not have undertaken such a
task. His election, which Khomeini favoured because he did not wish
to put fellow clerical leaders at the head of all-significant state institu
tions, was backed by an extremely loose and heterogeneous electoral
coalition. This coalition collapsed almost immediately after the comple
tion of the electoral process. Moreover, because the first round was
decisive, no opportunity to reorganize and realign voter groups, which
traditionally occurs in double-ballot majority systems, was offered.
Consequently, Banisadr’s victory was due to the spontaneous support
of vast numbers of Monfaredin (independent) voters who could hardly
be expected to enrol in a President-sponsored political party. In some
sense he seemed to aspire to stand above parties, and instead to appeal
to the largest cross-section of the population.

Political Organizations and the President
Political organizations outside the IRP were in no better position to
coalesce around the President, though some of them did so at the very
end of his tenure when he was perceived to symbolize all opposition to
the emerging fundamentalist absolutism. The most logical groups for
joining the President were the Moslem People’s Republican Party, the
National Front and its offshoot the National Democratic Front, the
People’s Mojahedin, some factions of the People’s Fedayeen, Bazargan’s
Iran Liberation Movement and the Kurdish Democratic Party.
Except at the very end each of these groups faced practical and
ideological obstacles as well as serious misgivings about offering or
ganized and dependable support to Banisadr. Thus, for example, as
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already noted, the MPRP, with its substantial following in Azarbayjan,
was forced to dissolve itself in the wake of the December 1979 uprising
in Tabriz.2 Indeed Banisadr, who was then eager to mobilize all proKhomeini elements in his electoral campaign, had played a critical role
in crushing the uprising and re-establishing the authority of the central
government, then exercised by the Revolutionary Council in Azarbay
jan. The charged political atmosphere surrounding the hostage crisis
made it easier for Khomeini’s supporters to subdue the MPRP by accus
ing any opposition to the government of playing into the hand of the
USA. Thus, this potentially significant mass political organization was
so mercilessly suppressed that even if it had wished to regroup and rally
around Banisadr it would have been hard put to do so in view o f the
latter’s role in putting down the Tabriz uprising. Moreover, Ayattolah
Shariatmadari, who was a guiding force o f the MPRP, had retreated to
political inactivity and refused to sanction the reactivation of the party,
let alone direct its support for the beleaguered President.
Both the National Front and the National Democratic Front had
suffered at the hand of Banisadr and the Revolutionary Council of
which he was an influential member and, since his election, the chair
man. Banisadr’s early support for the National Front and his efforts
to identify his policies with those of the late Dr Mossadegh, founder of
the Front, were viewed with great suspicion by the older leaders of the
Front. Because of their acceptance o f Khomeini’s leadership before the
triumph of the revolution, and their ousting from power shortly there
after, they were predictably reluctant to forgive Banisadr for ‘betraying’
the trust that he was instrumental in securing from the Front for un
qualified support of Khomeini in the autumn of 1978.
The two guerrilla organizations, the Mojahedin and the Fedayeen,
as noted earlier, showed strong misgivings toward the Islamic Republic.
Not only were they denied a share in power despite their undeniable
contribution to the overthrow of the Pahlavi regime, but they found
serious ideological fault with the new constitution and with the emer
gence of the IRP as a new monopolistic one-party system.
These groups were placed under serious constraints when the hostage
crisis catapulted the American threat to the forefront of Iranian poli
tics. Either by conviction or for political expediency they re-emerged as
vehement advocates o f defiance of the United States and therefore as
supporters of the Islamic Republic. However, Khomeini’s refusal to
allow the Mojahedin leader Massud Rajavi to run for the Presidency on
the ground that his organization had boycotted the referendum in
support of the constitution, gradually turned the Mojahedin into open
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opposition. Although at the end it did come out in favour of Banisadr,
it could not join him in an organized and systematic fashion at the time
of the electoral campaign for the Majlis.
As for the Fedayeen, the splits in its rank and file in the summer of
1980 and the spring of 1981 were considered in Chapter 6. Suffice it
to reiterate that the majority faction, which like the Soviet-linked
Tudeh Party fully supports the Islamic Republic, could not have aban
doned Khomeini in favour of the President, who among other things
had championed the cause of anti-Sovietism in the Islamic Republic.
The minority faction was closer to the Mojahedin than any other
political organization with regard to Banisadr. As the IRP intensified
its pressure on the President and in the process moved the infant
republic closer to a one-party theocratic system, the minority faction
of the Fedayeen became more sympathetic toward Banisadr. At the end
they joined the Mojahedin in a public show of support for the ousted
President, not out of ideological conviction but for tactical necessity.
Finally, the position of Bazargan and the Kurdish Democratic Party
in this crisis should be noted. During his tenure Bazargan was repeatedly
at odds with Banisadr who, as a fairly radical member of the Revolu
tionary Council, had frequently attacked the provisional government
for lack of revolutionary fervour. Although educationally and politi
cally they shared a common background, it was clear to Bazargan that
Banisadr had joined the clerics in the Revolutionary Council to under
mine his government. However, once Bazargan had been forced out of
office and subsequently elected to the Majlis from Tehran, a natural
realignment occurred in which the hostility towards the IRP in and out
side the Majlis caused all the secular politicians to come together.
Indeed, Bazargan and a handful of his close allies in the Majlis openly
opposed the IRP’s drive to dislodge the President. Nevertheless, the
memories of the Provisional Government were too fresh in the minds of
Bazargan and his Iran Liberation Movement to allow for a formal and
timely alliance with the President.3
Similar obstacles did not prevail with regard to the Kurdish Demo
cratic Party, whose leader Dr Abdolrahman Ghassemlou found Bani
sadr most amenable to a peaceful settlement of the Kurdish autonomy
issue. On several occasions it was Banisadr who had pressed the Revolu
tionary Council for a cessation of hostilities with the autonomy-seeking
KDP. Once he became President, Banisadr found open support for the
KDP extremely risky, for it could simply play into the hands of the IRP
as indicative of the President’s encouragement of separatist ethnic
minorities which could threaten Iran’s territorial integrity. The issue
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became more complex with the Iraqi invasion in September 1980. As
C-in-C put in charge of defending the country, including those very
provinces where the KDP wished to achieve autonomy, Banisadr could
ill-afford the slightest manifestation o f affinity with that party.
So it was that until his dismissal Banisadr walked a tight rope in his
relations with the KDP. The latter was not so restrained in its support
of the beleaguered President. At the end it was the KDP which joined
the minority faction of the Fedayeen and the Mojahedin to hide
Banisadr in a series of ‘safe houses’ in Tehran, and offer him shelter
in the mountains of Kurdistan. To distract government security forces,
these groups spread the rumour that Banisadr had indeed fled to
Kurdistan shortly after his dismissal.
The above analysis shows that the foundation of a well-organized
political group either during or after the election for the Majlis was
perhaps beyond the President’s ability. The causes for his defeat by the
IRP must therefore be sought elsewhere. Some of the constitutional
provisions related to entrusting executive power to the two institutions
have already been examined. The practical ramifications of this diffi
culty were soon to surface.
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Once the Majlis was officially opened the President sought to inter
pret his constitutional mandate of naming the Prime Minister in a
fashion similar to his French counterpart in the Fifth Republic. That is
to say he would appoint the Prime Minister, who would in turn receive
the approval of the Majlis and then present his Cabinet members to
the President for approval. The final step would be for the Majlis to give
a vote of confidence to the entire Cabinet and its programme.
As noted earlier, his first two choices, Admiral Ahmad Madani, a
well-known anti-Shah officer, and Mussa Kalantari, the head of the civil
service organization, were not acceptable to the IRP, which controlled
a working majority of the Majlis. The IRP’s interpretation of the con
stitutional provisions on these matters was more in tune with the
parliamentarism of the Fourth French Republic. They viewed the
necessity of a Majlis vote of confidence in the Prime Minister and his
Cabinet as tantamount to legislative domination of the executive
power, or at least that part of it which was centred in the office of
Prime Minister. The IRP leadership, which not only controlled the
Speakership of the Majlis in the person of Aliakbar Hashemi Rafsanjani,
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but also the top position in the judiciary in the person of Mohammad
Beheshti, insisted upon its constitutional prerogative. It told the
President that the logic of a parliamentary vote of confidence necessi
tated the prior consent o f the Majlis in the choice of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet members. Since the IRP controlled the Majlis, this argu
ment meant that it should designate the Prime Minister and give the
symbolic choice of issuing the instrument of appointment to the Presi
dent. Otherwise the Majlis would simply turn down every nominee
that Banisadr chose.
This dispute delayed the formation of the government for over two
months. The President finally accepted Mohammadali Rajai after
publicly questioning his competence and qualifications to be head of
the government. The choice of Rajaij was: thus not| only a triumph for
the IRP’s view of how the relationship of the executive-legislative
powers should be organized, but was also a personal victory for Behesh
ti and Rafsanjani in their feud with Banisadr.
As for Khomeini, it is worth remembering that as yet he aspired only
to playing the lofty role of a disinterested and impartial arbiter. Indeed,
he had even dismissed the ploy of Banisadr, who had asked permission
to nominate Ahmad, the Imam’s son, as Prime Minister. Neither for
President nor for Prime Minister, had he initially favoured a cleric.
For one thing the domination of the Majlis by the clergy was already
an accomplished fact. For another, he wished to avoid the concentra
tion of too much power in any one clerical faction lest his own ascen
dency be threatened. Thus, throughout the crisis Khomeini confined
himself to general remarks urging his feuding associates to reconcile
their differences and complete the formation of the government, which
among other things had to resolve the hostage crisis.4
These urgings were inconsequential. To the end of his tenure the
President refused to endorse the nomination of several Cabinet
members and deputy ministers including the Foreign Minister. This
refusal was used against him when finally Khomeini was convinced that
Banisadr should be ousted.5

The War and the Institutional Crisis
When on 22 September 1980 the Iraqi armies invaded Iran, the position
o f the President received a considerable initial boost. As C-in-C he
was given the task of overseeing the defensive efforts of the armed
forces of the Islamic Republic. His presence on the fronts and his own
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daily account in his newspaper Enghelabe Islami, known as the ‘Presi
dent’s Report Card’, helped to foster the image of a patriotic and
nationalistic young President who appeared to enjoy the Imam’s full
trust.
As the war continued and the repeated counter-offensives of the
banian forces did not succeed in dislodging the Iraqi forces from all the
occupied territories, the President began to face a series of critical
problems. In the first place his frequent absences from the capital had
left the political arena, particularly the Majlis, to his opponents, who
used several intriguing arguments to drive a wedge between Khomeini
and Banisadr. If the war had gone well, they warned, the President
might have used his close relations with the armed forces to challenge
the IRP and the Majlis, with unforeseeable consequences for the posi
tion of Khomeini himself. Now that the war had almost reached a
stalemate, the President had proved incompetent in fulfilling the one
task which the Imam had entrusted to him in good faith.
A further problem for the President, was that if he blamed the lack
of spare parts on the ongoing US hostage crisis, he would have been
accused of being soft toward the United States, which the government
had already blamed for having provoked the Iraqi assault in the first
place. The IRP-dominated government and Majlis claimed that they
were following Khomeini’s exact instructions on the question o f the
American hostages and that the President should not intervene in this
matter by raising the question of spare parts for Iran’s largely USmade weapons. Moreover, the pro-Soviet groups, such as the Tudeh
Party and the Majority Fedayeen faction, were clamouring loudly for
an approach to the Soviet Union and other socialist and revolutionary
states for weapon procurement. In fact such efforts, involving North
Korea and Libya, and using the airspaces of several East European
countries and the Soviet Union itself, did result in the supplying of some
spare parts to the beleaguered Iranian armed forces at the height of
the war in October 1980.6
Whether or not the ineptness of the Iranian Army could be ex
plained away in terms of shortages of spare parts is another matter.
The point is that the President’s command of the war effort, viewed by
many as a strong boost in his feud with the IRP-controlled govern
ment, did not enhance his political fortunes because of the inability
of the Army to free Iraqi-occupied territories.
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Once the hostage crisis was finally resolved on 20 January 1981, the
relations between the President and his adversaries in the Cabinet
entered.a new phase.
As noted elsewhere, the final agreement for the release of the
American hostages was criticized by most of the opponents of the
IRP-dominated government and Majlis. The President himself led the
attack on the agreement, and blamed the incompetence and inexperi
ence of the Rajai government for a deal ‘which fell much shorter than
what we could have achieved early in the crisis.’7 Here again, Banisadr’s
criticism played into the hands of his enemies in the IRP. They
shrewdly pointed out that the Majlis and government had simply
carried out the wishes of the Imam. The Majlis, as the elected represen
tatives of the people, had ratified a negotiated settlement within the
framework of Khomeini’s formula. Opposition to it would either imply
that the Imam had been wrong in entrusting to the Majlis the resolution
of the crisis, or still worse, that his proposed framework for the resolu
tion of the crisis was not compatible with Iran’s interests. Banisadr
carefully refuted these allegations and instead showed the financial
losses which had occurred to Iran as a result of the prolongation of the
crisis, and questioned the negotiating ability of Rajai’s government.
Khomeini himself persisted in his enigmatic silence concerning
the various dimensions of the Banisadr-IRP dispute, preferring his role
as a supreme arbiter in the last resort. On the occasion of the commemora
tion in March 1981 of Dr Mossadegh’s death, a new crisis aggravated
this feud. A meeting sponsored by Banisadr and other supporters of
the late nationalist leader was disrupted by IRP-hired mobs known as
Hizbollahi (members of God’s Party). The President ordered the police
and his supporters to resist and to counter-attack the Hizbollahis, some
of whom were arrested and identified to the crowd as members of
various IRP-dominated revolutionary committees. The incident, while
benefiting Banisadr’s reputation among secular and nationalist groups,
supplied his opponents with yet another weapon. Now the President was
accused o f having incited riotous acts by ordering the crowd to arrest
‘innocent’ civilians.
The then Prosecutor-General, Ayattolah Mussavi Ardabili Kani, called
on the victims of the incident to come forward as evidence of the
illegal actions of the President. Some of the more zealous IRP mem
bers in the Majlis requested the prosecution of the President. It
was shortly after this incident that Khomeini took the one final step
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designed to protect and preserve his own role as supreme arbiter.
Rather than siding in this or other disputes with either of the feuding
parties, he ordered the formation o f a three-man reconciliation com
mission, one representing Banisadr, one representing Beheshti and
Rafsanjani, and one picked up by himself. The commission was to
investigate the complaints and grievances of the three major contestants
and report its findings to him, and he would accept the majority
decision as a definitive resolution of the dispute.
To dampen the increasingly bitter public utterances of the feuding
leaders, he also ordered a ban on public statements concerning all
controversies involving the President and his leading adversaries. This
move was urged on Khomeini by IRP leaders, notably Beheshti and
Rafsanjani, who cautioned Khomeini about Banisadr’s close ties with
the Army and secular forces, which appeared to be rallying to his side
in the developing polarization. The formation of a special presidential
guard after the March incident at Dr Mossadegh’s commemoration
rally was presented to the Imam as yet another ominous sign of a new
anti-IRP alignment.
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The IRP nominated Yazidi, an ardent and anti-secular member of the
Majlis, to represent Beheshti and Rafsanjani. Banisadr nominated
Ayattolah Eshraghi, Khomeini’s son-in-law, with a reputation of relative
moderation. His initial preference for Ahmad, Khomeini’s son, did
not sit well with the Imam, who interpreted the suggestion as yet
another attempt by Banisadr to involve his close relatives in the ongoing
political and personal dispute.
To represent himself Khomeini chose Ayattolah Mussavi Ardabili,
thus giving the clerics complete control of the committee, even though
Eshraghi, at least, could not be closely associated with the IRP.
While the commission was trying to get to the roots of the BanisadrIRP differences, the political atmosphere in the country was becoming
more and more charged. The government had begun a policy of repres
sion of dissident groups. Under various pretexts scores of publications
were banned. Bazargan’s newspaper, Mizan, the National Front news
paper and ultimately Banisadr’s Islamic Revolution were all banned.8
Hired mobs of Hizbollahis raided the offices of opposition groups or
disrupted their peaceful rallies. The IRP appeared to be systematically
consolidating its control and achieving its goal of turning Iran into a
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one-party theocratic state.
Faced with the increased oppression and frustrated at the no-win
war situation with Iraq, Banisadr defied Khomeini’s ban on public
criticism by the disputing leaders. In interviews with the foreign press
and occasionally in publicly reported addresses to Army garrisons,
the President stressed two themes in his remarks on the state of the
nation. One was that the fundamentalists were pushing the Islamic
Republic towards a new despotism. The other was that the government
was incapable o f putting Iran’s economy back on track, without which
the war effort against Iraq would never succeed. Additionally, he com
plained bitterly about Khomeini’s ban while his numerous opponents
in the Majlis persisted in their attack on him, the President. Reports of
his statements were meticulously compiled by the Commission of
Reconciliation, which duly charged the President with two gross
violations: defying Khomeini’s ban on public criticism of the govern
ment, and continuing to refuse to ratify the nomination of the remain
ing Cabinet members as requested by the Prime Minister.
In several letters exchanged between the commission and the Presi
dent, Banisadr charged it with bias against himself and failure to give
equal consideration to the numerous charges brought against the IRPcontrolled organs of government. But, as yet Khomeini appeared reluct
ant to take sides with the President’s leading opponents.
However, a highly critical speech that Banisadr had given in June to
the Army garrison in Shiraz, the centre of the Southern Fars province,
in addition to the declaration of armed resistance by the Mojahedin
against the IRP, may have combined to compel Khomeini to abandon
his lofty position as arbiter and join the dispute squarely on the side
of the fundamentalists.
Banisadr’s address to the Army garrison in Shiraz was particularly
contentious to Khomeini because in effect the President had attributed
the failure of the army to oust the Iraqis from occupied Iranian terri
tories to the IRP. He had charged that the final resolution of the host
age crisis did not oblige the US to resume the shipment of spare parts
already paid for by Iran. This condition was one on which he had
insisted prior to the formation of the Rajai government and its assump
tion of responsibility for resolving the hostage crisis. ‘By accepting
less favourable terms in January 1981 than those we could have
received before April 1980, we simply made it impossible for our
armed forces to perform their battlefront duties effectively and con
clusively.’9
Armed with this latest evidence of Banisadr’s ‘treachery’, Beheshti
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and Rafsanjani finally convinced Khomeini that the time had come for
the Imam to shed his cover as a non-political supreme arbiter. ‘If we do
not move now the future of the Islamic Republic will be in grave
danger,’ Beheshti reportedly warned him. His other close associates
echoed similar warnings. His son-in-law Eshraghi wrote to him to
resign as Banisadr’s representative in the Reconciliation Commission,
charging that the President was beyond redemption and would not heed
his advice to return to the ‘fold of the faithful.’
Banisadr’s opponents’ strategy for his removal consisted of the
following:
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(1) A majority o f Majlis deputies would sign a petition requesting that
the President’s incompetence for holding that office be put on the
agenda.
(2) The Majlis would pass a law setting up the procedure for such
investigations.
(3) If a majority at the end of its debate voted to declare him in
competent, then the Imam would be asked to dismiss him from of
fice.10
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Though the result of the Majlis deliberation was a foregone conclusion,
the triumvirate of Beheshti-Rafsanjani-Rajai which had engineered
Banisadr’s dismissal, insisted that the above procedures be faithfully
and meticulously observed. The Majlis voted impeachment procedures
which even provided for the President to defend himself against all
charges for between 5 and 10 hours, although he could not crossexamine his accusers.
Before these steps were completed Banisadr issued an appeal to the
people asking them to resist ‘the establishment of a repressive dictator
ship.’ Without mentioning any names his appeal was interpreted as a
call for insurrection against the Islamic regime which inevitably
included the Imam himself. Khomeini by then did not need much
urging by the anti-Banisadr triumvirate. This appeal to resistance, plus
exhortations to the Army against the government, sufficiently alarmed
Khomeini into dismissing the President as C-in-C of the armed forces
and simultaneously warning the military against partisan politics.
Dutifully, the acting Chief of the General Staff Fallahi issued a new
proclamation of allegiance to Khomeini. Banisadr himself, seeing the
writing on the wall, fled from Tehran even before the formal dis
missal order was issued by Khomeini, upon the vote of the Majlis
declaring the President incompetent.
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The ousting of Banisadr was not entirely violence-free. On 20 June,
the day that the Majlis impeachment deliberations began, a major
demonstration in his support and against the IRP took place in Tehran.
In what proved to be an ominous harbinger of what the future held
for organized oppositions to the IRP, the regime, using the Pasdaran
and an armed Hizbollahi mob, forcibly dispersed the pro-Banisadr
march. Over 100 people were shot and many more arrested. The swift
justice of the revolutionary courts was once more set in motion. During
a period of two weeks the state-controlled radio reported the summary
trial and execution of another 150 for ‘anti-state insurrection, corrup
tion on earth and fighting God.’ The brunt o f the punishment was
borne by the Mojahedin, the Trotskyite Peykar and the Minority
Fedayeen. However, influential members of the Bazaar who generally
supported the National Front and by implication Banisadr, were also
subjected to severe repression. Karim Dastmalchi and two of the most
prominent Bazaar merchants, with an impeccable record of opposition
to the Shah and generous financial support for the clergy when they
were fighting the Shah, were executed.11
Clearly the IRP-dominated regime sought to demobilize and de
moralize the Bazaar as a formidable political force before it could act
against the IRP. Cognizant of the vital mobilizing role which the
Bazaar had played in the struggle against the Shah, the IRP was quick
to nip in the bud one of its potentially most dangerous adversaries.
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Banisadr’s Departure: the Great Escape
Two days after his dismissal as C-in-C the President went into hiding.
On the day of Banisadr’s dismissal by Khomeini, Ayattolah Ghoddusi,
Prosecutor-General of the revolutionary courts, issued a warrant for
his arrest on sight, with an ominous warning to those who were found
guilty of aiding and abetting Banisadr’s flight.
The flight of the ousted President was aided by the Mojahedin leader
Massud Rajavi, and the followers of the KDP leader Dr Ghassemlou.
Operatives of the two organizations, well-armed and experienced in
clandestine operations, spirited the President out o f his Tehran office
while the Pasdaran were guarding his presidential headquarters, as well
as his personal residence in north Tehran. A day later he was reportedly
given shelter in a Kurdish hamlet near Mahabad, where a combined
corps of Kurdish and Mojahedin bodyguards took over his security.
Since most hamlets in the region were far from the control of the
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Army and the Pasdaran, the task of protecting Banisadr by moving him
around regularly was made much easier. Because o f the chaotic situa
tion prevailing in Western Iran, the Kurdistan region in particular has
been frequently used for illegal exits from Iran since the revolution.
Once he felt a sense of security in hiding, Banisadr began to organize
the forces of opposition to the regime, which could no longer exclude
Khomeini himself. The ousting of Banisadr had finally pushed the
Imam into the very centre of the political fray. The three political
groups with which Banisadr was willing and eager to co-operate, apart
from the Mojahedin, were the minority faction of the Fedayeen, the
KDP and other autonomy-seeking Kurdish groups. Beyond that Bani
sadr hoped to appeal to the Bazaaris and the nationalist forces affiliated
with the late Dr Mossadegh. He neither expected nor welcomed support
from such exiled Iranian groups as those following Shahpour Bakhtiar,
the last pre-revolution Prime Minister, Dr Ali Amini, the elderly states
man and a one-time prime minister of the early 1960s, and the monar
chists, who were clamouring for the return of the late Shah’s son,
Reza, to the throne.
For practical political reasons he was also keen to avoid any affilia
tion with the numerous monarchist military groups in exile, because
above all Banisadr aspired to maintain the image of a true Islamicnationalist revolutionary. He wished to be seen as a victim o f those
who had conspired to deviate from the revolution’s original course.
In a statement from exile, responding to Khomeini’s appeal to give
himself up and return to the fold, Banisadr requested guaranteed access
to several hours of air-time to defend himself and to discredit the IRP
leaders, ‘who would be put to flight once I document their corruption
and treachery.’12
While the search for Banisadr continued relentlessly, plans for his
flight abroad were being meticulously prepared by the Mojahedin and
several of their converts within the Air Force and the Army. Massud
Rajavi, leader of the Mojahedin, spent many days with Banisadr recon
ciling differences between the two and preparing for a new alignment
in which Banisadr and Mojahedin would form a coalition of armed
resistance against the fundamentalist dictatorship. As the new reign
of terror against dissidents intensified and the revolutionary courts
showed no concern about executing well-known Mojahedin, many
o f whom had courageously fought the Shah, both Banisadr and Rajavi
became convinced that their safety could no longer be guaranteed
within the country.
What in particular worried them was the execution on 27 July of
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Mohammadreza Saadati, a member of the leadership cadre of the
Mojahedin who was already under a ten-year jail sentence at the
notorious Evin prison in Tehran. The revolutionary court had retried
him on the charge of complicity in the recent murder of the prison’s
chief, as well as directing from behind the bars acts of terrorism by the
Mojahedin, Saadati’s execution, as well as the necessary employment of
several hundred Mojahedin in the protection of Banisadr and Rajavi,
expedited plans for spiriting the two leading figures of anti-Khomeini
resistance out of the country.
Late in the evening of 28 July 1981, a Boeing 707 converted tanker
plane of the Iranian Air Force took off from the military runway of
Tehran’s Mehrabad Airport for a routine flight for which the flight plan
had been filed a fortnight earlier. Aboard the plane were smuggled
Banisadr and Rajavi, as well as Ahmad Salamatian, a member of the
Majlis and a long-time supporter of the deposed President. Ten hours
later the plane was permitted to land outside Paris and both Banisadr
and Rajavi were granted political asylum on condition of refrain
ing from any anti-Khomeini political activities while on French terri
tory.13
Details of this great escape indicate the successful infiltration by the
Mojahedin of some elements in the armed forces, in particular the Air
Force Colonel Behzad Moezzi who piloted the plane. Once in France
Moezzi disclosed his membership of the organization and appealed to
his fellow officers to join the recently organized National Resistance
Council under Rajavi and Banisadr. Moezzi and two other crew
members had personal reasons for risking their lives to fly Banisadr
into exile. In the wake of the alleged coup attempt in July 1980 they,
along with several hundred pilots, had been arrested. When the war
with Iraq broke out on 22 September Banisadr as C-in-C had interceded
to secure their freedom so that they could participate in the war
effort. Moezzi had distinguished himself by more than one thousand
hours of combat-flying time.
The reaction from Tehran was predictable. Crowds were mobilized
outside the French embassy compound demanding the extradition of
Banisadr and threatening a repeat performance of the November 1979
assault on the US embassy. About two hundred French citizens were
finally withdrawn from Iran and one more Western country joined the
official list of the Islamic Republic’s enemies.
Internally the regime reacted by virtually grounding the Iranian Air
Force, the war with Iraq notwithstanding. Colonel Mohammad Fakuri,
Air Force Chief and Minister o f Defence, was dismissed and a new wave
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of purges of the armed forces was launched. What caused the deepest
anxiety within the highest circles of government was evidence of
support in the armed forces for the Mojahedin. In a panicky reaction
to this latest setback, Khomeini ordered all Iranians to work as agents
of a vast intelligence network. Vigilante committees were set up in
every neighbourhood. Rafsanjani attacked the incompetence of the
security forces, who seemed utterly at a loss to tone down the escalat
ing guerrilla warfare against the leadership of the Islamic Republic.
Once the French citizens were safely out, the ban on Banisadr’s
political activities in France was to all intents and purposes lifted. The
former President issued a political covenant jointly with Rajavi, inviting
all Iranians to join the National Resistance Council and work for the
freedom and independence o f their homeland.
While the new exiles joined a concerted media blitz to discredit
Khomeini’s regime, armed resistance to his regime, stemming from the
bloody vengeance which had started with the 20 June march, continued
unabated. The demise of Banisadr seemed to have finally pushed Iran
to the brink of the much-feared civil war.
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1. Text in Enghelabe Islami, Tehran, 17 June 1980. Significantly, the IRP did
not deny the substance of this report, but merely indicated that the plan was not
endorsed by the party and reflected the views of only one of the party’s members.
Dr Ayat was assassinated in mid-August 1981 at the height of armed struggle
against the government.
2. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of the Tabriz uprising and the MPRP.
3. In a blunt attack on the Islamic Republic the former Prime Minister lashed
at the revolutionary courts and the Pasdaran, comparing the anarchy and the
lawlessness that they had promoted, negatively with the Shah’s judicial system.
'Never before have Iranians been so helpless and without access to real justice.’
Mizan, Tehran, 28 October 1980.
4. Highlights o f Speeches, op. cit., 12 August 1980.
5. One hundred and ten deputies belonging to the IRP issued a statement
listing these Violations’ of the presidential oath of office to request the Majlis
to consider declaring Banisadr incompetent. Jomhuriye Islami, 29 March 1981.
6. Interview with ARA officials, Paris, 18 February 1981.
7. Excerpts from the address appeared in Enghelabe Islami, Tehran, 4
February 1981. Since Banisadr’s flight to Paris an underground publication,
widely distributed in Europe and America, reflects his views. This publication is
called Khabarnameh or news-sheet of the Islamic Revolution.
8. Reza Sadr, the editor of Mizan, who had served in the Bazargan Cabinet
as Commerce Minister, was arrested on a charge of divulging war secrets, Tehran,
11 April 1981.
9. The gist of the address was carried in Enghelabe Islami, 12 June 1981.
10. Keyhan, Tehran, 14 June 1981.
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11. They were affiliated first with Bazargan’s Iran Liberation Movement and
later formed the Islamic Society of Bazaar Merchants.
12. Banisadr’s leaflet dated 26 June 1981 was widely distributed in Tehran
and carried by foreign news agencies including the Agence France Presse.
13. Le Monde and Le Figaro of Paris gave extended coverage to this episode
between 29 July and 11 August 1981.
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The ousting of Banisadr finally brought into the open the irreconcil
able disputes between the regime and its opponents concerning the
nature of the Iranian political system. That is not, however, to contend
that resort to armed struggle or individual acts of violence reflecting
these disputes began only at the end of June 1981. As noted in an earlier
chapter, armed insurrections by ethnic minorities were unleashed as early
as in the spring of 1979. More limited acts of political assassination
began at about the same time. A mysterious group called Forghan,
allegedly opposing the Islamic Republic because of the Shia domina
tion of the system, claimed responsibility for a number of political
assassinations.
In April 1979 General Mohammadvali Gharani, first Chief of Staff
of the Islamic armed forces was gunned down. In May Morteza Mottahari, a leading member of the Revolutionary Council, became the
second victim o f the group. At the end of the same month Aliakbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani miraculously escaped death at the hands of two
members of Forghan. Taghi Tarkani, a prosperous pro-Khomeini
merchant and founder of a theological seminary in Tehran, did not
survive an attempt on his life in July. In December another well known
cleric, Mohammad Mofatteh, Dean of the Divinity College of Tehran,
was assassinated along with his two bodyguards.1
Because not much was known about the group these assassinations
led to all sorts of rumours. Some exiled Iranians were certain that
Beheshti had had a hand in eliminating his clerical rivals. Others be
lieved that former SAVAK operatives were guilty, while still others
claimed that members of the disbanded Imperial Guard known as
Javidan (Immortals) were the culprits. In January 1980 the government
announced the arrests of one Akbar Goudarzi as leader of the Foarghan,
along with fifteen of his followers. Several months later eight members
of the group who had reportedly confessed to their crimes were ex
ecuted.
While these individual acts of violence contributed to the tension
and uncertainty in the first two years of the Islamic Republic, they
did not signify the start of a well-orchestrated armed struggle to over
throw the regime. Such a struggle could be waged only by one or an
other o f the experienced guerrilla movements. It fell to the Mojahedin
138
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to do so once Banisadr was ousted. The government, on the other hand,
went about its business as if nothing important had happened. As
provided under the constitution, the triumvirate of Beheshti-Rafsanjani-Rajai took over the Presidency as the Presidential Council, pending
the election of a new president within the constitutionally prescribed
50 days. At the insistence of Khomeini the procedure was expedited
and on 25 June, the date for the new election was set as 24 July. The
Ministry of the Interior set into motion the machinery of candidate
nomination and selection. The twelve-member Council of Custodians
was to examine the credentials of all candidates and certify their
qualifications for running for office.
For a brief moment it appeared that the ousting o f Banisadr would
be followed by a smooth transition and that the bloody street distur
bance of Saturday 20 June would prove to have been the strongest
reaction to Banisadr’s dismissal. The party’s inner circle was convinced
that Khomeini would either permit Beheshti to become the new Presi
dent or if he insisted upon a non-clerical personality this time round,
an IRP candidate would be his choice. The day after Banisadr’s dis
missal Beheshti declared that if called upon he would be ready to serve.
When Khomeini refused to endorse this idea, the party set out to
ensure that Rajai would be elected President and that the party would
have more than one candidate so that, if the first round did not
produce a new president, the second round would be a contest between
the two IRP candidates receiving the highest number of votes in the
first round.
Other pressing problems also preoccupied the IRP leadership now
that the battle to oust Banisadr appeared to have been won. At the
request of Beheshti, General Secretary of the IRP, an extraordinary
meeting of the party’s executive committee was summoned to assemble
at the party’s headquarters in Tehran on 28 June. To this top-secret
meeting were invited the Prime Minister, the Majlis Speaker, the
governor of the Central Bank, Majlis deputies from provincial towns,
Cabinet ministers and deputy ministers.2

The Decimation of the IRP Leadership
The meeting was scheduled to consider a number of important issues:
(a) to nominate formally its candidates for president as well as those
for by-elections in scores of constituencies; (b) to deal with the in
creased acts of violence which, after the bloody clashes o f 20 June, had
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continued sporadically though on a much smaller scale; (c) to deter
mine the annual budget and resolve other pressing fiscal and economic
matters; (d) to draft legislation concerning the activities of political
parties.
Ever since the declaration of armed resistance by the Mojahedin
against the regime in June, the question of how to counter that organi
zation’s challenge had become a matter of serious concern for the IRP
and the government. They had good reason to take that challenge much
more seriously than the opposition of such moderate groups as the
National Front or even the Kurdish and other dissident ethnic groups.
For the Mojahedin was a battle-tested national organization which
could neither be accused of supporting one of the super-powers nor
charged with co-operation with the former regime. Some members of
the IRP leadership were fully aware of the critical role that the Moja
hedin had played in the years of underground armed struggle against
the Shah, and in transforming the revolutionary movement into a
systematic armed insurrection against the Army and Dr Bakhtiar’s
government during the final two days o f the revolution. Several of the
more experienced members, reportedly including Beheshti, knew that
repression alone would not suffice and indeed would in a sense benefit
the organization by bestowing on it the aura o f martyrdom, from which
the anti-Shah forces had benefited so remarkably. Instead, the idea of
legalizing a number of non-IRP political groups found favour with the
IRP leadership.
Any political group which accepted and respected the constitution
and had refused to take up arms against the Islamic Republic could be
legitimized'. Together, while not necessarily joining the ruling IRP, these
groups could form a broad coalition with it and counterweigh the
power of the Mojahedin and the other political groups which actively
opposed the Islamic Republic. But what were these groups and how
credible and effective would their support be for the regime? The extra
ordinary meeting of the IRP was to consider and decide this question.
It had already determined that a group did not necessarily need to be
Islamic to acquire the mantle of legitimacy. Both Islamic and nonIslamic groups such as the Tudeh communists, the Majority Fedayeen,
and even the Trotskyite Peykar or the Maoist Ranjbaran (Toilers) could
join the proposed informal coalition. In a fascinating discussion with
Eric Roulleau of Le Monde, Hojatolislam Mohammad Montazari, son
of the senior Ayattolah and Khomeini’s heir-apparent, had remarked
that to neutralize the counter-revolutionary plot ‘hatched by the US’
the IRP had decided to support the creation of an anti-imperialist front,
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bringing together Moslem and non-Moslem groups, even if the latter
included followers of Marxism.3
Apart from the lack of a reliable popular base of support some of
these groups were ardently pro-Soviet. Since the Islamic Republic had
espoused the doctrine of ‘neither West nor East’ as its main foreignpolicy doctrine, the inclusion of groups like the Tudeh Party and the
Majority Fedayeen in a new anti-imperialist front could have caused
major embarrassment. On this question the party leadership was
divided. The more radical individuals such as Hassan Ayat and Jalaleddin Farsi favoured any tactical alliance with these groups as long as they
fulfilled the two conditions of respect for the constitution and refusal
to engage in armed struggle. The traditionally conservative clerics,
reportedly Rafsanjani, the Majlis Speaker and Dr Sheybani, a Majlis
deputy with former ties with Bazargan’s Iran Liberation Movement,
had some misgivings about the value of such a formal alliance. Beheshti,
as usual, held his cards close to his chest. He wanted the meeting to
form a consensus on this and other pressing matters.
But the meeting never got around to debating and deciding the issue.
At 9.15 p.m., while Beheshti was addressing the assembly and going
over the agenda, a powerful blast shook the building to its foundations.
In a matter of a few minutes seventy-two of the top leadership of the
IRP and government were killed under the collapsing roof of the build
ing. The IRP seemed effectively decimated. Absent from the casualty
list were Rajai, Rafsanjani and Behzad Nabavi, who had been called
away a few minutes before the blast. Also conspicuous for their absence
were Hassan Ayat and Jalaleddin Farsi, who were known to be more
radical on matters o f internal and international policies.
Immediately after the blast the Pasdaran were ordered to surround
Army garrisons and Air Force bases in the capital for fear that the
blast may have been part of a co-ordinated plan to overthrow the
government. The state radio and television did not break the news until
the next morning, and speculation about the responsibility for the
blast covered every imaginable possibility. The initial government
account used the familiar ‘lackeys o f American imperialism’ as the cul
prits. Two days later, however, it identified a member of the Mojahedin
organization who had found employment as a maintenance man in the
next-door building, as responsible for the actual placement of a power
ful bomb next to the meeting hall. Since by then the opponents of the
regime had vastly expanded in number, numerous groups could have
been involved in planning the destruction of the IRP headquarters.
Thus, the various underground or exile royalist army organizations,
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former SAVAK operatives, the supporters of the Trotskyite Peykar,
the Maoist Ranjbaran, the Minority Fedayeen, the Mojahedin, the KDP
and even the more radical faction of Ayat and Farsi within the 1RP
leadership cadre could all have been implicated.
The magnitude of the blast, the infiltration of the next-door build
ing, the exact knowledge of the time and composition of the party’s
extraordinary meeting, all point to the involvement of experienced
and motivated guerrilla organizations such as the Mojahedin and the
minority faction o f the Fedayeen. On the other hand, the access of the
perpetrators to such a powerful bomb and timing device led some
reporters to implicate dissident army officers, and these could have
included members of the presidential guard. The day after the blast
the prosecutor of Tehran’s revolutionary court ordered the guards to
disband and surrender all weapons issued them, under threat of the
death penalty.4 It is apparent that the full details of the operation
may not be revealed as long as the opposition groups remain under
ground. Several reasons, however, make the accusation against the
Mojahedin fairly plausible.
First, the organization had already declared its intention of waging
armed struggle against the regime well before the dismissal of Banisadr.
The severe punishment of its members during and after the 20 June
street fighting had given the Mojahedin an added reason for hostility
towards the IRP. Secondly, the Mojahedin had fully embraced the
cause of Banisadr, spirited him out of the President’s office and found
him a safe refuge either in Tehran or in the Kurdish region. The attempt
to decimate the IRP leadership was thus the most effective retribution
against the enemies of the deposed President. Thirdly, some of the
commanders of the Pasdaran had secured, prior to the blast, documents
purportedly of a secret Mojahedin meeting revealing such a plot. Eric
Roulleau, who has had first-rate contacts with the leadership o f the
regime, reported in Le Monde that he had been shown a priority
hit-list prepared by the Mojahedin, which included the Tehran com
mander of the Pasdaran, Ali Khamenei, the Tehran Friday Imam,
Beheshti, Rafsanjani, Mohammad Montazari and others.
At any rate, the decimation o f a large group of IRP and govern
ment leaders, while certainly shaking the regime to its foundations,
did not bring about the collapse of the Islamic Republic. The govern
ment immediately set out to salvage what was left of the IRP and the
Majlis leadership. Khomeini was persuaded by the two remaining
members of the anti-Banisadr triumvirate, namely Rafsanjani and
Rajai, to name replacements for the assassinated leaders and to proceed
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with the presidential and parliamentary elections in over fifty districts
as scheduled. Thus, Ayattolah Mussavi Ardabiii, the prosecutor-general,
was appointed the Supreme Court Chief Justice to replace Beheshti,
whose other crucial role as General Secretary of the IRP was filled by
another cleric, Mohammadjavad Bahonar, a founder of the party and
a protege of Beheshti. Deputy ministers became acting ministers in
four ministries whose heads had been killed. In short, with remarkable
speed party and government vacancies were filled. Rajai became the
IRP’s official candidate for President.
These measures were accompanied with a severe repression of
opposition groups, in particular the Mojahedin, the Peykar and the
Minority Fedayeen. Already close to 120 members of these organiza
tions had been summarily tried and executed in the wake of the Satur
day street fighting and the ousting of Banisadr.5 Now that the
Mojahedin were officially identified as the perpetrators o f the bombing
of the IRP headquarters, an intensified reign of terror against the armed
opposition was unleashed. Within two weeks of the bombing another
hundred members of opposition groups were executed and several
hundreds more imprisoned.
The Islamic Republic did not show any qualms about this new reign
of terror. The day before his death at IRP headquarters Mohammad
Montazari had vowed that the executions of those who had waged
armed insurrection against the Republic would continue.
We should be merciless and expeditious regardless of foreign criti
cism. World public opinion should try to understand us. Iran is in a
state of revolution, a country at war, surrounded on all sides by
allies of the US seeking our destruction.
Comparing the plight o f the Islamic revolution with that of 1789
French revolution, Montazari remarked, ‘faced with a similar situa
tion, the French revolutionaries, like us, showed no mercy toward their
enemies, otherwise the monarchy would still be in power in France and
history would have taken an entirely different course’.6 Montazari’s
death in the IRP bomb blast, along with the elimination of another 71
leading government and Majlis members, if anything made the regime
more repressive and more determined to consolidate and monopolize
its power. It was evident that the Mullahs who had assumed power
through violence were willing and able to use violence to retain control
of the country.
<%
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A week after the bombing of IRP headquarters the regime seemed to
have overcome the initial shock o f its heavy losses. The absence of any
follow-up moves such as massive strikes, closure of the Bazaars and
similar demonstrations of opposition akin to the final struggle against
the Shah in the autumn of 1978, accompanied with harsh punitive
measures against the regime’s more radical opponents, created a new
confidence that the Islamic Republic would survive what had been its
severest test up to that time.
Constitutional procedures for filling presidential and parliamentary
vacancies were meticulously pursued. The twelve-man clergy-dominated
Council of Custodians screened out 71 candidates for the Presidency,
including Dr Nureddin Kianouri, the Tudeh Party’s General Secretary.
Only four, all either formally or informally affiliated with the IRP,
were declared qualified ro run for President. Heading the list, to noone’s surprise, was Rajai, who despite lacking in personal popularity
and being a non-cleric, was believed to be a ‘Maktabi’ or a doctrinaire
believer in Khomeini’s Islamic fundamentalism. The IRP clearly
believed that as long as Khomeini wished to avoid placing Mullahs in
every position of power, it had found in Rajai an ‘unturbaned’ funda
mentalist who, unlike Banisadr, had no reason to challenge the IRP’s
total domination of the Islamic Republic.
Every effort was made to maximize the pretence of the election’s
legitimacy. Four days before balloting the legal age was reduced from
16 to 15. Religious leaders declared participation in the elections
as a religious obligation, Farizeh Shari. Members of the armed forces
were ordered to participate. The vast network of IRP-established
Islamic Associations spread throughout the country in schools, hospi
tals, government offices, the bazaar, factories and village councils,
joined local mosques to mobilize massive participation in the voting.
Perhaps the most ominous threat hanging over non-participants was
the risk of being reported as counter-revolutionary by the neighbour
hood vigilante committees, which Khomeini himself had entrusted
with the sacred duty to function as ‘the eyes and ears’ of the Islamic
regime.
The result of these massive efforts was hardly unexpected. Rajai
was declared the winner by a landslide. Nearly 90 per cent of eligible
voters reportedly participated, with Rajai receiving 13 million votes or
88 per cent, thus surpassing the 10 million secured by Banisadr in his
election over nineteen months earlier.7
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No matter what one thinks about the fairness or authenticity of
these elections, the Islamic Republic viewed them as its final consolida
tion of power. Boycotts by opposition groups and armed attacks by
the Mojahedin on various polling stations, though causing about fifteen
deaths amongst the Pasdaran, did not seriously disrupt the elections.
Banisadr’s clandestine radio message from his hideout banning the
elections was of no more consequence. A combination of repression,
threat and the government mobilization techniques used frequently in
the past, supplied the magical 90 per cent participation and the over
whelming 88 per cent vote for the IRP candidate. However, not even
government authorities were convinced that their troubles with the
opposition groups were over. Even on election day and for days follow
ing it, the firing squads in the infamous Evin prison and in other Iranian
cities were busy putting to death anti-government activists. The brunt
of the reign of terror continued to be borne by the Mojahedin.
But the bloody reprisal against the apparently popular guerrilla
organization by no means silenced the group. Daily in Tehran and
other cities bombings and explosions reminded many that neither the
new reign of terror nor the total monopolization of power by the
fundamentalists was capable of bringing the tranquillity and peace
which the Islamic Republic so direly needed. The ousting of Banisadr,
which the IRP had hailed as its third revolution, following the February
insurrection and the November hostage-taking, did not signify the end
of violent turmoil in the country.

In

Realignment of the Anti-Khomeini Forces
In the meantime the centre of opposition to the regime shifted to the
Mojahedin’s hideouts in the capital, where Banisadr and the Mojahedin
leader Massud Rajavi joined forces to co-ordinate the anti-government
campaign. Between 17 and 20 July 1981 the formation o f the National
Resistance Council was announced. In an exchange of letters between
the two, Rajavi accepted the invitation of Banisadr, calling himself the
People’s Elected President of the country, to head the executive com
mittee of the new resistance movement. Banisadr regretted his past
failure to comprehend and appreciate the true anti-imperialist and massoriented direction of the Mojahedin and appealed to all patriotic and
truly Moslem Iranians to join the crusade against the dictatorship of
the reactionary forces. He also, for the first time, criticized Khomeini
by accusing him of having renegued on many of the promises he had
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made shortly before the revolution. ‘The Khomeini of before the
revolution and the man now are different personalities, having lost
touch with the masses and subjected to the influence of a few powerhungry and reactionary Mullahs,’ stated Banisadr.8
Several points stand out from an examination of the pronounce
ments of this new alliance. Its chief significance is that for the first
time since the revolution the forces of opposition, apart from dissident
ethnic minorities like the Kurds, had organized a base o f resistance
inside the country. Many exiled groups had been active outside Iran,
from Turkey and Egypt to various West European countries and the
United States. These groups, whether those who had fled from Iran
with the triumph o f the revolution or the many more who had broken
away from Khomeini as his regime had become increasing despotic,
had little impact in fomenting opposition inside the country. But now
the opposition had finally found a home within Iranian territory.
Of further significance was that the Mojahedin, with its impeccable
record of struggle against the monarchy, had put all its resources and
experience at the disposal of the new National Resistance Council.
To be sure, the Mojahedin had not been the sole guerrilla organization
fighting the Shah. But partly because of their heavier casualties in over
12 years of urban guerrilla warfare against the Shah, and in part due to
the splits in the rank and file of its chief rival, the People’s Fedayeen,
the Mojahedin added a credible weight to the anti-Khomeini opposi
tion. To quote one of its leaders:

In

st

With no more than a few hundred poorly armed members we made
the SAVAK and the Imperial Army desperate. Now with several
thousand well-armed Mojahed and hundreds of thousands of genuine
supporters throughout the country, we are a power to reckon with.9
Impressive and confident as these statements sounded, many
Iranians were mindful of the fact that the Mojahedin were now fighting
a much more brutal foe. The Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, as
the arm of the revolutionary courts and committees on which the
regime depends for survival, have shown the savagery of their treat
ment of the opposition since the Mullahs’ monopolization of power.
If the outcome of the impending struggle cannot be predicted with
certainty, there is little doubt that the struggle will be as violent and
bloody as anything the country has witnessed even since the 1979
revolution. Consequently, many moderate opponents of the regime
have chosen silence while violence persists.
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A final point about the new alignment is the systematic effort to
broaden its popular appeal to the maximum possible extent. The
alignment has not only emphasized its anti-imperialistic, hence antiWestern stance, but has also dedicated itself to establishing a genuine
and humane Islamic Republic. The intention is clearly not to alienate
the Moslem forces in the country. Whether out of conviction or for
tactical reasons the new alignment seems to seek out the very groups
in Iranian society who responded so effectively to the mobiliza
tion efforts of the revolutionary clergy in the year-long turmoil of
1978-9.

The Second Bomb Blast
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The victory of the triumvirate o f Rajai-Rafsanjani-Beheshti over
Banisadr became even more short-lived than had first appeared. As
previously noted, after the bomb blast at IRP headquarters in June
Khomeini moved quickly to replace Beheshti with two of his close
associates. Ayattolah Ardabili, the Prosecutor-General, was named the
new Chief Justice, and Hojatolislam Mohammadjavad Bahonar, Minister
of Education, became General Secretary of the IRP.
These appointments signified that Khomeini had decided against
giving the head of the judiciary control of the IRP and through it
control of the Majlis. But soon after the election of Rajai as Presi
dent, Khomeini decided that Bahonar as the new General Secretary
of the party should head the new government. The new Prime Mini
ster was among the central group of Moslem fundamentalists who,
ever since February 1979, had worked closely with Khomeini. He was
appointed a member of the initially secret Revolutionary Council which
for over a year and a half had effectively governed Iran. A close
lieutenant of Ayattolah Beheshti, he had joined the first anti-Banisadr
triumvirate which had finally forced Banisadr from the Presidency in
June, and set out to intimidate other government foes. As a former
theology student, he had studied under Khomeini in Qom, and in
1962 had helped organize the anti-Shah clergy who a year later incited
the bloody religious uprising in Qom and Tehran. In the critical stage
of the revolution he was in charge of organizing strikes against the Shah
and later joined Beheshti to bring about the surrender of the armed
forces to the revolutionary authorities. His imprint on the Islamic
Republic’s constitution was made possible when he was elected to the
Assembly of Experts and became one of the principal drafters o f the
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constitution. Additionally, he had joined the Provisional Government
o f Bazargan as Deputy Minister o f Education and had served as Educa
tion Minister since March 1981.10
The decision to appoint Bahonar as Prime Minister also meant that
Iran had now moved closer to the concept of one-party government.
Fundamentalist newspapers hailed the nomination and appointment
of Bahonar as a genuine parliamentary move. Since the IRP had the
clear majority in the Majlis, what could be more logical or even ‘demo
cratic’ than asking the General Secretary of that party to head the
Cabinet? The Bahonar government, therefore, could expect to have no
problem with the Majlis. In short, the legislative and executive powers
would now be fused to assure the smooth functioning of the govern
mental machinery.11
Another significance of the move was that the pretence of non-clerical
government was finally abandoned. For the first time the head of
government was a member of the Shia clergy. The experience of com
bining secular and clerical personalities was given up as far as the institu
tions of parliament and Cabinet were concerned. As far as the new
President was concerned, although a non-cleric, he had proved so
subservient to the leadership o f the IRP that for all practical purposes
he could be considered a member o f the fundamentalist religious
clique which appeared to be in full control of the country. Thus
emerged a new triumvirate o f Rafsanjani, Rajai and Bahonar which
proudly proclaimed the viability o f the Islamic Republic’s constitu
tional legitimacy and political continuity despite the heavy odds against
it. At the. inauguration of Rajai as President, Khomeini warned him that
the more than 13 million people who had voted for him would turn
against him if he took one foul step. ‘They will shout “death to Rajai”
tomorrow if you should default on putting into effect the cannons of
Islam. That is the way of the revolution.’12
The day after his investiture Rajai appealed to the Mojahedin to
lay down their arms and return to Islam. Invoking the Iranian sense of
nationalism, he reminded everyone that the main issue continued to be
the war and that as long as the enemy was present ‘on our land, killing
our fellow countrymen, destroying their homes, ruining our economic
resources and finally as long as our revolution is menaced, the main
issue for us will be the war.’
On 13 August Bahonar introduced his Cabinet to the Majlis, and
among other things promised to purge Iranian society of the factionalists. ‘The government is resolved to stand against the factionalists
and not to allow society to become a haven for factions attached to
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imperialism and international Zionism.’ Bahonar, who had gained
administrative experience by serving in different capacities from the
inauguration of the revolutionary regime, also promised to restore
security and order to the country. But acts of violence and armed
struggle against the officials of the Islamic Republic continued un
abated.
On Sunday 30 August the armed opponents of the regime dealt it
a second serious blow. As the Supreme Defence Council was meeting
in the office of the Prime Minister in downtown Tehran, a powerful
bomb blasted the building, killing both Rajai and Bahonar as well as
seriously injuring Chief of Police Colonel Vahid Dastgerdi, who died
some days later from his wounds. In a matter of a few minutes the new
triumvirate was reduced to one. Rafsanjani, the Majlis Speaker, who
had miraculously escaped the blast at IRP headquarters in June, was
absent from the Prime Minister’s office at the time of the Defence
Council meeting. The government accused the two prominent exiled
leaders Banisadr and Bakhtiar, as well as the Mojahedin, for the plot.
It also declared, ‘these agents are working for the United States and
Iraq, and the Great Satan in particular is capable of any crime against
the Moslem people of Iran.’13
As expected, revenge was quick in coming. Within twenty-four hours
of the blast 40 more people, including 23 Mojaheds, were executed,
bringing the total of reported executions to over 800 since the ousting
of Banisadr on 24 June. The Council of Supreme Justice clamoured for
even harsher revenge. It urged all court officials speedily to end the lives
of all traitors to Islam and the Islamic fatherland, after a rapid review
of their cases. A Cabinet statement boasted, ‘The Ship of Revolution
is sailing at full speed even on rough seas, as its leader, Imam
Khomeini, is the Noah of our time.’ At a massively attended funeral,
indicative of Khomeini’s continuing popularity with the poor and the
destitute, cries for revenge and condemnation of the USA were shouted.
Though no specific group had claimed responsibility for the blast,
it was obvious that it was an ‘inside job’, for the building was extremely
well protected and access to it could have been possible only by plant
ing agents amongst the Revolutionary Guards or the civil servants who
served in the Prime Minister’s office.
Apart from the Mojahedin, the minority faction of the Marxist
Fedayeen, the Trotskyite Peykar and the Maoist Ranjbaran (Toilers)
were other prime suspects. The precision and the technical know-how
necessary for the successful infiltration of the building made the mili
tary also suspect. In view of the already demonstrated ability o f the
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Mojahedin to convert some Army officers, the possibility that this was
a combined effort of civilian and military members of the Mojahedin
could not be ruled out. Indeed the pilot who had flown Banisadr and
Rajavi, head of the Mojahedin, to Paris on 29 July had joined the group
along with two other crew members.14
Be that as it may, the assassination of Rajai and Bahonar led to the
emergence of yet another triumvirate. Under the constitution the
Presidential Council, composed of the Majlis Speaker, the Chief Justice
and the Prime Minister, took over, except that with the death of
Bahonar it had become a two-man council. But in the kind of quick
move which had by now become quite familiar, Ayattolah Mahdavi
Kani, for long in charge of the Ministry of the Interior, was appointed
acting Prime Minister until a new president could be elected within
50 days of that office becoming vacant.
However, unlike Bahonar who had also led the IRP, this time Ali
Khamenei, himself a recent victim of an attempt on his life, was made
the IRP’s General Secretary. The new triumvirate of Rafsanjani, Kani,
and Ardabili, acting as the Presidential Council, represented the full
domination of the clergy, even though Kani’s Cabinet, which was
confirmed by a vote of 178 to 10 with 8 abstentions, had a majority
of non-clerical personalities.
Many opponents of the regime hoped that this second decimation
of the senior government leaders would lead to the regime’s downfall.
Banisadr, barely a week earlier, had singled out five senior leaders
whose elimination would cause the collapse of the regime. With the
assassination of Rajai and Bahonar the members of the new triumvirate
constituted the remaining three on Banisadr’s list.
These expectations, just as those expressed after the June bombing
of the IRP headquarters, turned out to be premature. Despite heavy
odds, Khomeini’s personal magnetism and the availability of scores of
clerical leaders willing to serve, despite clear threats to their safety,
helped the regime to overcome the immediate crisis. Showing supreme
confidence in his regime’s survival, Khomeini expressed no anxiety over
the deaths of Rajai and Bahonar, declaring that although they had been
valuable, ‘We have a long line of committed people willing to become
martyrs for the revolution.’
Several days later when Ayattolah Ali Ghoddusi, Prosecutor-General
of the revolutionary courts, was assassinated, Khomeini boasted that
despite the bombings and the assassinations the Islamic Republic was
one of the most stable governments anywhere in the world. ‘Where
else could an assassinated Prime Minister be replaced so promptly and
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smoothly as occurred in our Islamic country within a few days?’15
The government’s efforts to reinforce an impression of continuity and
normalcy was accompanied by a continuing hard-line towards dissi
dents.
Rafsanjani, the leading member of the triumvirate, declared that all
counter-revolutionaries should be put to death. Defence Minister
General Mussa Namju, echoing the same sentiments, boasted, Tran’s
soldiers of Islam will not rest until the revolution achieves victory.’
These exhortations were dutifully heeded by the revolutionary courts
and the Pasdaran. After every act of violence by the opposition groups,
the revolutionary courts would retaliate promptly and mercilessly.
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The Islamic Republic was also preoccupied with assuring the continuity
of its institutions. Shortly after the appointment of Mahdavi Kani as
interim Prime Minister, the IRP met and elected Ali Khamenei as its
General Secretary. Unlike the second presidential and party nomination, this time it was decided that the President, rather than the Prime
Minister, and the party secretary should be one and the same. The date
for the new presidential election was fixed as 2 October in addition
to by-elections for scores of Majlis constituencies.16 Mahdavi Kani, who
was approved as one of the four candidates, withdrew from the contest
shortly before the election and threw his support behind Khamenei,
Even though he had had considerable administrative experience, since
he had apparently left the IRP and a decision concerning the fusion of
the party leader and the President had been made already it was logical
for Mahdavi Kani to withdraw.
The election results were not much different from previous results;
a combination of mobilization and threat once again produced the near
90 per cent support for the IRP candidate, Ali Khamenei. Though he
had previously declared that Mahdavi Kani would be retained as Prime
Minister, he now recommended a fundamentalist non-clerical IRP
member o f the Majlis for the post. This candidate, Dr Velayati, was
rejected by the Majlis and this was interpreted as a sign of friction
within the party leadership. However, the President’s second nominee,
Hossein Mussavi, who had served briefly as Foreign Minister, had no
problem securing the necessary vote of confidence from the Majlis,
This third Prime Minister since the formation of the Islamic Majlis
had a long record of devoted service to the IRP of which he was one of
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the non-clerical founders as well as editor of its official organ, Jomhuriye Islami. More importantly, he was a half-brother of Khamenei,
leading some observers to believe that the nomination of Velayati was
a ploy by the President designed to compel the Majlis to accept his
third choice after Mahdavi Kani and Velayati.
As a matter of fact, it is perhaps no accident that the current senior
leaders of the Republic, the Chief Justice, the President and the Prime
Minister, all hail from Azarbayjan. Not a few non-Azarbavjani Iranians
believe that there is a specific reason for Khomeini’s choice of so many
Azarbayjanis, particularly at a time when armed resistance by the
guerrillas continues unabated. The reason is a desire to exploit the sense
of hostility that Azarbayjanis have long harboured against their Farsi
speaking fellow citizens. By putting Azarbayjanis in charge of the
judicial and executive branches of government, so goes the theory,
Khomeini enables them to retaliate against the non-Azarbayjani
majority which has discriminated against them for such a long time.
Be that as it may, with the confirmation of Mussavi total control
by the IRP of the three branches of government was re-established.
It now seemed that Khomeini had come around to the initial position
of the late Ayattolah Beheshti — that it was not sufficient merely to
be ideologically ‘Maktabi’ or Shia fundamentalist. It was also indispen
sable for senior government leaders to belong to the Islamic Republican
Party if Shia theocracy were expected to meet the challenge to its
stability from within and without.17
The apparent failure of the attempts at the physical elimination
of the senior leaders of the Islamic Republic and to shake Khomeini’s
grip on power has had demoralizing effects on opposition groups both
in Iran and abroad. A review of the exiled Iranian groups indicates that
practical measures to achieve unity of purpose and organization, as a
means of overcoming this sense of despair, continue to evade them.

Expatriate Iranians
On the assumption that political challenge from within the country
is much more serious to the regime than the activities of Iranian ex
patriates, not much attention had been given to these opponents of
the Islamic Republic until the flight of the Mojahedin leader and
the deposed President to Paris at the end of July. However, since
Khomeini’s experience in the autumn of 1978 played an important
role in the mobilization of anti-Shah forces, the potential for a repeat
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performance by one or another of the expatriate leaders needs con
sideration.
Somewhat akin to the overthrow of the Russian Tsar, which led to
several waves of political refugees from Russia to Europe and beyond,
the overthrow of the Shah had led to the departure of at least three
waves of exiles from Iran. The first occurred during the final stage of
the revolution in the winter o f 1978-9 when close associates of the
Shah, including civil servants, military, academic and diplomatic offi
cials either left Iran or refused to return after February. These were
joined by such people as Dr Bakhtiar, who had co-operated with the
Shah for a brief period between the Shah’s departure and the overthrow
of his last Cabinet. A second wave of exiles trickled out of Iran as
Khomeini began to monopolize the power of the fundamentalist
groups, and the Islamic Republic institutionalized itself as a one-party
theocratic state. Men like Hassan Nazih, Admiral Madani, Baniahmad,
all opponents of the Shah, and some collaborators of the Provisional
Government under Mehdi Bazargan, were often just one step ahead of
their pursuers in their clandestine flights out of the country. This
second wave consisted of the secular and old-fashioned liberal politi
cians who, like the followers of Kerensky after the overthrow o f the
Tsar, believed the revolution could and should lead to a constitutional
democratic regime. These Iranians believed that the Shia fundamental
ists, like the Bolsheviks in Russia some seven decades earlier, were
robbing the revolution of its original democratic goals by imposing a
new form of autocratic control.
The third wave of exiles started with the flight of Banisadr, Rajavi
and other Mojahedin activists to France at the end of July 1981. In
previous chapters reference was made to the goals and tactics of the
Mojahedin and their allies. Numerous organizations and publications
both in Western Europe, the USA and Canada represent these ex
patriates. Some have merged together and have made their new homes
permanent by abandoning any hope of returning to Iran. Others are
actively seeking to mobilize their fellow expatriates against the Islamic
Republic.18
Needless to say, their degree of success and their optimism about the
future is proportionate to the turmoil within Iran. As Khomeini’s
regime continues to manifest tenacity against very heavy odds, some of
these expatriates sink deeper into despair. At several critical junctures
since the revolution, however, they have seemed genuinely hopeful
about ‘doing to Khomeini what he did to the Shah from his Paris exile.’
Thus, for example, the day before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
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Dr Shahpour Bakhtiar, Iran’s last pre-Khomeini Premier, was con
fidently predicting the downfall of his successor within the next two
months. The headline in the Iranian weekly, Faryade Azadi (Scream of
Freedom), published in London, declared that units under General
Palizban, a supporter of the Shah, were training the Kurdish troops
who were poised to strike at the very heart of the Ayattolah’s establish
ment in Qom. ARA (Iran Liberation Army) announced a sevenpoint plan to overthrow Khomeini’s reactionary regime and his ‘theocrats.’ A rival group of nationalist officers in exile calling themselves
NEMARA, the acronym for the Iranian Revolutionary Liberation
Armed Forces, echoed Bakhtiar’s line that the trio of Bakhtiar, Ayattolah Shariatmadari and the nationalist army would shortly free Iran
from the claws of the reactionary Mullahs.
Other Iranian exiles were wondering aloud how long the USA
would wait before intervening militarily in Iran. Their sense of anxiety
had been heightened by the recent assassination of Shahriyar Shafigh,
the deposed Shah’s nephew, who was reportedly involved with ARA.
Rumour had it that General Hossein Fardoust, the Shah’s closest
associate who ‘betrayed’ him and now heads the Iranian National
Security and Intelligence Organization, had flown to Paris for this
mission.
In a two-week survey of West European capitals before and after
Christmas 1979, the author had found that interest in Iranian events
surpassed the concern in the USA. Proximity to the Middle East, a
longer historical association with it, a more vital dependence on oil,
and the activities of Iranian exile groups all partly explain the Western
European preoccupation with the Iranian crisis. Prospects of a global
war resulting from the inability of the super-powers to keep the Iranian
crisis and the Afghan conflict localized had evidently aggravated this
sense of anxious concern.
A measure of wishful thinking pervades the prognosis of most of
the exile groups about Iran. The French-educated, urbane and sophisti
cated Shahpour Bakhtiar saw US intervention as inevitable. This would
so discredit Khomeini’s regime that the forces of opposition, including
Shariatmadari followers and the remnants of such secular groups as
the National Front and the National Democratic Front, would join the
two guerrilla groups to topple his regime. Would the armed forces play
a role? Bakhtiar thought the nationalist officers, for whom he was
taping a message, would surely join this new coalition of anti-Khomeini
forces. As for the royalist officers, he was not quite so sure,19
How far do Iranian exile groups support him in his quest for a
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return to power? What are his ties to the deposed Shah’s family or his
close associates? Prior to the Iraqi invasion, the Bakhtiar organization
was the best financed and perhaps the strongest amongst the expatri
ates. Bakhtiar’s visit to Baghdad shortly before the invasion and an
ambiguous statement which he made about the war played into the
hands of his rivals, who thought he had taken an unpatriotic stand.
With the lengthening of the war that criticism has abated. The failure
of his supporters and indeed of the guerrilla groups to do anything tan
gible, such as establishing a base in parts of Kurdistan or waging com
mando raids on the Iranian coast, has also caused despair among them.
There are other matters of dispute among the Iranian exiles. Even
though a common agreement on hostility to Khomeini exists they are
divided on strategy and tactics. One common criticism of Bakhtiar
echoed by exiled secular and moderate opposition groups, is that he
has not fully accepted the revolution as an indigenous, popular, antidictatorial uprising, for he insists on offering Iranians a constitutionally
limited monarchy. Is this for tactical reasons, disguised to rally the
deposed Shah’s supporters in the broadest possible anti-Khomeini
coalition? Bakhtiar insists it is a matter of principle. ‘I am a true social
democrat,’ he has said. ‘I believe that option which I personally do not
espouse should be given to our people in a genuinely free referendum.’
Do the Shah’s supporters appreciate this? Could Bakhtiar not assure
the same freedom of choice by advocating a pluralistic party system
including a monarchist party? He was not sure about the first question.
He has no contact with the former royal family and is embarrassed by
the activities of some personalities exiled in France. Yes, he has said,
it could have perhaps been better to support the notion of a constitu
tional monarchy in a multi-party political system. But is Bakhtiar the
man to lead a political move to oust Khomeini? Much disagreement
exists among Iranian exiles and European scholars and officials.
Royalist groups believe that in the first stage of the process of
replacing Khomeini a strong and probably military man willing to
shed blood and risk fratricide is needed, for they are convinced the
Mullahs both in and outside the government cannot be removed from
power without violence. Non- or anti-royalist exiles, while conceding
that the Shia Mullahs cannot be removed peacefully, do not agree
that Bakhtiar should be regarded as a kind of politician in reserve to be
called back once a strong military leader forcibly removes the Mullahs.
Indeed, they wonder why such a leader should voluntarily relinquish
power in favour o f a civilian politician. Reza Khan, father of the de
posed Shah, had staged a coup in association with the civilian politician
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Seyed Zia, only to oust Zia shortly afterwards and become the new
Shah in 1925.
By the end of 1980, with the arrival of the second wave of exiles
in Europe and the US, Bakhtiar had found some important rivals. In
extended interviews with the leaders of these groups, the author found
that the election of President Reagan had considerably boosted the
morale of the more traditional and conservative groups among them.
Many were convinced that soon after the release of the hostages the
United States would actively support all anti-Khomeini forces in
exile.
Early in 1980 Dr Ali Amini, an elderly statesman who had served
as Prime Minister in the early 1960s when President Kennedy was
pressurizing the Shah to initiate reforms, tried to unify all opposition
groups in a movement for the liberation of Iran. He believed a provi
sional government of national reconciliation should be formed. Dis
avowing any role for himself, he was predicting that the disunity of
the opposition to Khomeini would render it completely ineffec
tive.20 But Dr Bakhtiar did not welcome that initiative. He thought
his own organization had been much more consistent in opposing
Khomeini and rightly predicting the course of events under the
Khomeini theocracy ‘while many of these late-comers have either
actively supported him or remained silent when murderous crimes were
committed against our people.’
Dr Amini had no illusions about the effectiveness of civilian oppo
sition alone. He believed that two simultaneous moves, one by the
anti-Khomeini military and one by the civilian opposition, should
be launched with the goal of a progressive infiltration into the
country. Somehow he thought the United States would come
around to accepting and encouraging such a move before it was too
late.
Opposition groups are, o f course, not confined to those in Western
Europe. Many of the above-named groups have their branches in major
US cities, Washington, DC, Houston, New York and Los Angeles in
particular. A fairly recently organized military group called Kanoune
Sarbazan Iran (Iranian Soldier’s Society) consisting mostly of US Navytrained officers is active in Arlington and other suburbs of Washington,
DC. The group is professional and extremely nationalistic, but like its
counterparts in Europe, unsure about affiliation with any political
party and personality. When in the autumn o f 1981 representatives
of the different exiled military groups tried to draft a common state
ment concerning the armed struggle against Khomeini, they could not
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even agree on whether the armed forces should be termed Imperial
or National.
However, in the wake of the flight of Banisadr and Rajavi from Iran,
some of these groups were compelled to move towards more unified
words and deeds. General Bahrain Aryana, an exile of pre-Khomeini
vintage who had had his own dispute with the late Shah, assumed the
leadership of Azadegan (Farsi for free-spirited). The group quickly
became a household word among Iranian expatriates when it success
fully hijacked the French-built missile boat, Tabarzin, in mid-August.
Admiral Habibollahi, who led the operation, was one of the second
wave of refugees who had joined Azadegan and was dedicated to the
slogan ‘deeds speak louder than words’. The surrender of the boat to
the French and ultimately to the Iranian authorities showed that the
action was not an integral part of a larger plan to undermine the Islamic
Republic. Ninety per cent of the crew o f the boat chose to return to
Iran, and Iran’s military naval officers aboard did not declare allegiance
to Azadegan.
The arrival of Banisadr and Rajavi in France forced many exile
groups to clarify their attitudes towards the two and their so-called
‘Covenant for a free and independent democratic Islamic Republic.’
Dr Bakhtiar, the royalist groups and Azadegan declared their opposi
tion to Banisadr ‘who after all sat quietly in the Revolutionary Council
while brave officers and civilians were ordered butchered by the
Council.’ Dr Amini, on the other hand, thought anyone who was
willing to contribute to Khomeini’s downfall should be welcome. The
liberal and democratic groups which had greatly admired the audacity
and dedication of the Mojahedin and other guerrilla groups in their
armed combat against the Islamic Republic, wondered if democratic
freedoms could be established in their country with the victory of these
groups. Undoubtedly some within the military groups do not forget
the critical role of the guerrilla forces in the 1979 insurrection. Nor can
they ignore the political platforms o f the Mojahedin and Minority
Fedayeen which are opposed to the established army and seek to
emulate some models of the communist countries’ People’s Armies.
Finally, the acceptance of the Covenant entails the recognition of the
Islamic affiliation of the projected republic, which does not sit well
with the secular forces.
Other organizations dedicated to overthrowing the regime must
also be noted. Etehad baraye A zadi (Unity for Freedom) represents
the support of Bakhtiar in Europe. Irons A zad (Free Iran) is led by
the daughter of the late Shah’s twin sister, Azadeh Shafigh, with a
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weekly newspaper of the same name published in Paris. Other members
of the late Shah’s family are also active in such widely dispersed loca
tions as New York, where Ashraf Pahlavi has his headquarters, or Cairo
where the Shah’s son, Reza, declared himself the 2nd Reza Shah in
October 1980 on attaining the legal age of 21. Also supporting the
former royal family is Bonyad A zadi Iran (Iranian Freedom Founda
tion) in Washington, DC.21
In recognition of the weakness of the exiled groups due to their
ideological and political discords, efforts at reconciling their differences
have come from many sources. President Sadat, during his state visit
to France early in 1981, tried his hand at bringing the diverse forces
of opposition together. He met with Dr Bakhtiar to assure him that the
way was open for the late Shah’s family to co-ordinate their efforts
with those of nationalist and democratic forces to pursue the common
goal of working against the Islamic Republic. In the summer of 1981,
when Rajavi and Banisadr installed themselves in Paris, many leftist,
secular European and Arab politicians tried to achieve the same pur
pose. Ahmad Ben Bella, the recently released leader of the Algerian
revolution and the first President of that country, reminded the
Mojahedin leader how the diverse factions within the Algerian Front
for National Liberation had put off their very serious differences until
after independence, and how important it was for the Iranian secular
revolutionary forces to do the same if they wished to succeed.22
For the time being, it is commonly agreed among Iranian expatriates
that independently of the domestic opposition, the exiles cannot
achieve much in the way of overthrowing the Islamic regime. However,
once the internal opposition forces succeed in doing so, undoubtedly
the exile groups will clamour for the spoils in proportion to their mili
tancy while in exile. In sum, neither the present internal Iranian situa
tion nor the background and experience of the various exiled per
sonalities are similar enough to 1978 to allow for much optimism
about a repeat performance like that of Khomeini from his exile in
Paris.
In the final chapter a prognosis of the current crisis, the prospects
of the viability of the regime and the chances of its opponents will be
offered. While domestic turmoil has dominated Iranian politics since
immediately after the revolution, Iran’s relations with the world at large
have also experienced many vicissitudes. The severance of diplomatic
ties, the renunciation of treaties, war, isolation and a desperate search
for a genuine non-alignment have taken turns in dominating Iran’s
external relations with both neighbouring and distant countries alike.
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The triumph of revolution in Iran created a new atmosphere for deter
mining and articulating the country’s international posture. Although
the highly fluid and radical nature of its internal developments is
hardly conducive to a rational analysis of Iran’s relations with the out
side world, the Islamic regime has been compelled to adopt policy
position regarding a whole range of issues in the last 30 months. The
hostage crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and above all Iraq’s
invasion of Iran, were matters of profound domestic political connota
tions forcing the revolutionary regime to take a specific foreign-policy
stance. American-Iranian relations, however, have had more serious
effects on all the other aspects of Iran’s place in the world at large.
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Iran’s attitude toward the United States was evidently influenced by
American policy towards Iran in the post-Shah era. Earlier in this
study an examination was made of the American connection with the
Iranian revolution. Aspects of US policy during the hostage crisis were
reviewed in the chapter devoted to that crisis. What must be considered
now is American policy towards revolutionary Iran both before and
after the hostage crisis. It is important to note that the hostage crisis
was an exceptionally tumultuous event in the relations between the two
countries and as such did not permit a balanced examination of USIran relations. Once it was over, the assumption of power by President
Reagan put these relations in a new context.
The victory of the revolution confronted the United States with
several positions concerning Iran. Each o f these related to a specific
interpretation and comprehension of the revolution. One position
interpreted the overthrow of the Shah as an agonizing setback in terms
of US strategic, economic and a whole range o f other goals and interests
in the region. The logical conclusion of that interpretation was to
recommend a policy designed to reverse the situation, something which
had been accomplished in August 1953 with considerable ease. This
hardline position found its advocates among the ‘old hands’ of the
Pentagon, the CIA and the State Department, as well as those Iranians
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who had a stake in such a reversal. Specifically they wished for the
prompt severance of diplomatic relations after the first assault on the
US embassy on 14 February 1979, together with an end to military and
commercial relations. In sum, they felt ‘the loss of Iran,’ very much
like the ‘loss’ of China some three decades earlier, must be res
ponded to by a policy of isolation and punitive measures against the
new regime which would contribute to its eventual overthrow. Could
this policy play into the hands of the Soviet Union? Had not the
Chinese, Cuban and Egyptian experiences shown that active hostility
toward a revolutionary regime would be promptly exploited by the
Soviet Union?
The advocates of a hard-line posture toward Khomeini believed that
either the Soviets would be extremely prudent in Iran or else they
would attempt to subvert its revolution. A cautious Soviet policy need
not evoke America’s concern. An aggressive policy should be dealt with
using the kind of toughness that the USA had demonstrated during the
1962 Cuban missile crisis. This school o f thought seemed to view the
revolution as much a setback for the Soviet Union as it was for the
United States. The Soviet Union had acquired a stake in Iran’s political
stability. It had developed mutually beneficial commercial ties with the
Shah’s government.1 It was also ill-disposed toward a Shia fundamen
talist regime next to its Moslem-populated regions. This line of thinking
acquired considerable credibility with the assault on the US embassy
and the prolongation of the hostage crisis. All the evidence indicates
that the counsel of these hardliners fell on deaf ears in the Carter
Administration.
A second view of the Iranian revolution was basically an optimistic
one. It held that the overthrow of the Shah must be accepted by the
United States as at least a blessing in disguise. It was the logical con
clusion o f the US human-rights policy. There was general agreement on
two fundamental questions: the Shah had lost the determination to
rule and the opposition to him had acquired, by the end of 1978, a
gigantic popular dimension. The United States would be hard put to
oppose a popular revolution so soon after its own clamour for the
respect of human rights. Was not the political right to change a regime,
even though by violent means, one of the most sacred of these rights?
Furthermore, had not extreme pressure on Cuba and Egypt from the
West been responsible for their adoption of radical pro-Soviet policies?
Moreover, pragmatism dictated that the USA should seek to accom
modate the new regime. Its anti-American rhetoric should be viewed as
just that and as basically for domestic consumption. There were no
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reasons to suspect that the Islamic Republic would knowingly accept
Soviet domination. If anything its religious accent could bolster its
resistance to Soviet communism. Moreover, the broad coalition which
made the revolution a success included many democratic, nationalistic
and even anti-Soviet Marxist groups. Iran of 1979 was in no way similar
to post-World War II period, or the Mossadegh era, when a pro-Soviet
party seemed to monopolize the allegiance of much of the politically
articulate Iranians. Thus if the USA lowered its sights and concentrated
on a minimum goal of assuring the security of the oil-rich Persian Gulf
vis-a-vis direct or indirect Soviet inroads, it could hopefully coexist
with the Islamic Republic. If the new regime manifested a disregard
for the very human rights which the Carter Administration had es
poused, the USA could always return to its fail-back position of non
intervention.
The position of the accommodationists appeared to prevail prior
to the hostage crisis. Not only was the lowering o f the US profile
in Iran gradually reversed, in the summer of 1979 when several ethnic
uprisings began to threaten Iran’s territorial integrity, the USA quietly
resumed the shipment of some military hardware which had been paid
for by the previous regime. Ledeen and Lewis quote from a diplomatic
cable to Washington dated 30 July speculating that the urgency of
the Iranian defence officials’ request was associated with events in
Kurdistan.2 Those in the United States who favoured accommodation
with Khomeini’s regime believed the resumption of military aid was
justified in terms of US strategic interests, irrespective of the nature of
the Iranian regime or its hostility toward the United States. Mindful
of the Soviet establishment of a Kurdish Republic in Iran’s Khuzistan
in 1945 in association with the setting up of a similar regime in neigh
bouring Azarbayjan, the supporters of the resumption of military ties
with Iran felt failure to do so would be tantamount to encouraging
Iran’s territorial disintegration. Even though the dominant Kurdish
political party was the KDP, under the leadership of Sheikh Ezzeddin
Husseini and Dr Abdolrahman Ghassemlou, both non-communist and
nationalist, the lure of autonomy was so strong that they could have
solicited active Soviet support. Indeed, in 1945 the Kumeleh Party
had been led by Ghazi Mohammad, a religious nationalist leader who
had become a willing agent of the Soviet Union when he saw co
operation with the occupying Red Army as the only means for estab
lishing an autonomous Kurdish republic.3 The accommodationists
in short believed the renewal of military ties with Iran was necessary
in terms of the need to contain the Soviets at a time when the new
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regime was encountering serious troubles in literally holding the coun
try together.
A third position vis-a-vis the Islamic Republic was associated with
those who believed Iran needed to be left alone. A ‘benign neglect’
rather than active hostility or deliberate accommodation was pre
scribed. The dangers of adopting either of the first two positions were
underlined. To try to overthrow the Islamic regime would simply com
pound the ‘loss of Iran.’ To accommodate the revolutionary regime
would be to entail surrendering to humiliating demands which could set
precedents and damage US interests elsewhere. The advantage of a
posture of benign neglect would be that with the passage of time, when
revolutionary turmoil had subsided, the new Iranian regime might decide
that correct relations with the United States would be in its own
interest. Though not stating so publicly, the supporters o f this posture
seemed to relegate Iran’s strategic significance to a much lower level.
The loss of Iranian oil to the West did not seem to be as catastrophic
as some had predicted. Internal chaos in Iran had not automatically
transformed it into becoming a target of opportunity for the Soviet
Union. The United States could never reinstate another Shah-like
regime in that country, so should leave Iran to its own devices and
instead concentrate on such countries as Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states,
Turkey and Egypt, where active American support was sincerely
welcomed.
The substance of this analysis seemed to be that not only the loss
of the Shah, but even the loss of the country to the Soviet Union
were eventualities that the United States must learn to cope with
calmly and without excessive anxiety. If need be perhaps an under
standing with the Soviets concerning a de facto partition of the country
into zones of economic influence could be achieved. What was regarded
as the absolute minimum US objective had to do with the Persian Gulf
and the Arabian Peninsula, and not with Iran. This concept was of
course at the root of the so-called Carter Doctrine announced in the
wake of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979.
Some of those favouring ‘benign neglect’ were quite optimistic in
their outlook, believing that the worst possible likelihood, namely
Soviet control of Iran, would not materialize. Others were convinced
that the logical outcome of a prolonged period o f benign neglect would
be a progressive Soviet encroachment. This outcome did not bother
the latter group. As such, their position was closer to those who ad
vocated a retaliatory policy towards Khomeini’s regime. Hostility
toward him, especially after the hostage crisis, was so intense that even
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Iran’s Sovietization was not considered too high a price for Khomeini’s
downfall.
Once the shock of the Iranian revolution had begun to dissipate, the
Carter Administration embarked on a policy o f accommodation with
Khomeini. Ambassador Sullivan was allowed to stay until April.
Sympathetic American scholars were reportedly recommended by
Foreign Minister Ibrahim Yazdi and his son-in-law, Shariyar Rouhani,
to replace Sullivan. Most frequently mentioned were Professors Richard
Cottom and James Bill, both reputable Iran specialists many of whose
predictions about events in Iran had proved accurate. Sullivan himself
reportedly favoured a policy of accommodation and thought if the new
regime wanted someone like Professor James BUI the USA should
oblige.
But the policy of reconciliation suffered several setbacks in the
spring and summer of 1979. In May the US Congress passed a resolu
tion criticizing some of the executions carried out in Iran.4 The res
ponse was a well-orchestrated barrage of anti-American propaganda.
This Congress resolution was interpreted as intervention in domestic
affairs, particularly in view of the fact that the United States had given
political refuge to a large number of mUitary and civUian associates of
the Shah. The United States should decide whom it wanted to accom
modate, the officials of the fallen regime or the new Islamic govern
ment. If it was the latter then it should keep quiet about the practices
of Khomeini’s justice. Secondly, the State Department refused to
consider an academic for the position of US Ambassador and instead
recommended Walter Cutler, a career diplomat, to the Iranians. In
June the Islamic Republic rejected that nomination on the grounds that
Cutler, as- US Ambassador to Zaire, had interfered in the internal
affairs of that country. By now it had become apparent that the Islamic
Republic wanted a very gradual normalization of relations with the
USA on its own terms. Thus, when Foreign Minister Yazdi came to
New York to attend the UN General Assembly in October, in a secret
meeting with Secretary Vance and Ambassador McHenry the Iranian
voiced strong doubts about US sincerity. Interviews with former
Iranian foreign ministry officials revealed that Iran had demanded three
things from the USA as concrete evidence that they had genuinely
accepted the revolution. One was that the USA should absolutely cease
and desist from expressing concern about the trials and punishments
o f officials of the former regime. Secondly, that the United States
should agree to extradite at least some of the more notorious military
and civilian officials of the Shah who had been granted refuge. Thirdly,
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the USA should abandon any idea of sheltering the Shah and indeed
should co-operate with the Iranian authorities to recover some of the
Shah’s assets in the United States. The Iranian Foreign Minister skill
fully played up the anti-communist theme of the Islamic regime, arguing
that any undermining of that regime would simply strengthen the hands
of those who wished to bring the leftist groups to power.5
Every account indicates that the USA was most conciliatory on all
these scores, literally accepting Khomeini’s terms for accommodation.
Only on the issue of the extradition of the Shah’s officials did the
American diplomats remind Yazdi that as a former Iranian expatriate
in the USA he should know that the laws of the United States would
not permit such an action. Otherwise neither the issue of a new ambas
sador to Tehran, nor the question of the purge of the former Iranian
officials should be allowed to impede the process of normalization.
Thus, in June Bruce Laingen became the US Charge and was reportedly
in line to become the new ambassador when and if the situation im
proved. In mid-October Henry Precht, the State Department Country
Director for Iran, paid a visit to Tehran. Informal talks between
Bazargan, Yazdi and Brzezinski in Algiers in the same month gave
another indication of US adherence to a posture of accommodation.
This posture was severely tested by the admission of the Shah to
the United States in October. The chain of events that it unleashed
had two serious results. As far as the Khomeini government was con
cerned that act simply proved that the US protestation about accepting
the revolution and accommodating the new regime was a blatant
deception. The USA pretended to pursue the second option in its
relations with revolutionary Iran, but in fact it was biding its time and
preparing itself to achieve Khomeini’s downfall. A second result related
to the perception of US policy. How could the USA be unaware o f the
potential reactions of radical and fundamentalist forces in the new
regime to the admittance of the Shah to the USA? If the failure to
predict the Shah’s downfall had been the first dramatic US failure, the
inability to comprehend the difficulties o f accommodating Khomeini
might surely be considered as a second disastrous US error.
Nor could this error be attributed to a lack of understanding of the
Iranian position due to the failures of the American diplomats in Iran.
Bruce Laingen, the new Charge who in September had vigorously
supported a policy o f accommodation with Khomeini, had a month
earlier sent a revealing cable to Secretary Vance. Among his observa
tions were the following:
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(1) Never assume that your side of the issue will be recognized, let
alone that it will be conceded to have merits. Persian preoccupation
with self precludes this. A negotiator must force recognition of his
position upon his Persian opposite number.
(2) Should not expect an Iranian readily to perceive the advantages
of a long-term relationship based on trust. He will assume that his
opposite number is essentially an adversary and will seek to maxi
mize benefits for himself that are immediately available.
(3) Interlocking relationships of all aspects of an issue must be
painstakingly developed. Linkage will be neither readily compre
hended nor accepted.
(4) One should insist on performance as the sine qua non at each
stage of negotiations. Statements of intention count for almost
nothing.
(5) Cultivation of goodwill for goodwill's sake is a waste o f effort.
The overriding objective should always be to emphasize mutuality
of the proposed undertaking.
(6) One should be prepared for the threat of breakdown in negotia
tions at any given moment and not be cowed by the possibility.
Given his cultural and psychological limitations, he is going to resist
the very concept (from the Western point of view) of a rational
negotiation process.6
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Despite this and similar warnings the United States appeared to be
quite optimistic about its chances o f a negotiated accommodation with
the regime. From all accounts, in Algiers Bazargan and Yazdi had
succeeded in portraying a positive image of their intentions towards the
United States to Brzezinski. At a time when reports from Iran and
indeed recent public statements by Bazargan himself had shown great
tension between the government and the Revolutionary Council, the
United States seemed to put considerable trust in the ability of Bazar
gan to protect America’s interests.
The rude awakening to the accommodationists came with the assault
on the US embassy and the taking of the hostages. The more obstinate
the revolutionary regime became, the more untenable the position of
those who advocated appeasement toward Khomeini appeared. But as
was noted in the coverage o f the hostage crisis in Chapter 3, the Carter
Administration was as yet not able to comprehend the intricacies of
Iran’s domestic political developments. Consequently, its policy toward
Iran was marked by intended or unintended errors of judgement, which
resulted in the prolongation of the crisis. Except when the ill-fated
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rescue attempt was made the position of the hard-liners seeking reta
liatory measures against Khomeini’s government did not gain accept
ance.
Once the crisis was resolved the United States finally seemed to
abandon the aceommodationist position toward Khomeini’s regime.
The new administration was left with only two of the positions des
cribed above concerning Iran, i.e. either try to penalize, and thereby
destabilize the Iranian regime, or neglect it, whether benignly or other
wise. The latter posture alarmed many of the Iranian exile groups who
believed a benign neglect would easily become malignant, and that
Iran’s independence and territorial integrity would be threatened if the
USA decided to ‘write off’ the country. As the internal turmoil aggra
vated, many Iranian expatriates expressed utter amazement at the
refusal of the United States to make any policy-declaration concerning
Iran. In particular it was distressing to these Iranians that the blatant
violation of basic human rights and the brutal repression of opposition
groups did not evoke any official condemnation by a government that
only two years earlier had clamoured for the support of human rights
everywhere.7
Even though few comprehensive policy statements concerning the
non-Arab Middle East have been made by the Republican Administra
tion, it is not difficult to identify the general trends of the US position
concerning Iran. For one thing the USA seeks to learn from mistakes
made in 1953, in 1978 and during the hostage crisis. For another,
America’s new concept of a strategic consensus for the Middle East
seems to exclude Iran, at least as long as the present regime remains in
power. The first constraint on the United States will no doubt lead to
excessive prudence and most likely to no policy at all because no con
sensus exists as to what precise lessons must be learned from these three
crises in US-Iran relations. Because o f the wide range of opinions
on the causes and effects of these crises, it is impossible to draw identi
cal lessons which could act as a policy guidance. Hence the tempta
tion to do nothing, lest doing something might entail repetition of old
mistakes, appears irresistible.
As to the concept of strategic consensus, it is obvious that the
Reagan Administration is moving toward a preclusive posture towards
Iran. Such friendly countries as Egypt, Turkey and Saudi Arabia
will be included in attempts to form a consensus on a common threat
perception from the direction of the Soviet Union. The exclusion of
Iran will continue as long as the government in power there does not
share that perception. To some extent the present US position seems
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to combine elements of the first and third positions enumerated above.
That is to say, while a hard-line policy of destabilizing the Iranian
regime has not been promulgated, the present posture of neglect is not
unlikely to generate the consequences desired by the hardliners. Put
anther way, the critical question of Soviet exploitation o f Iran’s chaos
and the US response to it remains unresolved. To the hard-liners
possible Sovietization of Iran may appear as the kind o f just punish
ment which its present regime richly deserves. To others, including
many Iranian nationalist and liberal groups, the West’s acquiescence
to such development is short-sighted and highly immoral.8
Caught in a web of contradictory concerns and pressures, the United
States appears incapable of initiating active new policies towards Iran
so long as Khomeini’s regime holds a radically different perception
about Iran’s security. It is that perception which must be understood
in order to analyse Iran’s international posture in the revolutionary
era.

de

Three Foreign-policy Considerations
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Since its inception the new regime has been influenced by three pre
dominant considerations in determining its foreign-policy goals. First,
its attitude towards the major powers was influenced by its perception
of their support of the deposed Shah. The timing and degree of sym
pathy for the revolution, and since 1979 the real or imaginary inter
vention in Iran’s domestic affairs, notably at the time of various ethnic
uprisings during 1979, have combined to determine the nature of Iran’s
relations with these powers. A second consideration has been the
internal function of foreign policy. The need for an identifiable
external enemy as a means for retaining revolutionary momentum has
figured prominently in shaping Iran’s attitude towards the super
powers. The United States, as was noted in the coverage of the crisis
in American-Iranian relations, could perform that function not only
because of its close association with the deposed Shah, but chiefly
because Iran was secure in the knowledge that the USA could not
afford to retaliate in kind. Iran on the other hand could not afford
to select the other super-power as a target for its hostility, for com
pelling strategic and political reasons.
A third consideration for the new regime, as for the deposed one,
has been the threat-perception which foreign-policy objectives seek
to contain and overcome. The Islamic regime naturally revised that
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perception just as soon as it came to power. Unlike the old regime,
the Islamic regime did not consider the threat as emanating from the
Soviet Union and the radical regimes in the region. Instead it came
from the United States and regional regimes aligned with it.
As to the first determinant of Iran’s new international posture,
it is significant to note that although the USA was the main target
o f Iran’s hostility, other Western powers and the Soviet Union also
fared poorly with the new regime. The undeniable fact was that the
deposed Shah had established cordial and normal relations with nearly
all countries across the broad ideological spectrum.9 Furthermore,
few countries were able to foresee the course of events in 1978 so that
they could initiate an anti-Shah position sufficiently early in 1978
to expect tangible rewards from the new regime. Thus, for example,
France which had given refuge to Khomeini in October, even though
with the consent of the late Shah, none the less pursued a correct
policy with Iran until the triumph of the revolution. Its expectations
that because of granting asylum to Khomeini, it would reap rich
rewards in terms o f huge contracts and expanded trade relations soon
proved futile and certainly by the time the US hostage crisis had come
to overshadow everything else.
Today, precisely because the same political sanctuary has been
offered the key opponents of Khomeini, Franco-Iranian relations
have sunk to their lowest depth. When in early August 1981 the ruling
Socialist Party condemned the mass executions o f Khomeini’s oppo
nents and appealed for moderation and reconciliation, the Islamic
regime waged a massive anti-French campaign reminiscent of the antiAmerican hysteria of a year earlier.
Similarly communist China, whose former party chairman Hua Fung
had paid the Shah a state visit in the early autumn of 1978, found itself
the target of vengeful Iranian hostility after the revolution. In a memor
able meeting with Khomeini in Qom in March, when the ambassador
of the People’s Republic of China tried to persuade the new regime of
the perfidy and unreliability of the Soviet Union, Khomeini scornfully
reminded him o f that ill-timed visit. The pro-Tudeh press dutifully
exploited this event, concluding that the Soviet Union had at least
provided sanctuary for communist opponents of the Shall ever since
1949 and 1953, either in Russia or in other East European countries.10
As for the rest of the world, the new regime found all of them
guilty of befriending the Shah and decided either to reduce its diplo
matic missions to a low consular level or simply to recall entire missions
without notifying the formal severance of diplomatic ties. Egypt and
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Israel were the two notable exceptions when complete severance of all
relations were effected almost immediately after the revolution.
As to the second determinant of Iran’s immediate post-revolution
foreign policy, the United States fitted admirably the role of the
revolution’s public enemy number one. It is, however, important to
note that not all the Iranian leaders and political groups who acquired
power or influenced its exercise after the revolution believed in a
prolonged and non-selective anti-American posture. At least up to the
overthrow of Banisadr in June 1981 the following positions concerning
Iran’s policy toward the United States and consequently toward the
Soviet Union could be identified.
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(1) First was the position of the Islamic fundamentalists, whose hos
tility towards the USA stemmed as much from that government’s
identification with the Shah as it did from close US-Israel ties. This
position was embraced by the younger clerics such as Rafsanjani,
Khoeini and Khameini, Outside the Revolutionary Council, the govern
ment and the Majlis, the Mojahedin were also identified with it. The
advocates of this position did not fear Iran’s isolation. Indeed, they
cherished what may be described as a siege mentality which would
put the Islamic Republic at the centre of a sea of hostile regimes and
unfriendly countries. In sermon after sermon these young clerics
preached to the faithful that isolation and loneliness on the inter
national scene were virtuous, and superior to being in league with im
moral and oppressive regimes.
(2) A second position was articulated by former Prime Minister Bazargan and the first President, Banisadr. While they had understood the
initial outburst of anti-Americanism, at least after the Shah’s death
in July 1980 and the Iraqi invasion in September of that year, they
wished for an even-handed policy toward both super-powers. They were
quite concerned that a major cornerstone of Iran’s century-old tradi
tion of reliance on a distant great power as a counterweight to its
proximate great power, be permanently and irreversibly abandoned.
Bazargan and Banisadr both reflected the views of a considerable
sector of Western-educated Iranians who, irrespective of their social
status or religious-ethnic affiliation, viewed this as a dangerous depar
ture from the past, since in critical times this reliance had served Iran’s
interest whether vis-a-vis Tsarist or Soviet Russia, or in relations with
Imperial Great Britain. This was particularly so in view of the SovietIranian Treaty of 1921 of which Article 5 justified Soviet interven
tion to protect its legitimate security interests in Iran. These Iranian
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nationalists remembered how the treaty had last been used in connec
tion with the Anglo-Soviet invasion of 1941, and how repeated efforts
for its bilateral abrogation or revision had failed.
Khomeini’s regime, like the Shah’s before him, declared the treaty
null and void in the wake of alleged evidence of the Soviet arming
of some Kurdish dissidents. This unilateral abrogation of the 1921
Treaty proved ironic, for the threat of Soviet reaction could not be
used in the hostage confrontation with the USA. Indeed, at the height
of the hostage crisis Soviet references to their legitimate security
interests as a means of discouraging American military intervention
were rather played down in the state-controlled media, at least until
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
(3) A third position, with which Beheshti, Behzad Nabavi and Rajai
were initially identified, was reliance on the Third World and co
operation with genuinely non-aligned countries. Followers of this
line of thinking believed that Iran should insulate itself from super
power rivalries, but they opposed total isolation from the international
community. They believed as Iran progressively de-emphasized its
ties with both super-powers it should seek closer identification with
the Third World. As will be noted later, in the wake of the settlement
of the hostage crisis this line became fully identified with the govern
ment’s position. Both Rajai as Prime Minister and Nabavi as Minister
of State articulated this position at the United Nations in October
1980 and at the conference of Non-aligned Nations in February 1981,
respectively.11
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Considerable overlapping of these positions occurred when the
country faced such major crises as the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
and the war with Iraq. What is evident is that advocates of all three
positions gradually became aware that a third consideration, based on
a valid perception of the sources of threat to the country and its
regime, should be attended to.

The Changing Threat Perception
The third determinant of foreign policy had to undergo important
revisions at the beginning of the revolutionary era. There is no doubt
that as long as the Shah was alive and not physically too distant from
Iran, the Islamic regime considered the United States capable of restor
ing him to power. The new regime therefore justified its anti-Americanism
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on the basis of a valid perception o f this threat to its existence.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, was viewed as incapable of
direct intervention in Iranian affairs, for such an intervention had
to be supported by domestic political forces. An outright invasion
was out of the question. Just as the Soviets would not tolerate a US occu
pation of Iran, the Islamic Republic was convinced that the United
States would not permit a Soviet invasion. Although to acknowledge
this publicly would have run counter to the regime’s policy, some of
the closest associates of Khomeini had openly underlined this reciprocal
constraint on the super-powers. Mostafa Chamran, the former Minister
of Defence, made it clear that US inability to intervene militarily at
the height of the hostage crisis was largely based on that implicit
mutual Soviet-American restraint.12
If a direct Soviet invasion could be ruled out, an indirect interven
tion in support of pro-Soviet political groups inside the country was
considered even less likely. The Islamic fundamentalists held such
groups as the Tudeh Party in utter contempt. Not only had their
contribution to the revolution been marginal, but they were forced to
support the regime loyally and out of fear of total destruction if they
failed to do so. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan at Christmas 1979
was the first serious test of the validity of Iran’s new American-focused
threat perception.
That invasion placed the regime in a quandary. On the one hand,
it could not ignore the triumph of the Soviet-backed Afghan regime
over an Islamic rebellion which the Iranian government had fully
supported on religious and political grounds. On the other, it could not
afford an abrupt shift of attention away from the United States and
towards the Soviet Union; the first would have eroded its credibility
as the champion of all oppressed fellow Moslems; the second would
have created a tacit alliance with the United States at a time when
the hostage crisis was continuing to serve the domestic need of rallying
the diverse forces o f leftist opposition in support of the regime. At least
until the presidential election of 25 January and perhaps the Majlis
election of 7 March, the regime needed the maximum possible support
from all political forces, in particular those which had proved their
mobilization skills. The Soviet putsch in Afghanistan could also be
viewed as a blessing in disguise, for not only did it moderate the United
States’ threat of severe sanctions, including a possible blockade of the
Khark oil terminal, but it caused a considerable toning-down of Shariatmadari’s opposition in the strategic Azarbayjan province.
Faced with these divergent and often contradictory considerations,
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the regime opted for a policy of procrastination and indecision lasting
until the election of Banisadr on 25 January. Prior to that government
spokesmen had made ambivalent pronouncements about the Soviet
invasion. On the other hand, they dealt decisively with the state of
neaT-insurgency in Tabriz, where the Moslem People’s Republican
Party, the chief pro-Shariatmadari organization, was forcibly out
lawed and some eleven of its militants tried and executed. When the
occupation of the Soviet embassy in Tehran by Afghanistan’s Iranian
sympathizers appeared imminent, Khomeini bowed to the strong
protestations of the Soviet Ambassador and saw to it that no such
meddling with the Soviet diplomatic mission was attempted.
Indeed, on the first day of the demonstration outside the Soviet
embassy, during which the Soviet flag was lowered and burned, the
ambassador requested an immediate meeting with Khomeini in Qom.
Reliable reports indicate that the ambassador had given the government
eight hours to secure fully the safety o f the embassy and its personnel,
‘or else an independent country called Iran will simply be erased off
the face of the earth.’13 Irrespective of the absolute reliability of this
report, the fact remains that ever since that encounter, even when the
Soviet attitude towards the Iraq-Iran war became suspect, no further
anti-Soviet demonstrations have occurred outside the embassy.
Related to Iran’s threat perception is the regime’s view of its own
viability and survival. Devoid of its rhetoric, it seems that the revolu
tionary regime’s foreign policy is intimately linked with that view
rather than with its ideological or Pan-Islamic aspirations. This concern
also explains Iran’s reluctance to apply its Pan-Islamic exhortations
to its northern neighbour. The revolutionary regime also seems aware
of the sensitivity of the Soviet Union to the Pan-Islamic dimension
of the Iranian revolution with regard to the Moslem-dominated regions
of the Caucasus and central Asia. It, however, does not exaggerate the
significance of this factor as a determinant of the Soviet attitude
towards Iran, for it feels, unlike Iran’s other Moslem neighbours, that
these Moslem areas are securely controlled by an efficient totalitarian
system.
A further point concerning Iran’s view of how the West perceives
the revolution has to do with the notion of the so-called Arc o f Crisis,
which establishes a linkage amongst Moslem countries on the southern
periphery of the Soviet Union, stretching from Iran deep into south
east Asia. The assumption that turmoil in one is destined to have a
domino effect on the rest o f the region was, of course, complimentary
to the revolutionary leaders, but questionable in certain respects.14
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It was so because it underestimated the fundamental socio-economic
differences of Moslem countries like Turkey, Pakistan and Iran, and
disregarded other equally critical religious schisms between predomi
nantly Shia Iran and these predominantly Sunni countries. Its other
flaw was that in a real sense it was a fall-back to the Cold War and the
mid-1950s era when the Northern Tier concept endeavoured to for
malize precisely such an alliance under the sponsorship of the USA
and Britain. The Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) Treaty was
based on similarly fallacious assumptions and thus failed to achieve any
of its implicit or explicit aims. Khomeini’s awareness of the above
accounts for confining his Pan-Islamic objective to rhetorical statements
rather than performing concrete deeds.
As to changes in Iran’s regional foreign policy since 1979 it should
be noted that just as under the Shah, regional foreign policy was deter
mined by Iran’s threat perception. Now that the main source of threat
was considered to be the United States, Iran’s attitude toward the
region obviously had to be decided by the closeness or remoteness of
each country in the region towards the United States. But the same rule
did not apply to the Soviet Union, or Iraq as one of its closest allies
or Afghanistan since December 1979, should have become Iran’s
closest friends. As we shall see later Iran became quite hostile to both
countries.
Almost from the beginning the new Iran became entangled in dis
putes with nearly all its neighbours. Although the interim government
of Bakhtiar had already abrogated Iran’s membership of CENTO, the
revolutionary regime branded any neighbouring country remaining in
it as a lackey of American imperialism. Turkey was thus branded as a
hostile country and with which relations cooled down considerably.
Even though the trade route via Turkey was essential for Iran’s econo
mic survival, especially after the imposition o f American and West
European sanctions, Iran showed no reservations in branding the
military coup in Turkey on 1 September 1980 as ‘made in America’.
Clearly Iran’s regional policy was not merely determined by its
threat perception, but also by its solidarity with Islamic fundamentalist
groups, many of whom were targets of hostility by the new military
regime in Turkey. Indeed, some of Iran’s fundamentalist leaders had
boasted about direct support for militant Turkish Moslem parties just
as they had done concerning other Arab countries within the region.
Thus, Saudi Arabia, the Persian Gulf states and even Pakistan, as far
as new Iran was concerned, suffered from two interrelated liabilities.
One was that they were non-radical and often ruled by a dynasty, and
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the other was their close ties with the United States. Needless to
say, a third test was hostility to Israel, but that by itself did not
suffice in terms of cultivating Iran’s support for such an anti-Israel
state as Iraq, which suffered from other, more significant liabilities.
Arab-Iranian relations as a whole also were negatively affected
by the way Arab states, particularly those in the Gulf, viewed the
revolutionary regime in Iran. These states, which had come to view
a pro-Western Iran as a source of stability, were now forced to revise
their own threat perceptions. Ethnic uprisings amongst the Kurds,
the Baluchies and Arab Iranians in Khuzistan aggravated the mutual
sense of distrust. Not only the Pan-Islamic proclamations by Khomeini,
but instances o f Iraqi-Palestinian incitement of Iranian Arabs and
Kurds compounded an already tense situation. The outbreak of the war
with Iraq was thus the culmination of tensions in Arab-Iranian relations
which could no longer be contained.
To move beyond the confines of neighbouring countries, the ten
sions in Saudi-Iranian relations stem from factors similar to those
affecting Iraqi-Iranian ties. Additionally, the overriding concern
in Saudi Arabia, much more than in neighbouring Iraq, was with the
prospect of the radicalization of the Iranian revolution, which they
perceived inevitably as a gain for the Soviet Union. Here again, such
provocative measures by revolutionary Iran as Khomeini’s appeal to
the pilgrims to promote the Iranian-Islamic revolution amongst all
Moslem brethren, a powerful radio' station in Khuzistan trying to reach
the masses of non-Saudi Arab workers in the region, and the systema
tic expression of contempt for ‘the failure of the oil-rich Arab state to
face the challenge of a few million usurping Zionists,’ were of course
bound to aggravate the existing tension.1S Divergent views on oil
policies between the two countries are not of post-revolution origin,
but have become intensified over the last year with Iran bent on reduc
ing production and maximizing profit, and the Saudis pursuing a
moderate policy favouring the industralized consuming nations. Iran’s
exploitation of an oil policy designed to destabilize the Saudi royal
regime by branding it a puppet of the West, has further contributed
to the growing mutual suspicion and recrimination, the facade of
normalcy notwithstanding.
The Gulf states share similar misgivings and concerns about revolu
tionary Iran. Iran’s susceptibility to such reckless attempts as renounc
ing the 1969 Bahrain Settlement, or utilizing Iranian and other nonArab Shia workers to subvert these traditional regimes from within, are
perceived by them as inherent dangers, despite the erosion o f the
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credibility of Iran’s military capacity.
Iraqi aggression elevated regional policy to a much higher level. Since
September 1980 Iran’s attitude towards nearly all foreign countries as
well as toward international organizations has been determined by their
attitudes towards the war. In a sense Iran’s foreign relations since then
have been basically determined by Iraq’s threat to the survival of the
regime and the territorial integrity of the country.

The Iraqi-Iranian Conflict
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Relations with Iraq began to deteriorate almost immediately after
Khomeini’s seizure of power. Some long-standing historical reasons as
well as specific immediate causes brought the two countries to the
brink of war early in September and actual hostilities broke out on
22 September 1980.
First, in the last few years of the Shah’s regime the two countries
had managed to normalize their relations. Outstanding issues such as
sovereignty over Shat-al-Arab, the demarcation of boundaries and the
relations of each government towards the Kurdish people within their
territories were all resolved in the historic Algiers agreement signed in
1975.16 As far as the new regime was concerned Iraq was a pro-Shah
regime, and since it was determined to reverse the basic premises of
the Shah’s foreign policy, it was obvious that sooner or later Iraq’s
Baathist regime would be placed on Khomeini’s enemy list. Secondly,
the Iraqis too felt strong reasons for suspicion and increased enmity
toward the new Iran, which was not only espousing an international
dimension for its Islamic revolution, but displaying strong hostility
towards the Baathist regime as secular and, not the least, ideologically
pro-Western. Moreover, Saddam Hossein, who by the time of
Khomeini’s triumph had consolidated his hold on Iraq, was concerned
that his Shia population, roughly 50 per cent of Iraq’s population,
might respond to Khomeini’s Islamic fundamentalism and challenge
his regime from within.
Although Iraqi nationalism had for some time built up a strong
component of Persophobia, Hossein was not confident that his Shia
compatriots would be totally impervious to Khomeini’s agitation from
across the borders. Of all Iran’s Moslem neighbours, Iraq was the only
country with over half its population Shia, and was the land where the
most holy Shia shrines, namely Nejaf and Karbala, were located. When
in December 1979 the Islamic constitution was approved, the principle
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of Pan-Islamism became an official doctrine of Khomeini’s Iran. Con
sequently, Iraq became convinced that given the opportunity Khomeini
would not hesitate in the least to take active measures for exporting
his brand of Shia fundamentalism into Iraq.
A third reason for the outbreak of hostilities between the two was
that in a real sense the Iraqis felt that the 1975 agreement had been
imposed on them by a more powerful Iranian regime under the late
Shah. Although Saddam Hossein had been the architect of this accord,
and objectively speaking the agreement favoured each side equally, the
fact remained that it had been concluded with an Iranian ruler at the
zenith of his power and prestige. Now that Iran was undergoing the
chaos of revolutionary turmoil, was not the time opportune for Iraq to
renegue on the agreement? A successful abrogation of that treaty
accompanied by the ‘liberation’ of the three Persian Gulf islands
occupied by the Shah in 1971, could only help elevate Iraq to the
status o f leadership in the Persian Gulf rivalling that of the deposed
Shah at the height of his power. The Iraqis felt that since both these
actions had been taken by a hated Shah, the new regime would have no
difficult in sanctioning their revocation.
Fourthly, there was the perplexing and still unsettled question of the
Kurds. Under the 1975 agreement the Shah had stopped his less than
clandestine backing o f the Kurdish insurgents in Iraq and shortly after
wards the Baghdad regime had crushed the insurrection. Since late
1975 that major burden had been lifted from the shoulders of the Iraqi
rulers. The considerable measure of self-rule granted the Iraqi Kurds
had additionally made the region less hostile to the central government
in Baghdad. Historically, Kurdish turmoil in one country had a way of
spilling over into the other. Iran and Iraq could be confident of the
tranquillity of their respective Kurdish regions only if both regimes
pacified their Kurds by whatever diplomatic or military means were
deemed necessary. With the collapse o f the Shah’s regime this equation
began to change.
Because the new regime had embarked on a systematic decimation of
Iran’s armed forces, the chief instrument for the pacification o f the
Iranian Kurds was effectively undermined. In the best tradition of their
forefathers the Kurds launched a new insurrection in Iran, just as soon
as they became convinced of the weakness o f the central government,
as well as of the genuine sympathy of some secular leftist revolutionary
forces for a limited Kurdish autonomy in the context of a federated Iran.
The Kurdish problem since the revolution has been covered else
where in this study. Suffice it to stress that the resurgence of the struggle
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of the Iranian Kurds against what they perceived to be a weak central
government, had a major influence on the outbreak of the war with
Iraq. Objectively speaking, Iraq had a vested interest in a tranquil
Iranian Kurdistan, for if the Kurds there could successfully secede from
Iran, their compatriots across the ill-defined borders would not long
delay in embracing that cause. As long as Iran possessed sufficient
military strength to keep the Kurds in check, Iraq had restrained from
provocative actions with regard to the Iranian Kurds.
But with the near collapse of the armed forces and their partial
replacement by the Pasdaran, whose fundamental Islamic ideology
was suspect to Iraq, and finally with the successful insurgency in the
summer and autumn of 1979, Iraq felt a reassessment of its policy
in this matter was essential. If the Iranians could not restore tranquillity
to their Kurdistan, then Iraq would ensure that a stretch of its
common border with Iran would be protected by its own military
forces. This need not be a permanent solution and could be reversed
as soon as Iran could acquire the military leverage necessary for retain
ing its Kurdistan. Throughout the autumn of 1979 repeated border
skirmishes took place between the armies of the two countries as the
Iranians were attempting to put down the new Kurdish insurgency. In
the meantime, the ideological and propaganda warfare between Baghdad
and Tehran was intensified, with Iran openly calling on the Shias and
other Moslems all over the Arab world to rise up and overthrow their
‘corrupt rulers,’ and the Iraqis inciting the Arab Iranians of Khuzistan
to secede from ‘the racist Persia and rejoin their Arab brethren.’ In midDecember, at the height of domestic and foreign turmoil in Iran, serious
clashes along the common border almost brought the two countries
into an undeclared war. However, as yet the Iraqi regime was not ready
to risk an all-out invasion. The assault on the US embassy, the uncer
tainties o f the US response and ambiguities about the Soviet attitude
concerning Iran and Iraq, treaty obligations notwithstanding, combined
to dissuade Saddam Hossein from striking before September 1980.
On 22 September 1980 Iraq struck along its 300-mile border with Iran.
Iraqi armoured divisions moved towards Kirmanshah, Dezful and Ahwaz,
and most significantly towards Khoramshahr and Abadan in the Shatal-Arab shores.
Iraq’s Political Aims
Having declared the 1975 treaty null and void, Iraq announced the
acquisition of complete sovereignty over Shat-al-Arab as its primary
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objective. The acquisition of the two disputed border enclaves which
under the 1975 treaty were conceded to Iraq but never actually relin
quished by the Iranians was their second demand; and the return of
the three Persian Gulf islands to Arab sovereignty, which meant the
restoration of the 1971 ante bellum, was their other initial aim. Im
plied, though not openly declared, Iraq’s overall objective was to topple
Khomeini’s regime at a time when it seemed totally isolated and facing
formidable challenges both from inside the country and abroad. On the
face of it the Iraqis seemed to be insisting upon their share of the 1975
agreement while simultaneously declaring that agreement invalid.
Be that as it may, in the first three weeks of the war the Iraqis gained
some of their military objectives. A strip of land ranging in depth from
10 to 35 miles was captured along the common border. But no quick
political concession was forthcoming from Iran. The important cities of
Ahwaz, Dezful and Abadan put up a determined resistance. The Iranian
Air Force reached deep into the heart of Iraq and flew spectacular sorties
against Baghdad as well as against such port facilities as Basra and
Ummul Qasr. The Shat-al-Arab was blocked by some seventy stranded
ships, but its western shores could not be completely taken over by the
Iraqis because of their inability to capture Abadan, although the port city
of Khoramshahr was recaptured after three weeks of bitter street fighting.
Despite the incredible propaganda warfare on both sides, by the third
week o f the hostilities it became quite obvious that Iraq’s original time
table could not be achieved. Documents taken from Iraqi prisoners-ofwar had disclosed a timetable of 10 to 14 days during which, apart from
Khoramshahr, Abadan, Ahwaz, Dezful and Masjed Soleiman, the main
centres of oil-rich Khuzistan had to be captured. One-third of neighbour
ing Kurdistan, including the region of Ilam and Kirmanshah, was to be
under Iraqi control by the end of the third week. At no time during
more than a year of warfare did the Iraqis succeed in attaining more than
30 to 40 per cent of their territorial goals. Why? What went wrong?
Some important miscalculations marred the attainment of Iraq’s
initial military and political objectives. First, they had underestimated
the power of nationalism, which even in Islamic Iran meant the rallying
of most of the political forces to the central government, however weak
and unpopular it had become. Secondly, it had vastly underestimated the
ability of the Pasdaran to resist the invading Iraqi forces and to help
defend cities in and around such major targets as Dezful and Ahwaz, as
well as Abadan. Thirdly, the Iraqis had over-relied on a spontaneous
uprising by dissident Arab-speaking Iranians in Khuzistan, or for that
matter by other Iranian dissidents in the border regions. Fourthly, it
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had overestimated the significance o f the Abadan refinery to the
Iranian economy. The sharp decline in oil revenue was no more crucial
for the country than had been American and West European sanctions,
imposed during the hostage crisis, since November 1979.
These miscalculations caused the war to drag on, despite optimistic
initial signs that the hostilities would be short-lived. At the end of the
spring, nearly nine months after the offensive had been launched by the
Iraqis, the war had settled into a low-key war of attrition while peace
missions continued their slow and cumbersome efforts. In early April
two such missions, one from the Islamic Conference, the other from the
non-aligned countries, reported some limited progress. Some accounts
from Baghdad suggested that Iraq’s objectives had been considerably
toned down. Some reports indicated that all they now wanted were the
two tiny border enclaves granted them under the 1975 agreement, and
sovereignty over the whole Shat-al-Arab waterway.17
Fifteen months after their invasion the Iraqi armies continue to
hold a narrow strip of land about 5-30 miles along the border, with
their deepest penetration in the Abadan front at about 45 miles.
Repeated attempts by the Iranians to dislodge them from these posi
tions have been futile. In February 1981, responding to the pressures
from his clerical rivals, Banisadr ordered a counter-offensive near Susangerd, south o f Dezful. The attack was a disaster, resulting in hundreds
of casualties and the capture of scores of tanks and other heavy
weapons by the Iraqis. Some press accounts describe the details of this
offensive as evidence of Iraq’s ability to sit tight and simply wait the
Iranians out. The Econom ist reported that some 400 Iranian tanks had
broken out of the town, crossing the river to its west. The Iraqis re
treated about a mile and then sent in their aircraft to destroy the
bridges. While the Iranians were rebuilding the bridges, the Iraqis
crossed the river on either side of the Iranian tank force and cut it
to pieces as it tried to return to Susangerd. Iraq claimed the capture of
30 tanks and the destruction o f another 270. There has been no other
such massive counter-offensive since then in this region. But the Iraqis
have not been faring much better either. Despite their repeated claims
of capturing Ahwaz or Dezful, these major targets have so far withstood
the daily shelling and occasional probing assault by the Iraqis. More
significantly, Abadan with its shattered refinery has not been seized,
and as long as it remains in Iranian hands Shat-al-Arab will be within
their artillery range and therefore closed.
For several reasons the Iraqis seem to have been reluctant to launch
a determined offensive against the city. Above all, the experience of
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Khoramshahr, which took the Iraqis 24 days to capture, must be
mentioned. The Iraqis acknowledged that only about 3,000 regular
army and Pasdaran were defending the city. The house-to-house battle
for its capture took a heavy toll o f the Iraqis — estimated at 2,000
dead and three times as many wounded. Abadan, on the other hand,
is defended by about 10,000 regular troops — a mechanized brigade,
a mechanized battalion, a naval battalion, an armoured brigade with
some 50 tanks, in addition to about 5,000 battle-tested Pasdaran.
During the spring much was said about an imminent attack on
Abadan, for the Iraqi President was allegedly in need of a major
military gain to please his people. To attack Abadan the Iraqis must
overcome formidable problems. The island city has many defensive
advantages. To its north directly across the Karun River lies Khoram
shahr. To the west lies Shat-al-Arab and to the east Bahmanshir River
which is a tributary of the Karun. To the south-east there are huge
marshes. In between these two natural defensive obstacles lies a single
road to Khosrowabad. Early in the autumn the Iraqis crossed the
Karun by laying down four pontoon bridges, but they have neither
crossed the Bahmanshir nor cut off the road to Khosrowabad. It is
via this road that Abadan is being supplied.
Iraqi field commanders have cited political reasons for not having
completed the noose around Abadan before the winter turned the
marshes into huge lakes. None the less, the stalemate has been sustained
because the Iranians too had failed to open up additional connecting
roads to Abadan. Between November and January the city garrison
twice tried to link up with an advancing column coming down the road
from the east, but faced tough Iraqi resistance and had to turn back.
A week after the first anniversary of the war, 22 September,
the Iranians launched a successful counter-attack to lift the siege of Aba
dan. After twelve hours of heavy fighting they succeeded in pushing the
Iraqis to the western shores of the Karun River. Close to 2,000 prisoners
were taken and scores of tanks and armoured personnel-carriers were
captured. The Iraqis acknowledged their withdrawal to the western
shores of the Karun for ‘tactical’ reasons and have instead resumed
the heavy shelling of the city, with considerable civilian casualities.18
This successful counter-offensive has not radically altered the
standoff in the war. In the central sector around Susangerd, the stale
mate resulting from the unsuccessful counter-offensive by Iran in
February, persists. Likewise the stalemate in the air war seems to hold.
After some spectacular bombing by both sides, in which the Iranian
US-equipped war planes gave a more impressive account of themselves,
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the air war has literally ended. The supply routes to Iraq from Jordan,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait work to full capacity. Iraq’s two
pipelines across Turkey and Syria carry between 600,000 and 100,000
barrels of oil daily. Despite the destruction of the main Iraqi offshore
terminal in the Gulf early in the war, the Iraqis have not destroyed
the main Iranian pipeline sending oil from Khark Island to Tehran.
Either because most of the pipeline is underground or because of
political considerations, this aspect o f the war is also stalemated.
There is no doubt that if this is the result of mutual restraint it
is also due to the casualties and destruction o f the first three months
o f the war. Iranian sources acknowledge that nearly 2 million people
from Khuzistan have either become homeless or have moved out of
threatened towns and villages.19 Iran’s military and civilian casualties,
according to the best estimates, range from 20,000 to 30,000 dead and
several times that many wounded.
The Iraqis have lost from 6,000 to 10,000 in the war and several
more thousands as a result of the early bombing by the Iranian Air
Force of Basra, Baghdad, Mosul and Kirkuk. Some 100,000 civilians
have also reportedly been evacuated from Basra and its surroundings.
This being the case, at the end of the autumn of 1981 and in the
absence o f any major Iraqi offensive and Iranian counter-offensive,
the question as to why a truce cannot be arranged has puzzled officials
and military analysts alike.

In
st

The Divergent Positions on a Truce
From the outset Iran viewed the war as an act of aggression and
demanded not only the total withdrawal of the invading Iraqi army, but
condemnation of Hossein’s regime as an aggressor and compensation for
damages to Iranian towns and installations. Thus, any suggestion of a
cease-fire while the Iraqis were still on Iranian soil was adamantly
rejected until recently. In April 1981 the Iranians seemed to have
agreed to a cease-fire as a first step for an Iraqi pull-back. On the ques
tion of sovereignty over Shat-al-Arab, the idea of arbitration by an
Islamic committee has been implicitly accepted by both sides, but there
is disagreement as to when this should be done, with Iran insisting that
this should follow the complete withdrawal of Iraqi forces and Iraq
demanding that it be done simultaneously with the cease-fire. Further
more, Iran wishes the committee to determine who was responsible for
the war, which suggests some modifications o f the original demand that
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Iraq, should admit its responsibility for doing so.
The Iraqis have not accepted these terms. They seem to be genuinely
willing to return all their occupied territories in return for the two
border enclaves and the recognition of their sovereignty over Shat-alArab. They are on record as pledging that unless Iran recognizes their
sovereignty over the Shat they will not begin pulling back, even
though a cease-fire can be agreed upon. Although Iraq’s continuing
occupation of some Iranian territory appears to give it the upper-hand,
the situation has presented the Iraqi government with a certain dilem
ma. If Iraq launches another offensive, say to capture Abadan, Dezful
or Ahwaz, it must risk heavy casualties. If it accepts the Iranian terms
to settle the dispute it must abandon nearly all of the political and
military objectives for which it launched the offensive in the first
place.
Despite growing internal conflict within Iran, Iraq could not con
fidently rely on an internal revolt in the non-occupied areas of Khuzistan by Arab Iranians. The so-called Arabistan National Liberation
Front, which supposedly represents the dissident Arab Iranians of
Khuzistan, has not been able, and is not likely in the future, to function
as a fifth column for the Iraqi Army. This is not to say that militarily
the Iraqis are in a desperate situation. Since the outbreak of the war,
eight of its twelve army divisions have been fighting Iran; one division
is located on the Syrian front and the other three are guarding Kurdi
stan, even though since the 1975 agreement usually six divisions had
been used to guard the still-disgruntled Kurds.
Despite what some military analysts regard as an overstretching of
its military forces, Iraq has ample sources of material and financial
support from Arab and European sources and therefore has the capa
city to prolong the existing stalemate. None the less, since the destruc
tion in June 1981 of Iraq’s nuclear facilities by the Israeli Air Force,
a more sober mood seems to mark the Iraqi attitude. In a rare news
conference at the end of June 1981, Saddam Hossein sounded an
extremely conciliatory note towards Iran at the very time that internal
chaos had reached a new height in the Islamic Republic. Reviewing the
status of the war with Iran, he acknowledged that his troops had
pulled back in several areas including 2.5-3 miles from its furthest
advance to the outskirts of Ahwaz. He pointed out that these retreats
had little to do with the Iranian counter-offensive, but were necessary
for guaranteeing better offense and reducing their losses. Only in two
areas of Gilan Gharb and Sare Pole-Zahab have the Iranians been able
to regain some lost territories in combat, according to Hossein. More
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significantly, he made some very sophisticated statements about the
war suggesting that it would be very bad if Iran felt it had taken a beat
ing from Iraq, for it would simply, hunger for another war, just as
Germany had done after World War I, so that it could avenge its defeat.
‘We hope that the war will not end under circumstances in which Iran
pays a high price, since this would give it a historical complex where we
are concerned. When I am talking about a high price, I am referring to
its unity.’20
What is apparent is that having learned from the serious miscalcula
tions in the initial phase of the war, Hossein is extremely reluctant to
repeat his mistakes. Internal considerations may also play a role, for
although the war does not seem to be unpopular in Iraq there is no
assurance that the military leaders will support a ‘neither war nor
peace’ situation indefinitely. Furthermore, the Kurdish variable may
also change in an unexpected way which could upset the present
equation. More than Iraq, perhaps the internal vicissitudes of Iranian
politics may force each side of the present deadlock to change heart.
Both the new Iranian President and Prime Minister elected after
Banisadr, had hardly served a month before their assassination at the
end of August. Their replacements could not be expected to go beyond
the April modifications of Iran’s position. The Islamic Republic can
neither enable the still-suspect armed forces to defeat the Iraqis mili
tarily, nor accept the terms for a cease-fire and pull-back of the Iraqi
Army that it had frequently and systematically rejected in the past.
A major change in this equation is necessary before the war can
formally end. This can come as a result of either a radical change in the
Baathist regime or the collapse o f Khomeini’s government. Both so far
have shown an extraordinary staying power, irrespective of heavy odds.
At the time o f writing the armies of the two countries are in a stale
mate on either side of the Karun and Karkheh Rivers in Khuzistan
province. The strength of the Iranian Army in this area is estimated at
four and a half divisions, withdrawn from the northern garrisons
between Tabriz and Mashad, thus leaving the Soviet-Iranian border
virtually unprotected.
On the Iranian side numerous political problems plague the relations
between the regular army and the Revolutionary Guards. Apart from a
profound suspicion of the regular army, the Pasdaran are ill-equipped
for conventional war and reluctant to accept the command of the
former. They may, however, have learned the lesson of the February
1981 counter-offensive, for no new attempt had been made since that
disastrous experience until the lifting of the siege of Abadan at the end
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of September. The Iranian Air Force, despite heavy losses, still has
about 100 operational combat aircraft, but in the wake of Banisadr’s
and Rajavi’s spectacular flight to France, with the complicity of certain
Air Force personnel, the Air Force has been virtually grounded. When
and if this constraint is lifted, the US-trained Iranian Air Force could
exploit some natural advantages over Iraq such as the closeness of Iraqi
targets to the Iranian front line, often only ten minutes’ flying time,
contrasting with Iranian targets which are dispersed over a much
larger area.
It is the Iranian Navy which has denied Iraq the fruits of its limited
victory on land. While taking some losses in the initial phase o f the war,
the Navy has literally bottled-up the Iraqi ports of Basra and Ummul
Qasr. They have also kept up supplies to Abadan and have shelled
targets across Shat-al-Arab. Compared with Iraq, whose only access to
the Persian Gulf is via these ports, Iranian ports on the Gulf and the
Arabian Sea have not been put out of action.
In terms of military supplies, both sides have been able to diversify
the sources of their arms procurement. France continues to be Iraq’s
main supplier as evidenced by the recent agreement to sell the Baghdad
government 150 tactical ground-support Alpha jet fighters plus 60
Mirage jets. Some Arab states like Egypt, despite political differences,
also supply Iraq with Soviet-made spare parts. The Iranians have
received some supplies from Moscow, Syria, Libya and North Korea.
In July and August 1981 reliable reports indicated the sale of some
spare parts for the Iranian Air Force by Israel.21 But Iran’s major
problem remains its inadequate overhaul and rebuilding capacity, even
though a tank-repair factory in Masjed Soleiman in Khuzistan remains
operative.

Neither West nor East
The protracted war with Iraq has compelled the regime to tone down
its radical rhetorics and to seek to articulate its foreign-policy tenets.
This, however, could not be done as long as internal conflict prevented
the regime from speaking with one voice. Once the hostage crisis was
resolved the Cabinet, as opposed to the President and the Majlis, ac
quired ascendency in the area of foreign policy. In one of the most
authoritative statements on Iran’s new international posture, Minister
o f State Behzad Nabavi, the architect of the final hostage settlement,
reviewed Iran’s views and policies at the conference of Non-aligned
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Nations held in New Delhi on 12 February 1981.22 His address was
particularly significant because by then Nabavi had become closely
identified with the Islamic Republican Party. Previous spokesmen on
foreign policy like Banisadr, Ghotbzadeh and Ibrahim Yazdi had all
been pushed into oblivion. Nabavi had weathered the storm o f protest
over the hostage settlement raised by the secular opponents of the
regime, including the above personalities.
In his address Nabavi began by criticizing the way non-alignment
had been practised until recently. In its former form the concept had
become meaningless because many of the professed non-aligned coun
tries could not in practice follow a policy independent of the super
powers. Furthermore, their attempts to play one super-power against
another had proved futile because in the process they had been forced
to accept many kinds of dependency. How real independence could be
achieved and how the non-aligned movement could pursue its original
thesis depended on the understanding of major changes in the Third
World. According to Nabavi,
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Today in many of the Third World countries a movement has been
set afoot that has profound cultural and ideological overtones. The
growth of liberation and anti-colonial movements in many nations
has placed the foreign-affiliated governments of these nations at a
crossroad. One course of action open to them is to change their
methods and align themselves with the aspiration of the masses,
and let them grow in freedom and acquire self-confidence so that
they can lay the foundations for a truly independent and nonaligned foreign policy. The other course, in the wake of this on
slaught is to further enlist the support of the super-powers and thus
guarantee their survival through them. Sadly enough, the names of a
number of nations which have chosen the second alternative appear
in the roster of the non-aligned member states. The only remedy
for the problems of non-aligned nations is to be sought in the first
alternative, that is to say, in returning to self-reliance. If the nonaligned movement were able to recover its true identity and evolve
into a real political power, it surely can then fulfill its objectives,
or else it cannot claim even a better position than the one presently
enjoyed by the innocuous United Nations.
Hostility towards the United Nations was directly related to Iraq’s
aggression against Iran, although the memories o f what Iran regarded as
silent acquiescence with regard to the Shah’s oppressive policies also
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played a significant role. Indeed it was because o f the ineffectiveness of
the UN’s specialized agencies in dealing with violations of human rights
under the Shah that the new regime made every effort to blunt UN
participation in resolving the hostage crisis. When the Security Council
refused to condemn Iraq as an aggressor the Iranian regime had even
more pronounced grievances against it. Nabavi recalled that in the
mid-1960s at the height of international tension and prestige of the
non-aligned movement, there were some leading nations which thought
the movement should replace the UN as the protector o f the security of
the Third World countries. This suggestion did not materialize for
several reasons.
First, the charter of the non-aligned movement was weak and
directed at preventing super-power influence rather than positive
response to them. Secondly, quantity rather than quality had been used
as the criterion of membership, thus permitting admission to a number
of pro-Western or pro-Soviet nations. Thirdly, the criterion of member
ship was superficial and confined to non-membership in formal military
political alliances, whereas in reality a number of states were fully
aligned with either of the blocs without formal treaty relationships.
Fourthly, the movement had been unable to arrive at any collective and
practical decisions. Fifthly, the spirit prevailing in the organization had
been that of compromise and accommodation with the super-powers.
The Iranian minister had concrete suggestions to transform the
movement into ‘a strong arm in the service of the oppressed people and
capable of challenging the dominant position held by the super-powers.’
One suggestion was a change in the name of the movement, which as it
stood emphasized a negative role rather than something denoting a
constructive role. Another was a purge of the movement of countries
which were non-aligned in name only. Apart from these two general ideas
he offered the following set o f proposals for consideration and adop
tion by the conference.
(1) Financial assistance to be rendered to the poor members of the
movement as well as to liberation movements through the creation
of an international fund to be established by the member states.
(2) Efforts to be directed for the purpose of reaching economic
self-sufficiency and the satisfaction of economic needs of the member
nations through mutual co-operation, with a view to accelerating the
process of sheltering the member states from the economic pressures
o f the super-powers through participation in international common
markets and other mutual economic and financial devices.
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(3) Efforts should be launched with a view to establishing a banking
apparatus in order to cut off financial dependency of the member
states on the Western banking system. I may call your attention here
to the Iranian experience which brought home the lesson that no
bank belonging to international money dealers can safely be en
trusted with the earnings of the small nations. As soon as these
nations initiate the smallest move contrary to the interests o f the
super-powers and their bankers, their assets become immediately
exposed to the threats and vagaries o f these international usupers.
(4) The creation of an international news agency to be put at the
service of the deprived nations for the purpose of doing away with
the propaganda monopoly in the hands of the super-powers.
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Nabavi also took the opportunity to pronounce his government’s views
on what he called three instances of international acts of aggression.
These consisted of the continued aggression against Palestine, the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan and the Iraqi invasion of Iran. On Afghani
stan he echoed the hard-line position initially adopted by Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh in December 1979. The Islamic Republic considered
Barbak Karmal’s regime illegal and imposed on the people of Afghani
stan by foreign military forces. The total withdrawal of foreign forces
was indispensable to finding a political solution. Iran therefore de
manded the unconditional withdrawal o f Soviet forces so that the
Moslem people of Afghanistan could be free to choose their own
destiny and install a political order congenial to their national aspira
tions.
Nabavi urged the conference to oust the Afghan government delega
tion in favour of representatives of the opposition movement. He did n o t,
however, go as far as Ghotbzadeh, who a year earlier had included
a number of Afghan representatives in the Iranian delegation. That
action had caused considerable consternation among the Tudeh and
other pro-Soviet groups in Iran at the height of the state-sponsored
anti-American radicalism. Soviet pressure, added to that o f the influ
ential IRP leaders who were suspicious o f the ties of the secular former
Foreign Minister with the West, had cost Ghotbzadeh his post. Almost
a year later, Nabavi could only repeat a general condemnation of the
Soviet occupation and a pledge of not becoming a party to any scheme
to settle the Afghan crisis which was not compatible with the principles
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of non-intervention and respect for popular sovereignty. In early
November the new government of Mir Hossein Mussavi proposed the
formation of an Islamic peace-keeping army to replace the Soviet Army
and prepare for a referendum. The Karmal regime promptly rejected
the plan as impractical and insane.23
Iran did not clarify its position concerning a Soviet proposal about
tripartite negotiations between herself and Pakistan and the present
Kabul regime. This proposal had been turned down by Pakistan on the
grounds that its acceptance would give legitimacy to the Soviet-installed
Karmal government. Instead, the Pakistanis wanted four-way negotia
tions in which the Kabul regime and the Afghan Mojahedin would
participate. There were strong indications to suggest that the Iranian
attitude was dictated by its desire not to antagonize irreversibly the
Soviet Union.
Moscow’s attitude towards the Iraqi-Iranian conflict was obvious
enough to encourage Iran to secure maximum concessions from the
Soviet Union in return for a more restrained position on Afghanistan.
Indeed, three significant developments during the first three months
of the war showed Soviet susceptibility to Iran’s machinations. First
was the interruption o f the delivery of military hardware to Iraq, the
treaty of friendship with that country notwithstanding. Second was
permission for flights by Libyan, Iranian and third-party cargo planes
carrying sorely needed ammunition and weapons over East European
and Russian territories around the Black Sea.24 A third gesture was the
Soviet condoning of close military ties between Iran and North Korea
which had been flourishing to an amazing degree in the recent past.
Be that as it may, it was the Iraqi invasion about which Nabavi
complained bitterly to the Non-aligned Conference. Denying that
Iran had received any military aid from any quarter while Iraq was
receiving billions of dollars’ worth of all sorts of aid from the ‘West and
its puppets in the area,’ he reiterated that the Iraqi invasion was part of
a greater international plot to destroy the Islamic Republic. In review
ing the background to the conflict the Iranian Minister found himself
defending the sanctity and inviolability of the Algiers agreement which
the Shah had negotiated with Iraq in 1975. As noted elsewhere, the
treaty signed on 13 June 1975 was supplemented by four additional
agreements signed on 2 December 1975 and duly registered with
the UN secretariat. Articles 5 and 6 of the main agreement commit
the contracting parties to recognizing the inviolability of the new
frontiers and the negotiated settlement o f any dispute concerning
its interpretation and implementation.
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As noted previously in the analysis of its constitution, the broad
principles of Iran’s international posture such as non-alignment and
Pan-Islamism are laid down in the document. In the wake of the
second anniversary of the revolution several authoritative statements
concerning this matter became available. In a detailed commentary
the organ of the Revolutionary Guards Corps Message o f Revolution
gave some insights into the Islamic Republic’s perception of contem
porary international relations and Iran’s position therein.25
According to this analysis the contemporary world is fragmented
into territorial entities called countries. In each o f these countries a
power rules which is called ‘Political Supreme Power.’ Under this
definition over 150 countries have been introduced, which are members
of the United Nations Organization. In practice, however, the absolute
and total independence o f these countries has become restricted.
Since World War II two political poles or two social systems have
governed the world: the Washington pole and the Moscow pole. Due to
their economic and military power, each of these poles has attracted
several countries to itself as satellites. Naturally, these countries no
longer have the total independence indispensable to a government.
For this reason, while the two poles were being formed and strength
ened, certain mindful politicians attempted to found a ‘Third World.’
Marshal Tito in Yugoslavia, Doctor Sukarno in Indonesia, Gamal Abdel
Nasser in Egypt, and Nehru in India expressed similar ideas when form
ing the famous Bandung Conference in 1955, and later the Movement
for Non-aligned Countries. They decided to modify the two main poles
of capitalism and communism and prevent the obliteration of the
independence of smaller countries.
The commentary further claimed that the history of the past quarter
of a century had revealed that the efforts of this group had failed as
a result of the lack of a totally ‘independent’ ideology. The non-aligned
countries were unable to safeguard themselves against the two wellknown poles of East and West because they did not present indepen
dent social, cultural, economic and political programmes based upon
an ideology separate from capitalism and communism. A study of the
1979 Conference showed that although close to one hundred countries
outside the military blocs had joined the Movement, almost every
one of them was, in one way or another, dependent upon the super
powers.
For instance, though the Cuban government had been able to
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abolish US domination of Cuba in the 1960s, it was today in the hands of
the Soviet Union. Cuban soldiers fought where Russia wanted them to
and the ideology of the country was also nourished by Russia. Cuba
was in practice one of the active satellites of Russia on the continent
of America. Saudi Arabia, an Islamic country which was possessed of a
focal point for the Moslems of the world and must naturally serve as a
promoter of Islamic ideology, had so intermixed with the West that it
could hardly be called independent. The entire resources of oil in Saudi
Arabia were indisputably controlled by American trusts, the govern
ment executed West-dictated policies and strove to stabilize the econo
mic situation of Western industrialized countries.
Cuba and Saudi Arabia were only two examples. Other non-aligned
countries in Africa, Asia and the Far East were in a similar condition.
Iran before the revolution had also been a secure link in this universal
chain of servitude. Its Army and weapons had been under the direct
control of the United States and its thousands of advisers. No Iranian
military unit could act unnoticed by American agents, and by the
American research and military bases which had been discovered only
after the revolution. Economically the country had been so perma
nently dependent that it was assumed the Islamic regime in Iran would
yield or collapse immediately after the economic sanctions imposed
by the USA and its allies.
Having attacked the non-aligned movement as ineffective and
not genuinely independent from the super-powers, the commentary
then turned to the foundations of the Islamic Republic’s international
position. ‘The most basic of these foundations is ingrained in the
slogan of “neither East nor West” . This policy has been successful not
only regarding domestic affairs, but it has also guaranteed the perpetua
tion and continuation of the revolution.’ As Iran viewed this concept,
it was the culmination of a prolonged quest by the Third World for a
solution to the cultural and political domination of the super-powers.
However, not only because of the military superiority of the super
powers, but owing to their cultural oppressiveness, those efforts had
not succeeded in opening an independent path for the Third World
countries.
This independent path was needed because both Western and
Marxist ideologies were inappropriate for the Third World countries.
According to Message o f Revolution, the Western ideology of liberalism
and capitalism emphasized individualism and materialism. They were
based on universalism and the superiority of Western values and denied
any validity to other civilizations and cultures. The logical outcome
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of Western thought in relation to other nations was the invention and
propagation of a special economic and ideological system. This system
encompassed such phenomena as big-business corporations, multi
national companies, assembly industries, consumer goods, propaganda
for tourism, communication media, educational systems and so forth.
Marxist philosophy, on the other hand, was a collection of ideas and
principles expressed sometimes in a scientific jargon and sometimes in a
politico-ideological nomenclature. Taking advantage o f the egalitarian,
justice-seeking spirit of mankind in general, and of the new generation
in the Third World countries in particular, Marxism had gained some
popularity. The commentary charged that Marxism, like liberalism,
believed in an absolute universalism for the philosophy it presented.
For this reason Marxism did not regard other modes of thought and
ideologies as valid or possessed of any message. Taking advantage of
pseudo-scientific analyses, Marxisim tried in particular to impose its
own solution on every society. Today, however, it had become clear
that this ideology was extraordinarily weak, and one could safely say
that it was devoid of any scientific value.
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Was the Islamic Republic dedicated to exporting its revolution beyond
the territorial context of its origins? Yes, but not through violence and
conquest. The commentary claimed that the Iranian revolution had
been the starting point for a fundamental change in the political,
economic and social conditions of the region. Considering the raison
d ’etre of this revolution, it could never remain confined within the
geographical borders of Iran.
Our revolution overturned a despotic regime which in the course of
long years had divested the Iranian people of the majority of social
and individual rights, and because o f its numerous deviations, had
placed itself in a complete deadlock. Political and cultural depen
dence on the West had led Iranian society into complete stagnation
and had turned it, economically, into a purely consuming society.
According to the commentary, the Moslem nations had for long
been afflicted with despotic regimes because of the influence and
domination of colonialism. Freedom of thought and speech could not
be found in these countries as befitted humanity. The Third World,
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and the Moslem countries in particular, thirsted for a political and
social renaissance and liberation from the bondage of regimes which
were completely out of contact with the masses.
That is why the redeeming message of the Islamic Revolution has
been swiftly received, in the light of whose progressive logic the
obstacles and barriers created by the expansionists’ dissemination
of nationalistic ideas have begun to fade away. The exportation of
the Islamic Revolution is a fact which has encountered broad recep
tion by the Moslem nations even before we ask for it.
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Similar views have been frequently reflected by Khomeini himself.
For example, in a well-known speech given on the occasion of the
‘Eyde of Qorban’ (Feast of Sacrifice), at a gathering of envoys from
Islamic countries, he explicitly rejected armed measures or military
conquest as a means for the exportation of the revolution. While
expressing a firm belief in the necessity of such an undertaking,
Khomeini reasoned that Moslem nations should learn of their right
ful claims. If they did they would not hesitate to take government
back to the people and to liberate them from the influence and domin
ation of the super-powers. The Islamic Republic believed that revolu
tions were not merchandise to be easily exported from one country to
another. Experience had shown that every social change required the
formation and emergence of ideological grounds and predispositions.
Revolutions were not coups d ’etat to be completed by changing a few
generals as heads of an army. The mission of revolutions was a funda
mental transformation of the political, economic, and above all,
cultural systems of the people. Moreover, the exportation of the Islamic
Revolution, or any other ideology for that matter, relied more than
anything else on success within its own natural boundaries. In
Khomeini’s view, Iran since 1979 had achieved such economic, political
and cultural independence that it could act as a model for other Islamic
countries. In a sense this could be called exportation of the Islamic
Revolution by emulation rather than by imposition. Whether the
Islamic Republic could serve as a model for emulation by other Moslem
countries depended on its political viability.
As has been shown in this study, numerous domestic forces currently
reject its legitimacy and seriously challenge its survival. What are the
prospects of the opposing sides in this continuously escalating struggle
for the control of Iran?
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Since the outbreak of armed struggle against the regime in June 1981
many questions have been raised about the viability of the Islamic
Republic. After every major act o f assassination and bombing involving
the leaders of government and the ruling IRP, the ability of the regime
to survive has been put to the most critical scrutiny. The temptation
to compare the revolutionary turmoil of three years earlier with the
summer of discontent for Khomeini has been almost irresistible. Any
analysis of the regime’s survival in the face of a determined armed
struggle must first raise the question of how and through what instru
ments Khomeini exercises power. Secondly, his determination to retain
power at almost any price should be understood. Thirdly, the strengths
and weaknesses of opposition groups, whether inside the country or in
exile need careful probing.
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That the regime is in serious trouble can hardly be disputed. In a real
sense the embattled Khomeini regime has long been engaged in a threefront war. For over a year it has been trying to throw the Iraqis out of
occupied Iranian territories in Khuzistan and Kurdistan. For over two
years it has been engaged in the pacification of Kurdistan and more
recently Sistan and Baluchistan in the south-eastern regions of the
country. The battle against the urban guerrillas which was formally
unleashed on 20 June 1981 is the third front. On no front has the
regime been able to act conclusively.
As recently as July 1981, while all attention was focused on the bomb
ings and executions in Tehran, Baluchi tribesmen attacked a gendarmerie
oosition outside Zahedan, killing 33 members o f the government forces
and compelling the authorities to send reinforcements from the capital.
Some estimates indicate a total collapse of government authority in
these two provinces bordering Pakistan. Baluchi guerrillas, who now
number about a thousand, have declared their aim of increasing their
strength seven-fold before the end of the year. The Baluchies have three
fundamental grievances against the Islamic Republic. As Sunnis they are
unhappy with the constitutional recognition of the Twelfth-Imam Shia
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Jaafari as the official religion. As an ethnically identifiable minority
they are dissatisfied with government failures to grant minorities even
limited autonomy. As a political force they are distressed at their in
ability to organize freely political groups in opposition to the IRP
single-party monopoly. The proximity to Pakistan and the absence of
frontier check points, has made Baluchistan a favourite haven of the
regime’s opponents. The Freedom Front of Baluchistan, while as yet
not a significant threat to Khomeini’s regime, is just another charac
teristic of the third war which began to endanger Iran’s territorial
integrity almost immediately after the Shah’s downfall.
In coping with this seemingly interminable war on three fronts the
regime has given priority in accordance to its perception of the imme
diacy and seriousness of the threat posed by each. There is no doubt
that at least since June the highest priority has been given to problem
of the urban guerrillas, for the government is fully aware of the role
they played in staging the successful insurrection against the Bakhtiar
government in February 1979. Once this source of danger had been
identified all available means were targeted to contain and eliminate it.
The government’s ability to do so has depended, to a large measure,
on its skill in utilizing its instruments of power. These are diverse, and
both coercive and non-coercive and designed to retain the regime in
power and to maximize its security.
What are these tools o f power? It is above all evident that Khomeini
governs through legitimate institutions. No matter what one thinks of
the constitution of the Islamic Republic, there is little doubt that with
the conduct o f the two referenda, one general election, three byelections for the Majlis, and three presidential elections, the regime has
achieved legitimacy. To be sure, each successive election has received
less support from the public. The age limit was progressively lowered to
encourage maximum participation of the population. In the best
traditions of Iranian electoral politics, many illegal means to influence
the results o f these elections were also utilized. Members of the revolu
tionary committees throughout the country threatened confiscation of
various rationing coupons if identification cards did not show evidence
of voting. Khomeini, as we noted, designated voting a religious duty of
all ‘good Moslems.’
Despite all this, it is important to note that Western democratic
standards should not be applied to these procedures, which were used
to set up all the institutions o f the Republic. As long as the regime is
protected by the mantle of legitimacy, such important institutions
as the bureaucracy and the military will most probably remain loyal
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to it. The bureaucracy, through which the day-to-day activities of the
government are carried out, has been traditionally reluctant to switch
allegiance from any government safeguarded by constitutional legiti
macy. Indeed, during the 1978-9 turmoil the bureaucracy was the
last institution to join the massive popular anti-Shah movement, and it
did so only after the legitimacy of the regime had been questioned by
large numbers of political groups and almost all senior clergy leaders.
The Shah’s regime itself raised the question of its own legitimacy when
it tried to co-opt the revolutionary forces at least after early November
riots and the inauguration of the short-lived Military Cabinet of General
Azhari. As yet nothing of the kind has happened. Although, as noted
earlier, senior clerical leaders have voiced harsh criticism against some
aspects of Khomeini’s regime, they have not yet gone to the extreme of
rejecting its legitimacy.
Similarly, the Army has traditionally accepted the legitimacy of
the central government and has been slow in joining popular move
ments clamouring for its denial. Thus, even towards the end of Mossa
degh’s regime in 1953 the Army’s leadership remained by and large
loyal to the Prime Minister. It was only when the Shah’s decree for
his removal was publicized that regional commanders switched their
allegiance from Mossadegh to the coup d ’e tat regime. This is not to
make a definite prognosis about the military’s future role in the'Iranian
crisis. It is simply to point out that the institutionalized armed forces
are keenly aware of their oath of allegiance to the Islamic Republic
and its supreme leader, Khomeini. Thus, in the crisis over Banisadr’s
dismissal, the Army Command had no difficulty in accepting
Khomeini’s order of dismissal of the President as C-in-C, and reaffirm
ing its allegiance to the Imam.
To be sure, an argument could be made that this personal allegi
ance, reminiscent of Hitler’s Fuhrerprinzip, is ephemeral and will
not survive Khomeini’s death. However, the constitution which legi
timized Khomeini’s supreme command of the armed forces also pro
vides for the process of succession if the Faghih dies in office or
otherwise becomes incapacitated. The army’s attitude toward such
an eventuality may therefore depend on whether or not an heirapparent to Khomeini will be nominated during his life-time. In Sep
tember 1981 new evidence pointed to the emergence of Ayattolah
Montazari as Khomeini’s successor. The legitimacy of his office could
in this fashion be extended to Montazari and make both the bureau
cracy and the Army reluctant to challenge such a transition of
power.
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The second instrument o f Khomeini’s power is the Islamic Revolu
tionary Guards Corps. The corps, known by its Farsi name as Pasdaran,
has been the critical means by which Khomeini has tried to (a) counter
balance the regular armed forces, (b) enforce the ruling of the Islamic
revolutionary courts, (c) participate in crushing the rebellions of the
ethnic minorities, (d) unite the regular armed forces in the war against
Iraq, and (e) fight against the guerrilla organizations which since June
have carried out armed struggle against the regime.
The Pasdaran has undergone significant command and structure
changes designed to improve its efficiency and performance. Whereas
at the outset all members of the guerrilla groups who had fought in
street battles to defeat the Army and topple the Bakhtiar government
were welcome to join, since the summer of 1979 this has no longer
been the case. First, members of the Mojahedin and Fedayeen groups
were purged, for by then their loyalty to Khomeini had become
suspect. Secondly, the necessity of intensive training in both Islamic
principles and the military arts became evident when in clashes against
the Turkomans in April, and the Kurds in July and August of that year,
the Pasdaran gave an extremely poor account of itself. Thirdly, the
war with Iraq also showed the need for high military discipline, as well
as ability to co-ordinate military operations with the regular armed
forces.
For all these reasons the Pasdaran has now become an elite group.
Its members are recruited from the partly literate urban poor and the
lower middle class. They are given an intensive six-months training
in the ideology of the Islamic Republic which includes reading and the
passing of tests on three primary texts: the Qoran, Imam Ali’s Nahfolbalagheh and Khomeini’s Velayate Faghih. Young officers of the
regular army have now replaced Palestinian-trained Iranians, and
occasionally some Palestinians, as instructors - particularly since the
Iraq-Iran war when the regime has become suspicious about the Arab
ties o f some prominent leaders of the Pasdaran. In November 1981
there were talks about setting up a college-level academy for advanced
military education for the Pasdaran.
As a result of the conflict between Banisadr and the Islamic Repu
blican Party, Pasdaran loyalty was heavily taxed, but once Khomeini
had sided decisively with the IRP, the Pasdaran turned its back on the
President. In the wake of the bomb blast at IRP Headquarters at the
end of June 1981, it was the Pasdaran which took prompt action to
surround all Army garrisons in the capital in case the blast was part of
an attempt to stage a coup d ’etat.
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The Pasdaran has nearly 100,000 members organized into brigades
and regiments. The High Command is picked directly by Khomeini. In
the process of the changes described above Abusharif, a Palestiniantrained Iranian, was replaced by at least three other commanders —
each later dismissed as being pro-Arab, pro-Banisadr or pro-Mojahedin.
When the armed struggle was declared in June about 20,000 Pasdarans
were summoned to the capital city, leaving just over 10,000 of their
number in charge of security in the provincial centres. The Pasdaran
also frequently provides the firing squads responsible for carrying out
the death sentences handed down by the revolutionary courts. Ever
since its creation the Pasdaran Commander has been in effect under the
direct control of the radical Mullahs who have acted as the ProsecutorsGeneral of the Islamic revolution or as heads of the revolutionary
courts in the capital. At the present time Hojatolislam Hossein Mussavi
Tabrizi occupies the former position. Because he is a high-ranking
member of the IRP, the Pasdaran is thus linked with the ruling party.
Close associates of Khomeini believe that the IRP and the Pasdaran
compete for the Imam’s support and that Khomeini uses one to counter
the excessive concentration of power in the hands of the other. Occa
sional criticism of the Corps by Khomeini is thus related to his effort
to retain it under tight control.
The next instrument of the regime is its total control of the media,
press, radio and television. Before the revolution Iran had succeeded
in establishing a fairly modern network of state-controlled TV and
radio stations. Apart from the capital city, 12 provincial cities had
regional TV stations and as many as 50 cities and towns operated radio
stations. In a country as vast as Iran, with a rate of literacy not exceed
ing 40 per cent, the state-controlled TV and radio functioned as the
most effective medium of communication, and were under the control
of the Ministry of Information at the centre and the Departments of
Information in the provinces. In the year-long turmoil foreign broad
casts beamed to Iran became a powerful weapon in the hands of exiled
opposition groups, and above all Khomeini. As noted in the account
of the negotiations between Army leaders and Khomeini’s representa
tives, encouraged by General Robert Huyser, Deputy Commander of
NATO forces in January and February, the cessation of the Persian
programme of the BBC was one demand that the army leaders insisted
upon in return for a pledge for concluding an agreement with the
revolutionary forces. Throughout the summer and autumn of 1978,
Western European Persian broadcasts, in particular the BBC’s, func
tioned as a channel of communication between opposition leaders and
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the Iranian population. Announcements of meetings and rallies, and the
contents of Khomeini’s recorded cassette messages were thus communi
cated to a much broader cross-section of people than would have been
possible by relying solely on the underground press.
For all these reasons, ever since his return to Iran, Khomeini has
been keen to assure his control of the state-managed TV and radio
network. The directors of the network were changed at least five times
before Khomeini found in the person of Hashemi Rafsanjani, brother of
the Majlis Speaker, a reliable and totally dedicated manager. Over the
past two years access to provincial radio and TV stations has always
been the target of ethnic minorities in rebellions against the govern
ment. At the end of November and early December 1979, when the
Azarbayjanis rose up against the Islamic regime, control of the Tabriz
TV station changed hands several times until a battalion of Pasdaran
was flown in from Tehran to secure it. Similarly, in Kurdistan bitter
fighting has taken place in and around the TV and radio stations in such
cities as Mahabad and Orumiyeh.
Khomeini has been extremely skilful in using radio and TV. After
every major event, when he needs a mass demonstration, either per
sonally or through his son Ahmad, his appeals will be broadcast and
impressive rallies — and more recently funeral processions — will be
organized. The radio and TV were equally skilfully utilized by the
Militant Students who occupied the US embassy throughout the
hostage crisis. Aware of the utmost significance of the media as his only
contact with the Iranian masses, Khomeini has ordered special units of
Pasdaran to be assigned to guard the headquarters of the Tehran TV
and radio stations. Several efforts by the Mojahedin to sabotage the
buildings or to infiltrate them have so far failed. A co-ordinated effort
to paralyse the government must, and undoubtedly will, include
seizing control of the capital’s TV and radio stations. In September
precisely such a plan was reportedly discovered in one of the ‘safe
houses’ captured from the Mojahedin in the neighbourhood of the TV
headquarters. Since then the building has been placed under heavy
protection, reportedly equalled only by that of Khomeini’s own resid
ence in north Tehran.
Khomeini’s control of the treasury is the next significant means of
retaining power. This is done in two ways. First, as part of the legiti
mate government his treasury receives sufficient funds from internal
and external sources to meet the payroll of the still vast and largely
untouched bureaucracy, and the Army. Additionally, government
revenues are used for paying for the importation of foodstuff via the two
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land routes from Turkey and Pakistan. Despite the considerable
deterioration in the country’s economic situation, as long as the current
level o f oil production of about 1 million barrels a day can be main
tained, the treasury’s revenue of $1.2 billion to $1.6 billion will help
sustain Iran’s basic needs. The opponents of the regime are acutely
aware of this: when the Kurds succeeded in interrupting railways and
road links from Turkey to Iran, albeit briefly, last February, the Army
recalled its mechanized division from the northern sector of the war
front with Iraq to clear these vital links. For similar reasons the govern
ment has concentrated all its efforts to keeping the Pakistan-Iran route
open by evacuating many of its outposts in the interior o f Baluchistan
and Sistan, thus giving the tribesmen a free hand to control the hinter
land.
Control of the treasury is exercised secondly through the organiza
tion of Vaghf or religious endowment. The vast network of mosques
and religious schools or Madreseh have been traditionally financed from
the incomes of religious endowments and government handouts.
Indeed, in 1977 when Prime Minister Jamshid Amuzegar reduced the
government subsidy by about 40 per cent, clerical opponents of the
Shah interpreted the move as an attempt to starve the Shia clergy into
submission. Both these sources o f income have increased substantially
with the advent of the Islamic Republic.
Additionally, Khomeini controls the contribution to the clergy
which is known as Sahme Imam, or the share which the Imam donates
to his representatives, namely the Ayattolahs and lower-rank Mullahs.
This control has been a powerful weapon for retaliation against some
of the senior Ayattolahs who have gradually turned against him over
the last two years. This is done by forcing the Bazaaris and other contri
butors to pay their donations to the Friday Prayer Imams, who are
invariably appointed by Khomeini and loyal to the IRP. In a sense
Khomeini is doing to his clerical opponents precisely what the deposed
Shah attempted in 1977. Denied adequate contributions, these Shia
leaders will be unable to support the schools, charities, hospitals of
which they have been the 'holy custodians’ ever since these were
established in Qom and in Mashad at the turn of the century. Another
consequence will be the loss of divinity students, whose room and
board have also been paid from these contributions. Knowing the inner
system of the finances of the clergy, Khomeini has been merciless in
utilizing this ‘power-of-the-purse’ against his opponents. When he
finally broke with senior Ayattolahs Shariatmadari, Qomi and Shirazi,
Khomeini appointed new Friday Imams for Mashad, the residence of
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the latter two. His heir-apparent, Ayattolah Hassanali Montazari in
Qom, was given full power over the finances of all clerical establish
ments in that city.
The successful exercise of the ‘power-of-the-purse’ evidently depends
on the general economic condition o f the country. That economic
conditions have greatly deteriorated since 1979 is a matter of little
dispute. What evades a consensus of opinion relates to the impact of
this deterioration on the regime’s political viability. Annual reports
by the Central Bank both during the Shah’s regime and after his downfall,
for example, reveal a fairly steady rate of inflation until 1972. For the
next five years the rate showed an upsurge of 17 to 25 per cent. Mone
tary measures, some quite unpopular with the Bazaar, reduced the rate
to 13 per cent in 1978. Two years after the revolution the most reliable
estimate puts the rate at around 85 per cent, making Iran along with
Israel, Turkey and Argentina one of the four countries with the highest
rates o f inflation. The chief culprit for this high rate is not an increase
in demand, because the purchasing power of the public has decreased
dramatically since 1979. It is rather the decline in productivity and
services to which the political turmoil has contributed immensely.
Unemployment always accompanies low productivity, and between
1972 and 1977 there were about 350,000 unemployed in a work force
of 10.6 million, representing 3.5 per cent. In 1978 there was literally
no unemployment, considering that about one million foreign workers
were employed in the country. By 1981 Iran had about 4 million un
employed in a work force o f 11 million, or about 37 per cent. National
productivity in the decade of the sixties increased by an annual average
of 8 per cent and in the next decade by about 32 per cent. But over the
past two and a half years, the best-available data show an annual decline
of between 37 and 42 per cent.
By Western standards the deterioration of the Iranian economy has
indeed been devastating, causing many analysts to wonder about Iran’s
economic survival. However, all the evidence suggests that the country
has somehow managed to muddle through. Undeniable economic hard
ship has not generated its negative political imperatives. The large
numbers of unemployed workers and the displaced residents of the warstricken provinces, not only are not starving, but are intimately identi
fied with the ‘have nots’ (Mostazafin), whose cause Khomeini has
championed. The upper middle class and even the middle classes are
those most adversely affected by the poor state of the economy and the
even more distressing political turmoil. This disaffection has been
turned into a political advantage for the regime, which blames Iran’s
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present economic plight on the former regime and its policies, and
which allegedly benefited only the ‘haves’ to the detriment of the
‘have nots’.
In short, Iran’s economic plight, instead of undermining the regime’s
ability to sustain itself, has been used as a powerful weapon for inten
sifying class antagonism by pitting the poor against the better-off. Only
if the regime had failed to provide the necessary food staples for the
masses of the people, including the millions of unemployed, could one
realistically consider economic decline as a challenge to the regime’s
viability.
The availability of a whole host of tools of power cannot explain
their successful utilization. The Shah had as many, if not more formid
able resources to exercise authority, yet he was overthrown with
considerable ease. In seeking an answer to the question of how
Khomeini has been able to govern so far, one should rank his personal
determination to retain power as the most compelling reason. This is
particularly so if he is compared with the late Shah — at least during
the last four months of the latter’s rule. All the evidence, ranging from
the memoirs of his generals in exile, testimony at revolutionary tri
bunals, the accounts of some of the nationalist leaders who were in
touch with him and co-operated with Khomeini in early 1979, ac
knowledges that towards the end of the previous summer the late Shah
had lost the will and the determination to retain power. Whereas the
Shah tried to accommodate the opposition, to form a coalition govern
ment with their leaders and, at one point, even to invite Khomeini
to return, the Imam has by contrast shown an iron determination to
destroy his opponents, to monopolize power totally, and to brand the
dissidents as anti-Islamic and even anti-God.
In the body of this study it has been seen how he forced Bazargan
out of office, how he purged a secular President, and how by mid
summer he decided that even a loyal and truly Maktabi or funda
mentalist non-cleric would not suffice in office, and that the hierarchy
of power should be filled exclusively by clerics, many of whom had
served as his students and were now in their late forties and early fifties.
The most brazen manifestation o f Khomeini’s determination is, how
ever, his brand o f Islamic justice which has surpassed some of history’s
most brutal precedents.
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As the armed struggle against the regime intensified, the vengeance
of Khomeini’s retribution increased. During one weekend at the end
of September 1981, 128 men and women were executed in Tehran and
four provincial centres. The crime of insurrection against the regime
was added to two previous categories o f crime, namely ‘corruption on
earth’ and ‘war against God’. Together they covered a whole gamut of
political opposition, ranging from distributing the leaflets of the anti
regime groups to shooting members of the Pasdaran. Government
officials showed no inhibition about the scope of retribution. Prosecu
tor-General Hojatolislam Hossein Mussavi Tabrizi, who had replaced
Ayattolah Ali Ghoddusi, assassinated a month earlier, declared that in
the future a smaller number of arrested protestors would be imprisoned
to save the treasury the expense o f their internments. ‘There will be
street trials at which the testimony of just two Pasdars will be sufficient
for death sentences to be carried out on the spot.’ Ayattolah Mohamadi
Gilani, the Chief Judge of Tehran’s revolutionary courts, declared that
those who were wounded in the course of resisting arrest or attacking
the Pasdaran should be shot on the spot. A third clerical leader serving
as a revolutionary prosecutor in Tehran said that even twelve-yearold youths arrested in any protest march against the Islamic regime
would not be spared either. In defending this unprecedented vengeance
against the opponents of the regime all three had invoked the name of
Islam. To them, opposing the Islamic Republic was equivalent to
opposing Islam, for which the death penalty had been traditionally
sanctioned;
Khomeini himself, several days after issuing a fairly mild statement
urging the full and careful application o f Islamic justice against
prisoners, made sweeping analogies between his regime and that of
Shia’s First Imam Ali. ‘The glorious Imam killed in one day 4,000 of
his enemies to protect the faith.’ Time magazine reported that on
15 September when the notorious Evin prison began to become over
crowded, about 150 prisoners were moved out in the middle of the
night by the Pasdaran, shot, and secretly buried in unmarked mass
graves. On 22 September a mother betrayed her son to the revolu
tionary court as a member of the Mojahedin. When arrested she bade
him farewell and said, ‘First you pray and then you face ultimate
justice.’ He was executed for having carried a ‘Molotov cocktail’. The
state radio congratulated the brave mother, wishing that more would
follow ‘her heroic Islamic example.’ Since June examples of Khomeini’s
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justice have been broadcast daily by the state media. Untold brutalities
are also reported by occasional travellers or from long-distance tele
phone conversations, all pointing to a determined and systematic plan
literally to kill off the active opponents of the regime.
Justifying harsh retribution in the name of Islam is of dubious
validity. Many Islamic scholars believe Khomeini’s standards of justice
are incompatible with Islam. When in September he made the statement
that the Prophet Mohammad brought people round to his way of
thinking by ‘incessant sword strokes to the head,’ prominent Shia
scholars protested that such action was not recorded in any of the bio
graphies of the Prophet. The Economist reminded the Iranians that
Mohammad’s ideas on promoting the Islamic belief were embodied in
the Qoran. Surah 18, verse 29 says, ‘The truth is from your Lord, so
whoever will, let him believe, and whoever will not, let him disbelieve.’
Surah 2, verse 56, declares that there is no compulsion in religion.
Equally repulsive to Islam was Gilani’s admonition to finish off
wounded rebels because ‘they are at war with God.’ Behaviour towards
captured enemies is clearly regulated by the Prophet, who declares
in Surah 47, verse 4, ‘So when you meet the disbelievers in war, smite
their necks until you have overcome them and made them prisoners.
Afterwards set them free as an act of grace or let them ransom them
selves.’ Gilani’s other statement about the rejection of repentance by
prisoners taken during armed demonstrations was also suspect as to its
compatibility with Qoranic teachings. Surah 2, verse 190, lays down
that resort to violence should be purely defensive. ‘Fight in the way
of Allah against those who fight against you, but do not attack them
first. But if they desist, Allah is forgiving, merciful.’ Historical evidence
indicated how meticulously the Prophet observed his own injunctions.
When he conquered Mecca he allowed his inveterate foes, the idolaters,
to leave freely. Similarly, when he conquered Medina the Prophet
allowed the Jewish tribe of Bani al Nadheer, which had tried to assas
sinate him, to leave unharmed. Many Moslem scholars are convinced
that there is simply no congruence between true Islamic precepts
and practice and the vengeful ferocity of the pro-Khomeini Shia
clerics.
These protestations have scarcely deterred Khomeini. His opponents
amongst the Shia clerics seem to be so intimidated that no common
denunciations of recent mass executions have been forthcoming from
inside Iran. Reports of arrests and executions have been daily broad
cast by the state radio for maximum impact on dissidents. An atmosphere
of panic has been created that far surpasses the one of the immediate
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post-revolution period when hundreds of the Shah’s officials were
summarily tried and executed.
Other evidence of Khomeini’s dogged determination may be offered.
Shortly after the August bomb blast which killed both President
Rajai and Prime Minister Mohammadjavad Bahonar, two of the Grand
Ayattolahs, Golpaygani and Marashi, who despite many reservations
had not publicly criticized Khomeini, were approached by some of the
Bazaar’s elderly leaders with the idea of sending an appeal to Khomeini
from all five Grand Ayattolahs to urge an end to the cycle of violence,
by persuading both the Mojahedin and the regime to stop all acts of
violence and vengeance. In was contemplated that Bazargan or the
veteran National Front leader Dr Gholamhossein Sadighi, would be
summoned to form an interim government o f national reconciliation,
a government of technocrats which would exclude all parties, and above
all the ruling IRP.
Two of the Grand Ayattolahs, Shariatmadari and Qomi, tried to
ascertain Khomeini’s expected reaction to the above initiative. The
defiant Imam scornfully responded that those who had left politics to
him should remain out of them. That statement gave a further proof of
his own personal vendetta against the Senior Ayattolahs for commit
ting the two cardinal sins of opposing the clergy’s domination of the
Islamic Republic, and objecting to his own assumption of supreme
authority in accordance with the concept of Velayate Faghih. Those
who know Khomeini well are therefore convinced that as long as his
health will permit, his determination to rule will not dissipate. It is,
however, not unlikely that with his death, of natural causes or other
wise, precisely the kind of temporary formula for governing Iran
described above might be adopted. Very few knowledgeable analysts
expect that with his departure from the scene an uneventful trans
fer of power to his heir-apparent Ayattolah Montazari will take place.
Be that as it may, Khomeini’s will to retain power has been con
tested by a variety of opposition groups, the most important of which
were reviewed in the body of this study. How they are faring, and what
their strengths and weaknesses are, must be considered next.

Problems and Prospects of the Guerrilla Organizations
In June 1981 a de facto coalition of guerrilla organizations emerged
to wage armed struggle against the regime. Based on the best available
data drawn from the list of executed guerrillas, the number of arrests,
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the identity of ‘safe houses’ raided by the Pasdaran, and statements by
the spokesmen of these groups in European and American exile, the
following breakdown of guerrilla groups emerges.
Without a doubt the most effective, and consequently suffering
the highest rate o f casualties, is the Mojahedin. In three months of
warfare against Khomeini’s regime over 700 of their members have lost
their lives either in combat or by execution. Their leader Rajavi has
declared in Paris that nearly 10,000 of his followers have been im
prisoned in Tehran and provincial cities, notably in the Caspian pro
vinces of Gilan and Mazanderan and areas of Kurdistan. During this
period the state-controlled media have declared that 60 per cent of
arrested dissidents and over 50 per cent of ‘safe houses’ located and
raided by the Pasdaran also belong to the Mojahedin. Similar data rank
the Minority Fedayeen of Ashraf Dehghani as the second most effective
guerrilla group, with about a 20 per cent share o f arrests and execu
tions. The three other groups which represent the other 20 per cent
almost equally are the Trotskyite Peykar (Struggle for the Liberation of
the Working Class), the Maoist Ranjbaran (Toilers) and the Kurdish
Kumeleh.
This last group is composed of Kurds who do not support the
Kurdist Democratic Party and who were backed by the Soviet Union
when an autonomous Kurdish Republic was established in Iranian
Kurdistan in 1945. A review of some of their literature indicates that
while largely Marxist in their outlook they reject Soviet support and
affiliation, believing that the Kurdish working class in alliance with the
peasantry should be relied upon for a genuine Marxist revolution.
Theoretically, at least, they give priority to a class revolution as
opposed to an autonomy-seeking one. Most of their casualties have
occurred in clashes in Kurdistan and Western Azarbayjan, but they are
accused by the Pasdaran of providing safe passage for other guerrillas
through Kurdistan and helping some of their most wanted leaders
across the borders to Turkey and beyond.
Together these guerrilla groups have dealt serious blows to the
regime. In three months 120 government and IRP leaders, and twice as
many Pasdars have been killed in clashes with the guerrillas. Apart from
the Chief Justice, two IRP General Secretaries, revolutionary prose
cutors, an incumbent President and former Prime Minister, the
guerrillas have targeted Khomeini’s chief clerical representatives in such
important provincial centres as Tabriz and Mashad. Other data put the
total number of executions between June and December 1981 at
1,800, according to the government; at 3,700 according to opposition
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sources. In the same period nearly 800 pro-Khomeini individuals in
and outside the government have been killed.
Remarkable as the guerrillas have been in planning and infiltrating
the inner sanctum of government and the ruling party, they have not
as yet been successful in promoting a massive uprising on the pattern
of the February revolution. Their dedication to their cause, demon
strated by a number of suicidal grenade and bomb attacks on selected
targets, has created a measurable sympathy for them. A new cult of
martyrdom has been built around the executed guerrillas, some of
whom have faced firing squads while still in their early teens. A com
parison of the February 1979 insurrection with the present situation
leads to some interesting conclusions:
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( 1 ) In 1979 a massive popular uprising provided the desirable objec
tive conditions for urban guerrilla warfare by these groups. For the
reasons discussed earlier, that mass popular support for the guerrillas
has not been forthcoming in the summer and autumn of 1981. Twice
the Mojahedin made the mistake of challenging the regime in public
rallies, and twice they paid heavily for their mistake. On 20 June they
expected their march from Tehran University compound towards the
former American embassy to be joined by tens of thousands of fellowtravellers. When the ranks of the young female Mojaheds who formed a
protective line around the main body of armed demonstrators were
broken by the Pasdaran, the pavements were quickly emptied of the
crowds of alleged sympathizers.
(2) In 1979 the guerrillas could melt within huge crowds of demon
strators after each hit-and-run attack on security forces. As of now
there is no evidence that a sufficient number of Tehran’s population
are willing to let the guerrillas use the same tactics. In a sense a major
prerequisite for a sustained and successful guerrilla-inspired insurrec
tion is lacking. In the words of Mao, ‘Guerrillas need the masses just as
fish need the ocean.’ For the time being at least, evidence o f active
popular support for the guerrillas has been lacking. Instead, Khomeini’s
followers continue to muster large crowds approximating one million
as demonstrated recently on three occasions: the funeral processions
for Beheshti and 71 other IRP members, the funeral procession for
Rajai and Bahonar and a similar ceremony for the senior commanders
of the armed forces and the Pasdaran killed in the air crash of 30
September 1981.
(3) The guerrillas’ leadership cadres seem to be aware of the fundamen
tal differences between 1981 and 1979 conditions. More recently they
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have refused to be drawn into mass confrontations with the Pasdaran
and Khomeini’s club-wielders. In a sense their tactics have become
identical with those used in the course o f the 1965-77 underground
warfare against the Shah’s security forces, rather than with those used
in the autumn and winter of 1978-9.
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There is no doubt, however, that the scale of their operations, the
quality of their arms and their numerical strength surpass those of the
1965-77 era. Nor is there any assurance that they may not ultimately
eliminate Khomeini himself. What seems fairly apparent is that unless
they can arouse active support among large sectors of Iran’s urban
population, it is unlikely that they can repeat the February 1979 insur
rection. Needless to say, their weakness is directly correlated with the
strength of the regime and its determination to retain power. If a pro
longed war of attrition starts to sap its determination, as it may yet do,
then one can see this third front of warfare seriously plaguing
Khomeini’s theocracy.
And what about the Iranian military? Will it play a role in political
developments? If the answer is yes, what will that role be?

The Military
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Despite the decimation of the leadership of the armed forces in the
wake of the revolution, the ethnic uprisings throughout 1979 and
the Iraqi aggression in September 1980 made the reorganization of the
armed forces necessary. Since the start of the armed struggle against the
regime the question of the potential role of the military in determining
the outcome of that struggle has become a focus of much interest.
Elsewhere it was pointed out that Khomeini’s building up of the Pas
daran was designed to counter the regular armed forces and keep them
under a tight control. How effective will this control be now that the
bulk of the Pasdaran are in open warfare with the guerrilla organiza
tions? Will the Army be encouraged to side with one or the other and
tip the balance decisively in favour of one side? Will it sit tight and
watch the two sides kill each other off? Is it likely that Khomeini will
call upon the armed forces to come to the rescue of his embattled
regime? And what about the war with Iraq?
In any attempt to unravel the complex question of the armed forces
it should be first borne in mind that the military reflects many of the
social and political characteristics of Iranian society. Although concrete
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evidence of its political orientation is hard to come by, recent Iranian
political developments suggest that those members of the armed forces
who become politicized for one reason or another, largely correspond
to the political line-up of the civilian population. Thus, all the ideo
logical groups from avidly Islamic to Mojahedin, nationalist and proSoviet communist, are most likely to have adherents within the military.
The opportunity to demonstrate political support for opposition groups
will, however, rest on several significant developments:
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(1) The war with Iraq has not only preoccupied the military, but has
also imposed on it the powerful constraint that any weakening of the
central government is bound to benefit the foreign enemy. Traditional
nationalism and patriotism have now been infused by Khomeini’s
Shiism to give the war the characteristics of a Jehad to defend Iranian
Moslems. But what if the war continues indefinitely? Is not history
replete with examples of armed forces interfering in politics when
stalemate in a foreign war could not be broken by a non-military
government?
Whether or not Khomeini deliberately blocks all efforts at mediation
in order to keep his military several hundred miles away from the
capital cannot be ascertained. Nor is it possible to rule out the counter
productive consequences of a deliberate protraction of the war. How
ever, other important parts of the equation should also be noted.
(2) The military, having suffered greatly at the hands of the revolu
tionary regime, is most keen to avoid a repetition of the events of the
winter of 1979 when, instead of being allowed peacefully to transfer
allegiance to the new regime, it became the object of systematic
suppression and disintegration.
It is therefore vitally important for the military to have as accurate
a diagnosis as possible of the relative strengths o f the competing politi
cal forces so that it will not end up on the losing side. A poorly planned
coup such as the one attempted in July 1980 would only result in more
massive purges of the armed forces. An analysis of that attempted coup
has helped both the military and the government to draw concrete
lessons.
Close to six hundred Air Force and Army officers who were arrested
at the Hamadan Shahrokhi Air Base in Western Iran found that their
ranks had been infiltrated by several pro-Tudeh junior officers. So
instead of being able to use the base to bomb such targets as Khomeini’s
residence, the presidential headquarters in Tehran and the Fayziyeh
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Seminary in Qom, they were surprised by the Pasdaran on the eve of
the unleashing of their plot. The 140 pilots and technicians who were
executed also acknowledged that they had planned to release the
American hostages and invite Bakhtiar to return to Iran and establish
a provisional government, which later would put the issue of a return
to monarchy to a public referendum.
The discovery of the plot showed the officers that secrecy and
tight security were indispensable to any similar attempts in the future
It also showed that any foreign link, however logical in terms of inter
national law or Iran’s image in the outside world, was likely to hurt
them as long as the xenophobic frenzy of Iranian Shia ideology per
sisted. The outbreak of the war with Iraq made the military even more
vulnerable to the charge of supporting the foreign enemy. For if the
attempt to release the American hostages could be justified by the
economic and diplomatic harm their imprisonment was bringing to the
country, action against the central government could not be defended
when Iraqi invaders were in physical occupation of parts of Iranian
territory. Indeed, Banisadr was quick to exploit the war and convince
Khomeini that some three hundred arrested pilots and technicians
should be released to participate in defending the country. The regime
seemed equally convinced by the logic of the primacy of Iranian
nationalism over all other considerations, even though it chose to ignore
it as a concession to Shia fundamentalism.
More than the lesson of the July coup attempt and the indecisive
war with Iraq, the Iranian military must carefully assess the chances of
success by the opposition forces presently engaged in armed struggle
against the regime. For the moment neither these forces nor the regime
seem eager to involve the military. The guerrilla organizations have
carefully avoided attacking Army bases and engaging the regular forces.
It is equally apparent that Khomeini continues to rely on the Pasdaran
to do the fighting against his internal enemies. The non-involvement
of the military in domestic warfare may persist as long as the external
war continues. Under two circumstances this enforced non-involveirrn t may end. One is that the guerrillas may be so successful in their
war of attrition against the regime that the Pasdaran alone will not be
able to safeguard the physical security of government officials, includ
ing Khomeini himself. Whether or not in such a circumstance he will
ask some units of the armed forces to move back to the capital and
assume security duties can be only speculated.
Some o f his former associates, including Banisadr, believe that under
no circumstance is Khomeini likely to do so. His suspicion of the
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military is so deeply ingrained that he might risk anything but calling
the regular army into action. Indeed, among these risks is the prospect
o f appealing to the well-organized, pro-Soviet Tudeh Party for help.
Unlike Dr Mossadegh, who turned down an offer of support from the
Tudeh Party in the desperate days when the CIA-instigated coup was
about to overthrow his government, Khomeini might show no such
reservations. Such an eventuality would be laden with many uncertain
ties, for it would confront all the political forces with an entirely new set
of variables. For one thing it might provoke the Army and the now-silent
clerical leaders, together with the Mojahedin, to join in a grand alliance
against Khomeini and his communist supporters. This situation in turn
may induce the Soviets to intervene in response to the appeal of a
fraternal party for help. For another, the military might fragment
amongst the various ideological groups, including a small but quite
tightly organized Tudeh faction which could support Soviet interven
tion. Clearly, a state of civil war will emerge if this ‘worst-case scenario’
materializes. For the time being neither has Khomeini lost his grip on
power, which might unleash the above chain of events, nor has the
military concluded that the present opposition groups have substan
tially improved the odds on their victory.
A second development conducive to the intervention of the military
has to do with the emergence of popular opposition to the regime
reminiscent o f the final phase of the 1979 revolution. If and when the
bulk of the public becomes alienated from the regime and actively
seeks its overthrow, then the military may do what it did in 1979. In
other words, the military will join the public rather than initiate
action against the government in the conventional fashion. A civilianmilitary coalition may emerge in a condition of near-anarchy, perhaps
with the simultaneous renewal of ethnic uprisings and the total frustra
tion of the urban population at the failure of the government to main
tain a modicum of law and order and provide for essential services.
A further factor in such a development is the passive resistance of
civil servants and workers through strikes and slowdowns similar to
those of the last few months of the Shah. Indeed, the Mojahedin are
heavily banking on precisely such a development. They are convinced
that once the war of attrition has taken its toll, a mood of desperation
and frustration will engulf the country as in the autumn of 1978. The
public will then urge the military to intervene and together with the
guerrilla groups it will strike to topple the regime.
In view o f the above analysis o f Khomeini’s control of the tools of
power and his dogged determination to use them, at the time of writing
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(autumn 1981) the scenario described is far from being realized.
Supposing this second development ultimately emerges, there are no
guarantees that the military will welcome co-operation with the guer
rilla organizations, some of which, like the Mojahedin, have long
advocated the abolition of the present professional army. To prevail,
not only will public support for the military need to be overwhelming,
but the diehard militant fundamentalists, the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party
and the Majority Fedayeen will have to be crushed.
In the midst of these uncertainties, the indisputable fact is that the
militant clergy who came to power by the sword can only be over
thrown by the sword. The imponderable is not how they may be dis
lodged from power, but when and at what cost. The safest prognosis
is that in Khomeini’s lifetime the Shia fundamentalists cannot be
dislodged forcibly or otherwise. His life-span could be shortened by
a successful act o f sabotage or through natural causes. In the vacuum
thus created any of the above scenarios has a chance of materializing
and various patterns of interplay of the domestic, and maybe even
external, forces are likely to emerge.
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Since the bulk of this study was completed in mid-December 1981,
Iranian politics have persisted in their tumultuous course. This post
script is intended as a follow-up to the study, dating events since then,
and testing when appropriate some of the contents of our final chapter
offering a prognosis of the Islamic Republic. To do so we must first
review the regime’s struggle on the three fronts: the war with Iraq, the
resistance against a variety of guerrilla groups and the progressively
intensifying struggle for the succession to Khomeini.
In the war with Iraq Iran’s fortunes have taken a turn for the better,
beginning at the end of 1981. After the lifting of the siege of Abadan,
the combined Pasdaran and regular army forces could not immediately
take advantage of the significant demoralization of the Iraqi forces.
No counter-offensive was launched for the liberation of Khoramshahr,
renamed Khuninshahr (city o f blood), whose occupation in October
1980 was the high point of Iraq’s military success.
Several probing operations in and around the port city evidently
convinced the Iranians that without the adequate preparation and
re-equipping of their forces, a major counter-offensive for its recapture
would end in another catastrophe akin to the one suffered in February
1981 in the Susangerd region.
Instead, the Iranians concentrated on Bostan, a small city midway
along the 350-mile war front with Iraq and within 10 miles of Iraq’s
borders. In an operation code-named Fathelfotuh (Arabic for Victory
of victories’), the Iranians succeeded in liberating the town after some
o f the heaviest fighting since the fall of Khoramshahr. Another 1,000
Iraqis were taken prisoner, and scores of Soviet-made tanks and longrange artillery pieces were captured. Iranian casualties for this operation
were quite heavy, but the victory was a significant morale-booster for
the Pasdaran and regular army, which were in dire need of some
measure of military success.
In the offensive to recapture Bostan the Iranians took full advantage
of the element of surprise. A batallion of the regular army was dropped
by helicopter 3 miles behind the Iraqi positions. The army then moved
through mine-fields which had been cleared by the Pasdaran, several
hundred of them having volunteered to risk certain death in carrying
out this operation, instead of relying on mine detectors or mules as
215
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the army commander had ordered. This operation resulted in the
capture of about 1,000 Iraqi regular and irregular forces. To avenge the
Pasdaran ‘volunteers’ who had died clearing paths through the mine
fields, the Iraqi POWs were led through uncleared mine-fields, resulting
in the death of approximately 80 per cent of them.
Both governments have since complained to the International Red
Cross authorities alleging mistreatment of POWs by the other. In terms
of fanatical zeal the Pasdaran have shown a suicidal dedication remini
scent of the human-wave tactics used by the Chinese in the Korean
War. With a much larger population supporting them and fighting in
defence of their homeland, the Pasdaran clearly enjoyed an advantage
over the Iraqis, whose morale is reported to have deteriorated progres
sively with the lengthening of the war.
Again, this limited military success by the Iranians was not followed
up by taking full advantage of its tactical consequences: the Iranians
could not reach the border and thus effectively split the Iraqi forces
into northern and southern regions. Heavy counter-attacks by the Iraqis
were obviously a factor to be considered, but beyond that the opera
tion also underlined the continuous problem of co-ordination between
the Pasdaran and the army, as well as the difficulties of the re-supplying
and maintenance o f arms and equipment.
This latter problem has been compounded by pressing political con
straints. From the black market in armaments and from a few friendly
countries such as Libya, Syria, North Korea and even Cuba, the regime
has been able to acquire a limited quantity of arms or spare parts. But
the involvement of such controversial states as Israel or the Soviet
Union in these efforts has created negative trade-offs which the Islamic
Republic cannot ignore. Additionally, the integration of arms and
equipment from such diverse sources into an army which is basically
American-British equipped has proved problematical. None the less,
in desperation the regime has allowed Soviet technicians to repair
Iraqi Soviet-made tanks captured in the clashes in and around Bostan.
It has also contracted with North Korea for the supply of shells for
heavy artillery, and for Soviet rocket-launchers which were either pur
chased during the Shah’s government or sold to Iran by Israeli and
other black-market operators from material captured from the Syrian
and Egyptian armies.
AH this goes a long way to explain the failure of Iran until recently to
expel the Iraqis from all occupied territories, even though this limited
success of the Iranians was followed by a more substantial one later.
Next to Khoramshahr the liberation of Qasre Shirin, straddling the
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common border of the two countries, must be viewed as a test o f Iran’s
military plans. As the anniversary of the revolution, 10-11 February
approached, the Iranians tried their best to achieve that military objec
tive, but stiff resistance by the Iraqis and the common problems of in
adequate co-ordination and logistics prevented even the highly
motivated Pasdaran from presenting the Imam with this greatly prized
gift on that auspicious occasion.
However limited the Iranian counter-offensives in early 1982 were,
they had serious repercussions for Iraq, as well as for the Arab states of
the Gulf, Saudi Arabia and even Jordan. The expulsion of the Iraqi
forces from Iran could have serious repercussions for Saddam Hossein.
Even if all that the Iranians could achieve was the liberation of the
occupied territories, it would totally discredit Hossein and his old (or
new) friends in the Arabian Peninsula. Moreover, it would give Khomeini
a major boost in his scheme to destabilize the Gulf States and to export
his fundamentalist Islamic ideology to the Gulf area and beyond.
Khomeini’s involvement in the attempt to overthrow the ruler of
Bahrain, in addition to the activities of pilgrims to the Haj, to which
Saudi Arabia protested vigorously, combined to unsettle these Arab
countries.
Responding to Saddam Hossein’s pleas, Jordan’s King Hossein
offered volunteers to fight on the Iraqi side. The Council for Co
operation between Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States moved closer to a
defensive alliance to counter Iranian ‘designs’ for the region. King
Hossein presented the war with Iran as a new front endangering all the
Arab nations. His supporters in the Arab world pledged generous finan
cial contribution to enable resistance to ‘Persian racist aggression’ to
continue.
The United States was also directly influenced by the apparent turn
in the fortunes of the war in favour of Iran. In his visit to Saudi Arabia
and Jordan Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger was given an alarming
picture of Iran’s potential of destabilizing the Gulf and Arabian Penin
sula states. The United States’ search for a strategic consensus, so
prominently articulated by Foreign Secretary Haig, was subjected to
rigorous scrutiny both in Riyadh and Amman. Not only was the threatperception of these moderate Arab countries basically Israel-oriented,
but since the fall of the Shah was increasingly directed at Khomeini’s
regime, and through it, at the Soviet Union.
What these Arab states pressed upon Weinberger was the necessity
of doing ‘something’ about Khomeini, particularly in view of Iran’s
recent success in the war and his inevitable disappearance from the
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scene. Saudi Arabia, as a senior partner of the Gulf Co-operation
Council, was adamant in its insistence that the continuation of the
present ‘non-policy’ toward Iran would prove catastrophic for the
region and for the United States.
The Saudi concern was conveyed to other Arab countries. Shortly
after Weinberger’s visit this writer had the opportunity of speaking to
US government officials on this issue. The consensus of these officials
seemed to be that after a period of neglecting Iran the US Republican
administration was now ready to listen to the anxiety of the Gulf States
and Saudi Arabia concerning that country. Perhaps it was no coinci
dence that in early March the American press reported on US govern
ment contacts with Khomeini’s opponents amongst the military, in
Turkey and other countries. The press also confirmed reports of the
sale of approximately $200 million-worth of weapons and spare parts
to Iran through the intermediary of Israeli secret and not-so-secret
agencies.
As far as a peaceful solution to the conflict was concerned, the
Iranian government’s position hardened in the wake of its latest mili
tary success. In mid-March another effort at mediation in the conflict
failed. The Islamic Conference mission was told bluntly that the with
drawal of Iraqi forces from Iranian territory remained a sine qua non
for ending hostilities. On 13 March President Khamenei wrote to Sekou
Tourd, the head of the Goodwill Mission of Islamic countries, that
although the continuation of the war would benefit only the USA,
Iran, as the victim of aggression, could not accept Iraq’s conditions for
ending the war. Reflecting the new confidence resulting from his
country’s military successes, the Iranian president confirmed that a
complete and unconditional withdrawal from Iranian soil, war repara
tions, punishment of the aggressors and repatriation of the 100,000
Iranians driven out of Iraq were the absolute minimal conditions for
ending the war. At no time was even implicit acknowledgement made
of Iran’s readiness to re-negotiate the 1975 treaty.
The reasons for Iran’s persistence in these terms are quite under
standable. The war, and all that it entails, continues to preoccupy the
armed forces. As related by this writer elsewhere in a syndicated article
on the third anniversary of the revolution, the war has revealed a strong
sense of nationalism that no amount of Islamic rhetoric by the regime
could conceal. The widespread misery, dislocation and heavy casualties
have played into the hands of the regime’s sense of martyrdom. This
has been fully compatible with the Imam Hossein-Karbala syndrome,
which the Shia fundamentalists have skilfully exploited. Put differently,
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the regime has shown that Iran, with about three times the population
of Iraq, can afford to sustain the war for as long as minimal military
capabilities are available, and for as long as the conditions for terminat
ing it remain incompatible with Iran’s territorial integrity.
While the near stalemate in the war persisted other problems loomed
in the background of the war. One had to do with Iran’s initiative in
allowing the families of the nearly 7,000 POWs that each held until
21 March 1982 to visit their captured relatives. After much hesitation,
partly due to Iraq’s reluctance to allow the Islamic Republic to exploit
this move on the occasion of its third anniversary, the arrangements
were mutually agreed upon. Kuwait, which has misgivings about both
countries for their hegemonic tendencies, but none the less as an Arab
country is closer to Iraq, used its good offices in this matter.
In a related matter in Bahrain, Khomeini’s agents, organized as the
Islamic Front fo r Liberation and involved in an attempt to topple the
government there, were put in jail. Seventy-three of their leaders, all
either Iranian or leftist Shia Bahrainees, were accused of anti-state sub
versive activities. This and the continued exhortation by the Islamic
regime in Iran to the Arab people of the Gulf to overthrow their incum
bent governments are being fully exploited by Iraq.
Similarly, the approach o f the non-aligned conference to be held in
Iraq in September 1982, has compounded the question of the IranIraq war. Reliable reports speak of indirect contact with Israel and the
USA for the purpose of assuring the security of the conference.
Apart from condoning or even initiating the sale of arms to Iran, the
Israeli Air Force, at least since the autumn of 1981, has played a critical
role in events by its virtual grounding of the Iraqi Air Force as far as the
war with Iran is concerned. This is done by the overflight of Israeli
aircraft of Iraqi air bases in the north-west of the country, and even
near the capital city, to distract and preoccupy the Iraqi Air Force.
Official communiques from both sides confirm a noticeable reduction
in air sorties in the recent past, even though the Iraqi Air Force has been
re-equipped almost to the pre-war level by France and other countries.
In January and February 1982, while Iran launched a diplomatic
campaign to persuade the non-aligned countries not to meet in Baghdad
as long as Iraqis were in occupation of Iranian soil, Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Egypt were pressurizing the USA to do one of two
things: to persuade the Israelis to desist from flying their aircraft over
Iraq, or if that failed to provide an umbrella for protection against
Iranian air attack on the capital city while the conference was in
session.
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With the approach of the Iranian New Year, 21 March, the war once
more flared up. While peace mediations continued in Iran and Iraq, the
Iranian forces prepared for another offensive which proved to be the
most successful of more than 20 months of warfare.
The day after the Iranian New Year the combined forces of the
Pasdaran and the regular armed forces launched another offensive to
free Iraqi-occupied territory, this time to the east o f Dezful and Shush,
on the southern front. The initial objectives were to reach the preSeptember 1980 Iran-Iraq border, and failing that to push back
elements of Iraq’s 4th Army sufficiently far from these cities to make
them secure against Iraqi long-range artillery and surface-to-surface
missiles.
During 20 months of warfare these Iraqi weapons had caused great
devastation in the two cities and the neighbouring townships and
hamlets. However, determined resistance by the Iranian forces, above
all the fanatical Pasdaran, had prevented the seizures of these cities,
even though on two occasions at least Iraqi forces had reached the
perimeters of these prized military and political objectives. Dezful, in
particular, was the main target of the Iraqis, for not only did it consti
tute the main link between Khuzistan province and Ahevaz, its provin
cial centre, and Tehran, but it also contained one of the most important
Iranian Air Force bases, Vahdati.
The operation, code-named Fatholmobin (Arabic for ‘blessed
victory’), was a tremendous victory for the Iranians. In seven days of
often bitter fighting the Iraqi 4th Army was decimated. Three of its
four divisions were wiped out, losing close to 15,000 prisoners and at
least 5,000 dead and wounded. About 700 tanks, armed personnel
carriers, heavy artillery pieces and even a few Soviet-made SAM missiles
were either destroyed or captured. About 1,800 square miles of land
between the two cities and the 1980 border were freed, and the Iranian
forces advanced to within 10 miles of the border. The Associated Press
reported from Chenareh, near Dezful, that Iraqis were still in control
of a 10-mile perimeter encircling the Iranian towns of Samaida and
Fuka, and were regrouping west of the Doveriyeh River which runs
south along a salient of far-western Iran.
Baghdad acknowledged the defeat by announcing the planned
‘relocation’ of the Iraqi 4th Army. To be sure, Iranian losses, especi
ally among the Pasdaran, were also heavy, ranging between 3,000 and
7,000 killed or captured, depending on whose account was to be
believed. What is, however, beyond any doubt is that this operation was
both well co-ordinated and well executed. Unlike the February operation
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in the Bostan area where the Pasdaran, ignoring the commands of the
regular armed forces, brought havoc on themselves and prevented the
artillery and Air Force from giving them close-combat support for fear
of harming their own forces, this time things went quite smoothly.
Nothing could demonstrate the significance of the Iraqi setback
better than the panic it caused in Baghdad. President Saddam Hossein
urgently appealed for help from supporting Arab countries. Jordan’s
King Hossein flew to Baghdad where he received a gloomy first-hand
report of the Iraqi military fiasco. The Iranians disclosed that a number
of Tunisian and Egyptian ‘volunteers’ among the Iraqi forces had
been killed or captured in this offensive. Both Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
sounded the alarm in Western diplomatic circles. If the momentum of
the Iranian victory was allowed to continue, not only would the Iraqi
armies inside Iran be split and possibly surrounded, but nothing could
stop the Iranians from advancing beyond the borders toward Baghdad,
then a mere 120 miles away from the farthest point of the Iranian
advance.
A subdued Saddam Hossein told his countrymen that the question
now was not simply on which side of the border their forces were to
consolidate, but rather how the defence of the homeland could be
assured through correct strategic and military decisions. For the first
time the Iraqi leadership was acknowledging the prospect of military
advances by the Iranians inside Iraqi territories. Such an advance, how
ever limited and tactical in nature, was precisely what some Iranian
military commanders had advocated, on the theory that establishing
even a limited enclave across the border near Bostan or Qasre Shirin
would have a devastatingly demoralizing impact on the Iraqis. They
would be forced to evacuate or otherwise weaken their forces in their
prized possession of Khoramshahr; and they would be forced to sue for
peace in earnest, just as the crossing by Israeli forces of the Suez into
Egyptian territory in the 1973 war had generated the panic which
forced President Sadat literally to beg his enemies for peace.
Without ruling out such a military plan the Iranians seemed aware of
several possible constraints. One was that moving the battle zone into
Iraq proper would give the Iraqi government precisely the kind of advan
tage that had eventually turned the fortunes of the war in Iran’s favour.
That is to say, defending their own homeland, however controversial its
exact boundaries, would immeasurably bolster the Iraqi stance, by
appealing to the innate Arab sense of patriotism and nationalism o f the
population.
A second possible constraint was that militarily the Iranians had as
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yet not acquired the degree of superiority which would enable them to
pull off such a sophisticated strategic project. Over-concentration on
the central and northern sectors of the front could always renew the
serious threat to Abadan, which had been effectively under siege for
more than a year.
Then there were some important political considerations, both
internal and international. Internally the Moslem fundamentalists were
patently aware of the possibility of a military challenge to their own
authority if the war went too well without being attributed to the
Pasdaran alone. Indeed, in congratulatory messages to both the regular
army commander and those of the Pasdaran and a newly formed Militia
composed mainly of teenagers (Sepahe Basij), Khomeini was careful
to give them all equal credit. By the same token he made sure that a
fundamentalist, Nategh Nouri, would be his deptuy as C-in-C. Addi
tionally, Colonel Hossein Hassani Saadi, the overall commander of the
21st Infantry Division and the two regiments of Pasdaran responsible
for decimating the Iraqi 4th Army, was routinely rotated. A week later
reports about the arrest of Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, another revolutionary
leader being devoured by the revolution itself, implicated some officers
in another attempt to topple Khomeini.
Thus, at the massive ceremony commemorating the fourth anniver
sary of the Islamic Republic on 1 April 1982, and on the following
Friday when over 10,000 hapless Iraqi prisoners were paraded, each
carrying a portrait of the Imam, the more responsible government
officials, such as President Ali Khamenei, disclaimed any plan to violate
Iraq’s territorial integrity. That pledge did not, however, cover up Iran’s
plans to maximize its efforts to topple the Saddam regime. Close to
20,000 POWs are being carefully indoctrinated into the virtues of
Islamic government as set up in Iran. The majority of them being Shia,
though non-Iranian, are reportedly responding to these efforts, and
thereby causing some concern about an exchange of POWs, even though
it would benefit Iraq, which holds only about half as many Iranian
POWs as its own people held in POW camps in Iran.
This aspect o f the war, namely a personal and vengeful campaign to
topple Saddam Hossein, is almost fully controlled by Khomeini’s politi
cal associates with radical fundamentalist beliefs. The less radical in the
Islamic government are aware of another political constraint in any
concerted move to carry the war into Iraqi territory.
This constraint has to do with Soviet-Iraqi relations, and indeed
with regional Arab-Iranian relations in the Gulf. A few days after the
Fatholmobin operation, President Brezhnev sent a most friendly
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message to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Soviet-Iraqi
Treaty of Friendship. Though the treaty is not, strictly speaking, a
mutual defence pact, it is important to note that it commits the Soviets
to co-operation and consultation with Iraq on issues of defence and
military policies.
To students of Soviet policy in the region since the war began in
September 1980, this could only be construed as perhaps a not-toosubtle reminder that while the Soviets remained by and large neutral
when the Iraqis were on the offensive, they would not so remain if and
when the Iranian side carried the war into Iraqi territories. Indeed, this
writer was told by the highest intelligence sources in Europe early in
April 1982 that the Soviets had resumed shipments of military hard
ware to Iraq. One week after Iran had publicly celebrated the putting of
Dezful outside the range of Iraqi land missiles, several Soviet-supplied
SCUDs landed in and around that city, making the celebrations some
what premature.
While one super-power must therefore be reckoned with in any plan
to transform a legitimate defensive war into a punitive aggressive one,
the other super-power should be considered in terms of the Gulf and
Saudi Arabian Peninsula. Thus the United States, which from February
1982 began to pay more attention to Tran after Khomeini’, was prompt
to reassert its long-standing policy of respect for the territorial integrity
of all states within the region, and this of course was taken to mean
that it would not stand for the military or non-military expansion of
the Iranian revolution beyond its borders to the south and south-west.
As noted elsewhere, apart from its important regional and inter
national ramifications, the war with Iraq has many internal implica
tions, of which the most important is the prospect of the army’s inter
vention before or after the disappearance of Khomeini. All the partici
pants in the succession battle are fully aware of that prospect. In April
the Majlis passed a law exempting young Iranians from the 2-year draft
if they volunteered to join the Pasdaran. Not only are the pay and
fringe benefits of the Pasdaran superior to those of the regular con
scripted soldiers, but the Pasdaran also exercises considerable political
power in terms of neighbourhood control and the distribution of
ration coupons throughout the country.
The Mullahs who function as political commissars with every unit of
the armed forces have seen to it that, as an additional incentive, the
more dedicated Pasdars are able to join the prestigious Air Force and
mechanized units. The ne+ result is that the ranks of the regular armed
forces are rapidly thinning, and with or without peace with Iraq,
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according to Iranian military leaders in exile, the army could be effec
tively replaced by the Pasdaran within the next three years.
What contributes to the continuing concern of the Islamic funda
mentalists about the Iranian military is the continuing evidence of the
involvement of certain military officers in various reported plots against
the regime. In the latest of such schemes, leading to Ghotbzadeh’s
arrest, scores of officers were implicated, with three colonels amongst
the 50 ring-leaders of the conspiracy, in a plot to destroy Khomeini’s
residence while he was giving audience to the senior civilian and
military leaders of the regime.
Other interesting accounts of this episode have to do with the con
siderable improvement in the counter-intelligence operations of the
Islamic regime’s security organization. For over three months reports
have been circulated about the involvement of Soviet and/or East
German experts in running, or advising the officials of, this agency.
Though the government has steadfastly denied these reports, there is
little doubt that since the end of 1981 the government has been more
successful in its fight against the various guerrilla organizations. The dis
covery of the Ghotbzadeh plot has been also linked to foreign agents,
this time the Syrians, who for their own political reasons apparently
decided to disclose sensitive information concerning that alleged plot.
According to Iranian sources in exile which have previously proved to
be quite well informed, Ghotbzadeh discussed some aspects of the plot
with the Syrian foreign minister, who was on an official visit to Tehran
early in March. The Syrian wanted to forestall any move by Khomeini
in support of Ikhvan al-Muslemin, the fundamentalist radical Moslem
organization, whose rebellion in the city of Homs had just been crushed
with heavy losses. Khomeini’s old ties with and natural sympathies for
the Ikhvan should have led to his all-out condemnation of President
Assad’s government after this event, but the Syrians took several measures
to cultivate Khomeini’s friendship. One was to sign an agreement to
barter Iranian oil for much-needed food supplies. Another was to close
their borders with fellow Arab-Iraqis and shut off the pipeline through
which 30 per cent of Iraq’s post-war (Iran-Iraq War, 1980) crude oil of
about 800,000 barrels a day was trans-shipped to the Mediterranean
terminal on the Syrian coast. More importantly, when the Syrian foreign
minister reported on the information passed to him by his old and oncetrusted Iranian counterpart, President Assad ordered that Khomeini’s
government should at once be furnished with the information which
four days later led to Ghotbzadeh’s arrest, along with his 50-odd co
conspirators.
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Other interesting information on this episode reveals that the Argen
tine-born French resident, Hector Villalon, who was deeply involved
in the US hostage crisis, was acting as a link between the exiled Iranian
groups and the Ghotbzadeh plotters, Mohammad Reyshahri, the Qazi
shar, or Islamic judge of the armed forces, ‘had no doubts that Villalon
was an operative of the Central Intelligence Agency, and just as the
American media had revealed recently, the CIA was financing the mili
tary and civilian opposition plotting Khomeini’s overthrow.’
Whether these alleged foreign connections in this latest plot against
Khomeini prove accurate remains to be seen. What is not in question
is that the fundamentalists are using it to remove the last vestige of even
the most silent opposition to their regime at a time when they know a
fierce struggle for the succession will break out, perhaps even before
Khomeini’s coming incapacity to continue governing. As noted else
where, one of the chief targets is Ayattolah Shariatmadari, the senior
leader of the majority o f the Azarbayjanis, who constitute about 6
million of the country’s population.
In a televised confession Ghotbzadeh reported that Ayattolah
Shariatmadari had let it be known that while he could contribute
nothing to the execution of the plot against Khomeini, if it succeeded
he would consider making a public statement in its support. Reyshahri,
himself, stated that he did not believe the senior Ayattolah had been
informed of the plot. None the less, an orchestrated effort to discredit
and even to defrock him was set in motion at once. The so-called
Howzeye Elmiyeh Qom, scientific circle of the holy city, which is in
full control of Khomeini’s diehards, appealed to the Imam that Shariat
madari must be at least demoted from a senior to a regular Ayattolah.
The more radical clerics appealed for him to be defrocked, a practice
which is non-existent in Shia tradition, although it is a punitive
measure used by the Catholic hierarchy. The fear o f many Iranians
centres on the real intentions toward Shariatmadari. In Khomeini’s
Iran Ayattolahs have been arrested, exiled and even, it is alleged, killed,
but such extreme measures have not been taken against any of the
Grand Ayattolahs, even though two of them, Shariatmadari and Qomi,
have been placed under a de facto house arrest for quite a long time.
As mentioned earlier, it may be that the plot has become so en
tangled with the struggle already brewing for Khomeini’s succession
that the real intention o f the government toward its most formidable
clerical opponent will never be revealed. It is equally clear that physical
harm to the ageing Shariatmadari may be averted by the realization that
not only would Azarbayjan most probably explode in rebellion, but
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The struggle of the regime against its many armed and un-armed
enemies has continued unabated. The massive and ferocious retaliation
against armed resistance groups, notably the Mojahedin, was bound to
affect the scope and intensity of the armed opposition to the regime.
Shortly before its third anniversary the Islamic regime scored some
impressive successes in this front. Mussa Khiyabani, the Commander of
the Mojahedin, his wife and the wife of Massud Rajavi, the leader of the
group now in exile in Paris, were ambushed and killed. An armed
attack by guerrillas at the end of January on the Caspian city of Amol
was successfully repulsed. In this second incident the Mojahedin were
joined by a new guerrilla group called Sarbedaran (literally, ‘hanged by
the head’); all of which indicates that the end of urban guerrilla warfare
against the regime is not yet in sight.
Radio Mojahed, the clandestine radio operating from somewhere in
Kurdistan, broadcasts daily reports of clashes with the Pasdaran and
armed members of various revolutionary committees. The Mojahedin’s
office in Paris, announcing the ambush and death of Khiyabani and his
comrades-in-arms, revealed that new leaders had been appointed, but
for security reasons would not be named. Rajavi appealed to the UN for
news about three infants, including his own two-year-old son, who
were caught in the ambush and were under government ‘protection’.
By way of a somewhat cruel joke the Islamic regime invited Rajavi to
return to Iran and take care of his infant son ‘if paternal instinct
meant anything to him.’
That the Mojahedin were still capable of waging guerrilla war against
the regime became once again obvious when in late March 1982 a
limited, but quite dramatic uprising was staged at the Lavizan army
garrison in the heart of Tehran. A squad of Mojahedin in army uniforms
penetrated the base, and in collaboration with scores of sympathizers
among the soldiers and NCOs took over the base and killed ten officers
who were actively involved in purging Mojahedin sympathizers from the
base. Additionally, the officers in charge of The Islamic Society and
counter-intelligence were killed. Before the Pasdaran could reach the
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base, the Mojahedin infiltrators, together with their comrades within
the base, succeeded in escaping.
The Mojahedin continue to pay a heavy price for their relentless
armed struggle against Khomeini. In April the author was supplied, at
the Mojahedin office in Paris, with irrefutable evidence of the brutality
of Khomeini’s retaliation. Birth certificates and copies of burial certifi
cates, issued by the Islamic government’s coroner’s office in Tehran and
Ahwaz, showed that a 16-year-old girl and two boys, aged 13 and 17,
had been executed by revolutionary courts. In the case of the young
girl the judge prohibited her relatives from burying her in the Moslem
cemetery.
These documents show that close to 25 per cent of all Mojahedin
members executed between June 1981 and April 1982 were teenagers,
and that their crimes ranged from simple membership of the group to
active participation in guerrilla operations, some of them leading to the
deaths of government officials.
The struggle in the domestic front extends to groups other than the
Mojahedin or several leftist anti-Khomeini organizations. In the
attack on Amol, which coincided with the anniversary of the late
Shah’s so-called ‘white revolution’, and in a major bomb blast near
Eshratabad military base, which coincided with the anniversary of
Reza Shah’s coup d ’etat in 1920, other groups were involved. CIAleaked press reports and personal interviews with reliable sources leave
no doubt in the writer’s mind that exiled military groups, particu
larly in Turkey and parts of ‘liberated’ Iranian Kurdistan, have become
increasingly active over the last few months.
Further evidence pointing to the same conclusion is the regime’s
periodic discovery of plots for coups d ’e tat, which are usually ‘nipped
in the bud because of the alertness of Iran’s 20-million-strong network
of intelligence operatives.’ In early March another such discovery was
proclaimed, leading to the arrest and prompt execution of scores of Air
Force and other officers.
The most active of these groups continue to be: ARA (Iran Libera
tion Army) created by General Oveissi and representing, by and large,
monarchist officers, Pars (Pre-Islamic name for Iran), which is of a more
recent origin and reportedly not as committed to the Pahlavi family as
ARA, but none the less extremely nationalistic and patriotic. Ariya,
a recently organized group, mainly o f Air Force officers, is active both
inside and outside Iran. As to the Sarbedaran, indications are that this
group is quite heterogeneous in composition and ideological orienta
tion. Its membership is mostly civilian, but it also includes some retired
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officers.
The Kurdish issue, whether from an internal or from a regional
perspective, cannot simply be brushed aside. In early April the KDP
leader, Dr Ghassemlou, wrote in Le Monde that despite the overall
turmoil in Iran, Kurdistan remains a bastion of the democratic forces.

is

The Kurds are in control of a vast territory twice the size of Switzer
land, even though 45,000 regular Iranian troops and nearly same
number of Pasdaran continue to harass about 12,000 Pishmargs
(Kurdish for ‘death welcomers’) as well as 20,000 armed peasants.
Not only it is a sanctuary for our fellow combatants against the
oppressive Khomeini theocracy, but for anyone who is being hunted
down by the authorities.
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The Kurdish leader stated that in the course of the two and a half
years of war the Kurds had lost more than 15,000, of whom 85 per
cent were civilian.
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Atrocities committed by Khomeini’s armed gangs in the name of
Islam abound. Such hamlets and towns as Ghalatan, Sofi and Gharne
have left indelible memories for our people. None the less, the Kurds
in these difficult years have reinforced their unity. Outside the KDP,
which is supported by 80 per cent of the people, Kumeleh is the
only organized extreme leftist group which has survived the war.
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In the liberated area the KDP has organized a network of administra
tive units of popular councils elected by direct universal suffrage.
Numerous villages are now managed by these councils, and by the end
of the current year the entire region will be managed by them.
In September 1981 500 primary schools were established to teach
25,000 students in the Kurdish language.
In the medical field the situation is grim, and such international
organizations as the Red Cross have not dared to send missions
to ascertain the dire medical needs of our people, although a number
of French medical teams have been most forthcoming in helping
to operate the three main Kurdish hospitals,
wrote Dr Ghassemlou.
Even though the campaign against armed organizations, in addition
to the war with Iraq was sufficient to preoccupy the Islamic regime,
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other ‘enemies’ of the Shia theocracy were not completely forgotten.
With the appointment of Aliakbar Velayati as foreign minister a con
certed effort to repress the Bahai community was unleashed. As a
member of the secretive Hojatiyeh (Arabic for ‘Islamic logic’) group,
Velayati convinced his clerical colleagues that the 300,000 members of
the community in Iran should be finally and completely eradicated.
After repeated warnings against holding religious meetings had been
ignored, 18 members of the Bahais’ national and Tehran assemblies
were executed, at the end of December 1981 and early January 1982.
The group included two converted Jews, Iskandar and Jalal Azizi, who
were reportedly given the opportunity either of returning to the Jewish
faith, a recognized minority religion, or, even better, converting to
Islam. Additionally, the members of the community were ordered to
produce a certificate of conversion in order to be admitted to state
schools and to secure government documents. More ominously, as of
21 March 1982 no ration coupons were to be issued to those whose
faith was not formally recognized under the Islamic Constitution.
Government newspapers carried long columns of announcements of
conversion to the ‘noble religion of Islam’ by hundreds of intimidated
members of the Bahai faith.
The outcry by the international media as well as by human-rights
organizations, including the New York-based Freedom House, Amnesty
International and the prestigious Committee for the Free World, how
ever, appeared to have persuaded the Iranian regime to move back from
the brink of a ‘final solution’ to the Bahai problem. President Khamenei
denied that the Bahais were being persecuted because of their religious
affinities, but said they were being legally prosecuted as agents of Israel.
Since the January executions only two more executions of Bahais have
been announced, but the total number of acknowledged executions since
1979 now amounts to about one hundred. Reports from inside the
country also indicate that the decree denying ration coupons to the
Bahais has not been fully enforced, and that the policy of starving them
to death or conversion has been quietly postponed, if not totally
abandoned.
It should be noted that these are the only Iranians who are vic
timized exclusively for religious reasons. In fact, one of the tenets of
the Bahai faith prohibits political involvement in any form or shape.
During the Shah’s reign they were the only Iranians to be exempted
from his command of compulsory membership of the Rastakhiz party
on pain of expulsion from the country. However, it is also true that
some emotional and religious links do connect the Bahais with what is
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now Israel.
Under another despotic regime in the late nineteenth century the
Bahai leaders were banished to what was then Ottoman empire territory.
When the British mandate was established in Palestine after World War
I, important cities like Haifa and Accra, to which Bahai leaders were
often banished, became the centres of the community. With the estab
lishment of Israel in 1948 these centres came under the jurisdiction of
Israel, and a natural link involving financial transactions for the opera
tion of the headquarters of the faith, its schools, charities, etc. was
established thereby.
In the recent past the faith has been administered from Haifa by a
nine-member Beitoladl (House of Justice) of which five are American,
two Iranian and two of other nationalities. Thus it is obvious that the
link with Israel has non-political roots, and indeed the Jewish state does
not allow the Bahais to engage in proselytizing activities inside Israel.
As far as the Iranian regime is concerned, these distinctions are ques
tionable. Any connection with the Zionist state is ipso facto criminal,
even though such connections as that for the procurement of the muchneeded spare parts for the Iranian army and the Pasdaran have been
condoned for quite some time.
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Ever since the election of Ali Khamenei as president, and the confirma
tion of Mir Hossein Mussavi, his half brother, as prime minister, a
behind-the-scenes leadership struggle has also plagued the Islamic
Republic. What has made that struggle quite crucial to the political
fortunes of the government are the certainty of Khomeini’s eventual
death and the uncertainties of political jockeying for position, particu
larly amongst the various factions of the Pasdaran.
Shortly after the election of Khamenei a rift began to develop
concerning Mahdavi Kani, who had served as interim prime minister.
His failure to be re-nominated by the president led to a gradual emer
gence of a new triumvirate consisting of Kani, Rafsanjani and, tenta
tively, Mehdi Bazargan, in opposition to the president, the prime
minister and the chief justice. How profoundly this new group are
antagonistic to those in power, and whether ideological as opposed to
personal differences underlie this new polarization in the leadership
struggle are, for the moment, imponderables. In vying for Khomeini’s
favour neither of the two groups appears at present in the ascendant.
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After over three years in power, Khomeini has established his credentials
as a skilful exploiter of factionalism within his entourage. But as age
and reported ill-health catch up with him, his ability to continue doing
so successfully seems to be eroding.
It is in this context that the control of the Pasdaran, as well as some
of the revolutionary committees in the capital city and major provin
cial centres, becomes extremely critical. Both in fighting the guerrilla
forces and in achieving an impressive success in the war against Iraq the
Pasdaran have increased their power base and enhanced their image
as a reliable and dedicated force. Now numbering almost 96,000, the
Pasdaran are divided into five basic units: for anti-subversion, intel
ligence, internal security, public relations, and recruitment. Not only
did Khomeini appoint its present commander, Rezai, who took an oath
of allegiance to Khomeini as the Faghih and Rahbar (theocratic and
political supreme leader), but he has his personal representative in the
Command Council of the Corps. Quite clearly in the ongoing jockeying
for position in the event of Khomeini’s death or incapacity, the allegi
ance of the Pasdaran as a whole, or at least some of the more critical
of the units mentioned above, may prove decisive.
The control of the Pasdaran at a critical juncture is only one of the
uncertainties plaguing the regime. A more imponderable question con
cerns the transition of the leadership once Khomeini is incapacitated
or dead. ‘After Khomeini, who?’ has become a critical question for the
regime and the Iranians as a whole. Beginning in January 1982, when
the report of his deteriorating health assumed sudden currency, atten
tion was focused on the constitutional and political problems of
Khomeini’s succession. Constitutionally, if there is no consensus
on his dual position as Faghih and Rahbar, each or both could be
replaced by a three to five-man council. But how it will be determined
whether or not there is such a consensus remains unclear. Although the
constitution provides for the setting up of an assembly of experts to
determine the question, its language is so ambiguous as to make it open
to many interpretations.
However, it is known that Khomeini himself has groomed Ayattolah
Montazari to succeed him as Faghih, and perhaps a three-man council
including Rafsanjani, Khamenei and Mussavi Ardabili to take over as
the leadership council. On both counts many problems exist. First,
Montazari, in terms o f scholarship in Shia theology, is a somewhat
lightweight clerical leader. At least two of the Grand Ayattolahs who
have not broken with Khomeini, namely Golpaygani and Marashi, have
much higher reputations as ulama, and are more capable of exercising
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the tremendous power and prerogatives assigned to the Faghih.
Compounding the issue is that several of the anti-Khomeini Grand
Ayattolahs, above all Shariatmadari, are equally superior to Montazari.
Having broken with Khomeini on the concept and meaning of Velayate
Faghih, these Ayattolahs have none the less powerful constituencies
within the country or in such populous provinces as Azarbayjan and
Khorassan. To put it bluntly, for many of them Khomeini’s power and
prestige simply could not be transferred to figures of lesser theological
and/or political acumen.
While similar reservations extend to Khomeini’s political leadership,
it is worth noting that important responsibilities have been granted to
the offices of president and prime minister, whereas the Faghih shares
his power with no-one. Indeed, the very issue of the legitimacy of the
Faghih, which was dormant for over two years, has once again surfaced
in anticipation of Khomeini’s departure. In mid-April Sheikh Mahmoud
Halabi, a well-known political cleric, joined some of the early critics of
the Velayate Faghih, such as Shariatmadari, and called for the abolition
of the concept, at least in its present form whereby it is represented in
the person of one individual and contravenes the concept of popular
sovereignty.
What is obvious is that Khomeini in death may prove even more of
a problem for Iran’s political viability than during his life time. His
insistence on creating a monolithic Shia theocracy may prove the un
doing of the Islamic Republic, in the same way that the late Shah’s
perseverance in establishing a one-party state contributed to his ulti
mate downfall. As of this writing, the most reliable information from
sources both inside and outside the country points to the following
polarization concerning Khomeini’s succession.
As far as it can be determined, the president, the prime minister, and
the Majlis Speaker see no reason why Montazari should not succeed
Khomeini, at least initially. Certainly, the first two prefer to see the
powerful office of Faghih occupied by a rather weak and mediocre
personality, since the powers of the head of state and head of govern
ment will be enhanced in direct proportion to the decline of those of
the Faghih. President Khamenei, who is not an Ayattolah because he
has not yet completed a Resaleh, an original treatise on some aspect
of Shia theology, cannot personally aspire to becoming a Faghih. He
has instead been pressing for the formation of the Assembly of Experts
to select a council of leadership, which indicates a preference on his
part for the separation of the two offices, and perhaps even their
subordination to those of president and prime minister.
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The Majlis Speaker, Rafsanjani, may be motivated by a similar desire
in supporting Montazari, for he knows full well that a powerful Faghih
will automatically undermine the position of the Islamic Majlis as the
legislature of the republic. However, he is also in competition with the
president and the prime minister. All accounts indicate that his present
position regarding the Faghih is a convenient one, and that sooner or
later he will confront the president and his chosen prime minister,
Mir Hossein Mussavi. As a matter of fact, before the public discussion
of the succession problem reports were current in Tehran of Rafsanjani’s move toward some non-clerical members of the Majlis, notably
Bazargan, Dr Yazdi and Dr Sami.
Against the above position are aligned some powerful and extremely
political clerics who had long maintained a silent opposition to the
whole concept o f Velayate Faghih, as well as to some features o f the
Islamic Republic such as the laws on property and criminal justice. For
some of them opposition to Khomeini appeared either unsafe or unwise.
For others a sense of gratitude for his contribution to the overthrow of
the Pahlavi regime required acquiescence to his wishes as long as he was
alive. None of these considerations should hold with his disappearance
from the scene. The secretive Hojatiyeh society is presently calling into
question the transition of the Faghih’s power to Montazari, or to anyone
else for that matter. Whether this is out of conviction or because of
hostility towards the president and prime minister is a speculative
matter.
Reliable reports at the end of April 1982 indicated that they have
been pressing for Ayattolah Golpaygani to succeed Khomeini, but not
as the Imam of the Shia community, but rather as the principal Marjae
Taghlid, In other words, the society seems to view the concept of
Faghih in a much more restricted sense. Rather than as the sole arbiter
of theological and political questions, it seems to maintain that the
unique qualifications and services of Khomeini must not and could not
be simply transmitted to any single Mujtahed. One of the Grand Ayattolahs, such as Golpaygani, could, however, be recognized as the
principal Mujtahed to function as the supreme guardian of faith.
In mid-April evidence of the depth o f the conflict between the above
two positions began to surface. When Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, the former
associate of Khomeini and foreign minister during most of the US
hostage crisis, was arrested and accused of plotting to eliminate
Khomeini, pro-government newspapers and Majlis deputies aligned with
the president and prime minister implicated Ayattolah Shariatmadari
in a plot to succeed Khomeini. His son-in-law, Ahmad Abassi, along
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with 70 of the close associates of the aged Ayattolah were arrested in
Qom.
The Pasdaran surrounded Shariatmadari’s residence, denying admis
sion even to his physician, who had gone to check on the prostate
condition from which he had been suffering for quite a while. His own
son, Hassan Shariatmadari, denied in Hamburg, West Germany, that the
Ayattolah had in any way been involved in politics since the uprising
in Tabriz at the end of 1979. None the less, the Islamic Republican
Party seems bent on utilizing the Ghotbzadeh affair to advance its
position concerning Khomeini’s succession. Not only does it aim to
preclude reputable clerical leaders from the process of succession, it
also seeks to eradicate the slightest semblance of non-party activities
from the Majlis. Thus, on the day of Ghotbzadeh’s arrest, party spokes
men accused a few remaining secular members of the Majlis such as
Bazargan, Yazdi, and Sami of being involved in the plot against the
Imam.
Most likely the struggle for the successor to Khomeini will be
bitter and perhaps prolonged. When the dust has settled a single indivi
dual rather than a group of equal partners will most likely emerge
to succeed Khomeini. Neither under the Shah nor under his successor
could collective leadership be effectively exercised. Such notions as the
establishment of the reciprocal recognition of the limits of power, and
of accountability, which the constitutional revolution at the turn of the
century tried to introduce to Iran, continue to evade its political
leaders.
This reality is borne out not only by the creation of a new cult of
personality around Khomeini, surpassing the one that the Shah built up
at the zenith of his power, but also by an analysis of the words and deeds
of opposition groups. For over three years these groups have been ex
horted by their leaders to agree on a minimum common goal of over
throwing Khomeini’s regime. Frequently declarations of intention to
do so are issued both outside and inside the country, but just as fre
quently the forces of discord, personal rivalry and petty jealousies
prevent a concerted and co-ordinated effort in opposition to a govern
ment whose durability has surprised many, and not the least, its own
officials.
To conclude, it is apparent that the fluidity of the political situa
tion in Iran will make accurate and precise prognosis impossible. The
review of events in this postscript does not necessitate drastic revision
of any of the scenarios presented in the preceding chapter. If one
remembers that on the last occasion that the Iranian regime was forci
bly changed, the new one lasted nearly 70 years, the longevity of the
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Islamic Republic so far does not appear exceptionally impressive. The
notable difference between the Pahlavi regime and the present theo
cracy relates to significant changes in nearly all the socio-economic and
political conditions of Iran. Both in scope and intensity much more
violence has been used to establish and maintain the Shia funda
mentalist regime. Its overthrow will no doubt require even more
violence, considering the current standard of political struggle in that
unhappy land.
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